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Preface
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report on JPL space exploration programs, and related sup, zorting research and
advanced development projects. The subtitles of all volumes of the Space Programs
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SYSTEMS DIVISION
I. Systems Analysis
A. A Geometrical Interpretation
of an Optimal Trajectory
C. G. Pfeiffer
Recent work in the calculus of variations has been
directed toward the optimal final-value control problem,
which can be described as the task of controlling the
iajectory of a point mass so as to achieve a desired final
state while at the same time minimizing (or maximizing)
a given function of the final state variables. In Ref. 1
some properties of an optimal trajectory were discussed,
leading to the development of necessary and suffi-
cient conditions which must be satisfied if the trajectory
is to be minimizing. In this paper we shall augment
that analysis by describing necessary and sufficient con-
ditions from a geometrical (functional analysis) point
of view, and discuss the concept of abnormality.
The problem analyzed here will be somewhat simpli-
fied in order to facilitate the exposition. Thus, it will
be assumed that the final time is fixed, that there is only
one control variable to consider, and that the control
variable is not bounded. In the perturbation analysis
we shall limit ourselves to .-onsidering only small devi-
ations in the control variable. By this restriction we are
dealing with what is called a "weak" variation in the
terminology of the classical calculus of variations.
The notation used is as follows; The independent vari-
able is t, which may be thought of as time; T is the
(fixed) final time; other capital 'letters are matrices; col-
umn vectors are denoted by a bar (—) over a small letter;
and the transpose of a vector or matrix is indicated by
the superscript '. The notation (t) will occasionally be
omitted in equations in order to simplify the notation.
1. Formulation of the Problem
Let the rate of change of the state of the system be
given by
dt x 
= 
T (r. Y, t)	 { l )
where
= (x,, x.,	 , xR
I
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is the state vector of the system (such as the position
and velocity coordinates of a rocket vehicle); y (t) is the
continuous control function which is to be determined
(such as the steering angle of the rocket vehicle); and
f (z, y, t) is a known vector function of x and y, and is
differentiable up to third order with respect to these
quantities. Given some initial condition Y(0), the prob-
lem is to choose the control variable y (t) in such a way
as to minimize at some fixed final time T the function
J3„ (x), subject to the r distinct constraints /3 i (x) = 0.
The fli (x) will be called the "boundary functions," where
i = 0, 1, • • • , r. Without loss of generality it can be
assumed that the fl i (3t) are linear functions of the final
state T. This is the well-knoum Xfayer formulation of the
optimization problem in the calculus of variations, which
includes the case of minimizing a functional of 7(t) and
y (t) and,./or of applying integral constraints.
1 geometrical interpretation of the optimization prob-
lem is afforded by constructing an r + 1 dimensional
boundary function space (Fig. 1), where the ith coordi-
nate of a point in the space is given by
Sp+i (4 — 1g i (1)	 p+i (X).... final
for i=0, 1, -	 ,r
The iB; is the value of the ith boundary func-
tion on a nominal (reference) trajectory, attained by
applying the nominal control function. The Spi is the
variation in this boundary function resulting from per-
turbing the control by some arbitrary Sy (t), where
Sy (t) = y 	 – y (t)non, i nal
Thus a point described by Sp– represents the mapping
of the function Sy (t) to the boundary function space,
and the coordinates 8/3 i are functionals of Sy (t). The
analysis of optimal trajectories from the geometrical point
sty,
1
.	 ^sso
S31	 i
NVELOPE OF REACHABLE
POINTS
=– —^ boo
Fig. 1. The boundary function space
of view consists of studying the envelope of points reach-
able by applying arbitrary control variations, as will
be described be-ow.
2.The Variation of the Boundary Functions
We suppose that a nominal trajectory (not necessarily
optimal) exists, and construct a Taylor series expansion
of Eq. (1) in terms of the Sxi and Sy. It is shown in Ref. 1
that variation in the ith boundary function can be written
(t) 8y (t) dt +' f T : ; (t) S y^ (t) dt
u	 o
+	
n 
r f
T 
ki (t, 7) Sy (t) Sy (r) dt dr	 (2)
+ higher order terms	 for i = 0,1, - • • , r
where. n; (t) is called the influence (Green's) function,
J i (t) is called the weighting function, and k i (t, r) is a real
symmetric kernel. The term containing Sy (t) is said to be
the first variation of fli, and the terms containing Sy (t)
(with the factor !, deleted) are said to be the second
variation of Sfl i . If we consider only small (weak) varia-
tions Sy (t), the higher order terms in Eq. (2) may be
dropped and the resulting expression is then a second-
order functional expansion of f6;.
3.The First Necessary Condition
Suppose the nominal trajectory pretends to be an opti-
mal trajectory, and we seek to test it by applying the
special control perturbation
,
Sy (t) = I '7i (t) Fi = 7,' (t) F.	 (3)
i=n
where the F i are arbitrary numbers. We take the F i to be
very small, and consider
SR (first variation) =
f
T
 
[^ (t) ^' (t)) E dt = Pe	 (4)
where P is an r + 1 by r + 1 matrix with elements
T
P i i = J	 77i ( t) vi (t) dt	 (5)I.
If the trajectory is optimal (minimizing) it is necessary
that the P matrix be singular, for otherwise it would be
possible to invert P and find an F which would attain a
2
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smaller value of flo while preserving the conditions
8 i6; = 0 for i = 1, 2, . • • , r. Thus we have
The First Necessary Condition for optimality. The in-
fluence functions must be linearly dependent, that is,
r
I vi (t) v i = 0	 (6)
i=
where the v i are constants not all equal to zero.
This statement is verified by recognizing that P is a real
symmetric matrix, and hence there exists an orthonormal
r+ 1 by r+ 1 matrix L such that
	
LPL' = P* = diagonal	 (7)
where the elements of P* are given by
''	 =Oifi0i
Pi _	 v;(t) vi (t)dt	 Oifi=j	 (8)
and
^* (t) = L*t (t)	 (9)
If P is singular then
I P I = I P* I = (P%) (P; ) ... (P*rr) =0	 (10)
where I - - • I indicates the determinant of a matrix. Thus
at least one p` i = 0, and from Eq. (8) we conclude that
this is true if and only if the corresponding v; (t) = 0 over
the interval (0, T). Eq. (6) is now verified, where the vi
are elements of a row of the L matrix.
It is interesting to note that the obvious statement
IN = I P'I^ o	(11)
is a generalization of the well-known Schwarz inequality,
as may be verified by carrying out the expression for I P
for the case of only two influence functions.
4. Abnormality and Uncontrollability
The first necessary condition states that the rank of the
r + 1 by r + 1 matrix P must be at most equal to r. If
the rank is less than r the trajectory is said to be abnormal
(Ref. 2, p. 210), where
Definition: A trajectory is said to be "abnormal of order
q" if there are q + 1 elements p ; i of Eq. (10) equal to
zero.'
The abnormal case presents difficulty for the analysis to
follow, so we shall henceforth assume q = 0.
Abnormality is related to the concept of uncontrolla-
bility introduced by Kalman in Ref. 3. Treating only the
linear perturbation equations (the first variation) and with
the final time fixed, we say that an initial state deviation
8x (0) is controllable if there exists a control signal By (t)
defined over the interval (0, T) such that 81(T) — 0. Con-
sider a 81(0) and some jB , where
[grad f6"][ 2x(T) ]Sx (0)^0 	 (12)ax(o) J
The H(0) is uncontrollable if v; (t) = 0, for then the
control By (t) has no (first order) effect on the projection
of 81(T) onto the iB', direction, and the final state cannot
be driven to zero. Thus it can be said that an optimal
trajectory is uncontrollable of order q + 1 if it is abnor-
mal of order q.
S. The Second Necessary Condition
Let us rotate the boundary function coordinate system
(Fig. 1) by the transformation L [Eq. (7)], to get
S#* = L8, (13)
We rearrange the functions Sf3; such that (only) 8,8* has
an influence function vo(t) = 0 (recall that we are assum-
ing the trajectory to be normal). Thus
Sao = 2 f r ^' (t) By- (t) dt
0
1 
J 
T T
+ —	 k' (t, T) By (t) By (T) dt dT2	 o
+ higher order terms 	 (14)
'It has recently come to our attention that the relationship between
the rank of the P matrix and the abnormality of the trajectory has
also been noted by W. G. Melbourne and F. D. Faulkner. The
notion arose during Melbourne's review of an unpublished paper by
Faulkner dealing with techniques for computing optimal trajec-
tories (presented at UCLA Conference on Computing Methods in
Optimization Problems, January 30-31, 1964).
3
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T
8 f6' =	 Tt* (t) 8y (t) dt
+ higher order terms	 (15)
Assuming that the projection of the P*,, axis on the 8a axis
is positive (otherwise we choose — P*), we have
The Second Necessary Condition for optimality (ndni-
mality). The zeroth weighting function must be greater
than or equal to zero, that is
f. (t)	 0	 (16)
This is the classical Legendre condition. The statement is
verified heuristically by imagining a positive impulse of
control at the time t, immediately followed by an iden-
tical negative impulse. In this case the first term on the
right-hand side of Eq. (14) dominates all other terms in
Eqs. (14) and (15), and the second necessary condition is
established.
For the following discussion it will be convenient to
consider only "strictly nonsingular" extremals, where
Definition: A strictly nonsingular extremal is character-
ized by J* (t) > 0 everywhere in (0, T).
The more general case suggested by Eq. (16) will be
discussed in a future work.
6. The Reachable Envelope for Strictly Nonsingular
Extremals
Let us simplify the subsequent analysis by assuming
that there. is only one boundary condition to be met (the
more general case is developed in Ref. 4), and introduce
the control variation
S y (t) = [ CO (01 % Sy (t)	 (17)
The corresponding influence function becomes
v* ( t) = [ CO (t) ) -% ?Ii (t)	 (18)
and the symmetric kernel becomes
A
k (t, T) = I" (t)", (r)]- k' (t, t)	 (1`3)
The A quantities are now substituted into Eqs. (14) and
(15) and the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (14)
is simplified by having to (t) = I.
Seeking an equation for the envelope of points reach-
able for small variations 80(t) (Fig. 1), we delete the
higher order terms in Eqs. (14) and (15) and find the
extremal value of 8#*(,, subject to the condition 8p, = b.
The b is an arbitrary parameter which will be varied to
trace out the envelope. Thus we extremalize with respect
to Sy (t) the functional
	
p=S#*.+v(S(3;—b)	 (20)
where the v is a Lagrange multiplier. It follows that
0 = Sy (t) + 	 (t) + 40)	 (21)
i=t	 wi
where wi are characteristic constants and ¢ i (t) are the
characteristic functions (Refs. 5, 6) of the symmetric ker-
nel tk (t, r), and
	
ci = f T 0; (t) Sy (t) dt	 (22)
Multiplying Eq. (21) by 8y (t) and integrating, we have
0 = 28RQ + v8/31 	 (23)
Multiplying Eq. (21) by 0 i (t) and integrating, we have
0 = ci (1 + 1 /wi) + vdi	(24)
where
	
d; _ ^T ^_ (t) 17 (t) dt	 ( ),
Multiplying Eq. (21) by J (t) and integrating, we have
0 = S R; +
cc
 
c,d, 
+ v J 
't (t) dt	 (26)
If there are no wi = —1, Eqs. (23) to (26) can be com-
bined to yield
Bp.*(extrern	 = 2 
r (8E i) ]
	
(27)
where 8(3; = b is the specified value, and
J
P = 
T 
'/ (t)dt - 'I I+; wf	 (28)
J
Fig. 2. Motion on the unit sphere
dx2 = 62 + Cos 2 X1 dl 2
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Considering 8,8, as a parameter which takes on all real
values, Eq. (27) defines the parabola which either envel-
opes the reachable points or represents the locus of inflec-
tion points. The p is the radius of curvature at the origin.
We assert without proof the following
Theorem: Suppose there are no mi = –1, then a neces-
sary and sufficient condition that the optimal trajectory
be minimizing is that Eq. (27) define a lower bound of
the reachable points. Thus
8,80 [arbitrary 8y(t) ] – 8 ft. [corresponding extremal value]
2 [f 8ya (t) dt + 1 oT J oT m (t, T) 8y (t) 8y (_) dt dT1
_ ^
J 
T 8ya (t) dt + 2 C, (o►iy- ^ 0	 (29)
L o	 {=i
where the modified kernel is
m (t, r) = k (t, r) – P [tnj (t) I (T)]	 (30)
The m are the characteristic constants of this kernel,
and 6-i is defined analogously to Eq. (22). From Eq. (29)
it can be shown that in (t, r) can have no characteristic
constants between 0 and –1.
The sufficiency statement of the theorem follows im-
mediately, but the necessary condition is not obvious.
We shall discuss this point more fully in work to be
reported in this journal.
7. Geodesics on a Sphere
To apply the above results, let us examine the curve
of minimum arc length on the surface of a sphere which
connects the point (0, 0) with the point (T, 0), where the
coordinates are, respectively, longitude and latitude
(Fig. 2). Letting the coordinate t be the independent
variable, the derivative of arc length is
dxn
dt = (y2 + Cosa xl)% = fo (x,, y)	 (31)
where the control function is
dti = y = f, (y)	 (32)
The nominal trajectory is obviously the great circle are
between the given initial and final points.
Applying the theory described above we find that
(t) = 1 and the symmetric kernel is
^-_
k (t, r) – 
^(r – T)	 for r > t	 (33)
The characteristic constants are
	
4P(2i – 1) a 	 (34)
and the characteristic functions are
—2  	 cos(–w i ) % t 	(35)0 i (t) _ ( 
Thus (see Titchmarsh, The Theory of Functions)
8 ^	 ?	 lp(T)=T  1 – a
s 
^. [2i – 1 ] _ a [
 1 – {4T
a
a) (2i – 1)a]
tan T	 (36)
The radius of curvature p (T) is plotted versus T in Fig. 3.
The modified kernel is
	
m (t, r) 40(t, r) – -
	
(37)
which has characteristic constants t0 i given by
	
(–W*i ) % tan ( --0+)%T = p (T)	 (38)
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i=
d
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Fig. 3. Radius of curvature v*rsus art length
Upon applying the theorem we conclude that the tra-
jectory is minimizing if and only if T is less than 7r.
Notice that p (7r) = 0 corresponds to the "conjugate
point" (Ref. 2).
8. Discussion
We have presented here a new approach to the analysis
of optimal trajectories which extends and augments the
material of Ref. 1. Still to be done is a rigorous estab-
lishment of the theorem stated in Sect. 6, and a treatment
of abnormal points and a more general class of extremals.
Such work will be reported in a future volume of this
journal.
B. Error Analysis of Multiple
Planet Trajectories
F. M. Sturms, Jr.
It has been proposed (Refs. 7, 8) that trajectories using
the gravitational perturbations of intermediate planets
be used in order to achieve exploration of the solar
system with launch velocity requirements significantly
lower than are needed for direct trajectories. Typical
uses of these lower velocity requirements might be to
travel to remote planets with smaller launch vehicles
or to extend the launch period available for the closer
planets. This report gives the results of an initial feasi-
bility study, and derives equations for examining the
effects of errors associated with missions to a target planet
along a trajectory passing near an intermediate planet.
Numerical results are presented for two typical missions
in 1970: an Earth-Venus-Mercury trajectory and an
Earth-Venus-Mars trajectory. Both of the selected tra-
jectories use the 1970 Venus launch opportunity.
1. Intermediate Manot Hyperbola
Using the heliocentric conic trajectory program
(HECON), described in Ref. 9, the Earth-intermediate
planet, and the intermediate planet—target planet trajec-
tories are chosen such that the asymptotic arrival and
departure speeds at the intermediate planet are equal.
Vkz = Vh3	 (1)
The right ascension and declination of the arrival and
departure asymptotes are then used to determine the
components of unit vectors along the asymptotes.
	
S = (cos 4, cos O, cos 4. sin O, sin 0)	 (2)
At this point, a rotation may be performed to express
the components in an ecliptic referenced system
S' = (cos i3 cos a, cos i3 sin A, sin P)
1	 0	 0
0	 cos E	 sin E	 S	 (3)
0	 — sin a cos e
and wherever S appears in the following equations, either
or both the equatorial or ecliptic referenced vector may
be used, depending on the requirements of the user. The
semimajor axis of the encounter hyperbola is given by
a = VJA
	
(4)
A unit vector normal to the encounter hyperbola tra-
jectory plane is given by
A n
S2XSW=	 '{	 (5)
^X^
The inclination to the reference plane is then found from
cos i = W.	 (6)
and the longitude of the ascending node from
tan d2 = W	 (7)" 
6
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The turning angle between the arrival and departure
asymptotes is found from
sin * = I S, X S 3 l	 (8)
Eccentricity is found from
	
e=sin 2	 (9)
and the impact parameter from
b = -a (e' - 1)%	 (10)
Fig. 4 illustrates the encounter hyperbola in the vicinity
of the intermediate planet. The arrival impact parameter
vector, Bl , is shown in a plane perpendicular to Sg. A
reference axis is defined in this plane parallel to the
referent plane (either equator or ecliptic) and a unit
vector T, is defined along the reference axis. To com-
plete the right-handed system,
n n ^
	R=SXT	 (11)
A
The angle measured from T to B may be found from
sin i cos (8z -a)
tan Bl =	
Cos 11	 (12)
COs -02
Fig. 4. Intermediate planet hyperbola
and similarly with a subscript 3 for the departure asymp-
tote. [Actually, 0 and ® should be replaced in Eq. (12)
by ,t and A, respectively, if the ecliptic reference is being
used.] The components of B in the T-R plane are often
used in conjunction with the ecliptic reference.
B-T = bcos8	 (13)B-R=bsinB ^
Table 1 presents a summary for the two sample tra-
jectories of parameters taken from HECON results and
computed from the above equations. The Mercury tra-
jectory was chosen to illustrate the reduced launch ve-
locity requirement. The minimum launch hyperbolic
excess speed required for a direct Mercury trajectory
Table 1. Nominal conic trajectory parameters
for two typical missions
Earth-Venus-Mercury Earth-Venus-Man
Parameter
Eorial Ecliptic 1.11:1 Ecliptic
Launch date, T, July 29, 1970	 0" U.T. Aug. 12, 1970 	 0° U.T.
V, km/sec
,
3.724 3.309
01, deg -22.94	 - 16.83	 (	 -
e2, deg 242.01	 - 240.84	 -
AT22, days 120.0 130.0
Arrivgl at Venus Nov. 26, 1970	 0" U.T. Dec. 20, 1970	 a U.T.
V
^_ 
= V	 km/sec
ws
7.168 5.526
02"62' deg -35.20	 -15.72 -61.77	 -50.62
82, A2, deg 232.48	 238.87 219.70	 245.21
03, ,%, deg -25.18	 -3.64 -11.01	 1.59
93, X., deg 294.79	 292.35 211.31	 212.97
a, km -6320.9 -10639.2
• 2.2056350 2.0306745
b, km 12426.4 18803.6
41 , deg 53.92 59.00
1, deg 35.89	 17.21 93.31	 113.24
S1, deg 335.32	 304.20 210.66	 213.65
82, deg 352.52	 7.10 99.62	 128.47
d - T2, km -	 12331.2 -	 -11696.8
S - R2, km -	 1535.1 -	 14722.8
83, deg 26.46	 16.83 93.37	 113.25
b - T3, km -	 11894.0 -	 - 7422.4
5 - 43, km -	 3598.3 -	 17276.7
AT34 57.0 175.5
Arrival at target Jan. 22, 1971	 a U.T. June 13, 1971	 12° U.T.
V, km/sec 13.935 7.052
, deg 4.96	 - -24. 	 -
230.1200 	 -9, deg 343.48	 -
Venus gravitational constant 	 = 324769.5 kms/secsis
7
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in 1970 (a particularly bad year) is 6.85 km/sec as op-
posed to the typical (not minimum) value of 3.724 km/sec
shown in Table 1. (These correspond to injection ener-
gies, C,, of 46 .9 km2/sec° and 13 .9 km 2 /sec', respectively.)
The Mars trajectory was chosen to illustrate the use of
the Venus 1970 launch opportunity in order to go to
Mars at a time other than the normal opportunities for
direct Mars flights occurring in 1969 and 1971.
Z. Partial Derivatives for Encounter
Hyperbola Errors
it is convenient to describe the errors in the arrival
and departure conditions at the intermediate planet in
terms of the following six parameters, arranged in a
column matrix, where T is the time of closest approach.
Y=( Vhb	 (14)
B
T
Errors in the arrival conditions are mapped to first order
into errors in the departure conditions by the 6 X 6
matrix B
8Y, = B8Y2	(15)
where the elements of B are the partial derivatives of
the departure parameters with respect to the arrival
parameters.
ayi,	 66)
It is immediately seen that, since V A, b, and T are the
same for both arrival and departure,
aVh., — abs	 aTg = 1	 (17)
avh 2 	ab2 — aT2
and
i = 1,4,6
ay{' = 0	 1 = 1, ... ,6	 (18)
ay}_
	
(i0i
The remaining partial derivatives are most easily
expressed in terms of intermediate partials of the param-
eters u„ i, a, and *. From Fig. 4 and spherical trigo-
nometry, we have
tan u, _ tan 02
sin B,
cos i = cos gyp, cos 81
tan (O, — n) = sin #,tan 82
and from Eqs. (4), (9), and (10)
b2V,,2	 ,	 .1
cos* =1—
 e, = bVB.
2  + 1
A
Therefore, from Eq. (19),
au, au, au, 	 au,
TV-,-,
_ _	 _	 — 0
a©,	 ab2 	 aT,
au, sin 8, (1 + tan',)
a0, — sine B, + tan2 ¢2
au,
—COS e, tan #,
502 sing 8, + tan- ¢,
From Eq. (20),
ai ai	 ai	 ai	 = o
=	 ==avh2 ao,	 ab,	 aT,
ai tan-02
tan i
ai tan B,
707 — tan i
From Eq. (21),
au an	 an = 0
=	 =avh2 ab,	 aT2
a^
= 1
a®,
sin 2(02-0) 
a#2 2 tart #2
an sin 2 (e, — a)_
a02 sin 20,
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
8
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From Eq. (22),
a* _ a* a*__ a* o
ass — a®Y —
—a F. TT—,
a	 —4 (es — 1)%	 (26)
avA, =	 of to
a*	 —2 (e° — 1)%
ib —	 b es
The remaining partial derivatives of the B matrix may
now be formulated. From Fig. 4 and spherical trigo-
nometry, we have
sin #, = sin i sin (u, + *)	 (27)
tan ^$
sin (®a — n) =
	
	 ;
tan
tan 8, = tan i cos (u, + *)	 (29)
Then, for f = 1,
	 , 6, the remaining partials are
given by,
ao, _	 tan,	 au,	 a	 tan #,, ai
ayi, tan (u,
+ 
*)L
-5—,.+ ayl, + tan; ayZ
(30)
aU, _ { 80 
J + 2 tan (0s— a) ais8ay,z	 L ays, 	 su► !43 y i2
2 tan (0, — 0)
ITY-1.
ai l 	 (31)
sin 21 
	 J
ada 
_ Cos 2 Bs see i cos (U. + *)—A—]
ayt^	 ay,, J
— tan i sin (u, + *) au' + 8	 (32)
a Ty—,
The previous Eqs. (14) to (32) are given for the equa-
torial reference; however, the form is identical for the
ecliptic reference, and may be obtained by merely replac-
ing $ and ® by p and A respectively, and properly inter-
preting the remaining parameters with respect to the
ecliptic rather than the equatorial plane. Table 2 gives
the elements of the B matrix for both equatorial and
ecliptic reference planes for each of the two sample
trajectories specified in the previous section.
3. Effects of Errors at Intermediate
Planet Encounter
The errors in the arrival conditions at the intermediate
planet will propagate along the encounter hyperbola into
errors in the departure conditions as described by Eq. (15)
of the previous section. The effects of these errors on
the postencounter trajectory may be examined in two
respects. First, the departure errors will, if uncorrected,
result in sizable errors at the target planet. Second, the
departure errors may be used to represent the size of a
postencounter midcourse maneuver.
The second consideration may be easily seen if we
consider the first postencounter midcourse maneuver to
be that which nulls the errors in the departure asymp-
totic velocity. The errors in the departure velocity are
expressed in polar form by the upper three elements of
the vector matrix, 8Y, [Eqs. (14) to (15)]. The velocity
errors may be obtained in Cartesian components by the
following matrix multiplication.
aVA 	 Cos o cos A, — V. sin o cos e, — V, Cos 0 sin A aV„
r
a V^ = Cos o sin A, — V, sin 0 sin A,	 V„ cos 0 Cos 0	 80
a V^^	 sin 	 V. Cos 0,	 0	 y so ,
(33)
Then the midcourse velocity is
8vm, = (8vfs + 8vk + 8vf,),%	 (34)
The size of the postencounter midcourse maneuver may
be used to compare the sensitivity of various trajectories
to arrival errors. This may also be done from a statistical
viewpoint, as discussed in the next section.
Let us Low examine the effect at the target of depar-
ture errors. The output of the heliocentric conic trajec-
tory program (Ref. 9) includes "differential corrections"
which, among other quantities, list the values of the
partial derivatives of B • T, B - R and T at the target
(28)
9
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Table 2. partial derivatives (B matrix) of departure parameters with respect to arrival parameters
Earth-Venus-Mercury (equatorial reference)
Vs
a
02 Ha ba B: fia
V43 1.0 0 0 0 0 0
01 -0.100475 0.464687 0 -2.89788 X 10 -5 0.723561 0
0, -0.223085 -0.416295 1.0 -6.43419 X 10 - " 0.397913 0
ba 0 0 0 1.0 0 0
ea -0.0949145 -0.978451 0 -2.73751 X 10` R 0.419588 0
To 0 0 0 0 0 1.0
Earth-VanuaMercury (ecliptic reference)
VA= Ali ka b: 62 Ts
V" 1.0 0 0 0 0 0
-0.0653160 0.595106 0 -1.88364 X 10 - ° 0.773573 0
7^a -0.216277 0.0511208 1.0 -6.23784 X W' -0.234564 0
b4 0 0 0 1.0 0 0
as -0.0137300 -0.805270 0 -3.96000 X 10 -a 0.573994 0
To 0 0 0 0 0 1.0
Earth-Vanua-Mars (equatorial reference)
V 92 b: B, To
VA, 1.0 0 0 0 0 0
03 -0.309756 0.989290 0 -4.55073 X 10 - '` -0.0504538 0
0, 0.0186065 0.0283888 1.0 2.73354 X 10 - " -0.871755 0
ba 0 0 0 1.0 0 0
83 3.55347 X 10 - " 0.148647 0 5.22053 X 10 - ' 0.348504 0
Ta 0 0 0 0 0 1.0
Earth-Venus-Mu. s (ecliptic reference)
V. Aa ba C To
V
aa
1.0 0 0 0 0 0
P3 -0.285094 0.845856 0 -4.18841 X 10 -6 -0.338421 0
1\a 0.122551 -0.0147945 1.0 1.80044 X 10 -a -0.787867 0
ba 0 0 0 1.0 0 0
Ba -3.39770 X 10- 0.533629 0 -4.99168 X 10 ' 0.536835 0
to 0 0 0 0 0 1.0
Units km, rod, NC
with respect to C,, ^0, and @ at the departure planet.
The quantities b and 8 at departure are not pertinent
in the conic approximation, but the time of departure is.
Therefore, it is planned to add to the multiplanet version
of HECON, the partials of B - T, B - R and T at the target
with respect to departure time. With the above described
partials, then, we can construct the matrix
aB - T, aB • T, aB-T, aB-T4
aVha aS6a a©a aTa
aB - R, aB It, aB -R, aB - R,K =
	
avh3 aoa ao, aTa
aT, aT, aT, aT,
aVhj as^a a@, aTa
(35)
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where the first column is obtained from the change of 	 Then, defining K' as the appropriate 2 X 2 portion of
variable	 (KB'), we have
8Vk = 2Vk ',CZ 	 (36)
Now define the miss vector at the target planet
8M' = (K' R') aYs' = R Bye 	 (41)
where
aB•T, aB•T,
aB • T, 0-Its
R = (42)
aB • R4 aB • R4
aB • T, aB•R,
.A-T,
8M = 8B - R,	 (37)
aT, )
and we have
8M = (KB') 8Y 2	 (38)
where B' consists of the first, second, third and sixth
rows of the B matrix. Eq. (38), then, maps the errors in
the six arrival parameters into the three miss coordinates
at the target planet. The elements of the 3 X 6 (KB')
matrix indicate the sensitivity of target errors to errors
in the arrival parameters at the intermediate planet, and
would therefore be useful for comparing selected tra-
jectories.
Before giving numerical results, it is useful to simplify
the problem by isolating the more important parameters.
Experience has shown that for expected injection and
midcourse errors, the errors in Vh2, 02i 02, and T, are
small in comparison to errors in be and 8 2. Preliminary
numerical results show that the target errors resulting
from expected errors in be and 9 2 are from 10 to 100
times larger than from expected errors in Vk2, ¢2 and A2.
Let ' uv then examine only the errors in the impact
parameter components. Define
($B.T4)
0-R,
8r2 =
8b II	 \	 (39)` ae2
	J
811-T.
EY2' _ (8B.g2
Then, from Eq. (13),
cos 82 	sin 82
8Y$ _	 —sin B Z cos 92	BY','	 (40)
be	 be
= R'81"
The numerical values of the elements of R are given in
Table 3 for the two sample trajectories to Mercury and
Mars.
Table 3. impact parameter error sensitivities (R matrix)
Earth-Venus-Mercury (ediptic reference)
{ • T, {•R,
{ • T4
{ • R,
521.8
—161.6
348.5
—760.5
Earth-Venus-Man (ecliptic reference)
{ • T: {•R,
{ • Ti
{ • R.
—1236
—4046
—2607
3904
The R matrix is useful for targeting of multiplanet
trajectories on the Space Trajectories Program: The pro-
cedure is as follows. For the initial search, select the
aiming point values of B - T, and B • Rs that are obtained
from the conic approximation. The resulting miss at the
target planet may then be used with the inverse of
the R matrix to generate increments in B • T, and
B - Re that will remove most of the target error. Whether
or not this process converges for successive trials with
the same R matrix has not been determined. However,
the first iteration does yield trajectories which pass very
close to the target planet, as indicated by the results in
Table 4 for the Earth-Venus-Mars sample trajectory.
4. Statistics ar Encounter Erron
Since actual vu' :i.es of arrival errors are not known
in advance, it is useful *i examine the statistical nature
of the errors, based on the exi; meted distribution of arrival
errors. Let Ay= be the 6 X 6 oovarw, ,-ee matrix of expected
,A 11
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Table 4. Earth -VMYs-Man trajectory on
space trajectories program
Parameter "ICON 1 at search
Corrections
rem for
•,=o
2nd search
laench
Y's km/see 3.309 3.2959626 3.2959626
C., km'/see 10.949 10.863419 10.863419
0., deg 16.83 16.484351 16.484955
91 , dog 240.84 241.25110 241.25091
ZL ' deg 90 90 90
R, km 6567.4 6567.4 6567.4
T. deg 2.0 24 2.0
T, 8/12/70 8/12/70 8/12/10
0' U.T. a U.T. a U.T.
Mau days 130.0 129.398464 129.398841
Venus
V, ,
 km/tec 5.526 5.5250332 5.5250049
0., deg --69.77 -69.541426 -69.542074
92, deg -219.70 220.13314 220.13184
• - T., km -11697 •-11698.334 + 87.89 -11603.263
& - R., km 14723 14724.085 +114.45 14837.774
0., deg -11.01 -10.809301 -10.865752
H., deg 211.31 211.41984 211.80882
9T.,, days 173.3 175.734447 176.9413%
Mars
V^ km/sec 7.052 7.0359549 6.9600939
414, deg -24.10 - 24.173786 - 24.134454
04, deg 230.20 230.11903 229.68421
8 - T,, km 0 406936.32 -11062.911
8 - R,, km 0 -91264.984 12517.391
86, km 0 417044.92 !6703.630
arrival errors, which may be determined from a variety
of analyses.
	
Aye = a Z a 1
	
(43)
Then from Eq. (15),
	
Ay  = B Ay, Br 	 (44)
The covariance matrix of the departure asymptotic ve-
locity components may be obtained from the upper-left
3 X 3 part of Ay, and the 3 X 3 matrix of Eq. (33), which
we shall denote by the symbrl, A. Then
	
A% = A Ays Ar 	 (45)
and the one-sigma value of the rms postencounter mid-
course velocity is the square root of the trace of A%.
A number of different sets of Ay, matrices could be
generated based on a variety of assumptions concerning
the number and accuracy of pre-encounter maneuvers
and the associated orbit determination. An analysis has
been conducted with an assumed approach guidance
system for the Earth-Venus-Mars trajectory. A complete
description of the assumptions involved is not included in
this report (see Ref. 10). Basically, the approach guidance
system tracks the Sun, the planet and a star in order to
determine the approach trajectory. Based on current
..stimates of the accuracy of such a system and the exe-
cution errors of two approach maneuvers, a Ay, matrix
was generated following the second maneuver. Mappings
similar to those of Eqs. (44) to (45) were performed, with
a resulting one-sigma, rms, postencounter midcolnse
velocity of 50 m/sec.
A similar mapping of covariance matrices to the target
planet may be determined from Eq. (41). Let
As = ,(M')"
Then
A, = R A, Rr	 (47)
Eq. (47) maps the distribution of impact parameter errors
at intermediate planet arrival into the distribution of
impact parameter errors at the target. It is instructive
to evaluate Eq. (47) for a circularly distributed unit error
(1 km) in the intermediate planet arrival impact param-
eter. Then
n2= 1 010 1 I
and the target errors for the two sample trajectories are:
 X 108
 -0.35049 X 10 8
(
0.40108
 0.35049 X 108 0.80447 X UP)
_	 8.3219 X 10" -5.1773 X 108
A4ror.	
-5.1773 X 108 31.8111 X 108
A diagonal . lion of the As madix gives the principal
axes of the one-sigma error ellipse in the T-R plane and
the angle of the major axis from the T ;axis (Ref. 9,
12
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Table S. Principal axes of target error ellipse for 1 km
circular error of arrival
i	 i lartfs-VenuaMmury I firth-Vrnus-Mon
I semimojer axis	 900.6 km	 4719 km	 I
somiminor axis 	 441.0 km	 261 km
Angle of major axis 	 143 day	 102 dos	 i
from T-axis
pp. xvii—xviii). These values are given for the two sample
trajectories in Table 5.
Results such as are presented in Table 5 serve as a
means for comparing the sensitivity of various trajectories
to a standard uncorrelated, unit error at arrival. However,
a more meaningful comparison would result if the A.
:natrix for each trajectory reflected the comparative accu-
racy obtainable at intermediate planet arrival. The target
coordinate uncertainty due to orbit determination track-
ing errors is such a A, matrix, since it represents the
limiting accuracy that can be obtained as midcourse
correction errors approach zero. Therefore, Eq. (47) has
been evaluated using a A. taken from the orbit determi-
nation accuracy group of the heliocentric conic trajectory
program output. From Ref. 9, therefore, we obtain the
values in Table 6.
The resulting A, matrices are:
	
0.07409 X 1012 	 0.01575 X 10i2
	
A,Yrrrurq — ( 0.01575 X 10 12 	 0.07978 X 1012
_	 5.225 X 1012 	—10.924 X 1012
	
A4Yarr — 
—10.924 X 10 12 	25.774 X 1011
It can be seen from the above results that the one-sigma
rms misses at Mercury and Mars -are 0.4 X 108 km and
5.6 X BY km, respectively, if no approach or post-
encounter maneuvers are made.
A more complete statistical description of the target
errors is obtained from Eq. (38)
A4 = E	 d )r = (KB') dx 8 2 r (KB')r
(48)
(KB') A. (KB*)r
No numerical results are presented for Eq. (48), however.
S. Discussion
The results of this limited study show that the accuracy
of multiplanet trajectories should not be a serious ob-
stacle to their use in future missions. Certainly, post-
encounter maneuvers will be necessary, and also probably
one or two approach maneuvers dictated by an approach
guidance system. An analysis, in some depth, of prom-
ising missions is warranted, and the equations developed
in this report should serve as a partial basis for compar-
ing and selecting nominal trajectories. A multiplanet
version of HECON is being developed, and many of
the error equations of this report will be included as
subroutines.
Other considerations must be investigated, of course,
and will affect the total feasibility of these types of tra-
jectories. It was noted in the course of the analysis, for
example, that neither of the sample trajectories pass
through a region during the Venus encounter such that
the Earth, Sun or Canopus is occulted. However, there is
no freedom to choose the aiming point at the intermedi-
ate planet, and it may be found that other trajectories
pass through regions such that an important reference
body is occulted. The two sample trajectories also had
distances of closest approach at Venus that were greater
than average for these type missions (Ref. `l). Closer tra-
jectories may have difficulty meeting constraints on proh-
ability of impacting the intermediate planet. Since a
successful midcourse maneuver considerably lessens the
probability of impact, it would be beneficial to improve
the reliability and accuracy of the midcourse correction
operation.
Table 6. Orbit determination target accuracy
from HECON
lar&Wnus-Mercury Ear"140 ws-Mars
or 702.1 km 370.6 km
OR 433.4 km 995.4 km
Pr* — 07716 — 0.7231
Other missions, such as out-of-ecliptic and solar probes,
have been proposed which also use the gravitational
perturbation of an intermediate planet. These missions
have less stringent targeting constraints than those hav-
ing a planetary target, and should be seriously consid-
ered. It may prove possible to accomplish these missions
without the need for approach guidance or correction;
that is, using only two or three midcourse corre-tions.
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GUIDANCE AND CONTROL DIVISION
II. Spacecraft Electrical Power
A. Power Sources
P. Rouklove and D. W. Ritchie
1. Solar Energy Thermionic (SET) Electrical
Power Supply Development
The development of the SET I and II electrical power
supplies is continuing with emphasis on converter and
generator development under JPL contracts with Flectro-
Optical Systems, Inc., (EOS) Pasadena, California and
Thermo-Electron Engineering Corporation, (TEEco)
Waltham, Massachusetts. The Missile and Space Division
of General Electric Company is studying, under contract
tc JPL, the thermal energy storage properties of various
materials and their possible application to an advanced
thermionic generator.
The converters manufactured by EOS and TEEco are
to be incorporated into a 4-converter generator for use
with a 5-ft-D mirror (SET I) and a 16-converter generator
in conjunction with a 9.5-ft-D mirror for a SET II system.
a. Teats of TEEco Converters V111-F-1 and VIt7-P-2(a).
Two converters, manufactured by TEEco, were tested at
JPL. These converters are the prototypes of a series of
converters which incorporate sevaral improvements, such
as high power density, novel o ad improved attachment
system, better resistance to vibration and shock, and
lower cesium vapor pressure. Four of these converters of
the new design will be assembled in a SET generator now
in the design phase. Both converters have a 2-cm2 rhe-
nium emitter and a molybdenum collector. The emitter
of Converter VIII-P-1 was obtained by pyrolitic vapor
deposition of rhenium on a tantalum substratum using
rhenium pentachloride, while Converter VIII-P-2(a) used
a rhenium emitter, pressure-bonded to a tantalum slug.
The pyrolitic deposition of rhenium on tantalum presents
difficulties and the resulting bonding is unreliable,
pressure-bonding appearing to be a better process. The
radiator in the prototype Converter VIII-P-1 was made
to the same size as used in previous SET converters, and
it was found that this radiator was insufficient for the
high current densities obtained. To achieve the optimum
collector temperature of approximately 950°K required
in a rhenium-molybdenum system operating at an emitter
temperature of 2000°K and at high current densities, the
radiator used in Converter VIII-P-2(a) was increased by
110 em2. The measured temperature of the collector face,
operating at 40 a.11p 2/cm2 and with an emitter tempera-
ture of 1700°C, was 960°C. To reduce the large thermal
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drop from the collector face to its base, the cross section
of the collector used in VIII-P-2(a) was increased to a
maximum compatible with the size of the converter
envelope. The results of the performance tests of Con-
verters VIII-P-1 and VIII-P-2 together with the results
of converters of Series VII, built at the end of 1563, are
presented in Figs. 1 (a) and (b).
b. Teats of EOS converters. The effort of the converters
built by EOS was mostly directed toward an improve-
ment of the resistance to vibrations and stress expected
during the launch period of the thermionic generator.
The converters were tested, using sinusoidal vibration.
As the main goal in the test of the prototype converters
is to obtain design and analytic information, this mode of
vibration was applied, as opposed to random vibration
testing. The sinusoidal mode imposes greater stress on
the converter as a greater energy density is applied to the
structure than with a random scan. The advantage gained
by observing at all times the frequency, the applied load,
and the possibility of immediate obseri+ation of a:iy
resonance effect favored the vibration sinusoidal test.
The converters were tested at frequencies varying be-
tween 0 and 2000 cps in two steps, 0 to 500 cis, and
500 to 2000 cps, and in the x-y and z-axis at a peak load
of up to 10 g.
OUTPUT VOLTAGE, v
Fig. 1. Output current and power vs output voltage for SET converters
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During the was, the following observations were made:
Prototype I. Resonance of the collector Range at 1050
cps resulted in a "chatter" between emitter and collector
surfaces. This observation led to a redesign of the con-
verter structure.
Prototype 2. Resonance observed at 475 cps (5-g peak)
of the cesium reservoir tubulation resulted in displace-
ment of approximately % in. It was felt that the reservoir
heater wire may have acted as an off-center weight. Once
the reservoir was tied down, the resonance disappeared.
Prototype 3. A resonance observed at the tip of the
radiator heater wire resulted in material shaken out of
the sheath. This resonance was observed at 1800 cps 10-g
peak load.
Prototypes 2 and 3 were performance-tested by the
manufacturer before and after the vibration test. No
adverse conditions were observed. Prototype 2 was shaken
twice without ill effects.
These converters are characterized by a one-piece
collector radiator obtained by a drop-forge method from
a solid bar of molybdenum. It was postulated that such
an approach will greatly increase the resistance of the
converter to environmental vibrations and eradicate a
possibility of failure in the brazed section between the
molybdenum collector and the copper radiator.
c. Development of 9.5- f t-D electn formed solar concen-
trator. The 9.5-ft-D mirror replica obtained from the
9.5-ft-D nickel master was tested at Table Mountain. The
results of the test were reported in Ref. 1. To reduce the
amount of available energy to a quantity equivalent to
the one available from a 60-in: D mirror in space, and to
remove the effects of the damaged peripheral zone, the
mirror was shadowed to reduce its effective diameter to
7.5 ft. This shadowing reduces the area from 70.882 ft2
to 44.179 fts. The effects of the area reduction are pre-
sented below.
Calorimeter aperture 1 in. 7.5-ft D 9.5-ft D
Power input
( standardization to 90 w/ft' ), w 2460.4 3298.3
,t, % 61.88 51.70
Area, ft' 44.179 70.882
Shadow, fe 3.129 3.598
Shadow factor 0.92917 0.94925
Reflectance EM/SF 0.666 0.5446
The results of the test of the mirror for both areas are
presented graphically in Fig. 2. A 60-in: D mirror per-
formance is presented for comparison purposes.
Z. Development of Photovoltaic Standards
a. Introduction. Measurements of photovoltaic devices,
either individual or complete arrays, have been obtained
by comparing the photovoltaic cell output against a total
energy measuring device. Terrestrial measurements using
such methods can result in errors ranging from 5 to 15%.
The development of photovoltaic standards directly cor-
related to proven high-altitude balloon Right standard
APERTURE DIAMETER, in.
Fig. 2. Effect of mirror aperture diameter on
thermal power output
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cells eliminates the requirement for total energy measur-
ing dev:c•es and provides extrapolated space short-circuit
current with an accuracy greater than 4-2 %.
The design of the stau ►dard cell is ill with
specifications set forth by the Solar Working Group of'
the MEE. The calibration methods presented herein are
con ► pared to actual high-altitude balloon flight measure-
nu • nts. The standardization methods iucorpoiate both
boron and phosphorus diffused silicon solar cells.
b. Descriptien of calibration method. The method pre-
sentee) here for the calibration of the short-circuit current
of standard cells is based oil comparative measurements of
the cell to be calibrated with solar cells whose short-
circuit current in space is known. Such space standard
cells have been obtained by JPL. The calibration in-
volved simultaneous measurements of the short-circuit
currents of the space standard cell with the standard cell
to he calibrated under a uniform source which varies in
spectral distribution and intensity. Such measurements
are performed in sunlight at Table Mountain, California.
c. Hil-h-altitude balloon flight measurements. Since
June 1:3. 1162, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory has success-
full y launched three high-altitude balloons for solar cell
c•a!ibrations. The balloon flights have been correlated to
one another and repevtability of measurements is better
than 0.5%.
The balloon flights have provided space standards for
solar panel measurements of the Ranker and Jfariner
program:;, as well as for the development of NASA stand-
ards. A total of thirty-eight such space standard solar
cells are maintained at JPL for balloon correlation
measurements and standardization development.
cl. Solar cell design. The solar cell used as standard is
of a special design and is manufactured under normal
production techniques. The bulk material is doped for a
desired resistivity of 7 to 10 i2 -cn. The p-doped crystal
is sliced to size and polished. The polished wafer is
shallow-diffused using phosphorus gas. The resistivc con-
tacts oil cell are vacuum-deposited silver-titanium.
The polished c•el! was not coated with the silicon mon-
oxide layer normall y used oil type solar cells. The
silicon mono.6de coatin; is mainly used to increase the
efficiency of the solar cell,but, for this application, cell effi-
cicnc•y is not important.
e. Standard cell package. The solar call stanchurds hous-
ing has a hrass water-cooled heat sink. The solar cell is
soft-soldered to a Koval- base: which attaches directly to
the water-cooled base. The Kovar cell substrate will
allow the standard cell to be used at various temperatures
without damage to the cell from thermal expa ► lion. The
complete standard cell housing is encapsulated with an
optical polished fused quartz window !lr in. thick. Prior
to hermetically sealing, the complete unit is purged sev-
eral times and then filled with dry inert gas.
The locating holes ill bottom of the housing arc
designed for accurate solar cell positioning when used in
an artificial test source. A thermocouple is physically
connected to the n-contact of the solar cell for accurate
cell temperature measurements. The complete housing
assembly is shown in Fig. 3.
f. Use of developed standard cells. The developed
standard cells call used for obtaining space short-
circuit current values in solar arrays using terrestrial
measurements. Such standards could reduce present
problems with solar cell procurements and could provide
correlation of photovoltaic power systems.
The short-circuit current output of solar arrays can be
calculated using such standards if the spectral response
of the standard cell is established to be similar to that of
the test panel. If the standard cell is attached Jircctl_y to
the solar array being tested, and the two units "see" the
same effective total energy, the use of the "collimation"
system is not required.
Fig. 3. Photovoltaic standard cell
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III. Guidance and Control Analysis and Integration
A. Satellite Orbit Determination
Accuracy Using On-Board
Instruments
R. A. Virzi and R. V. Morris
1. IntroduNion
A future mission of interest will be to put a spacecraft
in orbit around another planet such as Mars or Venus.
Such an orbiting spacecraft can be used to take direct
observations of the planet or to relay information from
experiments on the planet surface. Many experiments
that an orbiting spacecraft may perform will require
accurate satellite orbit determination for the following
reasons:
(1)For orbital control to obtain optimum data gather-
ing conditions, such as for photographing surface
features where lighting and contrast conditions are
important.
(2) For the mapping of location-dependent data, such
as i^urface features, magnetic fields, and particle
densities.
In addition, the satellite orbit determination can be used
to obtain the mass of the planet.
A satellite orbit is determined by seven independent
parameters. One set useful for our purposes is the orbital
period T, the eccentricity e, the time of periapsis passage
Tp, the planet gravitational constant GM, the argument
of periapsis W, the inclination i, and the argument of the
ascending node 0. Some of these are illustrated in Fig. 1.
These seven parameters give a complete time description
of the spacecraft orbital motion. Therefore, the accuracy
of this time history may be derived from the accuracy of
estimates of the parameters.
A study of the accuracy to which on-board instruments
can determine a satellite orbit is currently being per-
formed. In this study, accuracy is being determined as a
function of the following factors:
(1)The spacecraft orbit.
(2)The distribution of measurement times in an orbit.
(3)The types of measurement taken at each measure-
ment time.
(4)The measurement error model.
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Fig. 1. Coordinate system and orbital plan*
(5) The total measurement time or the number of orbits.
The results to date of this study are describe-4 below.
2. Measurement Types
In this section, on-board measurements useful in satel-
lite orbit determination are resolved into categories, and
the characteristics of these categories are discussed.
a. Measurement types using on-board instruments.
There are many different types of measuring instruments
which can be carried by a spacecraft. The measurements
by these instruments give information which will fall
into one, or a combination, of the following categories:
(1)Angle information, the information on the angle sub-
tended at the spacecraft between the central planet
and a reference body, e.g., the Mars-spacecraft-Sun
angle.
(2) Range information, the information on the distance
from the center of the central planet to the space-
craft. Measurements which contain only range
information are angular diameter and altitude. Both
measurements require knowledge of the planet
radius.
(3)Rate information, the information on the rate of
change of position relative to the central planet.
Measurements which contain only rate information
are orbital rate and range rate. The orbital rate
measurement requires knowledge of the planet
center direction. The range rate measurement may
also require the planet center direction.
(4)Event time information, e.g., times of occultations,
and times of a given angle measurement.
In the present study, measurements containing infor-
mation in the fourth category are not considered. All
following statements in this report apply only to the first
three categories.
b. Orbit determination properties of measurement
types. The orbit determination properties of measure-
ment types depend on the motion of the spacecraft. If an
inverse-square central force field is assumed, then the
spacecraft motion is planar and follows Kepler 's laws, in
which case the following statements can be made:
Angle measurements, Category (1), are the only meas-
urements which can give information about the orien-
tation of the spacecraft orbit. The orientation of the orbit
cannot be determined unless the spacecraft is able to
make angle measurements with respect to at least two
known inertial directions. This can be done by using two
reference bodies or by using a single reference body
having angular motion relative to the planet. Further-
more, angle, range, and rate measurements, Categories
(1), (2) and (3), can be used to determine the size and
shape of the orbit and the location of the spacecraft in
the orbit. (In this report, size is determined by the orbital
period and planet gravitation constant, shape by the
eccentricity, and in-plane location for a given time by
the time of periapsis passage, period, and eccentricity.)
The measurements in Categories ; 1), (2) and (3) can always
be expressed in terms of the four in-plane coordinates:
true anomaly, range, range rate and orbital rate. There-
fore, the in-plane orbit determination properties of meas-
urements can be obtained from the properties of the four
in-plane coordinates.
Some important orbit determination properties of true
anomaly, range, range rate and orbital rate measurements
are:
(1) True anomaly—gives no information of size but al-
ways gives information of shape and in-plane
location.
'Deviations due to oblateness, etc., which may be encountered at a
planet rich as Man, will cause perturbations in the spacecraft
m&ion. These perturbations can be handled in orbit determination
as variations in the orbital parameters.
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(2)Range—always gives information of size and shape,
and gives information of in-plane location except
for circular orbits.
(3)Range rate--always gives information of shape, and
gives information of size and in-plane location
except for eirrular orbits.
(4) Orbital rate—gives no information of size but al-
ways gives information of shape and in-plane
location.
The above orbit determination properties apply when
only measurement data is used without making use of
prior information (a priori knowledge). In practice, prior
information ,stay be available that may allow determi-
nation of size, shape or in-plane location when it is not
possible with measurement data alone.
Because of the periodic nature of the spacecraft orbital
motior, very accurate determination of the orbital period
can be obtained if the measurement used has a periodic
variation. All the above four measurements are peri-
odic except for circular orbits when only the true anomaly,
i.e., the central angle, has any variation.
3. Study Description
The following is a description of the work performed.
u. The spacecraft reference coordinate system. A space-
craft reference coordinate system is necessary for defin-
ing spacecraft based angle measurements. In his study
the reference system is an inertial right-hand Cartesian
coordinate system with mutually orthogonal axes labelled
X-Y-Z. It is centered at the spacecraft, and its coordinate
w es are determined by two reference bodies. The posi-
tive Z-axis is directed from the spacecraft toward the
primary reference body. The XZ-plane contains the sec-
ondary reference body in the d- X half-plane. The Y-axis
completes the right-hand coordinate system X-Y-Z. This
coordinate system, centered at the planet, is illustrated in
Fig. 1.
b. The spacecraft orbit. The spacecraft is assumed to
move in an elliptical orbit. The orbital plane is inertially
fixed and contains the planet center of mass. The orien-
tation of the orbital plane in the reference coordinate
system is illustrated in Fig. 1. The orientation of the
plane is defined by two angles. They are the argument of
the ascending node G and the inclination angle i. The
in-plane orientation of the ellipse is given by the argu-
ment of periapsis 0,, which is the angle from the ascending
node to periapsis, measured in the direction of motion
of the spacecraft. The size (i.e., semimajor axis) of the
ellipse is determined by the orbital period T and the
planet gravitational constant GM. Its shape is determined
by the eccentricity e. The location of the spacecraft in
the orbit at a given time is determined by the time of
periapsis passage T,, the period T, and the eccentricity e.
To date only two orbits (about Mars) have been
studied. These orbits, identified as Orbits 1 and 2, are
described in Table 1. The angles which describe the
orbital orientation are referred to a spacecraft coordinate
system based on the Sun and the south ecliptic pole as
primary and secondary references, respectively. Although
the spacecraft reference system is not inertial (i.e., it
rotates at the planet's orbital rate) when the Sun is used,
the accuracy results should still be valid because of the
short time durations considered in the study. If the effects
of the planet's motion about the Sun and its finite dis-
tance were included, it is expected that they would
improve the orbit determination accuracy results for
long time periods.
c. The measurement types. Measurements are made of
both the cone and clock angles of the central planet in
the spacecraft reference system at each measurement
time. The cone angle 8 is the angle from the positive
Z-axis to the planet direction (0 t-= 8 -- 1800. The clock
angle a is the angle from the positive X-axis to the pro-
jection of the planet direction on the XY-plane. The
positive sense of a is a right-hand rotation about the
+ Z-axis. The angles ft and a are related to the angles
,3' and a' (shown in Fig. 1) as follows:
	
= 180 0 — i6'	 (1)
	
a = 180 0 + a'	 (2)
Table 1. Parameters of two satellite orbits about Mars
Orbital parameter Symbol Orbit 1 Orbit 2 Units
Gravitational constant GM 42977.8 42977.8 kms/sec'
Orbital period T 27390.568 13094.296 soc
Eccentricity a 0.42091 0.01 .....
Time of periapsis
possego TP 0.0 0.0 sec
Somimajor axis A 9347.5 5715.0 km
Forlopsis range RP 5413.0438 5657.85 km
Apeopsis range Re 13281.956 5772.15 has
Argument of poriapsis w — 142.51455 177.08134 deg
Inclination 1 32.314388 32.48401 deg
Argument of the
cscending node U 1.9102133 47.68956 deg
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where p and a are the cone and clock angles of the
orbiter-to-planet direction, and 6' and a' are the cone
and clock angles of the planet -to-orbiter direction.
d. The measurement error model. The measurement
error model assumes that each measurement has an
independent random error of 0.288 mrad, 1 r. A fixed
bias in the cone angle measurement was assumed and
was estimated as an auxiliary parameter of the orbit.
A fined bias in the clock angle measurement and an error
in the argument of the ascending node 0 have identical
effects on the measurements. Therefore, no auxiliary
parameter is necessary to account for the bias. If prior
information of either is available, the bias and the error
in a may be separated.
e. Measurement times. Cone and clock angle measure-
ments are taken every 5 min, starting at the nominal time
of a periapsis passage. The total measurement period is
50 hr.
4. Results
Accuracy results have been obtained at intervals of
40 measurement times (200 min) and plotted in Figs. 2(a)
and (b). They give the standard deviations, without prior
information, of the argument of the acending node Q, the
inclination angle i, the argument of perapsis w, the cecen-
trieity e, the orbital period T, and the time of periapsis
passage Ts. The plotted points are connected by straight
lines only for ease of identification, and do not represent
the true accuracies for intermediate times.
Several conclusions that may be drawn from the results
plotted in Figs. 2(a) and (b) are:
(1) The accuracy of all the estimated orbital elements
increases with measurement time. The rate of im-
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provement after the first orbit is about the same for
all the elements except for the orbital period T,
which has a greater rate.
(2)The accuracy of determining the orientation of the
orbital plane, i.e., the angles n and i, appears to be
relatively independent of the size and shape of the
elliptical orbit, e.g., at 10 hr, a{ = 0.0354 and 0.0348
mrad, and aQ = 0.0713 and 0.0834 mrad, respec-
tively, for Orbits 1 and 2.
(3)The accuracy of determining the orbital period
appears to depend more on the number of orhits
than on the total measurement time, e.g., at about
2.85 orbits, elapsed time = 20 and 10 hr, and
a, = 0.0784 and 0 .0808 see, respectively, for Orbits
1 and 2.
(4)The accuracy of determining the eccentricity e
appears to be independent of the orbit, e.g., at
10 hr, a, X 10 :1 = 0.0152 and 0.0156 for Orbits 1
and 2, respectively.
(5)The accuracy of determining the argument of peri-
apsis ,w and the time of periapsis passage Ti. appears
to decrease with decreasing eccentricity e. This
conclusion is not strictly supported by the data
presented, because- of the large changes in other
parameters. Other unpublished studies do support
this conclusion.
Orbital size cannot be determined from the measure-
ment data alone because the measurements depend in
time only on the true anomaly q (see Fig. 1). Size can be
obtained from the orbital period T if the gravitational
constant GM is known. The effects of the accuracy of
prior knowledge of GM are discussed below.
The standard deviations of the periapsis range Rp and
the apoapsis range R., for Orbit 1 are presented in Fig. 3.
Both Rp and R., are functions of T, GM and e, and there-
fore, contain size and shape information. Errors in Rp
EY
2
a
W	 I
a
& 0.e
0Z
F	 0.4
N
0.2
0.1
0	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50
TIME, hr
Fig. 3. Standard deviations of R A and Rp for Orbit 1
vs measurement time for different values of vr,x
and RA result from errors in T, CAI and e. Since GAT
cannot be obtained from the measurement data, the
standard deviations of Rp and RA will be dependent on,
and be limited by, the prior knowledge of the standard
deviation of GM. The limiting standard deviations of
Rp and R., are given by Eqs. (3) and (4).
	
Q„p (Limit) = 3CM vdx	 (3}
	
911A (Limit) = 3R, avx	 (4)
In Fig. 3 most of the curves terminate at times less than
50 hr, because the computation used to obtain the co-
variance matrix (Le., the second moment matrix of the
errors) seems to become very sensitive to digital compu-
tation roundoff. The values at early termination points
are found to be very close to their corresponding limiting
values.
0 • e^
A n °I►A
sc,m n 20 km3 SR2
=BM n 10 km3^sec2
b—a146'm n 20 km3/SU2
a^Mn 5 km3jsec2
aCM n 10 km 800
atMn 5 km3fssc2
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1V. Guidance and Control Research
A. Optical Physics Research
T. Tamotsu and A. R. Johnston
1. Correlation Between Optical and Dielectric
Properties of the NoNO, Crystal
a. Introduction. In 1955 it was discovered that NaNO,
was ferroelectric below the transition point of 163°C
(Ref. 1), since that time, many detailed investigations
have been carried out on its various properties, such as
its dielectric (Refs. 2, 3, and 4), thermal (Refs. 5 and 6),
optical (Refs. 7 and 8), and other properties (Refs. 9 and
10). Above the transition point, its crystal structure (Refs.
11 and 12) is nc.,polar and belongs to the orthorhombic
system, space group DYp — I mmm. Below the transition
temperature, the crystal structure is still orthorhombic,
but is polar along the b-axis, space group C — I mm.
The NO.: inn, a symmetric nonlinear group, lies parallel
to the b-: plane, as shown in Fig. 1. The biseetrix of the
angle O-N-'U i.,; aligned parallel to either the +b-
on —b-axis with equal probability above the Curie point,
whereas it is aligned along, say, the + b-axis in a single
domain below the critical point. This is a kind of order—
disorder transition brought about by thermal agitation.
This change of the long-range order with temperature has
recently been investigated ( Ref. 4). The disorientation of
the NO= group at the transition my occur through: (1) the
oscillation of the NO- ions around the a-axis, (2) the oscil-
lation of the NOs ions around the c-axis, or (3) the tunnel-
ing of the N atoms between the two O atoms.
SHADED ATOMS ARE AT 112 a;
N-0 D I STANCE = 1.23 A;
0- N-0 ANGLE = 116 deg (REFS. i I AND 12 )
o = 3.55 A
b=556A
c = 5.38 A
Fig. 1. Crystal structum of NoNO,
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tungsten—iodine lamp (General Electric Company airport
lamp, Model 6.6A/T3Q/ICL) is adequate as a near-
ultraviolet continuous light source (300 to 400 mµ). The
sample crystal is put inside a rotatable oven capable of
maintaining constant temperatures up to 180°C. Under
various conditions of crystal orientation and temperature,
the polarized absorption spectrum is measured with a
Jarrell-Ash grating spectrometer and detector system hav-
ing a 1P8 photomultiplier. A Glan-Thompson prism is
used as a polarizer. The measurement of polarized ab-
sorption is of special interest in a narrow temperature
range around the Curie point, because anomalous dielec-
tric properties have been reported there (Ref. 4).
Since the NaNO_ crystal is a new ferroelectric material,
its electro-optical properties have not yet been investi-
gated. Another purpose of this work is to get new data
on the electro-optical properties of NaNO, crystals using
a polarimeter method (Ref. 13).
c. Crystal growth. The elements of the Bridgman
furnace (Fig. 3) constructed for growing single crystals
of NaNO, are as follows: (1) innermost is the heater
assembly which is wound of Nichrome wire, spaced to
produce a specific temperature gradient; (2) enclosing
the heater assembly is a glass Dewar to provide thermal
insulation for the heater assembly; (3) outermost is a
cylinder of Lucite tubing to protect the glass Dewar
from breakage.
The furnace was made transparent in order to visually
monitor the crystal-growing process. Occasionally, the
crystal growth will be started and will have many inclu-
sions which are visible. Rather than having to let the
crystal grow to completio^ (70 to 80 hr), the inclusions
can be detected early in the growing process, the crystal
re-melted, and the process started anew.
A typical temperature distribution of the furnace is
shown in Fig. 4. Temperature is controlled by a propor-
tional temperature controller (Winsco proportional tem-
perature controller, Model 4053-1) at the melting roint of
NaNO, (277°C). Temperature fluctuation was less than
0.1 0 C over a period of 2 to 3 days.
The crucible is drawn from Pyrex glass tubing, a hook
is formed on the upper end, and the lower end is slowly
tapered to a point. Although the lower tapered end is
essential to start the crystal growth from a single nucleus,
the shape of the taper does not appear to be important.
Sato, et aL (Ref. 9) supported Process (1), based upon
their observation of polarized infrared absorption. The
absorption of the fundamental r, of the nitrite ions in the
NaNO.: crystal has a peak at about 830 cm-' and is effec-
tive for light polarized with its electric vector E along the
bisectrix of the O-N-O angle. The absorption spectra were
investigated over the temperature range between 25 and
190°C with polarized infrared radiation. The intensity of
absorption for light polarized in the b-direction became
smaller and that in the c-direction became larger with in-
creasing temperature, whereas that along the a-direction
did not show significant change. These results supported
Process (1), i.e., vibration of the NO; ion around the a-axis.
No evidence could be found to prove the existence of
Process (3).
b. Proposed experiments. The purpose of the work
reported here was to confirm the above-mentioned proc-
ess by means of an investigation of the ultraviolet absorp-
tion of NaNO- The absorption spectrum of the NaNO,
single crystal and its polarization were investigated in
detail (Ref. 8). NaNO, has an absorption band at around
350 mµ. This is due to an electron transition within the
NO; ion and is mainly polarized in the direction of
the a-axis; i.e., polarized light with E along the a-axis is
absorbed. Therefore, it is expected that information about
the behavior of the NO: ion might be obtained from the
change of the polarized absorption; i.e., if Process (t) is
the actual one, there will be no significant change in the
a-polarized absorption, but if Process (2) is the actual
one, the absorption in the b-direction should become
larger. In the case of Process (3), presumably there will
be a large change in the absorption in every direction.
For measurement of optical absorption, the apparatus
shown in Fig. 2 was constructed. The high-intensity
M
JARRELL-ASH
GRATING SPECTROMETER,
F01— - —[--I----Q-
L	 S	 P
L. TUNGSTEN-IODINE LAMP
S SAMPLE HOLDER (ROTATABLE OVEN)
P: POLARIZER
M: PHOTOMULTIPLIER
Fig. 2. Optical apparatus for measurement of
absorption spectrum
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Fig. 3. Construction of Bridgman foornace
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VERTICAL POSITION, an
Fig. 4. Temperature distribution of the Bridgman
furnace
The crucible is suspended in the furnace by a thin wire
cable; the upper end of the cable is wound on a spool
which is mounted on the shaft of a synchronous motor.
The crucible is lowered in the furnace when the cable
unwinds from the rotating spool. In order to achieve vari-
ous lowering rates, the motor was pulsed on and off by
means of a percentage timer, a time-switching device
which has an on-time variable from 4 to 96%. It was
possible to obtain lowering rates from 2 to 20 mra/hr
using this system. In most cases the rate of 2 mm/hr,
corresponding to 0.5°C/hr, was used during the recrys-
tallization process. .After complete crystallization, the
lowering rate was increased up to a factor of 10. The
NaNO_ crystals have a singular expansion coefficient (Fig.
5); i.e., the crystal expands in the direction of the c-axis
when the temperature is decreased, especially near
165°C. Therefore, some cracks will appear near that
temperature, but, since the fragments are still large
enough for this experiment, no precautions have been
taken to prevent crystal fractures.
The NaNO_ used was first purified by means of re-
crystallization and was outgassed at 80 to 0°C for sev-
eral hours. The crucibles were not sealed off during
crystal growth. In most cases the crystals grew with the
c-direction roughly vertical.
TEMPERATURE, -C
Fig. S. Linear thermal expansion coefficients in the
direction of the crystal axes of NaN01
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t:
Orientation of samples could be conveniently accom-
plished because the single crystal has cleavage planes
along (101) and (101). The angle between these two
planes is 67 deg, with the b-axis being the intersection of
these two planes. The c-axis is the bisector of the angle
between the two planes, and the a-axis is perpendicular
to the b- and c-axes (Fig. 6).
Since the absorption of NaNO, at 360 mµ is very
strong, unusually thin samples (< 0.1 mm thick) are re-
quired for the absorption measurement. The crystal can be
cut by a wetted thread-string saw as thin as 1 mm. Then,
thin plates are polished on filter paper moistened with
alcohol containing a small amount of water. By this
method it has been possible to make a 0.07- X 3- X 3-mm
plate of NaNO,.
1
r_' I _moo
67c
I
I
I
CLEAVAGE PLANES (101) AND 00T0
Fig. 6. Relationship between the crystal axes and
cleavage planes
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ENGINEERING MECHANICS DIVISION
V. Materials
A. Effect of Plastic Deformation
on Preferred Orientation of
Synthetic Carbons
D. B. Fischbach
The easy mode of plastic deformation of graphite and
turbostratic (disordered stacking) carbons is generally
believed to be shear on the layer planes. Shear on a single
set of slip planes causes these planes to rotate toward
the tensile axis. Tensile deformation, then, may he ex-
pected to produce an orientation texture in which the
layer planes tend to lie parallel to the tensile axis. Obser-
vations have been made of the effect of high-temperature
heat-treatment alone, and high-temperature tensile de-
formation on the preferred orientation of three types of
carbon: (1) glassy carbon [a vitreous ungraphitized mate-
rial which is nearly isotropic (Refs. 1, 2)], (2) conven-
tional pitch-coke composite carbons (fairly well graphi-
tized with an initial orientation texture determined by
the fabrication parameters), and (3) pyrolytic carbons,
commonly called pyrolytic graphites (initial ungraphi-
tized, transversely isotropic "wrinkled sheet" structure).
The preferred orientation texture was investigated by
two techniques. For the pyrolytic carbons, an X-ray dif-
fraction method (Refs. 1, 3) was used. The normalized
orientation density distribution of the layer plane normals
is determined as a function of the angle w measured with
resr-et to the normal to the deposition plane. The func-
tion cos"8, is fitted to the distribution and n employed
as an index of preferred orientation. While preferred
orientation is easily determined by this method in pyro-
lytic carbons, X-ray techniques are more difficult for
the more nearly randomly oriented glassy and conven-
tional carbons and were not used for them. For all three
types of carbon, measurements of the diamagnetic sus-
ceptibility X, were employed. The susceptibility of turbo-
stratic carbons and graphite is highly anisotropic. For
single crystal graphite the susceptibility measured per-
pendicular to the layer planes X, is about 21.5, while
parallel to the layer planes X. it is only 0.32 (all suscepti-
bility values are reported in units of —10- 8 emu/g). The
single crystal anisotropy ratio X,/X,, is 68. Therefore, mag-
netic susceptibility measurements in various directions in
a polycrystalline sample provide a sensitive method of
detecting preferred orientation.
It is well established that X, is a function of the struc-
ture of the sample (crystallite diameter and layer stacking
order). Although X. is expected to be insensitive to struc-
ture, this has not been firmly established experimentally.
Therefore, care must be used in interpreting the results.
The structure dependence of the susceptibility may be
monitored by observing the total (trace) susceptibility XT
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(sum of the X values measured in three orthogonal direc-
tions), which is independent of anisotropy. For single crys-
tal graphite Xr = 22.1. For pyro)ytie carbons Xr of
as-received materials may be as high as 34. It decreases
with increasing layer ordering to a minimum value of
about 20 and finally recovers to the graphite value in
well-ordered material. The pyrolytic carbon used here
had been heat-treated for a half hour at 2800°C prior
to testing and was in the minimum susceptibility condi-
tion. For glassy and conventional carbons Xr is initially
low and increases with increasing crystallite diameter.
There is sometimes a slight maximum 22), but no
minimum and Xr levels out at a value less than that of
graphite (usually in the range 19-21).
The preferred orientations of samples taken from the
undeformed butt sections were compared with those of
samples from the corresponding gage sections of tensile
specimens. Since both butt and gage samples had under-
gone heat treatment during deformation, measurements
were also made in some cases on as-received samples
to determine the effect of heat treatment alone. The sus-
ceptibility was measured parallel to the tensile axis and in
two orthogonal directions at right angles to this axis.
The samples were not, in general, isotropic in the plane
perpendicular to the tensile axis, so maximum and mini-
mum values in this plane were determined. Two ani-
sotropy ratios were computed from these data: A2, the
ratio of the maximum susceptibility perpendicular to the
tensile axis to the susceptibility parallel to this axis, is a
measure of the tendency of the layer planes to lie parallel
to the tensile axis. A2i the ratio of the maximum suscepti-
bility to the minimum susceptibility, both measured per-
pendicular to the tensile axis, measures any tendency
for the layer planes to lie parallel to a particular plane
(such as the deposition plane in pyrolytic carbons) con-
taining the tensile axis. For the X-ray diffraction meas-
urements on the pyrolytic carbons, rod-shaped samples
were cut perpendicular and parallel to the tensile axis
in the deposition plane. The perpendicular samples yield
n2 and the parallel samples (the type used in previous
investigations) yield n2 where the significance of the sub-
scripts is similar to that for the A's.
Representative results are given in Table 1. While heat
treatment alone affects the total susceptibility, it produces
Table 1. Effect of heat-treatment and tensile deformation on the preferred
orientation texture of various carbons and graphites
Type of carbon ^tmenheat-  5°mpt*
Mfommtia^
-enm A, As n, nzTemp, °t Elongation, % "10/g
Glossy 2000 As reed - - 94 1.02 - - -
Bun 2700 - 12.4 1.01 - - -
Gage 2700 24 14.6 1.82 - - -
Pitch-coke B 2200 As recd - - 19.8 1.20 1.14 - -
sun 2700 - 20.3 1.18 1.14 - -
Gage 2700 30 20.0 1.45 1.01 - -
As recd - - 19.2 1.26 1.23 - -
Butt 2475 - 20.3 1.23 1.23 - -
Gage 2475 7 20.9 1.29 1.17 - -
Ai .ec'd - - 20.3 1.23 1.17 - -
51". 2475 - 20.0 1.23 1.17 - -
Gc •le 2475 ^-1.5 20.2 1.23 1	 1.16 - -
Pitch-coke C 2500 As recd - - 19.0 0.81 1.0 - -
Bun 2700 - 20.4 0.82 1.03 - -
Gage 2700 45 20.5 1.34 1.01 - -
As recd - - 19.2 0.86 1.03 - -
sun 2475 - 20.2 0.88 1.04 - -
Gage 2475 15 20.5 1.02 1.01 - -
Pyrolytic (regenerative) 2800 Bun 2900 - 19.8 8.3 - 12 -
1/2 hr Gage 2900 100 21.7 41.3 11.1 3400 29
Butt 2700 - 20.2 8.2 - - -
Gage 2700 17 21.4 42.4 9.6 1150 18
Bun 2500 - 20.4 8.0 - - -
Gage 2500 6 20.3 19.8 11.3 200 18.5
Bun 2200 - 19.9 8.6 - - -
Goge 2200 -2.7 20.2 9.0 8.4 12.5 11.5
Scrap - 1	 0 20.6 7.8 - 12.5 -
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little change in the preferred orientation for the glassy
and conventional carbons. This is also true for the pyro-
lytic carbon used here, which had a regcnerative micro-
structure. However, in all cases, tensile deformation of
' 5% elongation produced a definite change in preferred
orientation which increased with increasing deformation.
The deformation-induced orientation consisted of a ten-
dency for the layer planes to align parallel with the
tensile axis, as expected. Frequently, deformation also
increased Xr•
The glassy carbons were initially nearly isotropic, but
deformation produced anisotropies as high as 1.8. The
marked increase in Xr is probably a result of crystallite
growth. The pitch-coke materials had a definite initial
preferred orientation resulting from the uniaxial pressure
used to form the blocks prior to baking. The layer planes
tended to the oriented perpendicular to the pressing
direction. Samples in Group B were cut with the tensile
axis perpendicular to the pressing direction (parallel to
the layer planes), so that A, > 1. The C samples were
cut with the tensile axis parallel to the pressing direction
(perpendicular to the layer planes) making A, < 1. Ten-
sile deformation increased the existing preferred orien-
tation texture in the B samples. In the C samples,
deformation tended to rotate the preferred orientation
axis by 90 deg, making A, approach and finally exceed 1.4.
The behavior of the pyrolytic carbon is especially inter-
esting. The structure of the undeformed material may
be represented by a stack of wrinkled layer planes. It is
transversely isotropic in the plane of the deposit, and
the tensile axis lies in this plane. The magnetic and X-ray
determinations of preferred orientation are in good quali-
tative agreement at small elongations. However, above
15% elongation the A values show little change, whereas
the n values continue to increase rapidly. The reason
for this is not known, though in this range n is a much
more rapidly increasing function of preferred orientation
than A is. Both types of measurement show that tensile
deformation is much more effective in dewrinkling the
planes in a direction parallel to the tensile axis than per-
pendicular to it. The structure of the deformed gage
sections might therefore be represented by a stack of
corrugated layer planes with the corrugations parallel
to the tensile axis. Less extensive tests on a pyrolytic
carbon with a substrate nucleated structure gave quali-
tatively similar results, though the n values were some-
what higher. Although this anisotropic effect of tensile
deformation might have been anticipated on the basis
of the present understanding of the structure and defor-
mation processes in pyrolytic carbons, this appears to be
the first experimental demonstration of it.
Because of the strong anisotropy of most of the physical
properties of graphite, the degree of preferred orientation
is an important factor in applications of this material. The
present results demonstrate that qualitative information
on preferred orientation can be obtained rather easily
from magnetic susceptibility measurements. However,
before this technique can be employed confidently for
quantitative work, a more detailed understanding of the
dependence of the principal susceptibilities on crystallite
size and layer stacking order is required. The results
reported here on the effect of tensile deformation on
preferred orientation in glassy and conventional carbons
are consistent with the hypothesis that basal plane shear
is an important component of the deformation of dis-
oriented carbons and graphite. For pyrolytic carbons the
results may be explained more conveniently in terns of
dewrinkling (removal of tilt boundaries), though basal
plane shear is probably also involved.
B. Growth and Perfection
of Crystals
P. J. Shiichto
1. Comparison of the Phase Rule, the Crystallo-
graphic Contact Rule, and Euler's Boundary Rule
It has recently been discovered (Ref. 5)' that, when a
crystal structure is considered as a space-group array of
rigid spheres in contact, the relationship
F=P—C+1
holds, wherein F equals the number of degrees of free-
dom of the structure in parameter space, P is the number
of variable parameters (atomic-radius ratios, unit cell
axial ratios and angles, and atomic position parameters),
and C is the number of contact modes. This "Contact
Rule" bears a close resemblance to Gibbs' Phase Rule
F = C — P + 2
wherein F is the number of degrees of freedom of the
system in composition-temperature-pressure space, C is
the number of components in the system, and P is the
'A more detailed exposition is in preparation.
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number of phases present. Moreover, Euler's Boundary
Rule,
F=E —C+2
wherein F, E, and C are respectively the number of faces,
edges, and corners of any polyhedron, has a similar form.
These sum rules are much simpler than the relationships
generally encountered in mathematics and physics, and
it seems appropriate to determine whether their super-
ficial similarity is indicative of a generic relation.
The Phase Rule and the Contact Rule are, in fact,
special cases of a trivial axiom of mathematics which
might be termed the Simultaneous-Equation Sum Rule,
namely that for n single-valued equations involving m
variables, the number of independent variables is equal
to m — n. The Contact Rule is .merely an expression of
the fact that, for each contact mode in the structure,
there exists an equation stating that the sum of two atomic
radii is equal to the distance between their centers. Simi-
larly the Phase Rule rests on the assumption that, at
equilibrium, the chemical potentials of all phases present
are equal (Ref. 6); hence there must be P equations of
the form
K = µn (C,, C 1 , C, - - - C,, T, P)
The constants in each of these rules stand for implicit
variables: temperature and pressure in the case of the
Phase Rule and volume expansion (i.e., ao/RA) in the
case of the Contact Rule.
A sum rule of the simultaneous-equation type is pos-
sible in any physical or mathematical system involving a
set of simultaneous equations, each of which denotes the
existence of a member of a class of enumeratable entities.
Most of these, however, are probably too trivial or of too
little utility to merit expression.
Euler's Boundary Rule, however, despite assertions to
the contrary (Ref. 7), is generically unrelated to the
simultaneous-equation sum rules. Not one of the many
derivations of this rule involves simultaneous equations
(Ref. 8). There is no term corresponding to degrees of
freedom and the constant cannot be equated to any im-
plicit variables. Eulees Rule is in fact the special three-
dimensional case of a more general n-dimensional relation
(Ref. 9)
n-1
I Nd(_1)d = 1 — ( -1)n
d=o
so that even the superficial resemblance to simultaneous-
equation sum rules is merely coincidental.
The conceptual uniqueness of Eider's Rule is of some
significance in connection with its application to other
sum rules. Any simultaneous-equation sum rule can be
represented diagrammatically as an n-dimensional space
divided into polytopes. Therefore any such sum-rule dia-.
gram must obey some form of Euler's Rule. For example,
the contact diagram of a two-parameter crystal structure
may be regarded as a polyhedron in which the area out-
side the border of the diagram counts as a face, the seg-
ments of the border proper to each contact field count
as edges, and all line intersections count as vertices.
Moreover, since (with a few special exceptions) all ver-
tices are trihedral, a special case of Euler's .ule holds
2F=C+4
Therefore, if the number of contact modes is known, it is
possible to predict the number of triple points that will
be found within the diagram.
Another possible joint application of Euler's Rule and
the Contact Rule involves those complex metallic crystal
structures which can be interpreted as the packing of
spheres into successive shells of concentric polyhedra.
By a suitable choice of assumptions (e.g., that each sphere
constitutes a corner (or face) of a polyhedron, that each
intralayer contact constitutes an edge, that each sphere
must be in contact with at least three atoms in the shell
beneath it, etc.) it may be possible to use the two sum
rules to determine those sets of polyhedra which corre-
spond to optimal packing.
C. Graphite
W. V. Kotlensky
1. Glassy Carbon
In the previous summary tensile results were presented
for two lots of glassy carbon, one reported by the manu-
facturer to have been heat-treated at 2000°C (Lot 228)
and the other at 3000°C (Lot 229). The strengths of these
two lots over the range from room temperature to 2900°C
were not markedly different. The ductility of Lot 228, on
the other hand, was appreciably greater than Lot 229.
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To test the effect of annealing, Lot 228 specimens were
heat-treated for 1 hr at 3000°C in a graphite, resistance
tube furnace, cooled to room temperature, and then
pulled to fracture in the tensile testing apparatus. The
results of tests made at 250, 2700, and 2900°C are given
in Table 2. The tensile data are in fair agreement with
Lot 229 reported in the last issue. The lack of ductility in
glassy carbon which has been heat-treated at 3000°C
cannot be explained on the basis of thermal annealing
alone. Unannealed Lot 228, tested at 2900°C, shows
considerable ductility, and the difference observed can-
not be attributed to the 100°C higher heat ti eatrrent.
Other factors, such as crack formation during cyclic heat-
ing, may contribute to the lack of high ductility in glassy
carhop_ Lot 229 and Lot 228 heat-treated at 3000°C.
Pitch-coke graphites show a decrease in bulk density
and an increase in porosity with tensile deformation
(Ref. 10). Recent structural studies on the gauge section
of deformed specimens show that glassy carbon under-
goes a similar change in bulk density and porosity. Such
data for glassy -ubon, as well as Knoop mierohardness
and unit cell height (C (,) and width (a (,) are given in
Table 3. The density data for Lot 228 may be interpreted
to indicate that pore formation accompanies deformation
and that the pores which are formed are open pores.
The lack of appreciable density change for Lot 229 is
due to the low deformations in this material.
Hardness measurements on carbon and graphite are
difficult to make because of the resiliency in these mate-
rials. One method which has been widely used involves
the spraying of a thin layer of paint or plastic on the
surface and relating hardness to the imprint left in the
coated surface. This method has the disadvantage that
the coating is often too thick, irregular, and leads to
erroneous values. In the present method, a thin film of
silver approximately 1000 A thick was flash-coated in a
vacuum onto the gia.:cv carbon surface. This method was
found to give better reproducibility than the painted
Surface method.
The Knoop microhardness data (Table 3) show tht
both lots of glassy carbon become softer with deforma-
tion, reaching a limiting hardness number of approxi-
mately 114. A decrease in hardness in graphite has been
associated with graphitization. Glassy carbon, as indi-
ca. -A by the unit cell dimension, does not graphitize.
Franklin (Ref. 11) has reported that carbons showing
a limiting unit cell height (C.) of approximately 8.88 A
are nongraphitie and contain appreciable crosslinking.
Table 2. Tensile properties of glassy carbon Lot 228,
heat-treated at 3000 aC for 1 hr prior to testing
Test
temperature,
`C
ultimate
strength,
psi
Recorded
elonseflons,`
%
2500 11,400 0.5
2500 17,400 4.1
2700 20,200 4.7
2900 16,900 8.7
-corrected for deformation In the 111110W melons. Strain raft 2 X 10- 4 In./in./sec.
Table 3. Structural properties of glassy carbon
(tensity, 9/cm` Kneels
Treatment micro- Ce, all
Bulk True
hardness A A
410091
tot 228
As received 1.50 1.68 192 7.00 2.43
Heated to 3000`C 1.50 1.66 127 6.87 2.44
13.5% strain at 2200 e C 1.41 1.71 145 6.91 2.44
23.5% strain at 2700`C 1.28 1.76 117 6.90 2.44
33.6% strain at 2700 1 C 1.29 1.82 114 6.84 2.43
23.6% strain at 2900 e C 1.37 1.74 112 6.87 2.44
W229
As received 1.50 1.68 127 6.86 2.45
1.1 % strain at 2200 9C 1.54 1.65 - 6.86 2.45
2.2% strain at 2500-C 1.46 1.66 119 6.87 2.45
5.5% strain of 27009C 1.44 1.66 116 6.86 2.44
4.8% strain at 2900*C 1.44 1.65 115 6.87 2.45
•Measured by kerosene displacement.
The change in hardness with heat-treating and deforma-
tion of glassy carbon may in some way be associated with
the extent of crosslinking.
2. Pyroiytk Graphite
To the writer's knowledge, no report heretofore has
been made of any maximum in the strength of pyrolytic
graphite as a function of temperature. Tensile tests are
reported to have been made at temperatures as high as
3058°C (Ref. 13) without showing any dropoff in strength
with temperature. Recent improvements in the graphite
tensile testing apparatus has made it possible to extend
the test temperature from a previous maximum of 2780
to 2900°C. Preliminary tensile tests on pyrolytic graphite
made at temperatures up to and including 2900°C indi-
cate that the strength parallel to the substrate definitely
decreases at temperatures above 2700°C.
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D. Properties of Tungsten at
High Temperatures
J. L. Taylor
Study of the high temperature tensile behavior of
tungsten (Refs. 13, 14) has continued.
The effect of grain size and impurity level on the ten-
sile strength and ductility of powder-metallurgy tungsten
was determined by comparing recrystallized coarse- and
fine-grained undoped tungsten and recrystallized fine-
grained doped tungsten. Tests were conducted in vacuum
at a strain rate of 0.02/min from 2500 to 5000°F. Both
fine-grained materials, about the same strength, were
stronger than the coarse-grained. Ductility for the doped
fine-grained tungsten (higher impurity level) was lower
ehan for the undoped fine-grained tungster. in which
stress-induced grain growth occurred more readily. Stress-
induced grain growth correlates in a general way with
ductility measured by either reduction in area or elonga-
tion. High and low values of stress-induced grain growth
are associated with high and low values of ductility,
respectively. In the intermediate temperature region be-
tween approximately 50 and 65% of the absolute melting
point where a ductility minimum occurs, grain boundary
sliding and its effects, void nucleation and growth, and
intercrystalline fracture appear to predominate to lower
ductility in both fine-grained materials. A detailed dis-
cussion of this recently completed work appears in Ref. 15.
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VI. Applied Mechanics
A. Thermochemistry and Normal
Shock Program
T. Horton
Current studies of the feasibility of planetary entry at
high velocities have created a need for rapid solution
techniques of aerothermodynamie problems involving the
high-temperature properties of gas mixtures. Although
most problems in the field of aerothermodynamics are
characterized by large pressure, chemical composition,
and temperature gradients (and thus by nonequilibrium
phenomena), there are many processes of interest for
which either the gradients disappear or the reaction rates
are sufficiently fast to justify the assumption of chemical
equilibrium. The thermodynamic properties and chemi-
cal composition of multicomponent, high-temperature,
real gas mixtures which satisfy the conditions of chemical
equilibrium, have been used in investigating normal
shock, hypersonic flow field, communication-blackout,
convective heat transfer, and radiative heat transfer
problems.
Several numerical techniques have been adapted to
the high-speed digital computer for the calculation of
chemical equilibrium composition properties of gas mix-
tures. A survey of these techniques is given in Ref. 1.
From the aerothermodynamic point of view one of the
most important, yet simplest, applications of the chemical
equilibrium calculation is the normal shock problem.
In the past, for air calculations, the procedure has been
to generate thermodynamic data and use it for a sepa-
rate calculation of normal shock parameters. However,
because of the diversity of gas mixtures proposed for
planetary atmospheres, and the need for data both in
shock tube experimentation and free-flight entry calcu-
lations, a completely mechanized normal shock and
chemical equilibrium scheme was required.
The JPL Normal Shock and Chemical Equilibrium
Program is mach a scheme which is programmed in
Fortran for use on the IBM 71090 computer. The program
is capable of calculating chemical equilibrium proper-
ties associated with traveling, standing, and reflected nor-
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mal shocks with the initial gas mixture, temperature, and
pressure easily varied. The program can also be used
to generate Mollier thermodynamic data and chemical
composition at selected temperatures and densities. The
program can handle mixtures of gases in which both
dissociation and ionization are important in the tempera-
ture range of 2000 to 20,OOO OK. The constituents of the
gaseous mixtures are limited to the 36 species (Table 1),
for which molal free energy and molal enthalpy (fief. 2)
are tabulated in the program library. (The range of tem-
perature and number of chemical species are limits of
the available library data and not the program.)
The chemical composition which satires the criterion
of chemical equilibrium is obtained by solving the familiar
mass balance and mass action equations using a Newton-
Table i. Chemical species listed in the program library
Ne. famwie Mole" Hemet temieM.e,
w0191FA keel/wale
1 CN 26.014 109.0
2 W. 30.008 234.8
3 co 28.011 —27.202
4 NO 30.008 21.477
Raphson procedure similar to that of Ref. 3. This numeri-
cal procedure for obtaining chemical composition is
incorporated into the equilibrium block of the program,
as shown in Fig. 1, so that it can be used to supply
Mollier and chemical composition data or be used in
an iteration loop to obtain normal shock solutions. As
programmed, this procedure requires less than 2 sec to
yield solution concentrations for a mixture containing
36 constituents.
Two normal shock options are available. One option,
the moving normal shock case, yields the velocities, ther-
modynamic properties, and equilibrium chemical compo-
sition behind the normal portion of the bow shock of a
high velocity body. The other option, the combination
normal shock case, supplies the velocities and thermo-
dynamic properties associated with both the normal por-
tion of the standing bow wave of a test model mounted
in a shock tube, and the reflection of a shock from a
plane surface, such as the end wall of a shock tube.
The results of the standing and reflected shock calcu-
lation are useful in interpreting convective heating and
thermal radiation experiments performed in a shock tube.
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B. Thermal Scale Modeling:
Arthur R. little Contract
J. M. F. Vickers
The third phase of the work carried out by Arthur
D. Little, Inc., of Cambridge, Massachusetts, under Con-
tract No. 950252, to demonstrate the feasibility of thermal
scale modeling in steady state, has now been completed.
This phase completes Contract No. 950.252.
The Phase III tests were performed in three steps,
using: (I) the full- and half-scale models of Phase II
(Ref. 4), under modified input power conditions; (2) the
Phase lI models after physical modification; and (3) a
new model (Ref. 5), built at half scale from Armco Iron,
the prototype material, in order to check the materials
preservation technique discussed in Ref. 6.
The first tests carried out in Phase III used the proto-
type and half-scale models of Phase II, but with a power
distribution designed to produce large thermal gradients
within the model. These tests have been designated the
"forced gradient" t^sts. The same total power input was
used as for the frill power in Phase II, that is about 165 w
into the prototype. In Phase III, however, no power was
supplied to Box A (originally the box carrying approxi-
mately two-thirds of the total power input to the model),
while the power was divided between the other two
boxes so that the power into Box d was twice that into
Box C. Since Box A was totally black, while Boxes B
and C were gold-plated and only partially black, this
meant that a considerable thermal gradient '.as devel-
oped within the model; the temperature difference be-
tween the closest thermocouples on the faces of Boxes A
and B was approximately 65°C.
The second tests carried out in Phase III were made
after the prototype and half-scale models of Phase II
were modified. The modification consisted of milling out
approximately 75% of the material forming tht twelve
tabs which were used to connect the three boxes of each
model to the frame members. These tabs were simulating
a relatively high joint conductance between boxes in
Phase II, and this was reduced to about one quarter o`
its previous v: ,.b►e for Phase III. Since the paint pattern
on the models was designed for approximately isothermal
conditions, the tests were carried out using the forced
gradient power distributions, so that the ertect of de-
creased joint conductance on modeling could be ex-
arnined. The net effect on the junc.ionc het even -the
boxes was to decrease the •_oaductive heat flow bets !cen
boxes by about 25%, as shown by a decrease in tempera-
ture drop across the frame, and to increase the tem-
perature drop across the tabs themselves by about a
factor of two.
The third tests carried out in Phase III were on a new
model, Model 4, which was built at approximately one-
half scale of the same materials as the prototype. This
provided a check on the materials preservation technique
proposed in Ref. 6. With this technique, the model oper-
ates at a temperature considerably above that of the
prototype, the absolute temperature at any point in the
model being equal to that of its homologous point in
the prototype :multiplied by the inverse of the scaling
ratio to the one-third power. In this case, for the exact
scale used (determined in Phase II by the ratios of the
thermal conductivities of Armco Iron and SAE 413x),
which was 1!1.78, the absolute temperature of the model
was 1.212 times the absolute temperature of the proto-
type. The total power input to the model was 0.68 times
the total full power input to the prototype, since the
model laws state that the power into the model should
be equal to the power into the prototype times the scaling
ratio to the two-thirds power. For comparison, the model
temperatures were reduced to those which the model
predicted for the prototype; these predictions were then
compared with the results obtained with the prototype
during Phase II using the full-load power distribution.
These results from Phase III and the relevant results
from Phase II (Ref. 5) are shown in Table 2.
Several important points should be noted here. First,
for all three tests in Phase III it was possible to obtain
satisfactory results with thermal modeling. The average
error, and the errors in the maximum error regions and
minimum error regions, are all higher than for Phase II,
but the increase is not great considering the increased
gradients experienced in this phase. Under forced gradi-
ent conditions the maximum-to-minimum temperature for
a given model was 100°C, which is considerably greater
than the range encountered in the bus portion of present
spacecraft. Second, the test using the materials preserva-
tion technique experienced difficulties with the model
running too cold, by about 4.8°C on the average. A sub-
sequent error analysis by the contractor accounts for
3.6°C, approximately, from systematic sources, while ran-
dom variations in surface emittances could account for
a further 1.5°C, so that it is considered that this tech-
nique is actually better than the results in .Table 2 indi-
cate. It should, however, be pointed out than.. theoretically
the materials preservation technique is a k000d one at
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Table 2. Half-scale results, Phases 11 and 111
Full leod Teske Three Fatted !!doted tar
MaMrlok
Lull load dhwensienol 9 adlenf cendudante pnsonaNen
Average total error, °r 0.9 2.4 1.7 3.3 3.5 4.4
Total error, % 0.31 0.67 0.55 9.02 1.09 1.39
Maximum error area
(16 thermocouples)
Average error, •C 1.6 47 3.1 6.7 7.3 4.7
Error, % 0.58 1.28 1.03 2.1 2.2 1.6
Minimum error area
(32 thermocouples)
Average error, °C 0.5 1.3 0.9 1.5 1.6 4.0
Error, % 0.17 0.37 0.31 0.48 0.49 1.32
l -
half scale, but runs into considerable difficulties at smaller
scales, as indicated in Ref. 6. Third, the so-called maxi-
mum error area, consisting of the sixteen thermocouples
in the vicinity of the corner where the two gold-plated
portions of Boxes B and C meet, gives very much worse
results under forced gradient conditions, which is to be
expected, since the error is due to the thermal conduc-
tivity of the plating (Ref. 5). The increased conductance
heat flow in these models, where the over-all tl•.ermal
conductivity is incorrectly scaled, would be expected to
lead to increased errors. Fourth, in the materials preser-
vation technique model, where the sx-,u thickness of
plating was used on Armco Iron, a considerably more
conductive material than SAE 41',0, the so-called maxi-
mum error area is a misnomer. The difference in be-
havior between this a rea and the thermocouples in the
rest of the model is not sign:acant, since this model is far
less affected by the thermal conductivity of the plating.
In summary, this contract demonstrated that it was
possible to model successfully, at one -half scale, a single
material prototype under vacuum and cold-wall condi-
tions, (1) for two-dimensional flow at various power set-
tings and power distrib^itions; (2) for two different values
of simulated joint conductance; and (3) for 3-dimensional
flow, using both the temperature preservation and the
materials preservation techniques. It has been possible
to account for most of the discrepancies that occurred
in the experiments by systematic error analyses.
Tests will also be carried out, in-house, on the ,models
developed in Contract No. 950252, using solar simula-
tion. A new contract, No. 950789, has now been initiated
with Arthur D. Little, Inc., to build test, at steady
state and with solar simulation, a o.:,; Alf scale model
of the 2i:a*±ner C Temperature Control Model.
C. Development of Radio Fre-
quency Transparent Energy
Absorbing Structural
Elements
R. K. McFarland
The first phase of a contract effort with the General
Electric Company to develop fiberglass-reinforced plastic
honeycomb energy-absorbing elements has been com-
pleted. The objective of this phase was to develop and
test honeycomb elements which have a capability to
develop high specific energy values with low electric
attenuation in the S-band radio-frequency range.
Preliminary tests indicated !that phenolic or polyester
honeycomb possessed the ability to develop a controlled
and repeatable mode of collapse when subjected to an
axial loading, thus denoting a potential for use as energy
absorbing elements.
A number of test specimens were fabricated using
p enolic ai.d polyester resins, with various fiberglass cloth
,yes and lavups.. and in various Bell sii^r..s and resin conz
tents. The purpose being to determine the variables w fifth
r
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affect the energy -absorbing characteristics of the plastic
honeycomb elements. Axial static and dynamic tests were
performed on the specimens, along with a determination
of radio-frequency attenuation through the specimen.
Test results indicated that the phenolic honeycomb
possessed the great--%t energy-absorbing capability. It is
of primary interest to note that the fiberglass reinforce-
ment type or layup had little or no effect on the energy-
absorbing capabilities, and that the resin type, resin
content and cell size are the primary variables.
Referring to Fig. 2, the relation between specific energy
and unit weight is shown for plastic honeycomi; with
different cell sizes, for phenolic and polyester resins.
Tests are presently being conducted to determine the
upper limit on these curves. Results tend to indicate that
the plastic honeycomb elements, when optimized, will
be able to absorb approximately 20,000 to 22,000 ft- lb
of energy per pound of honeycomb.
Efforts are presently being initiated to develop tech-
niques for forming the plastic honeycomb in singly or
doubly curved arrays, for possible application to antici-
pated planetary capsule landing systems. In addition,
tests are being performed to determine the effect on
nonaxial loading on plastic honeycomb elements.
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Fig. 2. Specific energy versus honeycomb density
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ENGINEERING FACILITIES DIVISION
VII. Technical Facilities
A. An Intense Magnetic Field
Facility
R. Rust
A high magnetic field facility is nearing completion
1^t JPL. This project was initiated by the Physics Section
of the Space Science Division. Engineering responsibility
for the magnet design, fabrication, and subsequent lab-
oratory completion was vested with the Technical Facility
Engineering Group. This report gives descriptive infor-
mation summarizing major systems design considerations
and recent progress toward malting the facility oper-
ational.
The first and most important item in a magnet labora-
tory for investigation of superconducting materials is
the choice of a stable power supply. Magnets producing
field strengths of 100,000 gauss cannot contain any fer-
ritie types of materials. In order to produce continuous
fields near the above strength one must use about 2 Mw
of DC power (Fig. 1). Considerations of the design
of continuously operating magnets having such field
strength indicate that input power should be available
in the form of heavy currents at low voltage, so the
resistance of the magnet must be low. Preferable total
magnet resistance is of the order of 220 µi2, as this mini-
mizes the temperature requirements placed on the elec-
trical insulation spacers between the coil turns.
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Vor this instalhti,m a ne%% , uuipolm- rmcitor generator
m l dc„ loping 2. I M\^ is used 'I'hc IIit;h - Ireclmcncv v )It -
agc ripple stabilit y is couslanl to one part in 10. 311c
test room containing the urtgnet is visible for c'onumuri-
c':ttiun Irons Ilia cmi r rol p;mel of the nnctor generator
set, since it is not in the same room. 'I'lle magnet is kept
-is iw;ir to the generator as pc^siblc If: minimize the
aimmut of copper reclnirecl for cicclric:rl busses to carry
tpproximatcl y f):i,lNNl ancp at 2l v, during olwralion.
An existing closed loop system using clean (distilled)
water is its(-(]. The complete system cont;tiw, tic magnet,
it cooling 1m er, pumps, and :t kcal cxch;tugcr. The cost
of water pumps was saved b\ proper c • ioicc of the lab-
oratory site ill vicinity of the \\ind Immi-I facilities.
:Pater pressure gages and an orifice 11(m meter arc
mo mitcd nc:o the instrument .•ontrol lmncl where the
operator has them under observation it( all times.
Since the noise level of this machinery is excessive,
ill( ,
 generator was fll% enclosed ill
	
separate room. Ail
;appreciable magnetic field dire to magnet and bus liars
%% ill penetrate nearby buildings about 30 ft ill
'I'liis stra y field \\ ill amo mit to several hundred gauss
fast outside the magnet, and one must be careful to
ri, mo vv an y
 iron 0iic1i miiglit be attracted tc, the magnet.
attraction fore •es arc: verb large mhrn one moves inside
the ;iir core of the matmet. It is venerally assumed that
exterior magnetic fields bave no biological effect ()If
oce•nlmnts of the I;iboralor\ .
1. The Power Supply
The central item in the power supply is the uuipolar
motor generator set (big. 2). The direct current generator
nontinally pmts out 18W k\\. It has a novel liquid metal
(\ak) current collection system replacing conventiorr,tl
de generator brushes, The Nak reduces internal energy
dissipation so that power output can he increased from
1.5 to about 2.4 Mw. A 2500- ip induction motor op(-r-
ating sc ith 1401 load factor on three-phase current. at
-1160 v, is capable of delivering about 3500 hp continu-
Fig. 2. Motor generator set power supply
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,nrsl y. The motor tarns at IS(N) rpm and is physically
attached to the unipolar generato r via a 1 :4 speed in-
crease gear box all attached to a common hedplate. Elec-
trical controls are interlocked vv ith sttclr necessary itt-ws
as water flow to the nt;rt;net and rna ,t;ncl bas, Nak flow
Auld tenip • rature in the generator, over-temperature, lube-
(til ffi,w and to inperature, to bearings.
2. The Water Supply
Distilled water is pimped thront;li the magnet and
the heat exch.:nger at a rate of about 430 gal/rain. The
capacity of the cooling circuit is of	 psufficient size to keel)
the maximum distilled water tenrperatorre between IIN)
and 120^F, depending on initial water tenr1)erat11re. This
still he sufficient to keel) the maxinuonr ti-mperafttrv • of
the co11er in the magnet to within a few degrees of the
boiling point of the water.
In order to keep the magnet near any parlicnLa- aver-
age bulk te•mperatttre the following volume flow rates
are required for water h.. * ing the tentperahare differen-
tials stated below.
Average magnet
	
300 gal 'min.	 fi(N) g;d 11111,.
temperature, ^C	 C	 (:
25 (77 °F) 	 26	 I
50 (122^,F)	 ,I	 I.,
75 (167 ' F)	 I's	 I l l
and cooling tc)vv cr circuit contain pressure svv it, bes vv lucid
eat the excitation for the arntatnre circtril of the DC gen-
cratnr , when the water pressure falls below IN) psi.
3. The Magnet Solenoid
The magnet is into ncled to give higl, magnetic 1)4-141
strengths for conlinuons operation; over indeftnilc 1)criod,.
'The no,rgnet (Fig. 3) is mo inited wilt its axis vd • :trcal. The
(•enlral tube for the magnet is 2-in. II).
Since du • magnet has to dissilmle 2.0 111vv. the coil is
about 17-in. OD ;and pr •o\ision must be made 1 , -1 intern;tl
cooling. This is clone b y forcing walvr n;di.illy Ihrout,h
0.025-in.-high spaces behvv •ert smcessivu htns of the
coil. These passages are nr.mitaincd b y spacers in such
numbers as to allow rrm oval of heal t encrated io 11 it
immediate vicinit y
 
;it the rtlt • of ;tboirl c•no of
cooling snrfac•e 'I'btrs, the temperature of the itmer pot
tion of the ntaguet caul be bold ho lovv the hailing Ito;til
of crater. The flow of water is Inrbnl,nt. 'I'll,- fid•vnolds
ttonnber is a million, hence vv, , ll above its critical yaluc.
'l'he resistance of the magnet is abort _'(X) / ,!i , a11d the
Field constant is joist over I g;nrss atop.
Each of the co1per turns of the nragncl is 0.318-in.
thick and forms a c •ontimious solenoid of 27.2 Itrnx. The
solenoid and cicctri( •al insulation spacers ;rrc held to-
gether sirtol)Iv by nncc•hanical pressure. ( )nb the end tarns
of the solenoid are bac•kfillcd w ith c(,p1wr sheet and
altuc •hccl In heavier copper 1)1,-tes vv hid h ;ere balled to
the bids. Micarta gaskets keel) the coil front hot, doing the
Tho water contains from 5(N) to 1500 ppm sodhim
nitrite for corrosion control. The low voltage magnet
system can tolerate such contaminants without ver y great
clectr• ical losses as follows:
Water sample	 Resistivit y .	 Power ^ Power
	
ohrn rm	 loss, kw I loss, ,`T
I t o re	 1	 20,000	 1	 0.036	 I 0.00.2.1
City water	 4,000	 0.179	 I 0.012
.:5011)111 sodium
	
;>	 I	 3.02	 0.20
nitride
I l(h) ppnr sodiumI
	 a(N)	 I	 3.46	 0.2.1
nitrite
The magnet is designed so that a pump mnst maintain
a pressure of about 120 psi in order to c• ircnlafe the
required amount of water. The distilled % atcr circ•nit Fig. 3. Solenoid and bottom bus
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inner tube, or the outer case, and allow water to circu-
late over the surfaces of the coil. Holes 0.75-in. in diam-
eter penetrate the coil near its outer edge. Micarta tubes
in these bolt holes prevent the turns of the coil from
moving or touching each other. These tubes have holes
machined in cross-section to allow water to circulate and
prevent local burning. The present design for an average
heating rate of only 200 w /CM2 is quite safe from the
conditions for forming a steam layer at the cooling inter-
faces. The surface heating rate at the inner radius posi-
tion of the solenoid is calculated to be about 1,200 w /cm2.
This is about one-fourth of the heating rate for forming
steam layers. Other magnets could be designed with
much less cooling surface if one were willing to go to
higher operating temperatures. An upper limit heating
rate of about 5,000 w/cm2 might be obtainable before
steam layer formation would cause the magnet to
blow up.
The design parameters for the solenoid are as follows:
Current I = 95,000 amp
Power W = 2.0 X 108 w
Inside radius r, = 1.25 in.
Outside radius r2 = 8.5 in.
Turn thickness (t + t,) = 0.343 in.
Voltage V = 21 v
Resistivity = 2.0 X 10- 8
 ohm cm
At 60°C p = 7.85 X 10- 7
 ohm in.
Coil length L = 10 in.
Plate thickness t = 0.318 in.
Water channel t, = 0.025 in.
Parameter a = r2/r, = 8.5/1.25 = 6.8 Eq. (1)
Parameter,S = L12r, = 10/2 (1.25) =4.0 Eq. (2)
Turns 	 = [L-2(t+t,)]/(t+t,)=27.2 Eq. (3)
Space factor x = t/(t + t,) = 0.318/0.343 = 0.925 Eq. (4)
Current density (1,) at inner radius position, with (r,)
given in centimeters.
1, = (4?rp In a)-% (W/par,)% = 18,000 amp/cm2
 Eq. (5)
The total effective magnet resistance R,.
First axial field strength equation (H) with (r,) given in
centimeters.
H = G (Wx/pr,)% = 101,000 gauss	 Eq. (7)
Dimensionless Fabry factor G used with Eq. (7).
G = 5 • ((31n a)-% In { a	 ti+	 J = 0.196
\	 t	 S 92)% J
Eq. (8)
Second axial field strength equation (H) with coil height
(L) in centimeters.
H = 47rN I R/10 L = 102,000 gauss	 Eq. (9)
Dimensionless shape factor R used with Eq. 9.
R = 1 — (log r2/r,)-i log 1 + [1 + (2r2/L)$]% = 0.802
+ [1 + (2r,/L) 1 %}
Eq. (10)
Solenoid axial compression force (F,) at the inner
radius (r,).
 = 2 X 10-9 [,,NrF, ,l ]2 joules r 107 dyne cm^L J cm L joule
'"2.25 X 10-6 lb
L 	 dune
F, = 2 X10_" 7r (27.2) (1.25) (95,000 amp) 2
(10)
(107) (2.25 X 10-8) = 46,300 lb
Eq. (11)
This 23-ton axial compression must be supported by the
dielectric spacers placed radially throughout the coil
30 deg apart. These spacers are made of silicone-fiberglas.
They are %6 in. wide at the inner radius, 0.50 in. wide
at the outer radius, and 0.025 in. thick. No deformation
of the spacers was observed.
Solenoid radial stress (F2) at the inner radius (r,).
F2
 = (14.7 X 10- 8) (H gauss)2/87r = 5,8501b/in.2
Eq. (12)
R, = 27rp [L — 2 (t + t,)]/t (t + t,) In (r2/r,) = 219 #0
	 No permanent set was observed for the copper coil near
Eq. (6)
	 the spacers for either of these two stresses just computed.
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4. Cryogenic Magnet Dewar
A connm • reial crNog(-nic I)c\cur a •as mo dificd for list-
with the electa •ortugnet. This Dewar Iles a nitrogen-
ce+Iled shield enclosing it helilll t c •ont;tincr. "Ills • c\t(rior
of the tail section of the forms the wall of the
air core nutgnet as shown by Fig. 4. The entire Dvwar
is removable by unseating an 0-ring gasket slater seal,
oil 	 tail section of the I)e , var and rt-ntoving tilt- covcr-
plate bolts at the top of the ntagttet.
The cryogenically cooled magnet test section shown
ill 4 is 14 in. long and bus an inside di;uncter of
1.7 in. reaching to the c•cnter of the ma-net. -I - h(- h-litim
container has a radiation shield coolvd I)y 4.7 1 of liquid
nitrogen. A vae•uuut pomp is uunnited oil roof of
the laboratory and will be used to supercool the helinln
volume so that experiments can he carried out helmet-
4°K. This vacuum pump will be operated c•ontinnoush
during such tests. 'Tbc helium-filled tail section nteuttonud
above is supplied with 2.25 1 of liquid stored ill
upper portion of the container. The Dewar forms an
integral part of the magnet and can he used to sintnl-
taneotash ti ,st materials undo intense imiL^ ettc II1•Id.
;old c ►7ogrnic teutpt-rahn^••
5. Magnet Facility Use Program
'Phis facilit y w ill he used first for lim trniper;ttnre
research. Spccificulls, the current dcosity versus magnetic
field «ill he nmasured for supercnndnctors ill \ icinity
of Intl I.ilogaoss.
The availability of it I,ilogaaass field of fairl y large
test volume suggests a minlher of mperiloents in the
deniagnetization region for culorim Ory, superconduc-
tivity, etc Such a high field also off ' •rs an opportrinity
for nu vasurenwnts of time resoled nuclear ntugnetic
resonance.
The facilit y could he used for c •yc•Iotton resmi.mcc
investigations of new materials. Pnndartte • nl;tl informa-
tion ahout basic electronic properties e • :nt he obtained
which Xsould not he	 at	 nuag-u•tit field
strengths. Experiments ill 	 physics kith inh-r-
tnchtllie colnftonnds of the T\pcs III \, and II \ I 111,1d
promise in high Magnetic fields.
Fig. 4. Dewar, magnet and electric bus assembly
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PROPULSION DIVISION
^e
VIII. Solid Propellant Engineering
A. Low-Pressu re Com btistion
Studies
L. D. Strand
1. Influence of Aluminum Coarseness on
Low-Pressure Unstable Combustion
Two modified versions of JPL-540 propellant are being
used in the transparent motor studies of low-pressure
unstable combustion. In the JPL-540 Modified 1 propel-
lant, aluminum of 31-µ average particle diameter has
be lt substituted for the 16% of 7-µ aluminum additive
in the regular propellant formulation. JPL-540 Modified
2 propellant contains aluminum of approximate ly 15- to
17-µ average particle size. Vacuum system test firings at
an initial propellant temperature of 80°F have been con-
ducted with these propellents in standard 3-in.-D test
motors. By comparing test results with similar unmodi-
fied JPL-540 test firing data, an attempt has been made
to determine any changes in low-pressure unstable com-
bustion characteristics resulting from the change in alu-
minum particle size. The iu:lowing is a brief summary
of the findings.
Figs. 1 and 2 are K„-P, log -log plots for the two niodi-
fied propellants, obtained from the 3-in.-D motor firing
data. For comparison, the unmodified propellant K„-V
plot is shown as a dashed line. The , tirves for t1w modi-
fied propellants are nearly identical, and as will be seen,
t}.- unstable combustion characteristics also seem to he
approximately the same.
Fig. 3 shows a log-log plot of the motor L* valves
plotted versus the mean chamber pressures at the tine
of the combustion extinction for the three propellants.
The L* value after extinction of combustion leas previ-
ously been shown to be a w)irelating parameter for low-
pressure combustion extinction (Ref. 1). The data tx,ints
for the two modified propellants appear to fall -,,n the
same correlation curve, within experimental scatt t^r. The
curve has a smaller negative slope than that for WL-540
propellant and lies in a lower pressure region. ,A log-log
plot of the pressure oscillation frequency prior to com-
bustion extinction versus the mean cham1wr pressure at
combustion extinction for the three propellants is shown
in Fig. 4. Again the data points for the two modified
propellants appear to fall on a straight line of smaller
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Fig. 3. Log-log plot of L* versus mean chamber pressure
at combustion extinction
exponent) at a pressure of approximately 54 psia. Not
enough data points are available in the higher pressure
region to substantiate any such changes in slope and
10	 20	 40	 60	 100	 200	 therefore none are shown in the figures.
PC. psio	 The shifts in the modified propellant curves are in the
Fig. Z. Log-log plot of K. versus P, for JPL -540	 direction of similar curves for more rapid burning pro-Modified 2 propellant pellants of low aluminum composition, and this is felt
to be a possible explanation of the test results. Due to
the incomplete low-pressure combustion of the coarser
	
slope and in a lower pressure region than the curve for
	 aluminum in the modified propellants, the propellants'
	
JPL-540. The K,.-F, graphs predict a slight change in the
	 burning characteristics approach those of a non-
	
slope of the modified propellant curve in Fig. 3 and pos-
	 aluminized propellant As a check on this postulation,
	
sibly also in Fig. 4 {change in burning rate pressure
	 small motor firings are being planned with these three
so
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Fig. 4. Log-log plot of pressure oscillation frequency
versus mean chamber pressure at combustion
extinction
propellants to determine the c* efficiencies at low oper-
ating pressures.
2. Pressure Oscillation Amplitudes of Low-
Frequency Combustion Instability
As was reported in Ref. 2, in a majority of the experi-
mental test firings that have and are being conducted in
the investigation of low-pressure combustion the propel-
lant charges are regressive in burning nature. These
charges ignite in the stable operating pressure region,
burn regressively with decreasing pressure into the un-
stable pressure region, and ultimately cease burning. In
a majority of test firings, low-frequency, low-amplitude
oscillations in pressure occur prior to extinction of com-
bustion. The oscillation amplitudes will at first increase
linearly at a slow rate with decreasing chamber pressure.
With continuing pressure decrease the pressure oscilla-
tion amplitudes begin to grow at an increasing rate of
increase and continue to do so until combustion extinc-
tion occurs. The base pressures and oscillation ampli-
tudes were measured from oscillograph records at several
poir+- over the time span of linear amplitude increase for
a number of test firings. The purpose was to see if any
relationship between the oscillation amplitudes and base
pressures existed over the range of base pressures meas-
ured. Figs. 5, 6, and 7 are graphs of the oscillation
2% ALUMINUM
7-,u AVERAGE ALUMINUM
DIRECTION OF	 PARTICLE SIZE
BURNING 
	 I
RUN NO.
n	 0 1463
a	 a 1464
a	 A 1468
Q 1469
.a"
 psi
Fig. 5. Amplitude of pressure oscillations versus mean
chamber pressure, JPL-534 propellant
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4o	 ou	 oo	 eu
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Fig. 6. Amplitude of pressure oscillations versus mean
chamber pressure, JPL-540 propellant
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Fig. 7. Amplitude of pressure oscillations versus mean
chamber pressure, JPL-540 Modified 1 propellant
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amplitudes (oP) plotted versus the mean chamber pres-
sures for several test firings of JPL-534, JPL-540, and
JPL-540 Modified 1 propellants, respectively. Over the
narrow span of base pressures measured, the range of
oscillation amplitudes for the test runs seems to be inde-
pendent of base pressure for the three propellants. The
linear rate of increase in amplitude with decreasing
mean pressure seems to vary randomly among the test
firings. The conclusion drawn is that the amplitudes of
low-frequency combustion instability do not appear to
be an inherent property of the propellant and its pres-
sure of combustion, as is the oscillation frequency.
B. Silicone Propellant Development
for Heat Sterilization
L. C. Montgomery
In consonance with the requirements for a heat steri-
lizable propulsion unit, JPL has undertaken the develop-
ment of a propellant using high temperature silicone
resins.
Resins were selected from those now commercially
available. Physical tests of the resins were made and a
candidate resin for a propellant system was selected.
Ammonium perchlorate (AP) was selected as the oxidizer.
With extreme safety precautions small laboratory sam-
ples of the binder and oxidizer were mixed by hand.
Impact tests were run on these crudely mixed samples.
These tests indicated a sensitivity of the propellant to
the impact of a 2-kg steel ball when dropped from a
minimum height of 27.9 cm unto the %2-in. thick pro-
pellant sample located on a steel base. This sensitivity
did not indicate any greater safety hazard than other
ammonium perchlorate propellants.
It was then acceptable to mix the propellant in the
small sigma mixer. From 1000-g batches made in the
sigma mixer other tests of impact sensitivity, burning
rate, and physical test specimens were made. Tests of
these specimens indicated a lesser impact sensitivity
(30.5 cm for the ball drop). The burning rate tests were
run at 80°F and on propellants containing 70% and
80% oxidizer. The burning rates of the 70% mixture
were 0.28 in./sec at 250 psig, 0.38 in./sec at 500 psig,
and 0.59 in./sec at 1000 psig. The burning rates of the
80% mixture measured 0.46 in./sec at 250 psig, 0.61 in./
sec at 500 psig, and 0.90 in./sec at 1000 prig. Density of
the propellant was not measured for the 70% oxidizer
propellant, but it has averaged about 0.0597 for the 80%
batches. Typical data from the small sigma mixer batches
is given in Table 1. It should be noted that sterilization
treatment does cause a slight increase in tensile strength
with associated reduction in elongation. The density is
not measurably changed by the sterilization treatment.
Before charges were made for rocket motors an inves-
tigation was made of liner materials for case b ,nding the
silicone/AP propellant. No material was fou.id
 to which
the propellant would bond, with or without the recom-
mended primers. However, it was found that RTV 11, a
Ceneral Electric Corporation product, would adhere to
the cured propellant and to most other surfaces and
would maintain a high tensile strength and high elonga-
tion even under sterilization temperature cycling.
15- and 30-lb batches of the silicone/AP propellant
have been made in the 5-gal Planetex mixer. Initially,
dummy batches were made to checkout the mixing pro-
cedures. From the first live batch of propellant two
cartridge charges were made by casting into 4Y2-in.-ID
teflon-coated sleeves with :a tapered 2-in.-D mandrel for
the center perforation. After curing these charges at
250°F for 2 hr (other samples used this same cure tem-
perature), they were trimmed to a 5-in. length and pre-
pared for static test. One charge was inhibited on both
ends and outer surface with the silicone binder and then
wrapped with glass tape around the outer cylindrical sur-
face. The charge was then secured in the chamber by
clamps and static tested. The second charge was potted
in the chamber with RTV-11. Both static tests were suc-
cessful and gave a higher performance than was expected.
The charges gave an average C* (calculated from head
end pressures) of 4652 ft/sec and 4625 ft/sec, respec-
tively. Data from the physical specimens from this batch
indicate the propellant to have the same physical char-
acteristics as that made in the smaller batches.
Two 30-1b batches of the silicone /AP propellant have
been made and from each of these batches four propel-
lant charges were cast. These charges are to be used to
evaluate the effect of the three sterilization cycles on
integrity of the charge and/or motor performance.
After a minimal evaluation program of this propellant
in a rocket motor under sterilization conditions, its devel-
opment will be carried along only as necessary as a
backup program for sterilizable propulsion systems for
Mars landing missions.
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Table 1. Data from tests of the small sigma mixer botches
Batch
number
Oxidizer,
%
Sterilization
treatment
Density,	 Tensile stre"th,
lb/in.'	 lb/in.'
Elongation,
%
S-2176 70 None - 111.6 68.2
123.3 73.6
116.8 73.9
118.4 73.6
S-2180 80 None 0.05984 87.1 69.6
0.05968 87.3 70.3
0.05971 87.2 64.0
84.7 66.5
89.6 69.0
87.8 68.1
S-2183 80 300 L8°F for 0.05997 90.1 60.7
36 hr left in 0.05985 89.4 58.8
mold 0.05971 88.8 57.5
89.5 57.4
88.6 58.0
84.1 53.1
5-2184 80 None 0.05977 79.6 75.5
0.05940 78.7 74.6
0.05980 81.6 79.0
75.3 69.8
81.3 80.7
84.4 75.5
S-2185 80 300 ±8-F for 0.05970 90.5 57.7
36 hr; 0.05957 85.7 53.3
removed from 0.05980 91.0 61.o
mold; wrapped 88.8 59.9
in aluminum foil 87.2 57.0
87.7 56.2
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IX. Polymer Research
A. Compatibility of Polyethylene
Oxide and Poly-A-
Vinyl naphthalene
J. Moocanin and E. F. Cuddihy
Previously, properties of blends of poly-g-vinylnaph-
thalene (PVN) and polyethylene oxide (PEO) have been
discussed (Ref. 1). It was found that these two polymers
exhibit limited compatibility under certain conditions.
New studies on these systems have included dynamic
measurements of mechanical properties and some exam-
inations of polymer morphology by phase-contrast micro-
scopy ( Ref. 2), In addition, a more detailed study was
made of a graft copolymer.
For this study, a torsional pendulum constructed ac-
cording to a previously reported design (Ref. 3) was used
to obtain the damping given in log decrement. Test speci-
mens (2 X pia in.; 0.05-0.08 in. thick) were prepared by
compression molding at 1000 to 4000 psi. The molding
temperature was 55°C for the polyblends, and 40°C for
the graft copolymers.
The results of dynamic measurements for the 50-50
blend are shown in Fig. 1. The transition at 54"C is due
to crystalline melting of PEO, and the broad shoulder
between 85 and 120°C corresponds to the region of slowly
increasing Young's modulus (Fig. 2); whereas the peak
at 138°C coincides with the dilatometric TD for PVN.
After having been heated above 120°C, the damping
constant exhibited a continuous gradual increase from
about 40°C until the peak at 138°C was reproduced.
The loss component of the dynamic modulus which can
be calculated from dynamic data may resolve the shoul-
der for the initial sample into a separate peak, as can be
seen by considering the shape of the Young's modulus
curve (Fig. 2). Additional results are needed to more
accurately resolve this point. For the "heated" specimen,
however, the loss component should have the same
appearance as the damping curve.
The broad shoulder for the damping constant (Fig. 1)
is consistent with the idea of phase changes taking place
over the temperahtre range of the "well" (Ref. 1) until TD
of PVN (138°C) is -eached, and irreversible microphase
separation has taken place. The gradual rise in the damp-
ing constant with increasing temperature for the reheated
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Fig. 1. Log damping constant vs temperature for a
50-50 polymer blend of PVN and PEO
Fig. 2. Log modulus vs temperature for two 50-50
polymer blends of PVN with PEO of different
molecular weights
polymer may be due to localized changes taking place
at the microphase boundaries.
Phase-contrast micrographs are shown in Fig. 3. The
granular structure and the changes with temperature in
the relative content of light versus dark regions are
noticeable, most of the change taking place after heating
from 25 to 90°C, i.e., the temperature region for the
"well." Also, it is to be noted that the specimen heated
above 120°C retained its appearance when cooled to
room temperature, consistent with the irreversible
changes in behavior which are observed for heated
specimens.
A different situation should exist for the graft co-
polymers in which one end of the PEO chain is attached
to the PVN backbone. The modulus curve for a 20%
PEO copolymer was depressed relative to pure PVN.
The graft copolymer having the composition of the "com-
plex" (46% PEO, Fig. 4) was transparent, rubbery, and
had a glass transition temperature below —20°C. Fur-
thermore, it retained its rubbery properties after being
heated beyond 120°C. An additional interesting property
is the existence of a plateau extending from about 60 to
180°C characteristic of a crosslinked or very high molec-
ular weight polymer. Yet this material is readily soluble
in most aromatic and ether-type solvents. This behavior
may originate from entanglement of the PEO side chains
of adjacent molecules.
Another graft copolymer with the same composition,
but presumably somewhat shorter PEO sides chains (prob-
able molecular weight of side chains is 5 to 6,000), had
the same transparent appearance and low T,. The modu-
lus, as well as dilatometric data, exhibited a hysteresis
loop between —20 and 60°C. These results as well as
X-ray data indicate presence of some crystallinity in
contrast to the first completely amorphous copolymer.
For given composition the relation between the size of
the side chains and their ability to crystallize is not
clear yet.
Both Young's modulus and damping constant curves
for this copolymer are shown in Fig. 5. During the first
heating cycle (dashed lines), the sharp drop in modulus
between 40 and 54°C coincided with the peak for the
damping constant, the transition being due to crystalline
melting. For several subsequent heating cycles, the upper
modulus curve was followed on heating and the lower on
cooling. The peaks for the damping constant for both
heating and cooling are displaced to a lower tempera-
ture; the heating curve exhibiting a shoulder. These curves
doubtless are also due to crystalline melting, their shapes
depending on distribution of crystallite size. In either
case the absence of a transition corresponding to T, of
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BEFORE HEAT AG
	
AFTER HEATING
25°C	 I0µ	 25°C
I
SCALE
90°C
	 150°C
Fig. 3. Phase-contrast photomicrographs of a 50-50 polymer blend of PVN and PEO
PVti (138°C) is to be noted. The dilatometer data (Fig. 6)
parallel the dynilmic nu •asun • nu • nts h)II( sing it slightly
dilferent Imth ()if heating (clashed line), a repro-
duciWe hysteresis loop in the int , if ng range was follow--d
on smbseyuent heating C;Cles. 'I he specific voliinie at
?5`'C was O.S64 to 0.569 c • nt /g. The presence of crystal-
linity at 43-51 C was c•orroboratcd by X-ray measure-
mcnts. Again, the transition at 1W`C is absent.
The position of the damping maxima shim's that the
uu•lting It-m1wr;tture of the PLO crystallites was de-
prrssed. It i s interesting to note that the ' wilting" curves
,were followed oil y if the specimen was first cooled
below 20°C; otberwise the cooling c•un •e was fullowed
I 'm- Kolb descending m] ascending temperatures, irre-
sprcti^e oI rate (the slowest rate %%, as a 'i' ` C/rain). Doiht-
less this heha% for is clue to it l;u•ge increase in t1w rule of
nuclratiou 1w](m a critical tempt-ratiur which seems
necessary to c-uinplete the crystallization process. Curi-
misly enough, this temperature of 20 C coincides with
the se•concl;ur s peaks in the clauapiug C • onstaut. smggesting
if in the nucleat ion naechanisnt associated with if
polymer transition. This transition stay be die to
freezing- in of the side chains, since it is known that T,
for PCO of molecular weight 1,(X)0 to 10,000 is approxi-
mately —20 0 C (Rcf. 4).
1 1 he observation that T,; for PVN has disappeared. as
can he seen by esaininint; loth the (Looping constant
and the diIA( metric c urge, gk c,	 evidence
thin the idrntity of' PVN has Bern lost aind that the Ndiole
copol\mvr behaves as un entity. The specific volaunt•
val ies for temperatures in the amorphous region (above
till C) show that udditi\ its' of volmiles for the two c •ona-
ponents is not follo^^ed, but that it contraction of about
2% has taken place. Using molecular mulcts it is ap-
parent that ww can rv vadily entwhic PI?O ;aid PVN
chains. Optiimmi spat.-in( is obtained \c ith three ethylene
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Of PAN and PW
favorable but probably weak energetic interactions is
evident.
oxide to one naphthalene moieties, namely the "comp"
condition. 'Thus, here as in the case of polyblends, the
importance of conformational behavior coupled with
Phase-contrast micrographs show that initially the
graft c:opolyrier exhibited layers (Pig. 7) which were
perpendicular to the direction at which pressure was
s
93°C, MELTING POC,T 25°C, AFTER COOLING BELOW -130C FROM 53°C
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25°C	 10µ	 120°C
SCALE
Fig, 7. Phase-contrast photomicrograohs : f a graft copolymer of 54 wt °o PVN and 46 wt % PEO
ahplit•ol In furili Ills• ,t.: ( . inx•n. 'I Ito• layered strut•lure dis-
ahlwart'd aiw%e Iltt• f1witing ti • InPeratim- of PEO. _lftt • t-
eu(ilin^ lti 20 U, dw 0 I . 11 111-c s1111%% n in I"ig. 7, dw,%t•r
right) %sac form •d. Fur tlrt• t t,ltt,l%uit-r tilt• granular strrle-
tim , characteristic- tit ltt,l^l,l, lids is abwnt. Min-vw.i .r. the
rather tMifurm aplu araitct .tt p icked im(v tiw graft had
Lt•t • ti ht-Avil n • inained nnch:uiged tywi i(Irtlu • r teniht •ra-
tnre c%dilaz. This ufft • rs additional e%idence that at
hight • 1 • I1 • ntlu • r.111111. niitit,ltl,aw ,wlmlalitnt cannot take
l%lace.
I.%i(1,ntk. It,r %(111o1^nlct • s tht• t • %islt • nce t,f the huutn-
>;( urnu% "C(i iltlex •• phase is all 	 Imi u•rly.
kliv 04c-ts rt • "tiltittt! frt,nl IL1 . histttr% . t,f g)(vitm-n prep-
uratiun (niirrnt;ralt!t, and das11 d lint •, in hi;;. 5) are
elitnitt.ttt•11 by auutalilig, Ill (uutr.tst, fort l,,,l%ltlt-10% the
ctauli.ttiblt• phase is a nletastahlr %tat(• %~,Lich can t•%ist
i,ndt r restricted emiditiuns.
Ill si m miar% • , nor studies have sh(m i i that graft eo-
lit,l%na • rs oil I'1 \ %%ith ITO ft,rui huuuil;( ntuus. ruhht•r%
ni.ticrials. Tlw III-ttlu•rties oil utip,,',\nwrs Ita%irig Iow PEO
o •,mit • nt rt •ntaiu lot h(• in%rstigatt•(I ill 	 to assess the
lot,tt•ntial oil iisin^ I'Ia1 .t% all 	 lllastiOzer. . No.
11111• efft •t •t of tltt	 sot( • of %ith• (•Lain% %%ill ha%e to) ht•
c•urisiticred.
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B. Kinetics of the An ionic
Polymerization of
Acenaphthylene
1. Mooceutin cad A. i embouin
We have observed that chain transfer occurs during
the anionic polymerization of a emphthylene in a man-
ner similar to that reported reccaatly for 9-vinylanthracene
(Ref. 5): The poly nwni7-ztion rate of acenaphthylene in
tetrahydrofuran was sufficiently slow to permit conven-
tional dilatometric pi t-wedures to be used to study
kinetics (Ref. 6). Furthermore, since chain transfer may
apply to the anionic polymerization of other systems
(Refs. 7, S. 9), we have derived theoretical kinetic ex-
pressions basal on the reaction mechanism given below.
These ex^ssion3 could be readily adapted to other
similar rrhanisms.
From the went study three important facts emerged:
(1) the over-all rate was found to follow pseudo first-
order kinetics; (2) the activation energies, as compared
to other anionic systems, were high, and the propagation
rates wee.. exmlitionally low; (3) the highest molecular
weight which could be obtained was about 8000; electron
spin resonance ( R) measurements showed that the
acenaphthylene radical anion initiator %as the sole
radical species which could be observed, and that its
concentration remained nearly ccinstaut during the poh•-
uwrization. In order to account for thew observati .
we postulated a slow rate determining initiation step.
followed by fast dianion formation, and a chain transfer
to monomer mechanism which compete% with the prom, -
gation step, according to the following wheme:
Initiation
+A k'
fast
2,
Propagation
At + A# A7 -+ 1
Aj +A	 Aj+l
Chain transfer
Aj-tA	 Xji:A
Aj+A k"10 it, +
where X-is the monomer ra_lical anion, A the monomer,
and A} . A j, and 7X-j are the "dead," twinointiom t id
dianion j-n r, respectively. The alkali metal c(Aint
are not shown in the scheme.
The results of this study are summarized in Iable 1,
and in Table 2 a few results on the free ral k^Al p hy-
Teble 1. Anionic polymerisation of alceetap yiona
r	 ,
1401101 tsNow PO4-W. not	 it, ate.	 '`
- - _
1,11MV0 4t.1 0.096 9a 2.5 SAO 1.000
0.120 35 4,1
0.150 96 6.4 1+300 SAN
7411 0.073 93 11 2.;20 S.Ho
0.135 90 22 1.290 SAW
93 0.036 9S 24 4*719 10.10@
0.071 95 36 "Oft 5.400
0.046 54 54 1.O 1,000	 t
sodium 49.9 0.034 43	 -- 0.14 1,900 7.200
f5 0.034 91 6.9 2.260 11,400
0.843 a9 T 3 2.050 9,000
0-0S6 44 • S 2.2#0 6.#00	 !
0.157 as 23.0 1.340 2.400
# 5 0.031 97 16 3,110 12,40 3
0.047 95 24 2.960 1.200
0.061
as
36 2.460 6.4$0
4% WMW *WMW%*W1qft 60"WANdieff Win 1.39 amiastliiw.
Him by ;Deer d Wd+n1^U {l,Mi^►rffw, t:ilitw+tlo}	 tart a:aelNd= 3t#52) #f.2771f^
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Table 2. Free radical polymerization of acenaphthylene
8enzoyl	 Temperatcre,	 Yield, I Time, l	 Molecular
peroxide
	
00	 i Solvent	 %	 hr	 vvf'
11	 100 I	 — 67.5	 1	 24	 1	 285,000
\	 125 I	 — 74.3	 I	 24	 1	 335,000
\	 150 — 86.0	 24	 '	 180,000
\	 100 Tetrahydro- 46.0	 24I	 160 000
fvran
—	 r 00 i	 — 42	
i 96 1-2 000.000 
—	 125 I	 - 65	 96	 820,000
—	 150 — 78	 96	 160,000
—	 200 j	 — 82	 96	 140,000
`Eslimoted from intr insic viscosity determinations in benzene, using the
relotionshin [7]=5.3X10 -s XM' 6' (Ref. 14.
merization are liven for comparison. The kinetics data
Were obtained from dilatonletriC measurements, which
were carried out using the usual vacuum techniques
(Ref. 10). The concentration of "living ends" was deter-
mined by both methwliodide and alkali metal titrations.
The linearii\ :,f the monomer concentration versus time
scnlilog plots is illustrated in Fig. S.
The obser ved pseudo first-order kinetics and the upper
limit for t1w polymer molecular weight are both con-
sistent with the postulate of chain transfer to monomer.
The exact mechanism by which it takes place cannot be
ascertained on the basis of existing experimental results,
but it seems quite certain that electron transfer to mon-
omer, probably coupled with hydrogen abstraction from
sol vent, must occur. Also, the detection of the acenaph-
thylene radical anion ESR spectrum when but y l lithium
is used to initiate the polymerization is consistent with
Fig 8. Sodium-initiated polymerization of
acenaphthylene at 95 c C ( 1 , is the initial
initiator-to-monomer ratio)
the postulated mechanism. Disproportionation of two
ailioilic Chain ends is mlikel y , because such mechanism
would lead to it wntinuous depletion of growing centers,
and this is contrary to the observed kinetics.
The solution of differential equations' corresponding
to the above reaction scheme leads to the following ex-
pression for the monomer concentration as a function of
tilne:
A/A = 1	 K, ( I + 2K, r ) ) T _	 (I	 I(,, — Ki)n	 p
(Ki	 S1l
r	
^ Kfr)
	
(I l 2K
,r) (K, 4 K(r\
X 1 1 — e -" , xt ]	 (1)
\\ •he;e A„ is the initial monomer concentration, and
K i = k i /k,,, K,, = k,,/k,,, and p is the initial initiator-to-
monomer ratio. The auxiliary variable T was introduced
to linearize the differential equation (Ref. 11) and is
defined by (IT — k,, A dT. The :.onditien for first order
kinetics  in the monomer consumption is
	
(d/dr) (A/Aa) = — p (1 1 2K 1r)1( 1 + K r,/K i)	 (2)
which can he rewritten as a. function of time as
	
d:A/dt = — k f,t A	 (3)
where
krff = kD (1 + 2K,r)/( 1 + Kr,/Ki)
In practice this condition will be satisfied if at low con-
version the exponential terni in Eq. (1) becomes neg-
ligible.
Again neglecting the exponential term, the reciprocal
of the number-average degree of polymerization P\ for
complete conversion is given approximately by
(1/PN — 4) = Kr,/2 + p/[2(1 + IV,,/K,)]
	 (4)
Tl;e constant 4 enters these expressions because, accord-
ing to the mechanism, polymerization starts with the
tetramer dianion. A plot of the left-hand side versus p/2
should be linear, the intercept giving K,,12, and the slope
1/(1 4 K,r/Ki). On the basis of the present experimental
data, K,, is approximately ' i,, and the slope is definitely
positive, indicating that K tr/Ki < 1; otherwise the slope
would tend to vanis:l. A direct measure of this ratio can
be obtained from analyses of the initiator radical anion
concentration, since r1-,/Ax = 1 + K,, K, r. .Attempts to
quantitatively interpret the ESR spectra as well as chem-
ical determinations of the initiator content are underway.
' Moacimin, J., and Henlbaum, A., unpublished results.
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Accepting tentatively that Kt, < K, anti K,r	 0.1, we
conclude that k,, is approximately egnal to k,,, 1 0-"
(liter/mole-sec). This is an extremely loNv clue in com-
parison to the magnitude of the polymerization rate
constant reported for other systems. Even if we allowed
for our data K,,loc i = 10, the value for k,, v.-ould still be
several orders of magnitude smaller than that for styrene
(k,, = 600) (Ref. 1.2).
A change in the countrrion from sodium to lithium
(Table 1) resulted in an acceleration of rate. There
appears to be some increase in molecular weight at
115°C, but the interpretation of results at elevated tem-
peratures is complicated because of the probable occur-
rence of tree radical reactions. A contcA run showed.
however, that in absence of initiator no polymerization
takes place up to 95°C. Examination of Table 2 shows
that very high molecular weights can be obtained b y free
radical methods. With increasing polvinerization temper-
ature, however, molecular \%-eight decreases rapidly.
A study of the temperature effect indicates an over-all
activation energy of 11-27 kcal/mole, presumably repre-
s?nting mainly the propagation step. This is a very high
value in comparison to — 1 kcal/mole reported for st y
-rene (Ref. 12). The estimation of the relative contribu-
tions of initiation and chain transfer must await further
results. The activation energy is of the same magnitude
as that observed by Imoto and Soematsu (Ref. 13) for
the acenaphthylene polymerization by a Ziegler catalyst
(— 15 kcal/mole). Intrinsic viscosit y values indicate low
molecular weights for t:,eir polymers; their osmotic pres-
sure data, which suggest high molecular weights, appear
to be in error (Ref. 14). It is of interest to note that the
activation energy for the anionic polymerization of 9-
y inylanthracene is also high (5-15 kcal/mole) (Ref. 5).
Surprisingly, powder X-ray patterns for the pot ace-
naphthylenes prepared by either anionic, cationic, or free
radical methods exhibited crystallinity , although the
polymerization conditions used normally do not lead to
stereospecificit-. This result indicates that the placement
of tLe monomer is controlled b y the geometry of the
monomer unit (Ref. 15). Examination of molecular
models suggests that acenaphthylene should ad(] in the
trans position relative to the penulonuite monomer unit,
the cis addition bei , ig stericalh impossible. Furthermore,
for the trans configuration, isotactic placement appears
more likely than syndiotact ►c placement. Trans-isotactic
chains should favor helical conformations of reasonable
flexibility. These speculations are consistent with our
studies on the solution properties of polyacenaphthylene
(Ref. 14). For low molecular weight polymers there is
evidence of the existence of the trans-syndiotactic con-
figuration.-
Story . It., pri%ate couunuaication.
C. Kinetics and Mechanism of
the Cyanoethylation of
1- and 2- Propanols
S. H. Kalfayan
Some rate studies on the cyanoeth ylation of 1- and 2-
propanols in p-dioxane (Dx) were reported previoush
(Refs. 16 and 17). It was noted then that precipitation
of the catalyst, sodium nropoxide or sodium isopropoxide,
started to take place when the reaction was about half
complete. lip to the point of catalyst precipitation, the
kinetic data fitted first order rate expressions. It is de-
sirable, however, to follow the reaction well over 50%
conversion. Cyanoethylations were, therefore, carried out
in absence of Dx. When the initial molar ratio of alcohol
to acrylonitrile (AN) was 1:1, the catalyst still precipi-
tated before equilibrium was attained. This, however,
occurred %vhen the reactions were 70-75% complete. At
higher dilutions (2:1, 3:1) the catalyst remained in solu-
tion during the entire course of the reaction. Kinetic Plata
obtained show a first order rate dependence on the
acrylonitrile concentration and a first order dependence
on the catalyst concentration. The rates are independent
of the alcohol concentration. Energies and entropies of
activation are reported. A mechanism for the cyanoethyla-
tion of alcohols is proposed.
1. Experiments
The gas chromatographic equipment used during the
present anal yses was described previously (Ref. 16).
Columns were made of 12-ft X ► i -in. aluminum tubing
packed with 20% nonpolar Ucon fluid on Chromosorb
"«'." Column, injection port, and detector tcniperatures
were set at 100, 120, and 265°C, respectively. The bridge
curreW ww^ 150 ma and the helinin flow-rate Nvas
86 nil/min. Peak areas were measured by a voltage-
to-frequency type integrator (infotronics Corporation,
Houston).
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For kinetic studies, calculated amounts of alcohol and
AN were placed in 50-nd glass-stoppered volumetric
flasks and thennostated for a miniuoun of :3 hr before
addition of the catalyst. Hallikainen low-temperature
baths, capable of controlling the temperature within
+ 0.WC, were used. Samples wen• chumically quench, tl
prior to analysis by gas chron,atograplly. The quenching
proc•edllre consisted of drawing samples froiu the re-
action flask into a 1-ml graduated syringe which con-
tained it measured -mount of dry HCl in Dx. Neutral-
ization of catalyst was thus rapid and temperature
changes during sampling were miniusized. 1-µl samples
were introduced into the gas Chromatographic apparatus.
2. Results and Discussion
a. Apparent rate constants. C\ anoethylation of 1- and
-propanols are represented as follows:
CH:CH_CH OH + CH,-CH-CN ;-- CHICH.CH:OCH,CHCN
(a)
(CH,)_CHOH + CH..=CH-CN ;= (CH,)_CHOCH,CH CN
(b)
The rates of both Reactions (a) and (b) were deter-
mined at several initial reactant ratios, catal yst concen-
trations, and at two dificrent temperatures. The solvent
Dx was omitted. The alkoxide catalysts, sodium propox-
ide and sodium isopropoxide, are practically insoluble in
Dx and their solubility in the corresponding alcohol is
limited. When thc initial molar ratio [alcohol] / [AN]
was 1:1, the cataly o : still precipitated before equilibrium
was reached. This occurred when the reaction was well
over 50% complete [75-80% for Reaction (a) and 65-
70% for Reaction (b)], Up to these extents of reactions
the standard deviations for the apparent rate constants
were less than 4%. When the initial ratios were 2:1 or
3:1, no catalyst precipitated for the entire duration of
the reaction and apparent rate constants could be cal-
culated with standard deviations of less than 4%, up to
90% reaction.
The rate constants were calculated from the following
integrated first order equations:
k 	 2.303 log A .,	 (1)
k= k, +k-,- 2.303 log A.	 A,
where' k = apparen° first order rate. constant, k, and k ,
are the first order rate constants for the forward and
reverse reactions. A,,, A t , and A, are the normalized
(against Dx) peak areas of AN at t - 0, t, and t at
equilibrium.
Fitting the kinetic data into Eq. (1) gave consistent
apparent first order constants with lass tnan 4% devia-
tiou to about 75% completion (excluding the 1:1 molar
ratio). Beyond this range there was a downward drift.
Equilibriums was attained at about 95 and 94% conver-
sions for Reactions (a) and (b), respectively.
When the same data was fitted into Eq. (`?), which is
the integrated expression for a first order forward step
and a first order reverse step, apparent rate constants
could be calculated with standard deviations less than
4%, to about 90% conversion.
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The apparent rate constants given in Table 3 were
calculated according to Eq. ('_). Some of the first order
plots aro shown in I- igs. 9 and 10.
It is seen front Table :3 that the rates of both Reactions
(a) and (b` are catalyst dependent, first order in AN, and
independent of the a l cohol concentration.
Both Reactions (a) and (b) were slower when carried
out in Dx (Ref. 17). Reaction (h) was slower than (a) in
presence of Dx. The reverse is observed in absence
of Dx.
Plots of log k at 5.9°C vs log C (catalyst concentration)
for initial mole ratios of 1:1, 2:1, and 3:1 are shown in
Fig. 11. These are linear with slopes of 1.0 and O.SO for
Reactions (a) and (b), respectively. This suggests that
the rates are first order with respect to catalyst concen-
tration.
b. Energy and entropy of activation. Activation ener-
gies AE* were calculated from Arrhenius plots. Values
obtained were 18.0 and 15.7 kcal/mole for Reactions (a)
and (b), respectively. Consequently, 'he enthalpy all*
and entropy AS* at 5.9 0 C were 17.4 kcal/mole and -5.5
cal/mole-deg for Reaction (a) and MJ kcal/mole and
-12.4 cal/mole-deg for Reaction (b). T hese values were
obtained from the following equations (Ref. 18):
AH* = AE* - RT
RT ,,,- , ^-
k = - e Kr a 1-;N11
where R is the gas constant, h is the Planck constant,
and N is Avogadro's number.
Entropy values could have been calculated using the
activation energies AE* since the numerical value of the
RT term in the enthalpy equation is about the same (or
less) than the. uncertainty in the AE* values.
3. Mechanism
Since the cyanoethylations of both 1- and 2-propanols
are independent of alcohol cone-ntration and are first
order in AN and first order in catalyst concentration, a
likely inechanisul for these reactions is as follows:
RO- + CH, =CH-CN sl0Ik'  ROCH_ -CH-CN
ROCH,-TH-CN + ROH fast ROCH,-CH,-CN + RO -
Table 3. First order rate constants for the
cyanoethylation of 1- and 2-propcnols
Catalyst Initial ratio
Temperature,
concentration, [alcohol] / k X
oC
mole/liter X	 10' [AN) min- '	
a
1 -proppoonol
I-4.4 4.0 2:: 0.250+ 0.010
16.0 2:1 0.866± 0.02
+5.9 4.0 2:1 0.886± 0.01
8.0 2:1 1.79± 0.07
11.2 3:1 1 2.27± 0.09
16.0 2:1 3.15± 0.10
2-proponol
-4.4 4.0 2:1 0.572± 0.02
+5.9 4.0 1:1 1.74± 0.05
4.0 2:1 1.73± 0.04
8.0 2:1 2.98± 0.10
11.2 3:1 3.69± 0.10
16.0 2:1 4.74± 0.15
16.0 1:1 4.77-L 0.15
4
2
E	
1
0
X
Y	 06
04
0.2
0 ' 10.1	 0.2	 04	 06
CATALYST CONCENTRATION C, mole liter x 102
Fig. 11. Xcohol and catalyst dependence
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"Thus, the rate-controlling step is the addition of the
alkoxide anion to the a — 13 double bond of acrylouitrile.
Ogata et al. (Ref. 19) found the cyanoethylation of
methanol at very lose concantrations of AN, with sodium
nu • thoxide catal yst, to be it reaction.
"I'heir proposed unechanis ►11 is similar to the one above.
The extent of c •onversiou is not changed in the ab-
sence of ;ol yent, about 4.5% of t1w alcohol remaining
unreacted. Therefore, hydrol y sis of the c•yano-ether gives
the corresponding carbox y lated product contaminated
with the alcohol. Preliminary efforts have indicated that
the• ideohol and undesired h ydrolytic side-products can
be reiuoved by isolating the carboxylated product as an
insoluble salt.
D. Polymer Chemistry: C" Distribu-
tion in Labeled 2,4-Toluene
Diisocyanate (TDI)
E. F. Kopka and J. D. Ingham
1. Introduction
NVell-characterized poll urethanes prepared from TDI
labeled with C" in the isocyanate groups are extremely
useful for the study of polymer degradation mechanisms
(Refs. 20 and 21). The unique feature of tracer applica-
tions is that, because of the high sensitivity of radio-
activity measurements, very small extents of bond scission
can be detected.
However, for an unsymmetrical diisocyanate such as
TDI, the distribution of C" ill the isocyanate groups
depends on the kinetics of isocyanate formation and on
the method of preparation. Ideall y , the relative C" activ-
it y in the 2- and -I-positions should be equal, or at least
known, to reasonabl y interpret results of degradative
studies. One potential method for determining the C"
distribution is the subject of this report.
2. Reaction of T ►" with 2,6-Dimethylaniline;
Subsequent Hydrolysis and Methanolysis
The C" distribution in ISOCyallatc- labeled
 
TDI can be
established by following a sequence of reactions in which
the carbon atom of one isocyanate group is removed
exclusively followed by specific radioactivity determina-
tions of TDI and its derivative. Such a reaction sequence
is shown in Fig. 12. The work presented here is a study
of these reactions and an attempt to establish the yields
and purit y of the products using unlabeled TDI. Subse-
quently, labeled TDI will be employed; front its specific
activity and the specific activities of I, and either 11, 111,
or IV, the C" distribution can b ,^ calculated. Obviously,
yields should be nearly 100%" for valid determination of
the distribution.
Previous work (Ref. 22) has shown that equinu ► lar
amounts of aniline and Ti -11 react to give --70% yield
of 4 -methvl - :3 - isoc•yanatoc•arbanilide (V), which is the
same as I but without the ]nethyl groups in the 2' and
6' positions. For the present work 2,6-dinnetbylanilinc
was used to increase the probabilit y of exclusive reaction
at the isocyanate group in the 4-position. The yield of
a product believed to be I was --87%n. The melting
point of I was 207-209°C; hmvever, II, III, and IV have
melting ranges >250°C, which is above their decompo-
sition temperatures, so that sharhe melting points for them
were not obtained. A sample of the tentati ,:e product [I]'
has been submitted for elemental anal y sis. Since infrared
and thin-layer chromatography indicated the presence of
some undesired side-products, possibly resulting from
reaction of the free isocyanate, and since past experience
has shown that isocyanates are difficult to count in the
scintillation spectrometer, a sample of [I] was treated
-with methanol to give the methanolysis adduct [VI] in
9 .1% yield. Samples of [I] were also hydrolyzed to give
[II] and [IV], as shown in Fig. 1-1 , in --98% and --47%
yield, respectively. Possibly the low yield of [IV] can
be increased by scaling up the reaction; onl --0.1 g of
product has been prepared thus far.
3. Thin-Layer Chromatography of Carbanilide
Products
Since the melting points of derivatives such as II and
IV were near or above their decomposition temperature,
thev could not be used as evidence that substantially
pore products were prepared. Therefore, thin-layer chro-
niatogran ►s were obtained; a single spot under resolving
conditions should indicate it major compound in
any reaction product. By trial and error it was found
that a binary sol vent mixture, consisting of 80:20 by
volume of benzene:pyridine, was a good developing
' Elcnu•ntal anal\ ses of the prtKlucts are not yet aeailable. To indi-
catcc tt"Itati%V identification, bntc•kets are used: [11 for t, etc.
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Fig. 12. Reactions of 2,4-toluene diisocyanate with 2,6-dimethylaniline and subsequent hydrolysis
and reaction with methanol
system. The spots could be observed by spraying with	 established directly. Apparently [ 1 ] is hvdrolvtic:dly or
ninhydrin solution and heating the plates at 100 0 C. A	 otherwise transformed fru ► n a product that is mainly re-
better method %% ,as found to he simple heating at 100 0 C	 tained at the origin to one with an R, value of 0.6 in this
and observation under ultraviolet light. A typical plate	 solvent system. The third chromatograrn of Fig. 13 was
is shown in Fig. 13. The products used rind correspond-	 a minor product removed from the filtrate after isolation
ing R, values are given in Table 4. A comparison of 	 of [1]. It appears to be a mixture of the compositions of
the first two chromatogr ins shoes that [1] is not stable 	 the first two chromatogra ► ns. The two remaining chro-
in ehloroform so that its initial purity could not he	 matograms (Fig. 1:3) were products obtained by placing;
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Fig. 13. Thin-layer chromatoplate of carbanilide products on silica gel
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Fig. 14. Proton NMR spectrum of 4,2',6'-trim ethyl -3-aminocarbanilide (3% in pyridine)
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Table 4. R values from thin-layer chromatographs
of carbanilide products
Product lchloroform solution) R, values'
[1]	 TDI	 4	 dimethyloniline Origin: very strong
0 29: weak
0.43: weakest
0.63: weaker
(1]	 TDI	 '	 dimethylaniline Origin: weak
(solution aged	 12 days) 0.27: weak
0.61: strong
TDI	 l-	 dimethylaniline 0.29: weaker
(reaction time 3 days; solution 0.63: weak
aged	 12 days)
(1]	 soxhlet; refluxing methanol 0.50: strong
6 days; recovered from thimble 0.58: strong
(I]	 sLxhlet; refluxing methanol 0.49: strong
6 days; recovered from flask 0.57: strong
0.66: weak
"Developed with benzene: p t ridine 180:20 by volume; solvent front 100 mm
from start)	 'data from Fig	 13).
a sample of [ I ] in a soxhlet extractor and extracting with
ref1w.ing methanol for 6 days. 'I'his was the first attempt
to obtain the na'thanol\sis adduct VI. App:u • entl\ molli .
-rlo] did add to c •ou\rrt the isoc•vanate to ulctll\ l ureth;me
but, because of the relatively harsh conditions, nu•tha-
nolie cleavage of the urea bond apparently occurred to
give the two intense spots observed.
The tnethanolysis adduct [VI] (mentioned in Part ?,
above) was obtained by reHuxi-ag [ 11 in nwth;ulol for
30 min. The yield was 94% and onl y one strong spot
(Rf 0.61) \was obtained by chromit,t„graphy with a
faint spot occurring at R, = 0.69: this is very good evi-
dence that [ 1 ] is indeed the desired 4,2',6'-trinwthyl-
3 isucvanahxarhanilide and [VI] is the corre^,pondiug
meth\1 urethane. Thin-layer chrmnatograph y of the
h\ • drolvsis product [ IV] also showed all spot (R f z
0.26) and a faint spot (11, - 0.35), indicating that 11\1
is prin ►aril^ rue product, presumably . 1,2',6"-trim, , thy1-
3-aminocarbanilide.
4. Proton NMR of the Product IV: 4,2',6'- Trim ethyl-
3-Aminocarbanilide
'I'o prove that [ IV] was 4,?',fi'-trimethyl 3 aminocar
banilide, its proton nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
Table 5. Integrals of NMR signals from the proton
resonance of amino and methyl protons in
4,2',6'-trimethyl-3-aminocarbanilide
Integration
number
Amino'
protons
2 ,6'-dimethyl'
protons
T
4,2',6 -trimethyl
protons
1 1 3. 1 2 4.03
2 1 3.24 4	 11
3 1 2.98 3.83
Average 1 3.11 I	 4.00
Calculated 1 3 4.5
,, At ,1 = 4.98 ppm, area ratio normalized so thrt amino area is 1.
'At A = 2.29 pp-
, At .1 = 2.29 ppm t signal at ,1 = 2.12 ppm.
spectrum \\-its
 obtained \\it'I the Varian A-till spectrom-
eter. Initially, spectra of deuterated cliluroform solutions
-were obtahwdc however, the solohilit\ \\-its limited to
—0.5% and the amino proton signal \\:n not ol,ser\tcd,
possibly because of deuterium (-wbange from a trace
amount of deuterium oxide or deuteratecl nwthanol that
may have been present ill the sol\ent, rllthomt h the solu-
bilit y was limited to —3% in p\ ridine and the aromAk-
protons were obsc•urr'd by the sol\cut, p\ridi:te solwions
gave satisfactory specha (Fig. 14). E tectrouic integration
of the signal areas ga\ e the results sho\\ It  in -I il,le 5. The
ratio of amino protons to 2',6'-dina•th\ I protons is 1A
in 1V. The average ratio fonud experimental)\ was 1:3.1 I..
\\ hieh agrees quite well. however, the ratio of antiuo
protons to the total num1wr of nn•th l protons m IV
is 1:4.5, \\hereas it ratio of 1:10 was folnul bec • attse of
the relati\el\ small integral from the resollal ►el • signal
assigned (o the 4-111011\I pr)(ons. It is tentati\rl\ be-
lieved that the 4-nt0li\ I dwmic •al shift assignun • nl is
correct and that ( IV] is the desired •1 ?',6'-trin:eth\ l-
3-arninlocarbanill,te. A possible explanithi tl fur (he to \\
apparent •1-11101)\) plohru integral is that a systematic
integration error resulted from the low concentri ► tion and
resulting high noise level.
More complete characterization of the urethane deriv-
ati\es should be obtained from their elemental analyses.
Experimental procedures have been sufficiently est; ► ,.r-
lished for the reaction seyuenc •e shown in Fig. 13 and
will be appli(il to determinations of the C" distribtttiort
in labeled TD1.
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X. Liquid Propulsion
A. Advanced Liquid Propulsion
System
R. N. Porter, H B. Stanford, L. K Jones, L. H. Peebles,
W. F. MocCloshan, Jr , and W. H. Tyler
1. Introduction, R N Porter
The Advanced Liquid Propulsion System (ALPS) pro-
gra in is investig,etin . , selected problems generated by
spacceraii operational requireinctits for propulsion sys-
tems cap.ible of high inherent rcliuhility, long-term stor-
age in space, multiple start iu free fall (zero gravity), and
engine throttling. The solutions proposed to satisfy these
requirements have been incorporated in the ALPS.
Periodic reports in SPS, Vol. IV, follow the progress of
work on the various ATYS projects. The following para-
graphs present accoinl,lkbmeut of significance \\hich  has
occurred during the last reporting period. This includes
the simultaneous expulsion of both propellant ,, li drtzinc
(N.H,) :u:d nitrogen tetroxide (N,O,) front it single tank
using metal diaphragms as the expulsion device, two
successful firings of a 2t HI). free-standing pyrolytic
graphite uncooled rocket chanihcr, and it graphic demon-
stration of hypergolic propellant streams 1,1 m-iug apart
Upon contact within a plexiglas, rocket cL;unber.
2. Diaphragm-Type Expulsion Device
Development, H.0 Stunford
Existing slosh and expulsion test equipment in use at
jPI, was described in Ref. 1. This equipment was de-
signed for use %viii test tanks 15 in. in diameter or
stnallc•r; and for reasons of compatibility and limitations
on propellant handling, it was intended to be used only
with Nvater as the expelled fluid. Obviousl y, in a program
to develop expulsion devices for use with rocket pro-
pellants, it eventually becomes necessary to conduct both
slosh and expulsion tests using the actual propellants in
quantities which the end objective may require. For this
reason, a contract was let to Lockheed Aircraft Services
of Ontario, California, to design and fal,ricate a device
capable of supporting and sloshing (oscillating) tank
shapes up to 64-in.-D spheres weighing as much as
6,000 11), ccinbine(A weight of tank and propellant. The
support structure is a cage of heavy construction in the
general shap ,• of it tetrahedron with a circular mounting
ring at the center. It pivots at the lower end on a mono-
ball joint and is laterally driven at the upper end by an
eccentric arin front a controlled power source. The equip-
ment is capable of oscillation frequencies of 0 to 16
cycles/sec and linear amplitudes up to ±4 in. at the
support ring, but is not intended to withstand accelera-
tion forces in excess of 2 g. Weight ueeasurentcits for the
determination of expulsion efficiency are obtained by
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means of a load cd l.1 nnnntted beneath the nionobJ1 joint,
A spider-type adaptor ring is required to imtall tanks
appreciably smaller than the 64-in.-ID mounting ring.
Such was used to mount the 18-ir.-D stainless steel tank
used in the initial expulsion tests.
Three slosh and expulsion tests, using the described
equipment and live propellant, have been conducted.
The expulsion devices used were uniform thickness
0.015-in. aluminum diaphragm, Ih in. in diameter (Ref.
1). lit all of these tests sloshing was condnct(A at a
linear amplitude of -+1'h, in. and a frequency of 128
cycle/min or appro\imately I g. These conditions had
been detennined in previous tests with the small slosh rig
to be the most severe (Ref. 2).
The first and second tests were conducted with each
propellant individually so that techniques for filling,
purging, and general propellant handling could be
worked out separate!; before attempting to handle both
propellants at the same time. These first diaphragms were
not of tise nesting; variety so they were backed up by a
divider plate which is a physical barrier but is .iot gas
tight. This divider allows the use of one diaphragm at a
time without the (,anger of fill pressure extending the
diaploragnr the wrong way. filling was accomplished
through tare, nutlet ports by venting the top of the pro-
pellant compartments. In the case of N C H,, filling was
done the day before the ruin so that an inspection for
leakage could be made after a ­ ,)nsides„ ble storage time.
Nitrogen tctroxide was remotely filled immediately be-
fore running. In all cases expulsion pressure was provided
by a single source of N_ at 250 psi. Weight readings were
taken from the load cell before and after expulsion to
determine expulsion efficiency.
Some difficulty was encountered during the first two
runs be, ause of a fault\ , installation of the monoball
mounting bolt and because of excessive friction at the
slosh rig guide rails. Both of these defects affected weight
readings and consequent determinations of expulsion
efficiency. In both cases, however, expulsion \was con-
dricted in approxi.nately 90 sec without incident under
sloshing Wrlditions as previously explained.
The third run. which invol v ed both propellants simul-
taneously, was handled -:n the manner described above
with NM, being filled the day before and N,O, being
filled, remot * 1y, immediately before expulsion. In this run
a nmtual start switch failed to open the oxidizer valve.
2G sec later the oxidizer flow was started by manual over-
ride, all(ming approximately ;tl sec of sinudianeons
expulsion time. No other diff^icodlies were encountered.
Examinations of the diaphragm ► after expulsion re-
vealed thl• eharaocristic patterns ca wad b\ traveling
creases (lief. 2) h ►tt no damage that could he attribu!ed
specifically to the expulsion of live propellants.
A second dual propellant expulsion test was made at a
later date under similar conditions. No difficulties were
encountered and no leakage thrmigh the ^Iiaphragins
occurred.
Dual propellant expulsion tests will 6 made with
nesting diaphragms without it supporting diivider as soon
as necessary hardware has been obtained and fill teeh-
niques have been worked out.
3. Expulsion Control Device Development, ► . K. Jones
Positive expulsion devices capable of uteeting the 1- to
3-yr space environment storage specifications of the ALPS
must he completely compatible with and impermeable to
xsth hydrazine (:N.110 .md nitrogen tctroxide (N O,).
To date only certain iuet.:ls, metal foils, and composite
materials containing metal foils tested ir. a static con-
dition have met these funditincrttal requirements. The
basic reason for an expulsion device is of course tc scpa
rate the pressurizing gas front the fluid ►c, be expelled.
To do this adequately, the material trom which the expul-
sion device is made roust be capable of eiiher conforming
to or controlling a movable liquid surface and of even-
hnally assuming the contour of the containing vessel in
order that high c'q Asion efficiency may be obtained.
Experience has shown that failur es, such as tears and
pinholes, in metal expulsion device materials occur within
the first few expulsion cycles when the device is allowed
to collapse or expand in a ra ,tdom fashion. Studies are
being made of methods to control the folding modes of
various expmision devices. it is hoped the c:ontmi methods
will eliminate the random bends and creases that result
in material failure. The initial phases of these studies on
tit, , bladder configurations are tieing conducted, using
both compatibleand non-compatible polyrm•riculaterials.
Studies on the diaphragm-type expulsion device will
generally use metals.
Fig. 1 shows one method of controlled expulsion col-
lapse of a hemispherical bladder. This method makes use
of the fact that the hemispherical bladder is a portion of
it surface of revolution. The flat surface of the bladder
folds along the diameter perpendicular to the direction
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Fig. 1. Hemispherical bladder during controlled
expulsion
of propellant discharge. As the top half of the flat,
circular surface rotates about its fold axis, it "sweeps"
the inside of the hemispherical bladder \\-all. Ideally, the
rotating flat surface pulls the hemispherical surface be-
hind it in a continuous. rolling motion. A smooth, rolling
motion is not nearly as destructive to bladder walls as
random creasing, especially if the rolling radius is rela-
tively large. The final configuration shows the upper half
of the hemisphere inverted within the lower half, a
position capable of high expulsion efficiency.
An 18-in. hemispherical Teflon bladder was stiffened to
induce the expulsion collapse control mentioned above.
The lower halt of the hemispherical surface was bonded
to an aluminum shell with epoxy. The &1t side of the
bladder was stiffened with two semicircular .rates, leav-
ing an unstiffened "hinge" along the fold axis. Stiffening
these surfaces prevents them from becoming distorted
,Ind interfering with the collapsing walls. The upper half
of the hemispherical surface was left unstiffened to allow
it to roll through 180 deg during expulsion.
The stiffened bladder was filled with water and expul-
sion tested, using the equipment described in Ref. 1.
Diving expulsion, the upper semicircle rotated as desired.
I Iowe•: er, the upper half of the hemisphere collapsed and
wrinkled ahead of the rotating semicircle, instead of
being pulled behind it. At the end of expulsion, the top
half of the bladder was correctly inverted within the
bottom half. A second expulsion test, with induced slosh-
ing, revealed the strengtliciiing and damping dualities of
the stiff, rotatiu^ semicircle. Bladder motion was greatly
reduced from that of unstiffened bladder expulsion tests.
Methods of temporaril y attaching the upper half of the
hemisphere to the inside of the propellant tank ^vall are
being studied. Mather than collapsing ahead of the rotat-
ing semicircle, the unstiffened wall would adhere to the
propellant tank until it would be pulled off by the down-
ward motion of the semicircle. For recycling capability,
the surface should re-adhere during refilling.
Hemispherical bladders \vitli other types of expulsion
control and stiffening are being fabricated for testing.
4. Heat Exchanger Development, L. H. Peebles
Tx% o heat exchangers are used in the ALPS to cool the
gases from the monopropellant gas generator to it tempera-
ture compatible with the propellant tank environment.
The fuel heat exchanger, which is fabricated from
Type 347 corrosion resistant steel, to withstand the initial
1500°F gas inlet temperature, has co-current fluid flows
with nucleate boiling over a large fraction of the transfer
area at nominal flow conditions. The oxidizer heat ex-
changer, which is downstream of the fuel heat exchanger
with respect to gas flow, is fabricated of 6061 aluminum
and is designed to operate in the range of 2.50 °F. It is
of multipass, radial crossflow configuration with nucleate
boiling over a small portion of the heat-transfer area.
This flow sequence was selected to capitalize upon the
high allowable heat flux in fuel ( \,II,) boiling, and the
lower boiling point of the oxidizer (\,O,). Typical ALPS
heat exchanger assemblies are shown in Fig. 2, in which
the directions of gas flow are indicated by arrows.
0
0
f-
1
BL
Fig. 2. ALPS fuel and oxidizer heat exchanger
assemblies
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Two heat exchangers of each type were assembled for
test purposes, with enough spare parts available to build
additional assemblies as the program advances. Proof
and leak testing revealed minor leaks in some weld joints
which were later repaired by reweldiug. The propellant
passages were flow-tested with water to determine pres-
st. drop as a function of flow rate, and the gas passages
were flow-tested with gaseous nitrogen. Hot gas testing
is planned for the ftttrure.
5. Propellant Fill Valve
Development, W. F. MacGlashan, jr.
Two goals of the ALPS component development pro-
gram have been the accomplishment of weight saying
through unique design concepts, and reliability through
simplicity. A propellant fill valve under development for
some time has achieved some success in these respects.
These valves, which weigh approximately 1 oz, consist
of a floating ceramic ball that seats on a sharp edge
orifice. Each valve is in two parts, a flight portion and a
ground portion which may be connected or diseonnect,2d
by means of a threaded coupling. They have been made
in'_- anti ±-in. sizes with flow rates of 1.0 and 0.2 lb/sec.
respectively. \Vorking pressure for the '4 in. valve is 300
psi, and for the t i- in. valve the pressure is 1500 psi.
To date four of these propellant fill valves (which ma
also be used for gas fill) have successfully passed proof,
pressuire drop, handling shock, and low temperature and
humidity tests. Two leaked after the high temperature
and humidity test and one after a salt fog test. The
seats of the valves that leaked were coined wider than
normal due to pressure from the ball. It is assumed that
reduction in unit pressure on the seat was responsible
for the leakage.
From these failures it can be deduced that seat pres-
sure is a critical factor with this component. Work is
continuing to determine what this pressure should be
and how to improve the general reliability of the valve.
6. Combustion Device Development, W. H. Tyler
Pyrolytic graphite (PG) is i investigated as a
promising material for use as the AiTs yrteni radiation-
cooled thntst chamber material.
Successful demonstration tests \\ith it 100-11) thrust
injector and free-standing PC chamber assemble were
reported in Refs. 3 and 4. The re. tilts of these tests indi-
cated it probleun of nonsyminetric.il iocul erosion of the
chamber, apparently due to the .urangement of the 10
pairs of orifices in the test injector assembly. This orifice
arrangement places the orifices in rows across the cir-
cular face of the injector rather than in a circular s y m-
metric pattern. To reduce the nons y nnnetrical heat ind
mass distribution, a new injector asseuuhl y
 \vas designed
and fabricated with 10 doublet elements and long orifice.,
(LID = 100). Six elements were circularly spaced around
four elements in two rows in the center area of the
injector.
Short duration testing of this new water-cooled injector
assembly with nitrogen tetroxide h ydrazine propellant
combination has yielded a characteristic velocit y of 5500
ft/sec at a mixture ratio (u„/n,) of 1.17 to 1.21 and it
chamber pressure range of 145 to 151 psia. Preparations
are being made to test this injector with an ablative
thrust chamber. The resulting erosion pattern \\ill
 be
compared \y ith the resiilts of a similar test made with
the original 1O0-lb injector before firings in a PG cham-
ber are attempted.
Two short duration tests have been conducted \\ ith
the ALPS Mod I I I pyrolytic grai-. 1 6te chamber assembly
at the 2000-1b thrust level. These tests were nun with a
21-element splash plate injector assembly using it
 
combination of nitrogen tetroxide and 50-50 fuel
blend of unsymmetrical dimethylh ydrazine and hydra-
zine. The duration of the tests was limited by the fact
that the ! eavy-weight mild steel injector face and splash
plate were nncooled. Test duration was sufficient, ho\ y
-ever, to obtain steady-state combustion
Both tests were rein at 148-psia chaunber pressure, at
a mixtin-c ratio of 1.32, and produced c* figures of ap-
proximately x500 ft/sec. The duration of the first test
was 2'- sec and that of the second test was 4'z sec. After
this total firing time of 7 sec, there is no obvious erosion
of the chamber wall nor damage of any kind tv the
chamber assembly.
Tests with longer duration firing times are anticipated
and \%ill be eondocted as soon as an adc(loately cooled
splash plate and injector are available.
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XI. Advanced Propulsion Engineering
A. Liquid MHD Power Conversion
D. Elliott, D. Cerini, D. O'Connor, and E. Weinberg
The long lifetimes required of electric-propulsion
powerplants make nonrotating cycles attractive. A non-
rotating powerplant under investigation at JPL is the
liquid nragnetohydrodynamic (AIIID) system shown
schematically in Fig. 1. In this cycle a fluid, such as
cesium, circulates in the vapor loop and causes a liquid
metal, such as lithinm, to circulate through an \IIID
generator in the liquid loop. The cesium leaves the radiator
as condensate, flows through an electromagnetic (E\1)
pump to the mixer, vaporizes on contact with the lithium,
atomizes and accelerates the lithimn in the nozzle, sep-
arates from the lithium in the separator, atul returns to
the radiator. The lithium leaves the separator at High
velocity (typically 500 ft/Sec), decelerates through the
production of electric power in the \IIID generator, and
leaves the generator with suH:-'ent velocity (typically 300
ft/sec) to return through it difluser to the reactor where
the lithium is reheated.
Results of nozzle, separator, and diffuser tests with
nitrogen and water, and of generator tests with NaK,
were reported in Refs. 1-5. The initial phase of feasibility
evaluation has now been completed with the achieve-
ment of closed-loop operation and constant-pressure
power generation.
PUMP	 RADIATOR
VAPOR LOOP
DIFFUSER
IXERk--^ NOZZLE I--^SEPARA7pR^GENERATOR
LIQUID LOOP
REACTOR
Fig. 1. Liquid MHD power conversion cycle
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Fig. 2. Modified separator cone
Closed-loop operation was obtained with the addition
of a secondary flow return slot and annular diffuser to
the straight conical separator described in Ref. 4 (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 shows the separator cone with these two modifica-
tions. The secondary injection slot reinjects the flo.v from
the secondary capture slot, and the converging-diverging
annular diffuser provides the pressure for returning the
primary liquid flow to the injector of the two-phase
nozzle.
1. Secondary Injection Theory
The reinjected secondary flow enters at less than 20
ft/sec. This reduces the velocity_ of the main flo.v, but
by less than the percentage of injected flow, since skirl
friction is also reduced. The actual reduction to be ex-
pected can be calculated by applying the momentum
equation to the situation illustrated in Fig, 3. A two-
phasc ict of \ cloc•ity V,, and liquid flo\% rate lit„ impinges
at angle 0 on it truncated cone of projected area A,,.
Liquid of flow rate tn, and velocity 1 7 , is already flowing
along the cone. The velocity V, of the combined flow
tn, • tit„ leaving the cone is to be determined.
Vz #;n(,
tn 
Fig. 3. Nomenclature for conical separator analysis
At a particular projected area A along the cone the
velocity is V and the flow rate is tn. The surface area
for a further increment dA of projected area is dA/sin B.
Hence the retarding force on the liquid due to skin
friction in this increment is
(IF = C,PV- dA2 sin H
where C, is the skin friction co._ f iicient and p is the liquid
density.
The montenttuu of the flow entering increment dA is
in„ V„ cos B
A„
The momentum of the flow leaving increment dA is
	
M,,,,, = Cm + At,dA 1 (V + dV) 	 (3)
With no pressure variation along the cone,
!1f i „ — M., ￿ dF	 (4)
Substituting Eqs. (1), (2), and (3) into Eq. (4), the
differential equation for the velocity variation along the
cone is
	
d ^1 ,,)	 d ( nil„)
V	 (5)O	 ^	 V	 tit
+ — cos 0sin 0	 T.	 tit„
Q _ CfPV„A„	 (6)
m,;
(1)
where
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Integration of Eq. (5) yields the fol1m ing expression
for the separator exit velocity V_:
aV„ +A +(1 —a)V,	 71
Injection of an equal volume of nitrogen with thy•
secondary How had no significant effect on the separator
velocity.
3. Annular Diffuser Performance
The annular diffuser was adcied by machining; a con-
verging section, throat section, and diverging section into
the existing capture slot (Ref. 4, Fig. 2). One wall of the
diffuser is visible in Fig. 2. With the capture slot inlet
set at a 0.1-in. gap the diffuser had a contraction area
ratio of 0.75 and a throat length/gap ratio of 15, values
found in previous tests of rectangular diffusers (Ref. -1)
to give the best efficiencies at the desired inlet gas/liquid
volume ratios.
where
a =
;n ,	 )t t++y,'tan e, ^'
(8)(rir, i rrt„
_V„sines	 91+ 4Q 112^
C \	 tan B)	 ]	 (9 )
Vo=V„ sin 0r/ 1+
 4()
	
—11	 102 Q R tan 0 )”J	 J	 O
It can be seen from Eq. (7) that the separator exit
velocity Nvith no initial flow ((c = 0) is simply V,,.
2. Secondary Injection Tests
The separator velocity reduction with secondary in-
jection was determined experimentally from the small
changes in thrust of the liquid leaving the capture slot
as secondary flo\v was injected. Fig. 4 compares these
reductions with the values calculated from Eq. (7) for
nozzle liquid/gas mixture ratios of 20, 40, and 62. Both
the theoretical and experimental results, which agree
within the accuracy of the data, show that the velocity
reduction is 50-70% of the secondary injection fraction.
- 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of experimental and theoretical
velocity reduction due to secondary injection
Fig. 5 presents the measured efficiency of the annular
diffuser (ratio of maximum discharge pressure to inlet
isentropic• stagnation pressure) as a function of inlet gas/
liquid volume ratio. The data was obtained at inlet
velocities between 220 and 300 ft/sec, liquid flow rates
between 100 and 180 ib/sec, and inlet slot widths of
0.1 (contraction ratio = 0.75) and 0.121 in. (contraction
ratio = 0.82). As shown in Fig. 5, the efficiency depended
mainly on inlet volume ratio, varying from 75% at 0.9
to 57% at 3.4.
For comparison, Fig. 5 also shows the efficiencies of
the best rectangular diffusers tested previousl y
 (Ref. 4)
and the efficiencies reported in Ref. 6 for voloin- ratios
near zero. It is seen that the best two-phase diffuser
efficiencies obtained to date can he represented by a
straight line from -ri = 0.86 at a volume ratio of zero to
,i
 = 0.50 at a volume ratio of 4.0. These efficiencies are
satisfactory for early conversion system operation, but an
increase of 1 or 2 percentage points in cycle efficiency
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Fig. 5. Two-phase diff^ -ker efficiencies
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would be possible if difltnser efficiency could he n)ain-
tained at 80-85%, out to it ratio of 2.0. Diff)Iser
studies aimed at such an improvement are continuing.
4. Closed-Loop Operation
T111' discharge pressures with the ,uiniilar diffuser ex-
ceeded the li( l uid injection pressure of the two-phase
uoxzle at all mixture ratios front 20 to tit. The margin
was greatest with a 0.1-in. capture slot and it mixture
ratio of 20; at this c•onclition the diffuser discharge pres-
sure was 288 Asia and the nozzle injection pressure was
168 Asia. With it slot the discharge pressure Nvas
250 Asia, and when secondary flow return lines were
added lot- rcturuing the 2.3% secondary slot floss, the
discharge pressure dropped to 241 Asia. This provided
a 73-psi margin for returning the main How to the in-
jector. (ft in conversion s ystem the generators upstream
of the diffuser would reduce this margin to about 10 psi.)
The system %%-its then connrtcd for closed-loop opera-
tion, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Six 1.5-in. return lines
were connected front the diffuser outlet to the injector
inlet through check valves to prevent hack-(loss • during
starting. The main p!nnp provided starting flow through
three 1.5-in. lines with check valves to prevent hack flow
after startin(.:1 ti- rottling vah'e was provided for (uunp-
ing the dilluser discharge flow prior to switching to
closed-loop operation. Makeup eater floe • (about 1.0
11)/sec) to contpensate fur the water lost with the nitrogen
exhaust was provided front an an y: ; liary pump through it
pressure regulator.
To start the system, the makeup pressure regulator was
first set to the desired starting pressure (about 85 psia),
and the auxiliary punnp was started, pro\ iding about 5
lb/sec of water flow lhruugh the open regulator. The
nitrogen was then ht:rnd ()it Clow (typic •all\ 4.:3 lb/sec
corresponding to ar operating mixture ratio of :30). and
the starting water fli,w rate was set at 60 Ih/sec • , the
lowest yalne permitting closed-loop operation. The
throttle valve was then closed gradually until the dif-
fuser discharge pressure exceeded the injector inlet pres-
sure, causing the return line check valves to open. Further
closing of the throttle valve, accompanied by reduction
of the nnnin pinup flow, caused an increasing proportion
of the injector Ilo\y to bey supplied from the return lines.
Finall y , the throttle vale was fully closed, the main
pinup was turned off, the start line check valves closed,
and closed-loop operation \vas established at partial flow.
To reach the desired operating point (t-pic•ally a water
r N2 
EXHAUST FROM AUXILIARY
/	 SEPARATOR
MAKEUP LINE
SECONDARY FLOW	 PRESSURE REGULATOFRETURN LINE
(6)	 141	 N2 LINE (6)-----
NOZZLE--'
	 INJECTOR
THROTTLE
VALVE
	 L	 . RETURN LINE (6)
	 CHECK
ANNULAR DIFFUSER	 VALVES
START LINE (3) —
4
FROM MAIN PUMP
Fig. 6. Piping arrangement for closed-loop tests
flow rate of 1:30 lh/sec and mixture ratio of 30) the pres-
sure regulator was reset to 150 Asia. This caused the
makeup flow to exceed the liquid loss until enough -,vater
inventory had been added to establisi) the new oper-
ating point. The water inventory at the operating point
was about 120 lb.
Operation under closed-loop conditions was found to
he smooth and stahle, and an y operating point within
the closed-loop range could readil y he reached by vary-
ing the nitrogen flow rate and t1w makeup feed pressure.
The system is now being modified for closed-loop tests
with NaK.
5. Constant-Pressure Generator Test
The cycle: of Fig. 1 requires approximately equal inlet
and outlet pressures front the h1HD generator. Power is
derived from deceleration of the liquid. To confirm the
feasibility of this mode of operation, it generator syas
tested which was identical to the generator described in
Ref. 5 except that the flow channel was divergent, with
an area ratio of 2.0, instead of straight. In preliminary
tests an output power of 3.0 kw (10,0(x1 amp at 0.3 -v)
was ohtained at zero pressure differential with 207 ft/sec
NaK inlet velocity. The efficiency (ratio of electric output
power to fluid kin(tic ,
 power change) was 46%, 4 per-
centage points below the theoretical value.
A failure of' the insulation coating occurred when a
(nigher power level .%,as attempted. The generator is now
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Fig. 7. Closed-loop system
being modified to minimize heating of the insulation and
to eliminate a pressure peak near the inlet which may
have reduced the efficiency.
6. Electrical Conductivity of Two-Phase Mixtures
Because the separator does not remove all of the vapor,
the AIHD generators in a conversion system will employ
a two-phase mixture. "I'his is desirahle as well as mec •es-
sary because the conductivit y of the two-phase mixture
can be varies  through void fraction changes to reduce
shnw end losses.
The conductivity of two-phase NaK-nit rogen mixtures
has been measured at the velocities and void fractions
of interest, using the apparatus shown in Fig. R. NaK
was injected into it 1.5$- X 0.56-in. duct through it
of 150 hypodermic tubes at a velocity of 260 ft/sce.
Nitrogen was injected between each tutee to provide a
two-phase mixture of 0.69 void fraction. The electrical
conductivity of the mixture was detennin:d by passing
a-10-aril) current in the 0.56-in. direction bet%% -
1.0-in.-D copper electrodes (lush with the insulated diwt
Fig. 8. Two-phase conductivity apparatus
walls. "I'he \ oltagc difference between the elrc•trode faces,
corrected for induced emif's, gave the mixture c•ondmc-
tivity. After leaving the first conductivity cell, the mix-
ture entered three narrower cells wherein the mixture
was successively compressed to void fractions of 0.61,
0.50, and 0.29.
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Fig. 9. Conductivity of two-psiOse mixtures
The measured ratio of ntixhlre crnxLlctivity to liquid
onc!uctivity is shown as a function of void fraction i,i
Fig. 9 and compared with the theoretical values of Ref. 7
derived for a cnbienl arra y of sphere A gas bubbles un
to closest hacking. Also shos%n are nitrogen-\%ater con-
ductivit y valves obtained with the same apparatll" using
k0o - cps ac \^,Itage. With both water and bate the con-
dmctivity appears to follow the theoretical curve to
closest packing, beyond which the conductivity drops to
less than 10% of the liquid conductivity at the highest
void raction employed.
An additional effect was observed at the thko higher
()id fractions where increasing the nitrogen flow rate
(raising the conductivity -cell pressures but not the void
fraction) lowered the conductivity . Values at two different
nitrogen flows are indicated in Fig. 9.
7. Solubility of Cesium in Lithium
The solnhilit} of cesium in lithium up to 2100°F has
been determined tinder JPL contract by MSA Research
Corporation (Ref. 8). The (method of measlu •ement was
the samle as employed for the lower temperature cnca-
surements reported ill Ref. 9 except that Ch-l% Zr
capsules were used. Fig. 10 shows the combined result
of both studies. It is seen that the results are favorable
for the operation of a Cs-Li conversion system in that the
solubility is onl\ • about 1.5% at 2000 °F.
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Fig. 10. Solubility of cesium in lithium (MSA)
\ISA also investigated the solubilit y of potassium in
lithium Their measurements indicated that potassium) is
about 10% soluhle in lithium at 15(10°F and about 15%
soluble at 18(X)°F, values too large to make this cotn-
hination of interest.
8. Estimated Cycle Efficiency and Weight
The new Cs-Li solubility values permit a refined esti-
mate of the efficiency of it 300-k\.- Cs-IJ powerp!ant with
20(X)°F nozzle inlet temperature. The estimate, shown in
Fig. 11, is haled on the same assumptions discusses! in
Ref. 2, p. 115. '1'\%o of these assumptions are 85% diffuser
efficiency and 70% generator effi( , iency, representing ini-
provements over the values obtained ti) date. Fig. 11
show, a peak efficiency of 5.7% at it radiator temperature
of 1250°F.
The variation of isothermal radiator area with r'ldiator
exit temperature, for an emissivity of 0.9, is shown in
Fig. 12. The isothermal area is the area obtained when
the radiating temperature is ecenwherc equal to the
local fluid temperature; a ntfttiunmm-weight finned ra:lia-
tor is 25-50 0/r, la rg(-r. The areas in Fig. 12 include the
effect of lithium condensation and cesium vapor cooling
in parts of the radiator hotter than the exit. It is seen
th•1t the ra.ii.etor area reaches a mil,inumm of 3.0 ft=/kw(e)
at about 14(X)°F.
Weight estimates were )made for it powerplant deliver-
ing 300 kw at 5000 v de using it do - to-dc converter with
20-v intent from) the MHD generator. Tile latter voltage
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e0	 Table 1. Estimated weight of a 300-kw(e) liquid MHD0	 powerplant (unshielded)
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Fig. 11. Estimated efficiency of cesium-lithium cycle
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Fig. 12. Estimated radiator area of cesium-lithium
cycle
is about the highest that a series arrangement of do MHD
generators can be expected to achieve with 70% effi-
ciency. Induction ac generators are promising with liquid
metals 61t are not considered in the present estimate.
The studies reported in Ref. 10 indicated that a 20 to
5(1(0-v converter would have an effic iency of 86.5% and
it specific weight of 8.:3 lb/kw. Hence the input power
requir,-d for this application is 347 kw and the converter
%weight is 2500 lb. ']'his and the other weights are sum-
marized in Table 1.
A weight anal y sis of the conversion system (nozzle,
separator, diffusers, cesium EM pump, piping, and gen-
erators, including; inagncts ..nd bus bars) yielded a
weight range of 2000-35(X) Ib, using Ch-I% Zr with
1000-psi maximum stress, uncooled copper bus bars and
magnet windings, and iron Magnet poles. This weight
cannot be better defined 1ultil further generator work
Component Weight,Ib
ipecific weight,
lb/kw(e)
Dc-to-dc converter 2500 8.3
Conversion system 2000/3500 4.7111.7
Reactor 1500/3500 5.0111.7
Radiator 2300/3900 7.7113.0
Total 9.00/13,400 28/45
has been done, and both vahics are given in Table 1
representing upper and lower estimates.
With 5.7% cycle efficiency, the required reactor power
is 61(X) kw. it is estimated that it reactor
of this size specifically designed for the high-hut nup
requirement, of electric prop,dsion, such as the one de-
scribcd in Refs. 11 and 12, would weigh 1,;00 lb. It is
estima ted that it more comentiom it design would weigh
about 35(X) lb.
The isethcrnull radiator area front 12 is :3.3
ft'/kw(e), or 1150 ft = in the present case. Two estimates
of radiator weight .were. used, a value based on the
advanced spacecraft design described in Ref. 13 and it
Higher value based on the more conservative design of
11cf. 14. Ref. 13 employed a nliniuuuu weight radiator
for which the actual area was 1.5 times the lsotherinal
value; the corresponding area in the present ease is 1120
W'. The radiator weight in Ref. 1:3 was 1.35 lb/fF, giving
a weight of 2:1(X) lh 'oere.
Ref. 14 employed a radiator of 1.26 times the iso0wrimil
area, corresponding to l a SU ft = for the 1\1HD systern. The
Ref. 14 weight ry as 2.7 lb/ft" (after subtracting NaK
inventorv, since direct condensing is assumed here),
y ielding 3900 lb in the present case.
Adding these .weights, the total unshielded powerplant
weight would lie behween 83(X) lh [2S Ih/kw((-)] and
13,4(X) lh [45 Ih/kss((-)). The shield \weight depends
strong]\- on the spacecraft configuration and would be
2000-1000 lb for integrated neutron and ganuoa closes at
the payload of 10'' n /cn1` and 10" ergs/g (c), respec-
tively.
9. Insui7to7 Compatibility Tests
After a 500-hr exposure to lithium at 2000 a F, four
Ch . 1% ?r capsules containing Y^O,, Sm,:0,, CaO, and
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ThO., respecti vely, were opened. The YO:, sample
showed a minus- animmi of dissolution. Microscopic cx-
mnination of :. sann , le cross-Section indicated it( , change
III crystalline struchrm \c hen cmopared to an cinc • x-
posed sample. but shmN,d a small number of voids at
its order edges.
A cross-sec•ti it Sm.n, revealed ocher and imier
layers of inatc ri:cl. \iit-rosc•opie examination sh0c\\ ed  large
voids and changes in the crystalline st r ucture of the
miter layer. The inner layer, however, sccmcd unc bath eel
•, y hen compared to a cross-section of uncsposcd ,material.
The inside of this test capsule -,vas blackened. From
titese results, it was concluded that mass transfer had
occurred. ,c t though this has yet to be c • occfirmed by chem-
ical imalysis.
11(-sults of a microscopic examination of the ThO,
sample are not a y ailahle as yet. Visual examination, how-
ever, indicated no Dissolution since all the corners and
edges of the sample rcmaincd sharp. The inside of the
test c•apside ;cppcarcd clean, indicating That no mass
heulsfer had occnrrcd, although this also remains to lie
confirmed by -hemic• al auah•sis.
(N all thi samples tested, only CIO disintegrated. It is
impossible to (Ictennine, at this point, whether this was
caused by the lithium or by water vapor \\ hich  acci-
dentall y entered the Nveiding c•haniher- and came into
contact with all the samples for an extended period prior
to the closure welding of the test capsules. All the sam-
ples were darkeiied considerably daring exposure to
lithium. 'these tests Nyill be repeated with heated and
c y ac•uated samples to detennine whether this discolor-
ation is caused by the reaction of the lithium \ y ith the air
and water on the surface of the sample or h\ '':thiom
attack.
10. Separator Erosion Test
III to simulate the erosion caused by a stream of
high velocity lithium droplets at 2000°P impinging on a
Cb-I %u Zr separator, a small separator cone, made of an
aluminum alloy having mechanical properties at room
temperature that are similar to those of ('])-I%l Zr at
210(HYT (e.g., y ield strength, ultimate strength, and hard-
ness), was placed in a jet of 150-ft/sec water droplets,
The cone initiall y had a 0.375-in.-i) flat tip. This shape
was used since 1mmvions tests had shown that it tip
having a sharp point was flattened r:ipidly by erosion
until a "crit'.cal diameter" was reached beyond which
erosion proceeded at it mach slower rate, After a nin of
430 hr, the mass loss with the blunted tip was 0.0,S5 g.
if this rate were to c•outinue for 10AX) fir, the total loss
would be about 2 g, an acceptable amount.
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SPACE SCIENCES DIVISION
Al. Space Instruments Development
A. A Gas Chromatograph for the
Analysis of the Martian
Atmosphere
C. Josias, L. Bowman, and H. Mertz
In anticipation of future missions providing capsule
entries into the atmosphere of Mars, a two-phase
program for the development of atmos; !ieric analysis
instrumentation using gas chromatography has been un-
dertaken. The initial Phase is the development and con-
striction of a scientific feasibility model applicable to a
Mars mission. This model is currently under construction,
and after its comple'ion and evaluation, its performance
will be reported in one of the forthcoming issues of the
SPS. The second phase requires the formulation and
construction of an engineering model of it flight-type
instrument.
This report describes electronics for the signal process-
ing and sequencing sections of an instrument proposed
for use in a Mars' atmosphere capsule mission. The in-
strument proposed ,
 was Jescribed as a device to be
used in a Mariner 1966 mission, should this mission
utilize a capsule. The scientific feasibility model presently
under development will justify and prove premises stated
in the submitted report and will be followed by develop-
ment of an engineering model of an instrument whose
electronics will be patterned after those described here.
The basis upon which the referenced instrument was
proposed was a set of informal and highly speculative
Lipsky, S. R. (Yale University Medical School), Bentley, K.,
Bowman, L., Josias, C., !hertz, H., Wilhite, F., "Mariner R 1966
Mission: Analysis of th-_ F Li-losphere of Mars by Gas Chroma-
tography Instrumentation," proposal submittf-d to Space Sciences
Division by S. R. Lipsky, November 15, 1963.
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guesses on mission constraints. Probable the most perti-
nent, and at the same time most restrictive, aFsumptions
were that (1) analysis time for the case of fastest descent
world be less than 60 sec, and (2) total capsuic. data
retcu r ned to Earth for the same descent condition would
be 150 bits, 50 (if' which were to be allocated to this
experiment. Tlic follim ing aspects of a Mars atmospheric
chromatograph are presented in this report with the
associated requircnucuts imposed by the two basic as-
sumptions:
(1) Instrunccnt desi .L^n parameters
(2) Signal iWocessiug clec•tronics
(3) Programming
(4) Data considerations
Since the low data \cclnme problems encountered
by the chromatograph world similarl y be encountered by
Man y sp(-ctrogripbic inst ruments ith the same d ata
restrictions, special attention is called to the section of
this report oil 	 N\here a method of wide-range data
compression for spectrographic outputs is proposed.
1. Electronics for Programming, Signal
Processing and Data Handling
In remote .cpplications of gas chromatography such as
the one described here, in which severe data restrictions
are imposed, one cannot rel y upon customary visual
analy tical techniques for identification of constituents
and measurement of their values. If data capac ,* ty is
insufficient to reconstruct the chromatogram, the output
peaks must be described by such minimal inforniation as
retention tinm and peak height or peak area. The follow-
ing sections will discuss some factors and parameters
which affect the design of the electronic portions of a
chromatographic instrument and will also indicate the
capabilities of available elements.
a. Desion parameters for signal processing
Dynamic ran-ae. This section is concerned \%ith range
requirements for those electronics performing quantita-
tive mea.murements.
(1) Detector range. Tile cross-section detector has ap-
proximately a five-decade current rangs such that
10	 < ^° < 10'1.5
where 1 1 = signal current
where Ian, = baseline curre ► .t
and upper and lower limits are determined by
100% concentration and noise conditions, respec-
tively. The minimum electrometer range require-
ment for linear reproduction of all detector peaks
is therefore five decades.
(2) Effects of sample pressure. If the chromatograph
maintains its strictest resolution requirements o%,er
it specified range of sample pressures, the chromato-
gram will then be most accurately described by
integral measurements. Consider, then, the quanti-
tative dynamic requirements produced by a pres-
sure range of 30:1 (a 10:1 spread in estimates of
surface pressure extended b y a factor of three to
account for initial samples being taken ac scale
height). If this were the case all(] the instrument
were (](-signed to accommodate the lowest expected
sampling pressure (i.e., the minimum surface value
divided by 3), the usable integrating range should
be larger than the linear detector range by a factor
roughl y
 equal to the ratio of acceptable pressures.
An electronic integrator would consequently require
a minimum dynamic range of 6.5 decades.
Noise and standing current. The noise content of the
detector or detectors suppl y ing current to an electrometer
determines the threshold sensitivity required. if it is
desired to measure signals just discernible in the noise.
If sensitivity were equated with noise, the electrometer
instability as described by its summing-point voltage
drifts, input leakage currents, amplifier noise, and drifts
in baseline compensation should be no greater than 10
amp, the noise estimate for a single representative cross-
section detector at a bandwidth of 0.1 cps.
The standing current (baseline) and its variations are
principal parameters upon which the design of corrective
stabilization elec tronics is based. Consider the example
of two dual cross-section detectors each having baselines
of 10 " amp and thermally induced drifts of 0.02 % /°C.
if temperature were the onl y consideration in baseline
drift, the aggregate variation over 100°C for two iden-
tical detectors would be 4%, or 4 X 10-" amp. Allocat-
ing half of the electrometer system instability to the
baseline compensation, it is seen that a corrective factor
of 800 must be applied during the analysis cycle.
Form factor, The form factors, or variations in geom-
etry of peak waveforms, provide important requirements
for the electrometer and the signal-processing electronics.
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Fig. 1. Peak-height measurement system
The speed of response -equii—nent, for instance, will be
determined by the n , -rowest prediCLA peak. The widest
peaks determine di( ^rentiating gain and eventually the
threshold currents at which automatic retention time and
peak-height readings are made. The maximum and mini-
mum values of peak ,vidtb at half-height that wiii Le
used for the prototype design %611 be 1 and 12 sec,
respectively.
b. Description of signal processing electronics
Peak height. To measure peak height, as shown in
Fig. 1, the chromatogram is first developed in the
baseline-stabilized, automatic range-switching electrom-
eter. The signal is then differentiated and transferred to a
discriminator where zero crossings are extracted (Ref. 1).
The discriminator uses a controlled h ysteresis charac-
teristic in such a way as to exclude differentiated noise.
Firing is set at moderately regulated nonzero levels and
reset occurs precisely at zero. The timing pulse thus
obtained is used to simultaneously trigger the time-base
measurement and initiate the analog-to-digital (A-to-D)
conversion. Circuitry will be provided to exclude
false peaks produced by scale changes, and electrometer
scale readout 'Will occur even if the peak occurs immedi-
ately after scale change and the peak is stsll not read
out. Elements sho ,,%,n in this block diagram that are
usually associated with data systems may actually appear
at either side of the instrument-data-systern interface. Of
prime importance though, is the desire to quantize and
read out values to storage buffers on instrument command.
Peak integration. Fig. 2 illustrates generally how the
electrometer amplifier would be used in an integrating
application. Were there no scale changing, the mecha
nization as shown would be adequate with few embel-
lishments. The diagram omits many of the automatic
pulse-timing electronics shown in Fig. 1, which are also
implicit in the integration method. Also required are
logic elements to prevent readouts during scale-switching
transients.
c. System element's
Electrometer for linear reproduction of the • chronwlo-
gram. The electrometer system proposed for this instrn-
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Fig. 2. Partial block diagram of peak-integrating electronics
ment is of the dynamic capacitor variety. It utilizes a
carrier- type DC anlplifier and is similar to units flown on
Rangers 1 and 2 and Mariner 2 (Ref. 2). Some of its
characteristics are as follows:
Input leakage current, anlp I	 10-1"
Voltage stability, uv/°C 70
Rise time (10 to 90 %), cosec 100
Rate limit, v/sec 100
Absolute DC accuracy
(with perfect feedback elements), %n 0.1
Automatic range switching of three resistors (Fig. 1) is
accomplished by a scale factor device (Ref. 3) whose
switching thresholds are as follows:
F'Icctrouu•tcr Correspon<lini? Dropout Dropout
Resistor
o It] ,nt input
s'olta} c. Current,
voltage, current,
V amp
v amp
10 0.01'to10 10"'to10^ "
10" 0.1to10 10'"to10" 0.05 5X 10"
10' 0.1to10 10,to10'' 0.05 5X 10"
"Electrometer threshold
"Not applicahlc
Baseline stabilizer. Two methods have been developed
for compensation of baseline drift. The first technique
maintains constant linear servo control of the electrom-
eter against changes in detector baseline (Ref. 1). This
is especially effective with short-term drifts such as
might occur with limited temperature control during the
transient conditions of atmospheric entry. The second
technique performs linear feedback control up to the
start of analysis, at which time the baseline compensa-
tion is supplied by a pre-analysis stored voltage (Refs. 4,
5). This kind of operation assumes negligible drift in
detector baseline during the analysis period.
Both systems have the capacity for correction of drifts
up to 10% of the nominal baseline current. The linear
feedback method as presently constructed can compen-
sate for maximum drifts of 10 " amp/min. Its undershoot
error due to rate-limited integration of chromatographic
peaks is also 10- 1
 amp/min. The gated-capacitor storage
system has a storage decay corresponding to 2 X 10-12
amp/hr. During linear pre-analysis control, it reduces
baseline drift by a factor of 1000.
Integratitur electrometer. The principal factor deter-
mining the feasibility of a Millcr-type integrator in this
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Cf
IL
Fig. 3. Leakage diagram of Miller ;ntegrator
application is the ability of the circuit to retain accu-
rately the integrated information. Consider the integrator
in Fig. 3. The total discharge current is given by
In = 1, +I_+1,.
The discharge due to capacitor leakage resistance (1:,)
can be approximated for the worst case by integrating
an equivalent rectangular chromatogram having a Nwidth
of 20 sec. The decay in this idealized case may be ex-
pressed as follows:
Decay	 t
-.T,
where Tf = C; Rf.
A specification that decay not exceed 1% of the ideal
integrated value at the end of 20 sec requires a minimum
capacitor time constant (T;) of 1000 sec, a modest re-
quirement for high-quality Teflon dielectric capacitors.
The following table illustrates the effects of a constant
aggregate leakage. current (1, + I,) of 10-" amp on a
20-sec integration:
C " f	 A V,,, v
10-1; 2 X 10-;
1W 4 2 X 10 -7
10'° 2 X 10-
Sequencer and programmer. A sequencer will be
needed to activate the chroniatograph, initiate the cali-
bration functions, and coordinate these functions, where
necessary, with the capsule data conditioning system. A
programmer will be used to initiate the repetitive func-
tions required in the chromatographic analysis sequence.
The sequencer and programmer events will occur ap-
proximately as follows:
Sequencer
(1) Sequencer reset command
(2) Read electrometer output
(3) Initiate programmer sequence
(4) Inhibit sample valve
(5) Activate peak simulator
(6)Open gas vent
(7)Activate carrier flow
(8) Activate oven
(9) Activate calibration sample after equilibrium is
attained
(10) Initiate programmer sequence
(11) Inhibit sample valve
(12) Initiate programmer sequence for first sample run
(13) Repeat initiate programmer sequence
Programmer Sequence
(1) Read out colunm-detector temperature
(2)Zero electrometer
(3)Open baseline compensation loop
(4) Activate sample valve
A command from the capsule data system will be re-
quired to start the sequencer when capsule power is
turned on (Fig. 4). Another command will tell the se-
quencer when to begin the sampling sequence. The clock
that operates the logarithmically compressed binary
scaler will also be used as the time base for the
sequencer and programmer
d. Data
Format. The allocation of data within this experiment
is shown in a first-guess form in Table 1. it has been
arbitrarily assumed that the compositional experiment
will be assigned 50 of the 150 data bits available after
acquisition of phase lo--k in the mininuun time-to-impact
case. The distribution of data bits includes temperature,
identification, parity, electrometer scale, peak amplitude
(height or area) and retention time.
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Fig 4. Gas chromatograph sequencer and programmer
Table 1. Possible allocation of bits for first analysis (worst case)
Column-detector Identification Electrometer
No. of Amplitude, Time,temperature, end parity, range, Totalpeaks bits bits bits bits bits
4 5 5 2/pk (8) 4/pk (16) 4/pk (16) 50
3 5 5 2/pk (6) 6/pk (18) 5/pk (15) 49
Data quantization acturecy. Since it is imperative that
maximum efficiency be made of data capacity, nonlinear
quantization is proposed for both the A-to-D converter
and the time-base system. An exponential program simi-
lar to the one recommended in Table 2 was indeed used
in the electrostatic deflection system in the Mariner 2
solar plasma instniment (Ref. 2). Accuracies of both
nonlinear and linear quantization systems are shown in
Tables 2 and 3, respectively, and the conventional linear
technique does not compare favorably.
Table 4 shows accuracy figures for an exponentially
quantized time base. The time base could be provided
by a D-to-A converter or by a precision ramp generator.
The time-base voltage is then digitized into the required
number of bits (4 or 5 as suggested in Table 1) when
Table 2. Three-decade (0.01 to 10 v) exponential
analog quantization accuracy
3-decade
Bits
Quantizing Quantizing quantizing
levels levels/decade uncertainty,
4 15 5 ±23
5 31 10 :'11.5
6 63 21 ± 5.7
7 127 42 } 3
8 255 85 ±	 1.5
the A-to-D converter is commanded by the peak-sensing
electronics.
Data priorit y/. It is proposed that all peaks be read into
a buffer storage in their sequence of acquisition by the
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Table 3. Two-decade (0.1 to 10 v) linear quantization
accuracy
Blts
Quantization
interval, v 10 v, % 1 v, % 0.1	 v,
4 0.67 +3.3 +33 —
5 0.32 ±1.6 +16 —
6 016 +0.8 +8 —
7 0.08 ±0.4 +"4 +40
8 0.04 +0.2 +2 ±20
Table 4. Two-decade (0.5 to 50 sec) exponential
quantization of time base
2-decade
Bits
Quantization Quantization quantization
levels levels/decade uncertainty, %
—11
4 15 8 — 14.5
5 31 16 ± 7.4
6 63 32 ± 3.5
7 127 64 ± 1.8
8 255 128 + 0.9
chromatograph and on command from the instrument at
the time of peak acquisition. Since the first analysis
should be completed at least 150 sec before earliest
impact, it is suggested that
(1) The buffer storage have the capacity to store at
least six peaks,
(`?) Data not be commutated to the telemetry link until
the analysis is complete,
(3) Three or four peaks he read out after the first
analysis,
(4) Peaks he read out in amplitude priority basis, and
(5) Additional peaks he transmitted on subsequent
analysis if time• permits.
e. In-flight electronic calibration
A certain amount of useful information about the
instrument can be acgtured during interplanetary cruise.
Electronic calibration may be performed by generating
triangular current waveforms against which amplitude
and time measurements can be made. The health of de-
tector ionization sources can also be determined by
measuring detector baselines. This measurement can he
made in either the presence or ^:bsence of carrier gas.
2. Summary
The capabilities of the electronic circuits described
here have been demonstrated in the form of refined,
experimental breadboards. These circuits, which are key
elements in the instrument, have been successfull-:
adapted to the gas chromatograph, and are capable of
handling the fast, wide-range analyses that would he
available from the colunuActector system described in
the submitted proposal.
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XIII. Space Instruments Systems
A. Carrier Collection and Spectral
Response of Radiation Detectors
R. Y. Wong
During early phases of the Afceriner Mars 1964 program
it became evident that a more complete understanding
of' the parameters :effecting the performance and char-
aeteristics of radiation detectors woeild he of assistance
in defining the various parameters of the detectors re-
quired for performing the specified tasks. This summary
describes a portion of the work performed in this area.
When radiant energy is incident at the surface of a
p-n junction scmicorchictor detector, photons of the
proper energy levels penetrate the device to generate
electron-hole pairs. Diffusion of the electron-hole pairs
due to density gradients and the collection of minority
carriers near the junction give rise to a current flowing
across the junction. Not all of the minority carriers gen-
erated are being collected by the junction; only carriers
created within the diffusion length are capable of con-
trihutinc; to the owput current. Other carriers difft.se
away from the junction and recombine at the surface or
deep inside the detector. The fraction of carriers being
collected determines the collection efficiency of the de-
tector; i.e., the ratio of collected carriers to the total nuni-
her of carriers generated.
1. Collection Efficiencies
To derive the expressions for collection efficiencies, a
model of the p-n junction detector is shown in Fig. 1,
%%ith the junction dept,t as a and the depth of the bulk
laver as b-a. The appropriate equation for the minority
electronic carrier it 	 the p layer has the form of:
(In 
=	 n I f -f- D„ div grad n + µ„ E - grad n
(1)
where the first term of the right-hand side denotes
thc• recombination rate of the minority carrier in exvess
of the equilibrium density and the second term repre-
sents the volunw-density excitation rate ref carriers pro-
duced by the radiation. The third ter ► a is the diffusion
rate into or ont e4 the laver and the fourth turn is the
drift rate, of the carrier due to the built in el:-ctric field.
9''.
NCI DEN T
RADIATION
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Imo, r
Fig. 1. Analytic mode! of the detector
If the detector is examined under those conditions for
which the volume generation of minority carriers can he
considered to he uniform, it one-dimensional anal ysis can
be used. This one-dimensional model is valid if the de-
tector length and width are largo- compared to the diff,c-
sion length for the minority carriers. If the detector is
operating at a sufficiently low input energy level, the
electric field generated is small and the drift rate of
minority carriers due to this field is negligible \% lien com-
pared with that duc to diffusion. It is further assumed
that the space charge neutrality law applies and the
detector is operating in the steady-state. With the above
conditions taken into consideration
it 0, div grad n = (W,E =0,
and therefore Eq. (1) becomes
D„ d_n + f _ rl _ 0	 (2)A-1 	 T„
where
D„	 diffusion coefficient of the free electrons
T„ = lifetime of the electrons
f = a (A) N. exp [ — u (,k) x]
(x(1c) is the a i )sorption coefficient as it function of the
wavelength of the incident energy, and N. is the current
density of the incident photons. Thv general solution for
Eq. (2) has the following form:
?I A exp (;'n + B exp (— 1
1.,, = diffusion length of free electrons
Similar equations can also he obtained for the hole, p,
in the n-layer with D,, in place of D„ and L,, in place of
L„. The coefficients (i.e., A and 13 in Eq. (3)) can be
determined from the boundar y conditions. At x - 0,
surface recombination is taking place \N ith S — surfac•e
recombination velocity. At x = u, the junction is it sink
for the minority carriers
rlx J
n(a) = 0
	
(5)
The diffusion current flow across the junction is
o-1 D,, do ) 
 I r	 1 „ (u)	 (6)
+q D'' 
04—)
x
	
1, (u )	 (7)
r=a
n(b) _= N„	 (K)
Applying the boundary conditions, the electronic- cur-
rent can be obtained by solving Eq. (3):
[,,(a) .
(IN.,
I
x f L's cep 	 7” c xp	 a	 u (A) exp( -a (J.) all
(9)
RL	 + 	 (^) N,,	 l'xp [ --- u (A)XI
z
D.
	
n	
— 
a 
(^)
(31
where
L. _ (D„ T„)u
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where
a„	
n	 1[ir I a (A)] exp 1 
	
- (
rE +T	 xp  [ -a (A) cr^
Ch + j^ 1exp (Ir 	 I^ ^exp^ Ir„^J (10)
y,.
C h - 1 exp ^- a (A) a] -It+ a (A)] exp (- TI .- /L„
I
h i 
1,„ 
cxp(	
/ - C
h - 1, ”" leap(	 Lr, /
(11)
h	 S	 (12)
Similarly, the hole current is
a(A) 
C I - (L, u(A I
^,,	 rr	 _ y,,X L  exp 
	 elm	 L,, J
- a(A) exp	 a(A) a]^	 (13)
where
/3v -
a(P exp -	
din 
+ a(A) 1, - 
11 r 
exp - r 
	
o l
C	
+ a(A)L	 JJ
1, _
cosh
L	 I ,.,, 
(14)
a(A) I 	 b
a(A) vx,)	 -	 1 -	 ex 1)	 a(A) a
•?	 u1,
coshI",	 1.,,	 L,,
(15)
To detive the expressions for the collection cffic•iencies
of the p-la%cr (,t„) and n-laver (y.,), the nra0imin currcrnt
which ( all be obtained front the photons is i,,,,,, = qN,,.
Therefore,
1,,,,,1
	
4( a )	 (17)71p-
T11-11
It is seen from (9), (13), (16), and (17) that the collection
efficiencies of the p-layer and it-layer are it function of
the detector's electronic and geometric parameters as well
as the absorption characteristics of the device. Therefore,
the appropri.>te efficiencies as a function of incident
energy wavelength may he obtained by the proper selec-
tion of the electronic and geometric parameters.
2. Numerical Analysis of Collection Efficiency
To show the effects of the various parameters oil
 performance, Eqs. (16) and (17) can be evaluated by
the substitution of noire rival values for these parameters.
Silicon p-n jrmetion detectors have been selected for
evaluation in this report, but similar evaluations call
be made for other p-n junction devices.
The diffusion length L, is the average length of the
path the minority carriers travel before recombination
takes place. The diffusion leni;th is a function of the
diffusion coefficient D, and the lifetime r, of the carriers
L,, _ (D,, r,)"	 (18)
L. _ A, r" ) c'	 (19)
The diffusion coefficient is related to the mobility µ of
the carriers by the Einstein relation
µn	 KT D,,	 (0)
where K is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature in `K
and r is the electronic charge. KT /e has a rcumeric•al value
of 26 X 10- v it room (cniperature. Experiments per-
fonncd by 1). C. Cronemyer, E. NI. Conwell, !11. 13. Prince,
and i:. Back-enstoss (liefs, 1, 2, 3, and •1) indicated
that the approximate uurnerical value of the mobility
µ" is 12(x1 c• m = /v-sec for the p-type, and the mobility N,
is 500 cnc /v-sec for the n-type. The body lifetime is on
the order of 1(!-° sec for the electrons and 10 ” sec for the
holes. "Therefore, the diffmion length, when calculated
by Eqs. (18) and (19), should have the limiting range of
values 10 _ to 10' cm for the purpose of numerical eval-
uation. The selection of these values for this analysis is
?'v =
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considered appropriate since more recent measurements
performed by V. S. Vairilvo, L. S. Srnirnav and
V. 111. Patskevitch (Fief. 5) indicated That th(- diffusion
length is on the order of 5 X 10~' c • rn for silicon.
The surface recombination velocity S, depends on the
dimensions in(] the surface properties of the detector
since the free carriers must diffuse to the surface before
recombination. As indicated by E. M. Conwell (Ref. 2),
S has been found ranging from 10 = cm/sec to 10' cm/sec.
The high \ ,;title is obtain(-(] on sandblasted surfaces. If
the surface is polished smooth and etched, the value of S
may decrease to 5 X 10 = ctn/sec. Chemical treatment of
this polished and etched surface may reduce S further
to 1 X 10' em/sec. By cho„sing a„ of the p-layer to he
1 .300 cm =/v-sec and S to be 1 X 10' cm/sec, It is on the
order of 300 ern-' where h = (c/K7'S)/N.,,.
Theories have been developed (Ref, f) which relate
the optical absorption coefficient to the parameters of the
hand structure. The numerical valucs of absorption co-
efficient as it of wavelength have been calculated
theoretically in Ref. 7 and measured experinwntally
(Ref. 8) for silicon. Fig. 2 shows the numeei:al value of
the absorption coefficient a(a), as a function of Nva yc-
lengtl t.
To obtain the numerical values of ,t„ and Eqs. (16)
and (17) were solved for it number of cases using the
1RNI 7094 Computer. Fig. 3 shows the resulting p-layer
collection efficiency ,I„ as a functior of wavelength with
it detector thickness of 5 X 10 _ crn and various junction
depths as the parameter. It is noted toot /„ starts to rise
at longer wavelengths for a deep junction than for a
shallow junction. Therefore, it with it deep junc-
tion ntilizcs the infrared radiation more efficientl y. How-
ever, the over-all efficiency decreases as the jtmction
depth increases. For it deep junction, a considerable 1x•r-
centage of electron-hole pairs are generated near the
surface ar,d away from the junction. These minority
carriers are not capable of contributing to the jnnc•tion
current because of the recombination process taking
place at the surface and inside the It-layer.
Fig. 4 (clotted curves) shows the ii-layer collection
efficiency p,, as a function of the wavelength \ ith a &!tec-
tor thickness of 5 X 10 2 cm and the various junction
depths as the parameter. The dotted cures were Jeri ed
by assuming the diffusion length of the holes to he
10” cm. It is seen that qui'e a large number of carriers
are created ill n-layer. These carriers are created by
radiation Ix-netrating through the p-layer. Therefore, a
WAVELENGTH, µ
Fig. 2. Absorption coefficient of sil?con as a function
of wavelength
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Fig. 3. Collection efficiency for p-layer, t „ as 5 function
of wavelength
high percentage of the total jou(lion current is being
collected ill the n-la N ur. To see the ,•ffe( •ts of the diffusion
length and lifetime of the ua r'ier oil n-layer collection
efficiency, the curves i+, solid lines were generated on
Fig. 4. The values of these curves were calciiiated by
assuming the diffusion lencah of th, holes to be 10 ' cm
instead of 10 -' (-nt. It is seen that the collection efficiency
is considerably rechu•ed due to the decrease in diffusion
length. To obtain high collection efficiency, therefore, the
diffo,ion length of the n-layer must have a reasonably
high value (oil
	 order of 10- : em).
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3. Detector Collection Efficiency and
Spectral Response
The analysis in the preceding section indicated that
both the player and n-layer are capable of L-ontributing
carriers to create junction current. Therefore, the detec-
tei collection efficiency , f , is the sum of the p-La yer and
n-layer efficiencies. Fig. 5 shows the detector collection
chic i1 ncy
 as a function of xca\ elength with various junc-
tion depths as the parameter. Ai!ain, it is obvious from
these curves that it detector %. itl ► a deep junction is
capable of using energy in the infrared region more
efficientl y chile a detector ,%itli a shallov.-er junction has
a higher over-all collection efficient•\. Since these curves
arc plotted as a function of incident energ y ways length,
the shape of each curve represents the spectral response
of a detector h..ving the specified electronic and physical
1.0
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L = 10-4 Cm
o.e
	 I T^300 -
b = 5x10 -2 cm
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Fig. 5. Detector collection effic ; ency as a function of
wavelength
parameters. For an energy source of known spectral
distribution, it is therefore possible to select the various
parameters of the detector to match its spectral response
to that of the source. Such a detector is capable of detect-
ing the incident energy most effectively.
4. Conclusion and Discussion
In this sunuuary the carrier collection and spectral
response were anah•zcd and numerical values of the
detector collection efficiency were evaluated using the
various parameters of silicon p-n junction detectors. This
method can also be used for the anal ysis of junction
detectors of other types.
As seen front 3 and 4, the p-layer is most sensitive
to radiation in the violet and logy visible spectral range.
Photon in the loncer \y a yelen,ths penetrate and transnfiit
through this layer due to insufficient photon-electron
interaction. These photons, after transmitting through the
11-layer, p:metrate and create electron-hole pairs in
the n-layer. Incident photons haying an energy spectrum
exceeding 1.0 or 1.1 u \\ ill
 transmit through the detector
without interacting with the structure at all.
The p-layer should he made as thin as possible for high
collection efficiency in the short and medium wavelength
regions. However, the series resistance of the p-layer
increases as the junction d_pth decreases, resulting in a
reduction in the efficiency improvement. --1 deep junction
is required for high efficiency in the long wavelength
region. With deep junctions, the achievement of large
diffusion lengths becomes important for high over-all
efficiency.
In this summary, only the e'f'ficiency due to minority
carrier collection by the junction was considered. To
obtain the over-all detector radiation collection efficiency,
a number of factors need to be considered. When the
radiation is incident upon the detector, some is reflected
without entering the detector. When the photons ab-
sorbed have more energy than is necessary for the
generation of electron-hole pairs• the excess energy is
wasted aad contributes to lattice vibration and is dissi-
pated as heat. The energy needed for the photon-electron
interaction is a function of the energy gap of the material.
For every value of the energy gap, an absorption band
edge is obtained beyond which the photon energy is net
sufficient to create electron-hole pairs and the detector
will be transparent to these phot( 1,s. The over-all detec-
tor radiation collection efficiency is given by:
r/ ,a) = [1	 F.(0)] L1 - exp( - a(a)b)] p(t) ,•(A)
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\%-he•re R(B) is the reflection coefficient as a function of
radiation incident angle and (1 — exp [ — a(k)b] ) is the
factor accounting for incomplete absorption. p(A) is the
relative spectrum distribution of the radiation source and
,1,(,k) is the detector collection efficiency which has been
discussed to this summary.
B. A New Head for Recording
Twenty-Four Tracks on
Quarter-Inch Magnetic Tape
W. G. Clement
1. Current Tape Utilization Practice
Two factors determine the tape utilization efficiency of
it magnetic tape recorder as applied to digital data storage.
These are the number of data hiss per lineal tape inch,
and the number of data tracks per inch of tape \vidth.
At the present time it is it routine accomplislunent to
pack 10 1 bits per lineal inch, prodded reasonable care
and thought is given to matching the head and tape
characteristics. Densities np to 1700 bits/in. have
been reliabl y achieved thmu-h the utilization of special
pulse and data reconstruction schemes (Ref. 9). With
regard to transverse track densih, it is also routine at
present to record 32 tracks per inch of tape width. Track
density depends primarily upon the ability of the head
manufacturer to fit together the indi\ idual transducers
as closely as possible in the head stacks while preserving
sufficient electrical and magnetic isolation to ensure low
cross-talk. Thirty-two tracks per inch reflect the present
capability of manufacturers to fit 16 channels/in. in one
head stack without compromising head design integrity.
The alignment of t wo such head stacks so that the
channels interlace provides 32 equall y spaced tracks on
1-in. tape.
2. Goals and Implications of the Study
A study is being conducted to determine the feasibility
of recording bits at 10,000 per lineal tape ineh and
tr4eks at 100 per inch of tape width. If this goal, which is
equip ak,nt to 10'' bits/in., can be achieved, the impli-
cations are far reaching. For example, the length of
0.70-in. tape required to store 20 TV pictures, as planned
for the Mariner C program would be only 10 in., as
opposed to the 300 ft of 0.25-in. tape required by the
Iluriner C recorder. It would then becoine likel y that
the traditional methods of tape handling would be
inappropriate. Moreover, the present Ll"siZn concepts of
tape recorders for Hight data storage nait;ht re(paire dras-
tic modification ill to utilize this new dimension of
the storage medium with its attendant benefits in size,
weight, and po\%-er. A 10-- bit recorder for it
	 capsule
might %yell assume the size of it
	 pack. the mini-
mum size being dictated principally by the drive motor.
3. T:chnical Problems Associated with
High Track Density
Some %vork oil bit density has been reported
preciously (lief. 101. Furthcr effort toward higher lineal
densities imolint-, record head design is currentl\ in
progress and mill be reported at it later date. Since this
report is concerned s\ ith the achievement sc far realized
ill track density , subsequent discussion kill be
limited to this aspect of the problem. The two most
important effects to be considered in increasing the track
densit- of a magnetic recording wstem are nal level
and cross-talk. Signal level decreases in direct proportion
as the track width is decreased, and cross-talk increases as
the spacing betwee ► r tracks is decreas ,_-d. These two major
effects combined with numerous lesser effects establish
the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) which in the final analysis
determines the information storage capacity of the sys-
tem. lit inform ition theory to magnetic record-
ing systems. Eldridge has shown (Ref. 11 i that the
information capacity per unit area of tape is greatest
when the tracks are made as narrow as possible. Eldridge
and Baaba have shown ( Ref. 12) that the S/N varies as
the square root of track width and that, theoretically,
x ith presentl y available tape and head-core materials.
the nainfi nun attainable track width is 0.001 in.. at which
value the signal-to-!ape-noise ratio v ould be 30 db. This
track width represents at least one order of magnitude
beyond present practice. The practical significance of
the conclusions reached by Eldridge and Baaba dimin-
ishes somewhat for a digital system in \%hi,h other noise
sources, such as cross-talk, and to overshado\r tape noise.
From a cross-talk standpoint, track spacing may be
reduced until the output from any reproduce head in-
chules the maxinntrn permissible fraction of the signal in
an adjacent track. One portion of the cross-talk signal
increases with recorded wavelength and relates directly
to the distance between tracks oil tape. Another
portion of the cross-talk signal Increases with frequency
9",
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and relates to the transform yr action between cure %vind-
ings ssithiu it I ►ead stark. this Ltttcr source of cross-talk
c•an be r laced by c • ntploying a ruultiplicity of head
stacks and staggering ur .. interlacing., cures and tracks.
In brie(" factors miitigittint ,(L;ainst higher tl•ac•k den-
sities ;u'c•:
(1) A reduction of signal lei cl.
(?) An increase in cross-talk.
(3) The difficul(N of c•onsltnetion as thinner and thinner
head cores are placed closer :acct closer together.
(-I; Increased drop-out susc •eptihility frun ► tape defects
and louse dirt due t„ the smaller area of tape being
scanned at one lime.
- i 'hhe need for more precise tape guidance fur proper
track registration.
4. A New HTD (High Track Density) Head,
Description and Test Results
I'Wo head stacks, one record and one playback. have
heeri m anttfac•tt ► mcl to Jil l, specifications b\ the Applied
Magnetics Corporation. 'I'hese head stacks (Fig. 6)
entbody the traditional ring-core constriction but reflect
advanced techniclnes nt coil sc iuding. nrntchine-slotti ►tg,
fixturin.; and assentlil\. I'weh'e channels are packed into
each stack assetmhl\. T\\u such stacks. iulI • rlaced, pro\ ide
Fig. 6. High track density head assembly
Fig. 7. High track density head half-block assembly
24 tracks ()it 0.25-in. tape, e.g., 96 tracks/in. Each track
is 0.006 in. while the pitch, or distance from
track to track, is 0-020 in. • I he gaps are 0.25 mil (record)
and 0.055 mil (playback). Fig. i is a view of the "half-
block" assembl y
 showing the 12 half-cores in place.
Some idea of the size can be gained from the fact that
the wire wound on the half-cores is No. 50 1 0.001-in. D)
and the pigtails c•cmnecHiv, the half- cores to the terminal
board are No. 35 (0.00(1-in. D) wire.
Inductance, AC: resistance, and ontput data were meas-
nrcd in order to determine the uni-
tormiity factor. This factor usually reflects the degree of
manufac•tltring control over the fabrication and assembl\
operations. Table 1 is it compilation of these measure-
ments. Similar nteastlrements were made on a standard
four channel head (0.025-in. track width and 0.060-in.
track pitch) made h\ the saint' manufacturer, and Table'
is a similar compilation of these mcasnrcntents. Table:3lists
the variations in these factors expressed as percentages
of the average for both the III - D head and the standard
hcad. As expected. the variations are significantly greater
for the I}TI) head, cdthongh part of this increase ma y he
allrihlih-d In the greater tfn; olilx of c•h;umiels measured.
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Table I. Inductance, resistance and output data for HTD head
100 kc 500 kc-
•Output
Record - Leg 1Channel Record - leg 1	 Record - Leg 2	 Play - Total Mv, P-P
L R L	 R L R L R
1 121.05 36.0 129.05	 37.0 1175 803 65 140 0.56
2 I	 138.75 42.8 148.50	 44.4 1214 843 73 160 0.60
3 145.44 45.3 150.15	 45.6 1194 794 77 170 0.60
4 14x.1)7 45.5 147.82	 45.0 1032 512 79 170 --
5 148.70 44.4 144.94	 43.9 1204 82 4 80 170 0.60
6 145.30 44.5 136.72	 43.3 1016 737 77 167 0.52
7 148.64 44.6 142.52	 44.0 1267 847 79 174 0.62
8 145.73 43.7 148.16	 44.6 1280 841 77 170 0.60
9 147.95 45.2 145.55	 44.8 1316 860 79 170 0.60
10 143.60 44.3 147.64	 416 1257 826 75 170 0.56
11 146.64 44.4 ---	 -- 1234 814 79 167 0.52
12 123.05 35.5 124.21	 35.5 1236 848 67 138 0.46
I t in microhenries and R in ohms measu r ed with Boonton Eiectranics M^del 63C Bridge
j	 ' Output at 7.5 ips, Memorex 62L tape, 2 kc square wave recorded at 4 . mp , turns peak
Table 2. Inductance, resistance, and output data for
standard 4-channel head
700 ^c 500 kc` Output
Channel
L	 R L	 R My P P
1 e7	 11.7 29	 49 5.0
2 44	 11.1 27	 46 6 2
3 44	 10.3 27	 45 6.0
4 44	 10.2 27	 45 6.2
L in microhenries and R in ohms, measured with Boonton Electronics model
63C Bridge
^ Output at 7.5 ips, Memorex 62L tape. 2 kc square wove recorded at 4-amp
turns peak
Table 3. Comparison of parameter variations between
HTD and standard head
Measurement
Variation,
Standard High track
heed density head
100-kc inductance 6.7 20.0
100-kc resistance 14.0 23.2
5004c inductance 7.3 20.0
500-kc resistance 8.7 22.0
Output signs! 20.5 31.0
It is interesting to note that there is no significantly
greater variation in 5011-1-. parameters than in It) AI.
parameters for either the H'I'D head or the Standard
head. It ma y be noted in Tattle 1, record channels 1 and
12 of the HTD head are significantl y loam in induc-
tance and resistance than the other channels. This is
att ibtitahle in cacti case to the absence of one adjacent
200-
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channel which worrld by its presence lower the magnetic
reluctance, thereb y increasing the magnetic perrneabilit%
of these t\yo channels.
Figs. & and 9 are plots of inductance and AC resistance
versus frequency for the 11TD head and the standard
head, respectively. It is instncctive to compare the t-\%o
sets of characteristics in terms of slope, e.g., rate of
change \011 respect to frequency. The change in AC
resistance: bethyeen 10 and 51)0 kc is about the same per-
cent for both heads; however, the inchuctance of the high-
track densih head at 500 ke has decreased to 31% or
that at 10 kc, whereas the inductance of the standard
head has only decreased to 4 .1% of that at 10 kc. The
lesser degradation of inductance (\ y ith increased fre-
quency) of the standard head may be attributable to its
core being made up of 3-mil laminations, whereas the
core of the IITD head consists of ,3- and -1-mil lamina-
tions. The generation of edd y currents with attendant
reduction of effective permeability may therefore be
greater in the HTD head. lit case it is not apparent
that this clfect is related to the HTD density aspects
of the nexv head.
Fig. 10 indicates S/N attainable \\ itli
 the HTD head
for Oven valves of record current.' Noise here is, by defi-
nition. limited to that contrihicted by cross-talk and in-
complete erasure of previously recorded pulses. The latter
nray be a significant sonrc-e of noise in nonmturn to zero
(NRZ) systems \^ here no separate erase function is pro-
'In determining: the operating record current on a characteristic
cnrvc such as shusen in Fir;. 10, an important consideration not
indicated is that rccordt d pulse spn adinr; and conscqucnt loss of
resolutimm accompanies an increase in record current ( Ref. 13).
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Fig 10. HTD head S/N versus record current
Memorex 62L tape at 15 ips
PE,3K RECORD CURRENT, ma 000 TURNS)
Fig. 11. HTD head characteristics
sided. Fig. 11 indicates these two noise sources as well as
signal output separately, « • ith record current as the inde-
pendent variable. Figs. 12 and 13 indicate, for compari-
son, the same characteristics of the standard heads.
Output curve shapes for the two heads are about the
same, indicating equal recording efficiency . Cross-talk
Curve A in Fig. 11 was made with the original version
of the HTD head (as shown in Fig. 6) \yith no record-
stack interchannel-shields. Subsequently, 4-mil slots u-ere
milled into the face of the head stack between the record
channels and "tip" shields inserted. Cross-talk Curve B
resulted, and the signal-to-noise ratios in Fig. 10 reflect
this improved version. Cross-talk measurements were
made by recording a 10-kc square wave in one channel
and reading the anount of 10 kc iu the adjacent channel.
In vier- of the ' relatively short recorded ,vavelengths
involved it seems reasonable to assume that most of the
cross-talk in the 11TD head resulted from cross-coupling
in the head stacks, To the extent that this cross-coupling
resulted from simple transformer action, the level world
he expected to increase with frequency up to a rate
corresponding to the limiting hit-packing density. This
was the cast , only to a very minor extent, e.g., the increase
of cross-talk \%ith frequency was b2rely discernible up to
about 10 ke, above which point it din inished rapidly.
From this and other experimental evidence, it appears
that it significant amount of interchamoel coupling in the
IITD head occurs by it process other than Simple trans-
former action.
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Fig. 12. Standard head S/N versus record current
Memorex 62L tape at 15 ips
playback heads are of equal N idth and thus provide no
such margin.
Another point of interest %% ith regard to S/N compari-
sons is suggested by an examination of Tahles land 2.
It may be noted that the standard head output is about
1.2 times that of the I ITT) head. The obi ions factors of
track width (4X) and turns (1.5\) do not completely
account for this difference. The remaining factor of 1.7N
may be attributable to the shunting effect of the intcr-
channel sliclds Nv hich f1 n•
 the HTI) head are separated
from the p lain core structure by onl y 0.005 in. as con-
trasted with it separation of 0.020 in. for the standard
playback head.
5. Conclusions
6'
41
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Fig. 13. Standard head characteristics
A factor of possible significance in comparing the
erased signal curves for the HTll head and the standard
head is that the HTll record tracks are 8 mils %^ ide, thus
providing a I-mil margin each side of the 6-roil playhao,1
tracks which would minimize the effects of an% track mis-
alignment due to tape "skew." The standard record and
C. A Multi-Instrument Data
Retrieval System for Planetary
Spacecraft
D. W. Slaughter
A system is described which is capable of storing and
playing hack, from -it single tape transport, the data
generated during planetary encounter. Preliminary to it
discussion of the system developed, the characteristics
of the telecommunication channel and tape storage sys-
tems are assessed as to their effect on science data
recovery. Their characteristics are compared and corl-
trasted with the data output from scienh:ic instruments.
With regard to three of the five previously enumerated
factors mitigating against higher track density, the fol-
lowing statements can be made:
(1)6-mil heads spaced 20 mils apart can he physically
constructed at least in it quantity of 1 .2 in one stack,
thus providing, in an interlaced set, 24 tracks on
0.25-in. tape.
(2) Signal levels of 1.0 m y peak-to-peak at 15 ips are
attainable.
(3) Cross-talk at a reasonable record level can be held
to 34 db at 15 ips when considering the interaction
of two adjacent channels.
0.00
0
101
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It is shown that the manner ill the tape transport
is utilized constrhttes the heart of the functional design
of it planetary d.+ta system wherr it large amount of
oorat;e is re(Ittircd.
1. Telecommunications System Interface
The science data system nla) ha\e interfaces with it
telecommtmication system which has the follo\\ ing
characteristics:
(1) Provides it single binary channel.
(2)Transmits at a synchronous rate under the control
of a stable clock (oscillator).
(3) Rate changes may he required as a function of
distance, trajectory, power availability, or other
factors.
(4)Channel capacity nta\ he time-shared with spacc-
craft performance information, awl for t\\o-\s,ty
&)ppler and surging information.
While item (1) may create difficulties in sequencing the
science data, it single binary chanucl is in the hest inter-
ests of science data retrieval if it provides the greatest
total bit rate, and the best over-all reliability.
The channel capacity projected for the 1966 Mars
oppurtnnit y
 is 8'1 bits/sec. Other missions may provide
If \\ cr rates, while rates of 1000 hits/sec or more may be
possihlc for sonic missions in the 1970s.
2. Instrument Datj Characteristics
The on-board data acquisition system must accept data
sinttrltaneously from it of instrurents. A payload
group may possess the following characteristics:
(1) A wide range of data rates.
(2)A hinary data which is necessa r ily asynchronous
with it spacecraft clock.
(0) Lrtcrmittent data (ill 	 %%ith extensive quies-
cent intervals).
(4) Require the introduction of data identification.
(5) Produce data at it rate which exceeds the telecom-
munications chauuel capacity for various intervals
of true.
Item (5), the production of data at rates \%]rich tempo-
rarily exceeds the capacit y of the telecommunications
channel, dictates the use of data storage devices. For the
storage of millions of hits (bulk storage), the magnetic
tape transport is currently ill Other mechanisms,
such as electrostatic and thermoplastic recording are
currently under investigation. Below one million hits,
interest ill current magnetic matrix storage
increases. However, this report describes the develop-
ment of it system which uses a tape transport for hulk
storage in comLi!!ation with buffer (magnetic matrix)
storage, as required by the recording characteristics.
3. Tape Storage System Characteristics
The recording data format characteristics are a func-
tion of the playback mode. On Mariner C, the hit sync is
locked to the telemetry clock ( 8 1 i1 bits/sec) during play-
back. The motor speed is servo-controlled in order to
maintain lock. The input characteristics of this machine
are thus the same as that of the telemetry channel, i.e.,
synchronous, except that the data rate is higher by the
ratio of the record to playback tape speed. If there are
any gaps in the data, communication time is used np;
that is, data zeros are transmitted. The machine may be
started and stopped during recording, but no provision
exists for removing the zeros which are recorded during
tape acceleration and deceleration.
The difficulty of utilizing a single: tape transport Nyith
synchronous input rates becomes readil y apparent if a
group of instruments ha ying the followfiig characteristics
(refer to Sect. 2) is assumed:
(1)Widely variant data rates.
(2) Asynchronous sources.
(3) Intermittent data.
(l) Data identification required.
The following techniques may be utilized ill
the data sources to a recorder of the type previously
discussed: Intermittent data may be smoothed into a
continuous flow by using coincident-current magnetic
uiatrix "buffer" storage. I'll( , read-out rate from the buffer
may he made constant, while the amount of data stored
increases during data bursts, and decreases during instru-
ment quiescent intervals. The limitation oil technique
is the gnautit• of hits in each burst, which determines
the size of the buffer. An attempt may also be made to
interleave. or "fit" two intermittent data sources so as to
improve the smoothness of data flow, however, oppor-
tunities for using this technique are very limited. Asyn-
chronous sources may also be converted into synchronous
sources by passing the data through a buffer. Utilizing
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this technique, the synchronous clock frequency is set
higher than the highest average rate of the asynchronous
source. Should the average rate of the asynchronous
clock drift lower, then zeros are added to the data flow,
usuall y at intervals determined by the buffer dat.t
capacity. MIN ing Ny idely variant rates from several instru-
ments poses it difficult problem. If each instrument is
provided with it buffer whose size (capacity) is propor-
tional to its data rate, then these buffers may be unloaded
sequentially. However, it is possible for the rate from it
given instrument ;o change as it function of the ► n:ssic n
(trajectory ) profile, fit to requiring it tap ^ h• a ►a-
port speed change, the format for sequential nnloadinq
of the buffers mast change.
A single instr noent \s hie h products it high percentage
of all clatit nta y profitably ttse its own tape transport.
These machines sh ,old be simple in dt • sign and callable
of starting and stoppin ,t; rapidl y in ordur In aeeoo.nwd.tte
bursts of data.
4. A Multi-Instrument Data Acquisition, Storage
and Retrieval System
A science data system is being cleycloped \%hich utilizes
it tape storage scheme capable of acceptinc; dat;t at
various rates from different instrunwnts, and rccordiog
sinntltancously off 	 tracks. Data taps of arbi-
trary length are perntittecl ()if 	 tape. Contimmmts iltili-
zation of the telemetry chimnel on playback is provided
for by buffering the playback. III system, the data is
organized into blocks by acctnnnlating it ill hollers.
When the buffer is frill, the entire Flock is read into the
SCIENCE INSTPUNIENT
Fig. 14. Buffer interlace
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.0=
recorder at a c nstimt rate. lit
	
to accept data con-
tinuously, if required, the buffer system is provided •.vith
interlaced read-in and read-out. For the purpose of
maximum economy in the use of developmental funds,
tvo Mariner C buffers (Ilef, 14) have been employed,
with one buffer available for loading data while the other
unloads onto the tape: machine, Fig. 14 is a logic diagnun
of this system. When the first buffer is full, then their
situations are reversed. These Mariner C buffers are of
the serial loading and unloading, first-in, first-tout type;
and store 1:320 bits each. A pair of buffers weigh 1.15 11;
and have a volume of 36 in.', their power consunoplion is
about 0.511 w per pair at low data rates, increasing linearly
to 1.7 w at IN) kc. As stated previously, one entire buffer
load is recorded co il tinuously at a fixed clock rate. inde-
pendent of the instantaneous or average rate at which
the other buffer acquires data from the scientific :n.siru-
ment. It is intended that data gaps be inserted unto the
tape between the times when one buffer has finished its
read-out, and the other is full y loaded. The length of
these gaps will be an inverse function of the data output
rate from the instrument, averaged over one buffer load.
If there is but a single recorded track, then the recorder
may be stopped between blocks; however, this systerr:
has been engineered to handle several instruments (or
instrument groups) simultaneously and independently on
several tracks. The nun ► ber of tracks v\ hich may he
recorded simultaneously and independently is limited
only by the usual tape an(] head characteristics. It is
assun ► ed that the recorder nr ► y he running continuousl;.
However, provisions have been made for running; the
tape recorder intermittently for single buffer dun ► ps.
During playback, the tracks are played hack one at it
time in sequence. The recorder stops on data gaps; when
it is given a start command, a block of data is read into
a buffer. When the next data gap is reached, the recorder
is stopped by means of a gap detector. This system is
shown in Fig. 15. The gap detector is a device which
looks for recorded data by sensing the data sync
which marks each one or zero. When none is found for it
fixed interval of time (usually several s ync pulses, so as to
allow for accidental data dropout), a gap indication is
given. \Then the buffer issues an indication that it is
empty, the recorder is restarted. Because the machine
will pass over the remainder of the gap before encounter-
ing data, the 1-ap detector nulst be inhibited until the
beginning of the data block is sensed, after which the
gap detector may he "armed." lit two buffers
have been used so that a full one is always available and
INTERRUPT FOR REAL—TIME
TELEMETRY
Fig. 15. Playback control circuits
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ready for telemetry, and the same buffers in the same
logical arrangement are used both for writing data onto
the tape and reading it from the tane. The switchover is
accomplished by logic gating, as shown in Fig. 16. Logic
gates for Buffer B have been omitted in the diagram.
The total cost is one d;cde per and *ate; the logic level
applied to these diodes enables the proper gates for the
record or playback function.
The length of the data gap required between data
blocks is a function of the motor stop-start characteristics.
Data identification should normally he inserted at the
beginning of each data block. A code generated by imple-
menting a suitable binary sequence (pseudonoise) is
presently being used for identification, usually followed
by a reading of a binary clock. Because of the high read-
in rate capability of the buffer (100 kc in the present
model), identification may be inserted between consecu-
ti ,,e words of lower rate sources, without am , loss of data.
if desired, the instnimer,ts control system may command
a partially loaded buffer to be duniped into the recorder
at the end of some basic instrument data fr.une, scar., or
other operating interval. The remainder of the recorded
data block is filled out with zeros. Techniques for han-
dling variable: word iength are under consideration.
Fig. 17 is a functional diagram of a data-conditioning
system which may be inserted between the instrument
and the buffer. The pulse width cimverter is an approach
to analog to digital conversion used on lfariner C f lief.
15). it permits pulse signals to becoupled from the instri-
ment electronics into the data system, avoiding analog
ground-loop problems.
Fig. 16. Dual use of buffers for record and playback
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5. System Characteristics
Sufficient developmental work has been coinipleted to
demonstrate the feasibility of a system haying the fol-
lowing characteristics:
Data may he accepted from several different data
sources for independent recording on separate data tracks.
The record tape velocity is d0crmitied by the instrument
which produces the highest data rate (averaged over one
hnffer load). More than one parallel track may he used
if this rate is twice or more higher than the next highest
rate instrument.
Lower data rates from other instruments are accommo-
dated by :aflowirig proportionatel y larger gaps between
ditta blocks. Qoicscent iutervids in the insti-timent opera-
tion are accompanied by data ,gaps on the tape. All gaps
are removed by buffered playback.
Data identific ation is inserted %vhenever required, and
nonsy nchrnnou, operation is accomin( uted by accunni-
lating the data into blocks by means of buffers and by
alloy ing the instrument to command the transposition of
the buffer from the read-in to the read-out (recording)
mode.
'I he playback of recorded data may be interrupted for
the playback of real- tinic spacecraft ;performance data or
science data ;,t all y time simply by interrupting the
telemetry hit sy nc to the system, However, one \sonld
prefer to wait until the end of the current data block so
that all data will be identified .n whole blocks.
The data tracks (rep: esenting the various instruments)
may he played hack in any order. A control system which
could repeat the playback of some of the tracks on a
priority basis would not he difficult to mechanize.
The playback of data will be automatically accom-
plished at any telemetry hit sync rate supplied, tip to the
basic playback speed of the recorder (about 2 ke in the
system constructed). This characteristic is particularly
useful in spacecraft system testing. A two-week playback
at 8i.^ bits/sec may be compressed to less than 2 hr.
6. Construction Progress
A breadboard system has been constriieted. The
tape transport used is it reel-to-reel recorder emple,ying
the isoelastic drive principle. This transport has been
previously reported in Ref. 16. Fig. 7 in Ref. 16 (p. 225)
is it photograph of the transport used. It weighs 2 lb,
10 oz (without electronics), contains 5(X) ft of 0.25-in.
tape, and has passed Afuritivr C-level type-approval tests.
Automatic rewind has been incorpxri ted in the control
system. Tape speed may be varied by a factor of 8:1 by
Changing the motor drive frequency. Speeds used in tests
are 15 and 15/8 ips for record, and 15/8 ips for playback.
At this pla yback speed, the (1-ita gap required for play-
back start-stop is less than 0.1 in. Recording at 1000
hits/in., a data block of 1300 hits is 1.3 in. Record ;uul
playback electronics pro\ ide for recording in NRZ for-
mat. Only one track has h-;en mechanized, although the
head is it 4-track unit. A trap de • cctoi and motor control
circuits are included. I he s ystem has been tested with
the dual use of it single pair of buffers as shown in Fig. 16.
The data source is a simple pattern generator. Provision
was made for reducing the block length well below the
1320-hit ma.-Jim n for testing purposes. In this manner,
the transport niay be caused to go through it more fre-
quent succession of stop-starts; a procedure useful for
accelerated life testing.
The cltetrical transposition of t1w buffers is com-
manded by counting the number of data words or bits
with it coun ►er. The buffers are currently bring
modified so as to bring out an indication of the buffer-full
condition. It is intended that this condition be able to
command the buffer transposition.
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7. Future Work
Development is recommended in the following areas
in approximately the order indicated:
(1) A track switching system. Common playback data
circuits will be used to the extent possible.
(2)A playback sync circuit which will provide sync
over a small interval of tape data dropout.
(3) A data identification system which pan read pscuclo-
noise and/or spacecraft time into any data channel
upon demand.
(4)The jktckaging of a flight-wortliv prototype system.
(5) De-skewi;ig circuits for the sinnilt;uu'ons pla'VIMA_
of several tricks, for use in instances % here parallel
recording is necessary in order to niect a high
record data rate. Otherwise, the pla } back of one
!rack at a time requires the use of a gromid systcin
which can reorder the data hits. -1'his situation is
not necessarily serious, but warrants invosti.gation,
(6) Provision for variable block length.
(7)The ability to search for data blocks by nu vans of
addressing.
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XIV. Chemistry
A. Effects of Ultrahigh `vacuum on
Three Types of Microorganisms
P. J. Geiger, F. A. Morelli, nd H. P. Conrow
Interest in the effects of ult rahigh vacuum on micro-
organisms has stemmed directly from implications to
space exploration in recent year%. The vacuum of inter-
planeta.,, space is one of the important parameters to be
considered in designing spacecraft and materials for
spacecraft. In addition, it is vital to know whether ex-
treme vacuums will be important microbiologically where
travel of microorganisms from Earth to anotber planet
might be detrimental to studies of indigenous life. Expe-
rience with culture collections seems to show that at least
a nomii,al vacuum (150 u) is necessary for the best pres-
ervation (Ref. 1). E , i)osure to an ultrahigh vacuum of at
least 1 0- 10 torr, however, might pre, .,. wv different resL:cs.
Prince and Bakanauskas (Ref. 2) and Prince (Ref. 3)
described experiments that indicated freeze-dried spores
of Aspergillu.s niger, A. flavus, Bacillus -mbtilis var. niger
and B. mycoides retained some degree of viability for
31.5 days at ambient temperature in vacuums ranging
from 10 ; to 5 X 10 - torr.
Portner, t al. (Ref. 4) exposed B. vubtiUv var. niger,
A. Fumigatus, and 11 ycobacterium smegrnatis to ultrahigh
vacuum for 5 days at ambient temperature. At 5 clays the
system indicated 3.6 X 10- 1 " torr. Recovery of B. svbtilis
var. niger spores and A. f umii;atus spores was not signifi-
cantly different from that of control samples assayed at
the start of the experiment after drying over calcium
sulfate. M. vme9matis recovery, however, was only 33%
of that of the control sample. It was concluded that these
microorganisms would survive the vacuum of oute r space.
Brueschke, Suess, and Willard (Ref. 5; carried out a
qualitative study of the survival of spores of B. -subtilis,
A. niger. A. terretts. and Penicillium citrinum at very low
pressures. Watcr suspensions of the spores of these organ-
isms were m. xed and dried directly in tubes attached to
a manifold sealed to a high-vacuum system. After 10 days
the pressure had reached S X 10-" torr, and a tube was
removed at that time. P. citrinum was not recovered from
this tube, but all the ethers survived. A second tube was
sealed off after 30 days of pumping, at which time the
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systems had dropped to 1.2 X 10 ' tor?. No microorgan-
isnus were recovered at this tune or later. It was surmised
that the organisms which were used would be killed at
1.2 X 10 ' torr within 30 days.
Mort-IF, I chiner, and Stcril?ridge (Refs. 6 and 7), on
the othc; hand, showed tha, about one-half of the B. s-ub-
tilis var. niger spores survive(] .35 days of exposure at
10 " torr at room temperature. Control preparations in air,
nitrogen, and a vacuum of R X 10 ' torr gave comparable
results; spores in argon and carbon dioxide atmospheres
yielded somewhat lower counts.
Davis, Silverman, and Keller (Ref. 8) in a series of
studies have sought to determine the combined effects
of ultrahigh vacuum and temperature on the viability of
some spores and soil organisms. Considerably fewer
spores of B. stearothermophilus, B. megaterium, and
Ow-tridium sporogenes were recovered than were spores
of B. subtilis var. niger and A. ?tiger after 4 to 5 days at
53 and 60°C and 10- „ to 5 X 10' torr. There were no
significant differences in the recoveries of these five
organisms after exposure to 2.5 and -190`C in vacuum.
B. subtilis var. niger spores apparently were killed after
retention at 90°C and 10 ' to 6 X 10 " torr for several
days, but 10' out of an initial 10" spores survived 90°C
and ahnw pheric pressure for the same period. Molds and
actinomvicetes in soil .very particularly resistant up to
69°C in vacuum, and actinomycetes were recovered even
after exposure to 120°C.
The work reported here, which considers the effects of
ultrahigh vacuum at 25°C on three widely differing types
of microorganisms, was carried out in an attempt to
expose these microorganisms to a better vacuum for a
longer period than had thus far been achieved. The
results are therefore made snore meaningful in relation
to space exploration.
1. Experimental
a. ]Microorganisms. B. subtilis var. niger spores were
prepared according to the method of Davis, Silvennan,
and Keller (Ref. 8). A mature culture of Mycobacterium
phlei was harvested from: glycerol agar i ATCC), and cell
clunips were broken tip by homogenization in a solution
(0.4 g/liter) of Txveen 80 (Difco Laboratories, Inc.,
Detroit, Michigan) for 5 min in a high-speed homogenizer
(Virtis, Gardiner, New York). Subsequent microscopic
examtin,ttion revealed that the cells were well separated
and essentially Free from clumping. Aspergillus niger
spores xverc harvested front 	 Soy Agar (1313L),
washed with water, and placed in water suspension just
before use.
Water suspensions of all three organisms were placed
in aluminum combustion boats (Coleman Instruments,
Inc., Maywood, Illinois) and were dried under vacuum
over calcium sulfate the day before use. The numbers of
viable organisms were counted by the standard plate
couni method both at the time of drying and subsequently
in order to assay recovery daring the actual experiment.
The three organisms used were selected because they:
(1) are highly resistant to drying, (2) represent three
greatly different genera, and (3) are widely distributed
in nature.
b. Ultrahigh vacuum system. To achieve the best ultra-
high vacuum obtainable from a glass (Corning Class
Works 7740) system, baking at high temperature is neces-
sary. The system we employed in this work is illustrated
in Fig. 1. It was designed so that baking could be accom-
plished with heating tapes during pumping and with the
samples of microorganisms in place. All of the system
beyond the trap hi the diffusion pump seas baked for
1 wk at about 300°C.
The total volume of the system was small, and the re-
movable sample tubes permitted its to protect the micro-
organisms by cooling with damp wicks during baking.
Also, duplicate samples could be taken off for assay of
viability at discrete intervals.
BAYARD-ALPERT GAGE
REDHEAD GAGE
ii^IllU
	 ^	 UUUU
N^\-2-10er SAMPLE
THIN GOLD LAYER
	
COMPARTMENT WITH
REMOVABLE TUBES
LITRAP NITROGEN
	 IIJ I II^LTRAPSNITROGEN
MECHANICAL FOREPUMP^'-" 	 ` T HRFE - STAGE,
80-I it er / sec,
MERCURY DIFFUSION PUMP
Fig. 1. System for exposing microorganisms to
ultrahigh vacuum
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In order to assure the best possible exposure to ultra-
high vacuum, the aluminum boats %with their samples
were moved into the horizontal arms of the chamber after
the system had been baked. Tl,s was acco •nplished by
attaching bits of iron wire to each boat and then moving
the boats magnetically. The boats were then moved hack
into individual vertical tubes when the tubes were to be
fused off for viability assays.
Two ultrahigh vacuu:n gages, a Bayard-Alpert (Vacuum
Electronics C )rporatton, Long Island, New York) and a
Redhead (National Research Corporation, Cambridge,
Massachusetts), were used for obtaining an accurate
measure of the vacuum as well as for safety. Advantage
was taken of the high pumping speed inherent in the
Redhead gage, as well as its requirement for reading
pressures accurately in the range of 10- 1 " torr and below.
A thin laver of geld was strat"Ovally placed in the
system to keep any mercury vapor boon reaching the
samples during baking and throughout the remainder of
the experiment.
c. Control samples. These samples were prepared as
described, but were exposed to a number of different
conditions for the duration of the experiment: air at
1 ate, nitrogen at 1 atm, air at 50% relative hmuidity.
and a vacuum of 5 X 10 - 1 torr. All control samples except
those at 50% relative humidity were kept (Iry over
calcium sulfate.
2. Results
The performance of the system and the duration of
maintenance of ultrahigh vacuum at about 2.5°C can be
seen in Fig. 2. After baking and oil
	 the
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Fig. 2. Attainment and maintenance of ultrahigh vacuum at 25°C
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tenth clay, the vacuoot reached well into the 10-"-torr
range. Each point oil curve is an average of two
readings taken twice a day for the 13i-day period of
operation. The occasional rises into the 10 '-, and on two
occasions into the 10 '-, torr range represent nlalhutetions
of the system which, except for the last one, were easily
remedied. 7 he curve illustrates the successful average
operation of the system in the range of 10 "' to 4 X 10-1"
torr for it period t h::11 has heretofore been achieved
in such expo rinleuls.
Fig. 3 shows the apparatus as it appeared in actual
operation toward the end ul the experiun • rtt. Only the top
of the diffusion punm can be seen behind the Dewar at
Fig. 3. Ultrahigh vacuum system during the experiment
with ni-merous tubes removed for viability tests
the left, but the ultrahigh vacuum chamber and rrinov-
able sample tubes are clearly shown.
In testing the viability of the microorganisms, sample-
containing boats were removed in duplicate. Each of
these was then plated in duplicate, and, after a sufficient
growth period to ensure the appearance of colonies of
any viable cells, colon y count~ were made b y the stand-
ard plate count utethod.
Fig. 4 illustrates the fate of cells exposed to dr y
 air.
Of all 1.3 X 10 spores of B. subtilis yar. wirer,
onl y
 two colonies were recovered after the first 39 days,
at which time the first tests of viability were performed.
At each tithe of sampling tE reafter, only an occasional
colony or two of B. Yubtili.s appeared. Al. phlei fared
even worse; no colonies front an initial 10'' cells were
recovered at 39 days or subsequently. On the other band,
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A. niger retained viability throughout the experiment.
Of an initial 6 X 10' spores (right ordinate in Figs. 4
through 8), fewer were recovered with each plating, and
the general trend was toward death after a few mont..a
of exposure.
In air at 50% relative humidity, B. s ibtilis spores re-
tained viability after an initial drop in numbers, probably
due to drying from the washed suspension. Fir;. 5 illus-
trates this ability to survive many months and perhaps
indefinitely under these conditions. The curves fer
111. phlei and A. niger, however, indicate an apparent
rapid loss of viability somewhere between 0 and 39 nays.
From this control, neither of the organisms was subse-
quently recovered during the experiment.
The effect of dry
 nitrogen on the three organisms is
clearly shown in Fig. 6. Again, after an initial decrease,
the recoverable numbers of B. subtilis rei: ►ained almost
constant, and viability apparently was preserved for long
periods. Viability of A. niger was also improved; only a
slow decrease in numbers was resident over the 4- ►nu
period of observation. M. phlei again suffered .t complete
loss of viability; one colony appeared in the first sample,
but none were recovered in any of the other samples
assayed thereafter.
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In it moderate vacuum of 5 X 10- :, torr, all organisms
were preserved (Fig. 7), B. subtilis spores were evidently
quite stable, while A. niger spores showed a slow trend
downward just as they did when exposed to dry nitrogen.
A startling difference is apparent in the behavior of
,11. J idei. Although there is some scatter in these data
whrn compared to those from conditions previously de-
scribed, the trend toward increased viability is readily
apparent. These organisms will be preserved perhaps
almost indefinitely by a moderate vacuum.
In ultrahigh vacuum (Fig. 8), the viability of all three
organisms is stabilized. Clearly the curves could be
extended and would indicate viability for many months.
Altliougl^ there appears to be more scatter in the data
for B. sulltilis than was previously observed, nevertheless
the resultant trend seems obvious: ultrahigh vacuum does
not kill the microorganisms selected for the experiment,
but, on the contrary, tends to preserve them, presumably
for an indefinite period.
3. Discussion
In general, the present work is in accord with the
results reported by most other authors working in this
field. Microorganisms apparently retain considerable via-
bility when exposed to ultrahigh vacuum. Such results
have usually referred only to experiments of relatively
short durztion. In addition, the reported vacuums have
been I to 2 orders of magnitude poorer than that achieved
here. Further, we wished to observe in our experiment
not just the survival of microorganisms at the end of a
specified period, but the trends in survival over a long
period of exposure to ultrahigh vacuum. The implica-
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Fig. 7. Effect of vacuum (5 X 10-` Corr) on three types of microorganisms
tions of these results to space exploration seem clear
regarding the attendant problems of contamination and
sterilization.
The results reported here are also in general agreement
Nvith experiences in freeze-drying for the maintenance of
culture cr,!lections. For the most part, a wide range of
microorganisms shows good survivability when freeze-
driFd and stored under vacuum (Ref. 1). Preservation is
frequently best when some colloidal organic substances
(serum albumin) or even certain organi.- molecules (glu-
tamate or sucrose) are present. Viability usually decreases
faster if samples are stored in air rather than in vacuum,
and it decreases at some intermediate rate in nitrogen.
In addition, viability is often best preserved at low tem-
peratures, i.e., 0 to 4°C. Further, it is frequently observed
that an initial drop occurs in viable numbers of organisms
undergoing freeze-drying; then an apparent stabilization
takes place so that further losses may be small. We have
also observ, d this process in the present work.
It is important to note that an initial drop in numbers
of microorganisms may be less significant than the sta-
bility of the remaining viable nuiobers. A survivability
of 0.1 %, for in.stance, may look small; however, consider
that in an initial small sample, which can contain 10"
organisms, 10' would su ►vive.
As a result of the present work, it would seen) that the
proper sterilization of space-craf+should he re-emphasized
if we are to avoid contamination of the planets by terres-
trial organisms. On the other hand, if certain organisms
can exist in ultrahigh vacuum and, as shown in lief, 8, are
uninjured at –• IW'C, it is not too difficult to imagine
that cross contamination of the planets of the solar
system alight already have occurred.
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B. Fluorometric Measurements of
Growth: III. The Interference of
Soil with the Fluorescence
of Proteins in a Neutral
Aq ueous Solution
J. H. Rho
The characteristic fluorescence of proteins is suffi-
ciently sensitive and specific that it has been possible to
utilize it in developing a quantitative assay technique
(Ref. 9). In previous work, both qualitative and quantita-
tive assays of several different proteins and microorgan-
isms were made, and the increase in fluorescence of
consecutive samples of actively growing Escherichiu soli
B (E. soli B) cultures was used as a measure of growth for
this organism (Ref. 10).
A method invol v ing the use of native protein fluores-
cence in intact microorganism:; is very attractive because
of its possible direct application to a quantitativ-, assay
of microorganisms in their natural environment. For a
direct de*ection or a quantitative analysis of micro-
organisms in any natural soil, the effect of soil particle
suspensions on protein fluorescence is of utmost interest,
The presence in a soil suspension of materials which
absorb or scatter a significant proportion of the excitation
or fluorescence radiation will diminish the observed fluo-
rescence. Any other solutes present in the soil suspension
may interact with the fluorescent molecule in such a
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manner as to lower the efllciency and/or lifetime of the
fluorescence process, thus limiting the sensitivity or
reproducibility of an assay procedure.
In the present study, the effect of soil suspensions on
the fluorescence of protein in neutral aqueous solutions
has been studied by adding various concentrations of soils
to two different concentrations of dilute protc in solutions,
as well as a population of E. soli B culture. Increase in
the fluorescence of proteins of consecutive samples taken
from the soil-suspension medium at hourly intervals dur-
ing the grov. th
 period was used as a measure of growth
for this organists. It was then possible to measure the
growth of the organisms in the soil n ►eclimn specifically
by measuring the fnerease of protoplasmic proteins.
1. Experimental
The source of the microorganisms, E. coli B, and the
growth medium used for the organism were described
previously (Ref. 10). The instrumental specifications of
the spectrophotofluorometer were also described in Ref.
10. Bovine serum albumin was obtained from the Sigma
Chemical Company, St. Louis, Missouri. Other chemicals
were reagent grade. The soil samples used were sandy
soils collected from the surface ('a in.) of the Colorado
Desert, Riverside County, Thermal, California.
2. Results
a. The interference of soil with the fluorescence of bo-
vine serum albumin solutions. The fluorescence-emission
spectrum of 10- 1 % bovine serum albumin solution in
0.051f phosphate buffer was determined by excitation
with radiation of 280 -mµ wavelength. A typical fluores-
cence spectrum of this solution is shown in Fig. 9(a),
which displays the fluorescence spectrum characteristic
of the amino acid tryptophan, with a maximum around
350 mµ. The addition of 1 mg of ignited soil (800°C for
24 hr) to 1 ml of this protein solution caused considerable
distortion of the spectrum, as shown in Fig. 9(b). As the
concentration of soil was increased the distortion effect
became more severe (Fig. 9c and 9d). The original fluo-
rescence spectrum of protein was recovered after cen-
trifugation at about 500 g for 10 min (Fig. 9e).
On the other hand, the addition of an equivalent amount
of ignited soil to a slightly higher concentration of protein
produced a less severe distortion effect on the original
protein fluorescence spectrum, as shown in Fig. 10 (a
t'. ►rough (1). The addition of 1 mg of soil to it 1-ml volume
(e) SAMPLES (b), (c), AND (d)
AFTER CENTRIFUGATION
0.	 y	 I	 I —
200	 300	 400	 500	 F00	 700	 800
EMISSION WAVL_ENGTH, mµ
Fig. 9. Effect of ignited soil on the fluorescence of
10 '% bovine serum albumin
of 10'% bovine scr un albumin solution did not appre-
ciably change the original fluorescence sp, tnun with a
maximum around '150 ny., although there is it shoulder
around 320 mµ (an indication of light scattering from
colloidal particles in the soil). As more soil was added to
this sointion, the Tyndall effect beca.ne  more prominent
and the spectrum approached that of ignited soil Amu-
(Fig. 10c). The fluorescence spectrum of protein, how-
ever. can clearly be observed with the maximum at
350 inµ, even with the addition of 5 rig of soil/ml of
so —
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Fig. 10. Effect of ignited soil on the fluorescence of 10 '% bovine serum albumin
protein solution. Whcn these samples were centrifuged
A 500 for 111 ruin (1'ig. 10,t' through 100'), the original
finorescence spectr um of protein was restored, although
the fluorescence intensities wvri. • slightly reduced. It was
also noted th.,t not immy light-scattering particles were
left in the sup(-ruatmit solution front ignited soil after
centrifugation at 5t1O	 for )0 ruin (Fit. 10c').
1). The effect of soil on the ,fluorescence of E. coli B.
E. culi 13 cells \\ er(- harvested f rota the. exponential grov,,th
phase, washed with 0.05.11 phosplime buffer, 1)1I 7.0, and
thin made np to a population of 10' cells/ml of the
same buffer for use in the fallowing experiments. The
fl!rorescence-emission spectrum of this population was
determined by excitation with radiation of 280-mµ w. e-
length, a typical curve is shown in Fig. 11(a), which
resembles the fluorescence spectrum of tryptophan-
containing protein and a trees with the author's previous
observations (Ref. 10). To the same E. soli B suspension.
varying amounts of ignited soils were added and the
tubes were shaken thoroughly. The fluorescence spectra
of these samples are shown in Fig. 11(b through f). The
addition of soil up to 1.5 mg/ml did not cause any signifi-
cant distortion cif the original fluorescence spectrum of
118
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Fig. 11. Effect of ignited soil on the fluorescence of E. coli
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E coli l3, although the fluorescence intensities of these
samples were reduced progressively as the concentration
of added soil was increased. At a concentration of soil
above 2 nig/nil. however, a definite soil-scatter i ng shoul-
d:r began to appear around 320 inn. upon centrifugation
ai 100 ,,, for 5 ntin (Fig. l la' through IIf". the original
fluorescence ;pectia reappeared, as in experiments with
10- , % bovine serum albumin samples.
c. Protein assey in natural soil samples. Since the
fluoronietric assay of protein in a soil -suspecisio_i medium
appeared feasible. a direo determination of protein
and/or microorganisms in natural soil was attempted.
First, 50 mg of sandy soil codected f -out the surface
0 in.) of the Colortdu Desert was suspended in 1 nil of
glass-distilled water, and its fluorescence-emission spec-
trum %vas determined by excitation as before. The same
sample was then subjected to a slight centrifugation at
50 g for 5 n.in. The supernatant was removed, and its
fit oreseence-emission spectrum was determined in the
same manner. The supernatant of the latter :ample was
::gain used for a successive treatment, and the fluores-
cence spectrum was similarl y determined. Spectra of the
samples are shown in Fig. 12. As can he seen, the original
sample shows very licde, if any, distinct protein fluores-
cence, whereas soil scattering, which coincides with that
of pure ignited soil, is wu i `e prominent. When this sample
was subjected to further centrifugation, however, a peak
around :350 mµ was retained, whereas + he light-scattering
peak, \\ hich was originallN prominent, diminished con-
siderably in intensity as soil particles gradually precipi-
tated from the samples.
d. Determination of the groicth of E. coli B in a soil-
suspension medium. E. coli B cells were grown in 100 ml
of inorganic medium enriched with glucose as the sole
organic carbon source. To each 250-nil flask containing
this medium, various amounts of both ignited and un-
ignited soils were added together with various sizes of
inocula of E. coli B. The cultures were shaken in it
water bath at 37°C. Aliquots of 2 ml of bacterial suspen-
sion were removed from the culture flasks at hourl y inter-
vals, and the fluorescence intensities of proteins in the
medium were observed. \1 ith an inocnlurn of 10 cells/nil
of medium to which 5 nig/nil of either ignited or un-
ignited soil had been added, no sign of growth was
detected lip to 3 to 4 hr. Beyond this period, however, a
definite shoulder appeared on the scattering peak at
about 350 nu j^ and increased progressively ,us the pc, iod
of growth was prolonged. With a larger inocultim of 10 -
cells/nil of medium to which 2 ing/nil of either ignited
or unignited soil had been added, the fluorescence shout-
(a) 3 mg OF IGNITED SOIL
ao
0L-8
 ^
(t) 50 mg OF SOIL/ml
a	 OF WATER
E 40
0L_
0 80 	 (c) SAMPLE (b) AFTER>:
	
CENTR!c''GATION AT 50g
FOR 5 minZ 40
z
w 0UZEn e0
	 (d) SAMPLE (b) AFTER
w	 CENTRIFUGATION AT 509
0:0	 I	 FOR 10 minD 40:
	
-
0
801	 (2) SAMPLE (b) AFTER
CENTRIFUGATION AT 50 9
40	 I	 FOR 15 min
O i 	 r	 i	 i1,- 	 1	 1	 j
200	 300	 400	 500	 600	 700	 800
EMISSION WAVELENGTH, mj.
Fig. 12. Fluorescence spectra of proteins in sandy
desert soil
der around 350 mµ was observed during the first 2-hr
period of growth. A typical fluorescence spectrum of
these cultures is shown in Fig. 13. In Fig. 13(a), the initial
culture shows no fluorescence shoulder around 350 nits.
whereas the light-scattering peak caused by the soil
particles is prominent. After 2 hr of incubation (Fig. 1:31)),
however, a definite fluorescence shoulder appeared at
350 mµ which can plainly be differcnti:.ted from the
control sample. In a :3' _-hr period of growth, this fluores-
cence peak increased to about 150 times its initial height,
and the light-scattering peak was completely masked
(Fig. 13c). The appearance and behavior of this fluores-
cence maximum closely resemble those of the peaks clue
to protein and E. soli B bacteria in a soil-suspension
medium. Again, for a given concentration of soil par-
ticles, a snore prominent fluorescence peak is observed as
the protein concentration is increased.
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Fig. 13. Growth of E. coli B in a soil-suspension
medium
When the fluorescence maxima of these cultures were
plotted against their growth periods, characteristic
growth curves were obtained. In Fig. 14, two such experi-
ments are presented: (1) from a culture with an inoculum
of 107 cells/ml of medium in which 2 mg/ml of ignited
soil had been added; and (2) the other with an inoculum
of the same size, but with the addition of 2 mg/ml of
unignited soil. In the ignited soil-suspension medium, the
fluorescence intensity of the E. coli B culture increased
slowly for the first 2 hr and then increased exponentially
during the following 2 hr. The rate of increase of the
fluorescence 'ntensity slowed down beyond a growth
EXITATION M mµ
FLUORESCENCF 350 mia
INOCULUM 107 cells/ml
--41-- 2 mg/ml OF
IGNITED SOIL
—O— 2 mg/ml OF
UNIGNITED SOIL
I
i
O^ __O
/
v	 .	 c	 ^	 ^	 p	 O
GROWTH PERIOD, tv
Fig. 14. Characteristic growth curves of E. coli B in
a soil-suspension medium
period of 5 hr. In the second culture containing the un-
ignited soil suspension, the maximum fluorescence inten-
sity was reached much earlier and its height was much
lower. The fluorescence intensity started to increase
sooner with the unignited soil but stopped at 3 1/-- hr,
probably because of strong light scattering and absorp-
tion of both excitation and emission radiation by soil
colloidal particles as well as bacteria. Thus, the sensi-
tivity of fluorescence seems to be inhibited by the pres-
ence of more intact soil colloidal particles in the second
culture, as compared to those in the first culture.
3. Discussion
The quenching of fluorescence may be due to many
causes, both chemical and physical. Besides Rayleigh
scattering of the solvent, the Tyndall scattering from
colloidal particles and the scattering from surfaces of the
container are most frequently the limiting factors in
the sensitivity or reproducibility of this assay procedure.
Scattered light not only distorts fluorescence spectra, but
also decreases the measured fluorescence, since the scat-
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tering surfaces deflect the fluorescent light from the
det ctor as well as deflecting the exciting radiation.
When 1 mg of soil/ml of solution was added to 10-4%
bovine serum albumin solution, the fluorescence spectrum
of protein was seriously distorted, and more or less com-
plete distortion was observed with the addition of 3 mg
of soil to the solution. gince a good recovery of the origi-
nal spectrum was made by precipitation of the soil
colloidal particles, most of the distortion and the diminu-
tion of the fluorescence spectrum may well be acco.anted
for by light scattering from these colloidal particles.
When the fluorophore itself is present in high concen-
tration, as in the 10-3 % solution of protein but only 1 to
3 mg of soil suspension, the colloidal materials should,
of course, be diluted so as to yield little distortion due to
absorption or scattering. This proved to be the case in
these experiments. As ,hown in Fig. 10(a through d), the
same amount of soil ssemed to cause lass distortion and
diminution of the original protein fluorescence spectrum
in 10-3 % protein solution than in 10-4 % protein solution.
A good recovery of the original spectrum after centri-
fugation again indicates that the interference of soil with
protein fluorescence is probably due to light scattering
from the soil particles themselves. Apparently there was
very little chemical quenching, which is due to an inter-
action of the fluorescence molecules with solvent or with
other solutes in such a soil suspension.
In most natural soil samples, the protein or micro-
organisms are present in trace quantities, whereas many
other absorbing or scattering species are present in much
larger amounts. Removal or dilution of such interfering
substances is necessary in order to fluorometrically assay
the compound of interest. In natural sandy desert soil,
which was employed in this study, a light centrifugation
was necessary for detection of the fluorescence from soil
proteins. It was also observed that the proper speed of
centrifugation of lesser aiaounts of the same soil made
the protein fluorescence spectrum appear relatively clear.
Thus, the dilution of materials which absorb or scatter
the excitation or fluorescent radiation is desirable in
order to obtain a maximum signal for a given fluoro-
phore concentration.
Halide ions, heavy metals, and inorganic as well as
organic nitro compounds quench fluorescence (Ref. 11).
The quenching is not random, however, for each instance
is indicative of a fairly specific chemical interaction.
Because of the good recoveries of the fluorescence spec-
trum of protein in aqueous soil suspensions in most sam-
ples, it is doubtful that any significant degree of chemical
interaction occurs between the proteins and other solutes
present in the soil suspensions which might lower the
efficiency of the fluorescence process.
4. Conclusion
The interference of sandy desert -oil with the fluores-
cence of proteins has been studied with dilute solutions
of bovine serum albumin as well as with a population of
E. coli B bacteria. It was found that scattered light from
colloidal particles in the soil not only distorts the fluores-
cence spectra of proteins, but also decreases the meas-
ured fluorescence considerably. It was also learned that,
whey, the protein itself is present in . , 'gh concentration
or the light-scattering colloidal particles are diluted, the
characteristic fluorescence spectra of proteins are made
clearly evident. For these reasons, adequate detection of
protein fluorescence in natural desert soil first required a
slight treatment by centrifugation. The quantitative de-
termination of growth of E. soli B in a soil-suspension
medium was made by measuring the increase of protein
fluorescence intensity of the culture.
We conclude that fluorometric measurement of the
increase of protein in a soil-suspension medium affords a
good means for measuring specific growth of proto-
plasmic proteins of the microorganisms.
C. Many-Electron-Theory Ab-I n itio
Calculation for the Be Atom:
I. Numerical Results and
Discussion'
When the fluorophore itself is of high concentration in
a given solution, of course, the fluorescence spectrum of
the fluorophore should be readily apparent despite the
presence of interfering substances. Growth experiments
were used to illustrate this here. Thus, the protein fluo-
rescence spectrum appeared rather prominent after .about
2 hr of incubation, whereas the initial culture failed to
show any indication of such a spectrum.
M. Geller, H. S. Taylor, and H. B. Levine
In two papers, Sinanogh; (Ref. 12) has developed a
theory for calculating the correlation energy of atoms
and molecules. In this theory, the correlation energy is
'This paper has been submitted for publication in the journal of
Chemical Physics.
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written as a sum of electron-pair correlation energies
plus a remainder. The assumption is made that the re-
mainder is small and can be neglected in calculating the
wave function. This assumption is based primarily on
data obtained from the LCAO-SCF-CI calculations by
Watson (Ref. 13) on Be and by Ebbing (Ref. 14) on LiH.
In this paper, we report the results of a calculation for
the Be atom using Sinanoglu's formulation (Ref. 12). A
detailed discussion of the algebra needed to obtain these
data will be presented in a later paper; however, it seems
worthwhile to make a few statements here about the
mathematical consistency of the formulation, since this
question has recently been raised (Ref. 15). In Eqs. (11)
through (18) of Ref. 12(a), Sinanoglu defines a pair of
operators ei and mii which play important roles in his
theory. The definitions he gives there are, in fact, incon-
sistent. Either one of the definitions is correct, but the
two taken together are not correct. However, in his
subsequent derivation of the correlation energy, he does
not use these inconsistent definitions, but does in fact use
different and correct definitions.
In our calculations, we have used Eqs. (17) and (20)
of Ref. 16 to define the operators e; and m i f . We have
then constructed effective Schr6dinger equations of the
type of Eq. (27) of Ref. 12(b): one for the ls-1s electron
pair, and one for the 2s-2s electron pair. These equations
were solved by variation of the parameters of trial wave
functions. We have not explicitly calculated the inter-
shell ls-2s correlation energy, but instead use the value
given by Kelly (Ref. 17), i.e., 4el,- 2, _ -0.004966 au,
which is based upon perturbation theory.= (Sinanoglu
suggested using perturbation theory for intershell corre-
lation energy.)
The variational pair functions used for the is-1s and
2s-2s correlation calculations were 
uif = Q oii + C, B (i,
where the operator Q orthogonalizes the oii to all the
one-electron-occupied Hartree-Fuck orbitals (see Eq.
37 of Ref. 12b), and B (i, j) is an antisymmetrized prod-
uct of Hartree-Fuck orbitals. (We use the compromise
SCF orbitals given in Ref. 18.) In Eq. (1), the pair corre-
lation function is
s
A7 CK OK (i, t) ® ( i, j),	 (2)
K=2
2Here, and throughout this discussion, we use atomic units (au)
1i=m=e=1; 1 au of energy equals 27.210 ev.
3 Tile notation is that of Refs. 12 and 16.
where
® (1, 2) = 2` [a(1) i8(2) - fl(1) a(2)]
	 (3)
is the two-electron antisymmetric spin function.
The trial two-electron symmetric space functions are
3(1, 2) = 3 exp[ -(r, + r2) z],
U/I
 
-
( 1, 2) = A
	
(r, + r2 ) exp[-(r, + rs) z],
Z ., 1
0' (1, 2) _ it 3 (r, - r2)2 exp [ -(r' + r,) z]'
(4)
and either
Z4
0, (1, 2) _ - 6-' r, 2 exp[ -(r, + r2) z]	 (5P.)
5
0, (1, 2) = z 3` r,r 2 cosy,, exp[-(r, + r2) z],
;5b)
where r;, r2i and rig are the two electron-nucleus and the
electron-electron separations, and cos y,2 -_ (r, - r2)/r,r2.
The five linear coefficients c i and the nonlinear effec-
tive nuclear charge parameter z were adjusted to mini-
mize the pair correlation energies (Refs. 12 and `.$) eii
for both caws. Following minimization, the wave func-
tions are renormalized by setting c, = 1 in each case.
(Such renormalization does not affect the energy.) The
results are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Parameter values and correlation ent rgves
Parameter (1r-1s1- (ls--ls)` 14r-20' 12x206
c, 1 1 1 1
C= - 0.470506 0.022534 0.121151 0.018182
ca - 0.686008 -0.176592 - 1.720671 0.925145
C4 0.071737 0.064263 0.060442 0.125450
ca 0.134633 -0.030282 1.067863 •- 0.320297
(x)` 4.1806 5.3947 0.7513 0.9974
(el J )' - 0.041259 -0.035033 - 0.041960 -0.044072
Kelly" - 0.04212 -0.04212 - 0.04387 - 0.04387
-Eqs. (4) and (410; rls.type eorrelatien term.
'Eqs. (4) and (5b) t P•type correlation term.
ex for minimum go,. 
Walues reported here are to oe.
.Ref. 17.
or
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From Table 1 we see that the lowest energy is ob-
tained by using the r,,-type function (Eq. 5a) for the
1&-Is correlation, but using a p-type function (Eq. 5b)
for the 2s-2s correlation. This may explain the relatively
poor result obtained by Szasz (Ref. 19), since he used
ril-type functions for all of the correlations in his cal-
culation of the energy of the Be atom. It further sug-
gests that the great amount of labor involved in making
calculations using many r i J's simultaneously may not be
worthwhile.
In Table 2. we give the results of another calculation
in which the functions cps, cps, and 4. were omitted. In
this case, we vari fr c,, c6a and x so as to minimize the
energy, and then we renormalized c, to 1 at the end of
the calculation as before. This calculation gives a lower
energy than the 37-configuration wave function of Wat-
s(Y.1 (Ref. 13).
In Table 3 we compare our result for the total energy
with the results of several other calculations. We see that
Table 2. Parameter values and correlation energies
12-term calculation)
raratetH (ls-ls), Iis-la)° (4s-2s)' (2i-4s)s
es 1 1 i 1
cs 0.142016 -0.030618 0.881834 - 0.325190
(z)` 4.3288 5.3721 0.8148 0.9958
(e 4 a - 0.039488 -0.02:889 - 0.037818 --0.042823
,Eq. (so); r,,-typo correlation term.
$'Eq. (5b); P-Mt» correlation term.
-a for minimum a' .
Values reported hen am In au.
Table 3. Pair correlation energies and total energy
Tenn Energy, au
Martree-Fork' - 14.572956
1 s-1 s s -0.041259
2s-2s` - 0.044072
1s-2s4 - 0.004966
Total energy - 14.663253
s:osz` -14.6337
Watson (37-configuration)! - 14.65740
Best 2-term (Table 2) -- 14.660233
Weiss (55-configuration)' - 14.66090
Keilys - 14.66337
Experimental - 14.66745
-Using compromise SCF orbitals of 8ef, 11. 	 .110f. 19.
°Eqs. (4) and (So); r,,-type correlation term.	 18ef.13.
'Eqs. (4) and (5b); P-type correlation tam. 	 eRef. 22.
eRef. 17.
our energy is lower than all of those of previous calcula-
tions, with the exception of the value given by Kelly
(Ref. 17). However, our value does lie within the range
of possible values that he gives; therefore, the two values
may be said to be identical within his computational
uncertainty. Thus it appears that, for Be, the remainder
term involving simultaneous pair correlations is small, as
suggested by Sinanoglu (Ref. 12). This, of course, does
not settle the question as to whether it is small in other
systems.
Some comments are appropriate here. First, one of the
"objectives of the theory" (Ref. 12a) is to use the rii
coordinate in an N-electron problem. Szasz has shown
(Ref. 20) that this can be done without the Sinanoglu
theory, although very difficult integrals appear. Unfor-
tunately, difficult integrals (in fact, many of the same
integrals as in the Szasz theory) occur in the Sinanoglu
theory: the correlation potential mil contains permuta-
tion operators which, when acting upon u i t (ri l), give
rise to three-electron integrals (Ref. 21). (This point will
be discussed in more detail in a later paper.)
Second, much computational difficulty is introduced
by the necessity of orthogonalizing each 'iii to all the
occupied Hartree-Fork orbitals, i.e., by the requirement
that the operator Q must appear in Eq. (1). For example,
in the above Be calculation, the 4 terms of 0 1s_,a become
36 terms in Qois
-ts• For atoms or molecules with N > 4,
this extra work, plus that of the above-mentioned mul-
tiple-rii
 integrals, might readily get out of hand. But it is
just for the case N > 4 that the theory would be sig-
nificant.
Third, some theoretical problems arise upon extension
of the theory to larger systems. The total wave function
must be an eigenfunction of S' and either L' for atoms
or some lower symmetry group for molecules. We leave
previously discussed the spin problem (Ref. 16). For Be,
the angular momentum problem is trivial (the pair corre-
lation functions must depend upon ri , rl, and ri f, but not
upon other electron coordinates). For larger systems, this
problem, or the corresponding symmetry problem it
molecules, may not be trivial, and in any case has not
yet been solved. Further consideration of this point is
warranted.
Fourth, the double-excitation concept, which forms the
foundation of the theory, is based upon the use of a
spin-free Hamiltonian and the eigenfunction of S' and
L' (for atoms) or a lower symmetry group (for mole-
cules). (This assumes that one has clarified or extended
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the theory, as indicated previously.) Such a procedure is
only valid for real systems where the spin interactions
are weak, e.g., when L—S ecupling applies in atoms.
In such a case, the spin intemetions can be handled by
perturbation theory after the analysis of the spin-free
problem is completed. However, as is well-known for
heavy atoms, the L—S coupling scheme is unsuitable, and
one must use the j—j coupling scheme. In such a case, the
relative importance of double excitations may be. drastic-
ally different, so that the theory may fail even as a con-
cept, quite aside from its computational difficulty.
Finally, the question of the magnitude and sign of the
remainder term in the correlation energy must be dis-
cussed. In our calculation, we have taken the total energy
to be the sum of the Hartree-Fuck energy plus the pair
correlation energies. Thus, the numerical results indicate
that the remainder is negligible for Be. In general,
Sinanoglu (Ref. 12) suggests calculating the remainder
from the pair functions obtained by first ignoring it. It
would be much more satisfactory if one could make a
definitive statement about the sign of the remainder
term. In particular, if it could be shown that it is nega-
tive, either in general or in specific cases, then Sinanoglu's
approximate energy expression
E = E„r• + F. 'Ili, 	 (6)
i<J
would be an upper bound to the true energy in the usual
sense of the Rayleigh-Ritz variation principle. If the re-
mainder term is not negative, some care will be needed
in interpreting the energy in Eq. (6). Further work in
this area is obviously necessary.
In conclusion, we have shown that the Sinanoglu
theory is consistent in that it gives an excellent numerical
result for the Be atom. A number of problems and open
questions which call for resolution have been stated. The
present situation is that there is considerable hope for
the "many-electron theory," but that matters are less
clear than was originally suggested. A paper outlining
pertinent mathematical details will be presented in the
near future.
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XV. Fluid Physics
A. The Structure of a Supersonic,
Low-Density, Free Jet
H. 1. Ashkenas
The underexpanded supersonic jet has been a subject
of interest to low-density wind tunnel operators since
Sherman (Ref. 1) suggested the possibility of using such
a jet in place of a conventional nozzle in order to avoid
the low-density nozzle boundary -layer problem. Stimu-
lated by Sherman's suggestion, an attempt has been
made to evaluate the flow parameters in a supersonic,
low-density, free jet by means of extensive pitot-tube
surveys.
1. Apparatus and /Methods
The experiments were performed in Leg I of the JPL
Loan-Density Gas Dynamics Facility (a conventioroil
wind tunnel operated by three oil -cliffusion-ejector pumps
having a total capacity of approximately 10' liters/sec
at 10-3 torr). The tunnel has been described previously
(Ref. 2). The jet which was studied issued from an ori-
floe formed by a %-in. D square-edged hole machined
in a 0010-in.-thick stainless-steel orifice plate.
Pitot pressure measurements were made using exter-
nally chamfered pitot tubes in conjunction with an
unbonded-strain-gage-diaphragm pressure transducer.
The geometry of the tubes was similar, namely,
(1) 10-deg external chamfer.
(2)Ratio of OD to ID + 1.25.
(3)Ratio of length to outside radius a- 100.
The primary problem to be faced in this experiment
was that of deducing picot-tube corrections which would
be applicable to the low-density, high M (Mach num-
ber) flow that exists in the jet. The solution adopted was
as follows:
The pitot tube corrections noted in Ref. 3 (which were
obtained in a conventional low-density nozzle flow at
M = 4) were used as a starting point for a bootstrap
procedure using three geometrically similar pitot tubes;
the small region in the underexpanded free jet between
3.5 ^ M -4 4.5 was systematically covered with these
three pitot tubes at stagnation pressures ranging from
0.1 to 7.0 torn. From these measurements, in addition to
the pitot-tube correction curve, the data shown in Fig. 1
were obtained. Fig. 1 compares the measured axial M
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with the method-of-characteristics calculation of Owen
and Thornhill (Ref. 4). It is noted that, for the low.
density flows under consideration here, a small but defi-
nite reduction in effective orifice diameter is required in
order that the measured M distribution coincide with
that of Owen and Thornhill.
1 1.04
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1.02
1.01
s
os
_	 t0	 2	 4	 6	 101	 2	 4	 i	 1
STAGNATION PRESSURE, mm DC-20o
Fig. 1. Relationship betweten measured M and
Owen an* Thomhill solution
Thus, using the Owen and Thornhill distribution, it is
possible to calibrate pitot tubes over the entire range of
M's available in the jet. In the present case, due to the
limited pressure ratio across the orifice (p,/p: P- 120,
where p, and ps are the stagnation chamber and test
chamber pressures, ri spt , #ively), the maximum attain-
able M before the first Mach disk is felt is of the order
of 7. The pitot-tube correc.ion curves obtained in this
manner are shown in Fig. 2. Note that these curves were
obtained for integer M's; ling interpolation between
curves was used in reducing data for non-integer M's.
Z. Rosuih and Discussion
The pitot-tube corrections having been obtained, it
was then possible to survey the jet in a radial direction
and obtain off-axis M data. It will be noted in Fig. 2
that .the pitot-tube corrections to be applied can be as
large as 300%; i.e., the pitot pressure sensed by the tube
is 3 times greater than the ideal value. Such corrections
am applied with some apron on the part of the
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Fig. 2. Fitot-tube ceirrm0 es
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author. In order to allay some of the fears attendant to
such a procedure, Fig. 3 is presented. Here, the axial
gradient computed by Owen and Thornhill is again
compared With the measured value:, the measured data
being based on the interpolation of the correction curves
shown in Fig, L To be sure, Fig, 3 merely ineumies that
internal consistency has been maintained, but, in the face
of 200 to 300% corrections, this in itself is worthy of
note.
A sampling of the data is shown in Fig. 4, where radial
M distributions for the jet in question, at a stagnation
i
4
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1
r	 4
AM 9L 01>iTA= FROM DRIFICE (#4ff)
S. Gentedbw doe esmpertxd with Owen and
Tho"In solution
_T 0
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CURVES CALCULATED USING
SWRMAN APPROXIMATION (REF 1)
0, j02 •121
^ 01 - I04 brr
100, -T36
Doff 	 0. T" is
flip - 513
as	 r.o
	 r.s
RADIAL DISTANCE FROM AT AXIS. In.
Fig. 4. led M distribution
pressure of 1.04 torn, are drawn. A6o in Fig. 4, for com-
parison purposes, M distributions are presented which
were computed from Sherman's (Ref. S) analytic approx.
imation to the characteristics solutilon for the free jet.
Considering the appruak=d ms made in the arwhiis,
together with the magnitude of the corrc•etkms applied
to the experinxiftl data, the agreepwnt shown in Fig. 4
is remarkable. It is noted that agreement is best. (1} on
the axis of the let, where both the anatysb anal experi-
to.-nt reflect the full chanaeristics solution, and (2) at the
downstream stag, where the amlytical approxima-
tions are likely to be most valid and where the piw-,tube
data do not suffer from the elieets of large c owstream
M gradients.
The departures of the rterts from the cakes
fated curves apparently do not result from any shortcom-
ing of the self-similarityapp aaticm; the characteristics
solution shows the same gelsseral trend. Rather, it is feh
that at the low densities under considerati, the irnflkn-
ence of the viscous n glons ~ tend to extend into the
flow flekl to a greater degree than that anticipated by
the analytical odutiort.
B. The Flow Between a Rotating
Disk and a Coaxial,
Stationary Disk
T. MOXWWtitr
It has been observed tlsat, when a tank of water is
rowed, the eonteats eventually come to a state of solid-
body rotati. When a statioinary disk is then placed into
such $ow, one might initially believe that the boundary
layer f coned on the plate can be determined from the
solutions of Mack (Refs. fl and 7) for a boundary layer
with solid-body ester flow. However, such layers have
one unique femme which is ring in eanveoiatsl
boundary-Mayer sahrtio s. The boundary layer, 	 of
acting as a silk for the outer Bow, actually injects sow
of its fluid into the oatexr Bow. This fluid, with its owes
angular* momenh=6 must aher the stature of the outer
Bow in a very drastic way. Previous theoretic-Al work by
Aatchelar (Ref. 8) and Stewartson (Ref. 9) on dow be-
tween infinite disim brought to hglrt a difficulty in deed-
ing the extact native of this eater flow. I^attce and Rogers
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Fig. S. Polar diagram of tangential angular velocity
profile vs radial distance
(Ref. 10) with a very complete numerical solution have
found that the external flow should rotate at about one-
third of the angular velocity ^f the rotating wall.
The present experimental study is the first of several
to investigate the nature of such interactions; initially we
wish to observe the modification to the outer flow.
A long cylinder filled with water is rotated at constant
speed, with a stationary disk placed in the flow at the
open end of the tube. A thin platinum wire attached to
• micrometer traversing mechanism is stretched across
• diameter of the stationary plate. Short duration, 50-v
pulses are supplied to the wire by a high voltage,
Schmitt trigger circuit. During each pulse, hydrogen
bubbles are formed on the wire by electrolysis, and
these are swept off by the flow to mark a line of fluid
particles at a given time. By photographing this line of
particles a short time later, direct knowledge of the
tangential velocity profile can be obtained.
Fig. 5 shows a typical tangential velocity profile when
the wire is approximately 10 boundary-layer thicknesses
from the stationary wall. It is one of the unique charac-
teristics of rotating flows that motions perpendicular to
the axis of rotation tend to be suppressed, so that only
flow along vortex lines can take place easily. Such a
restriction means that flows tend to depend only on the
radial coordinate, and not on the coordinate in the direc-
tion of the axis of rotation. This characteristic can be
seen in the present flows, for the flow profiles are found
to be independent of the axial coordinate until the end-
wall boundary layers are reached.
The dependence of the angular velocity of the central
solid-body rotation on the speed of rotation of the tank
is shown in Fig. 6. Note that these values are very close
to the value obtained by Lance and Rogers for high-
Reynolds-number flows. Any difference is due mainly to
the presence of the cylindrical tube wall, which also
diffuses vorticity into the central region and causes the
outer flow to be something other than a pure solid-body
rotation.
C. The Stability of the Compressible
Laminar Boundary layer Accord-
ing to a Direct Numerical
Solution, Part V
L. M. Mack
In previous issues of SPS, Vol. IV, neutral stability
curves and a few contours of constant c i (ci = the im-
aginary part of the complex disturbance velocity, with
ci = 0 being the contour of neutral stability) have been
presented at various Mach numbers. In this discussion
these previous results will be used to compute the over-
all amplification in the boundary layer of a disturbance
of given frequency as it progresses in the (downstream)
x-direction.
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The linearized stability theory is concerned with the
time behavior of a disturbance in a boundary layer (more
exactly, a parallel flow) that does not vary with time.
The disturbance is presented by
Q (x, y, t) = ft) exp[i a (x — ct)],	 (1)
where x, y are the space coordinates, t, the time, Q, any
flow quantity, a, the wave number, and c, the (complex)
wave velocity. All quantities are dimensionless. Th..re-
fore, the disturbance is a sine wave in x that moves in the
positive x-direction with speed c,. The time behavior of
the disturbance amplitude is represented by the factor
exp(acit). - U picture can be converted into boundary-
layer terms by considering a disturbance in the boundary
layer to act at a given x as if it were in a parallel flow
with the same velocity and temperature profiles as the
boundary layer possesses at that particular x. The local
rate of amplification with respect to x can be obtained
from the time rate of amplification of the theory by
making the transformation
where an * refers to a dimensional quantity. Here the
phase velocity is used, rather than the more exact group
velocity (Ref. 11), for the sake of simplicity.
The derivation of a formula for the amplitude of a
disturbance at any x-distance follows directly from Eq.
(1). The amplitude of the disturbance (at some particular
value of y) at time t* is
A = Q (y) ( exp(a*c* t*) .	 (3)
The time rate of amplification is
d
= a* c* A.	 (4)
The simple form of this result is a consequence of the
assumption that ail of the quantities in Eq. (3) are inde-
pendent of time. The fact that this assumption does not
correspond directly to a boundary layer leads to consid-
erable difficulties when a comparison is attempted be-
tween experimental and theoretical amplifications (Ref.
12). Integration of Eq. (4) yields
A
A, = exp f c* c* dt*	 (5)l
Eq. (5) gives the growth of the disturbance amplitude
from time t* to time t*. Eq. (2) can now be used
to convert Eq. (5) from an integration with respect
to time to an integration with respect to distance.
From the definitions of the dimensionless quantities,
C,*,	 c*	 2„x* 1
Ci
where U* is the free-stream velocity, a* is the wave-
length, and R is the square root of R, (the x-Reynolds
number), Eq. (5) can be written
A
= exp C2 fR cr' dR .	 (7)
,
The right-hand side of Eq. (7) is evaluated by the
following simple procedure. From a plot of #v/U2 (the
dimensionless frequency, with v = the kinematic vis-
cosity) versus Reynolds number, the values of R at the
intersection points of the chosen frequency with the
contours of c i
 = constant are read off. Then, from plots
of a versus R and c, versus R, the corresponding values
of a and c, at the intersection points are obtained and
aci/c, can be computed. In this manner, a plot of
aci/c, versus R can be constructed for several values of
,8v/U2. Such a plot is shown in Fig. 7 for M, = 3.8 and
5.8. The area under a particular c^irve up to a Reynolds
(a) MI=3.8 0.30
0r/	 i 10 •0.60
0.15
0.40
0.80
(D) M1. 5.8	 1.5
0r1U2 X104=2.0 —
1.07
Ai
0.4
0.2
0	 500	 1000	 1500	 2000	 2500
REYNOLDS NUMBER R
Fig. 7. local rate of amplification vs Reynolds number
for several values of dimensionless frequency at
M, = 3.8 and 5.8
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number R, when used in Eq. (7), then yields the ratio
of the disturbance amplitude at that R to its amplitude
at the lower branch of the neutral curve. If the chosen
value of R is downstream of the upper branch of the
neutral-stability curve, then Eq. (7) yields the maximum
amplification of the disturbance. The actual amplification
at R would be smaller because of the damping region
between the upper branch and R.
Perhaps the result of greatest interest is the frequency
response of the boundary layer at a given Reynolds
number, i.e., a curve of amplitude ratio versus fre-
quency at a fixed R. The frequency-response curve is
obtained by measuring the areas under each of the local
amplification-rate curves of Fig. _i_ (a or b) at a given R.
From this frequency-response curve, it is easy to read off
the maximum amplification that can be obtained at the
Reynolds number of the curve and also the disturbance
frequency that results in the maximum amplification.
Four response curves at M, = 3.8 and four curves at
M, = 5.8 are given in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. For
comparison, the two response curves computed by Lees
(Ref. 11) at M, = 0.7 are given in Fig. 10.
Observations contenting the results
(1) The over-all amplification at M, = 3.8 is much
less than that at M, = 0.7. This difference is a result of
s
R=2500
4
2000
2
1500
1000
I 6T—	 0.2	 0.3	 0.4	 0.5	 0.6	 0.7	 0.6
DIMENSIONLESS FREQUENCY, 0r,U 2 x 104
Fig. 8. Amplitude ratio vs dimensionless frequency for
four Reynolds numbers at M, = 3.8
the much smaller maximum value of ac; at M, = 3.8
than at M, = 0.7. At the intermediate Mach number
of 2.2, computations not presented here show that ec;
is even smaller than at M, = 3.8, with a maximum am-
plitude ratio at R = 2500 of only 1.28.
(2) At M, = 5.8, the maximum amplification increases
sharply from the levels found at M, = 3.8. This increase
results from the presence of a second instability region
(Ref. 13), in which the maximum value of ac; is larger
;han in the instability region that corresponds to the
region known at lower Mach numbers. For instance, at
R = 1500 (R., = 2.25 X W), the maximum amplification
at M, = 5.8 is about 20, compared to only 1.8 at
M, = 3.8 and to 620 at M, = 0.7.
(3) At R = 1500 and with a R.Win. of 10°, the fre-
quency for maximum amplification is about 4500 cps at
M, = 0.7, 24,000 cps at M, = 3.8, and 42,000 cps at
M, = 5.8.
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Fig. 9. Amplitude ratio vs dimensionless frequency for
four Reynolds numbers at M, = 5.8
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M, = 5 the second instability region becomes of impor-
tance and there is a rapid increase in instability.
= 1500
Q
C;
a
WO
a
a
i
	 1	 1	 1050
O	 0.1	 0.2	 0.3	 04	 0.5	 0.6
DIMENSIONLESS FREQUENCY, 0.10 x 104
Fig. 10. Amplitude ratio vs dimensionless frequency for
two Reynolds numbers at M, = 0.7 (Ref. 11)
(4) The above results indicate that the boundary layer
is most stable somewhere around M, = 2.5. The insta-
bility increases slowly with Mach number until near
(5) When assessing the implication of these results for
the transition problem, it must be kept in mind that the
actual spectrum of the boundary,layer disturbances at a
given & depends not only on their magnitude before
amplification, but also on their spectrum before amplifi-
cation. For instance, if at M, = 5.8 there is negligible
energy present at 42,000 cps compared to that present
at lower frequencies, then 42,000 cps loses its importance
as a trigger for the transition process even though it is
the most highly amplified frequency.
(6) The experimental evidence concerning transition in
a supersonic wind tunnel shows that the transition Rey-
nolds number first decreases with increasing Mach num-
ber up to about M, = 3.5 and then increases. Also, the
laminar boundary layer becomes increasingly hard to
trip with increasing Mach number. A typical result is
that the transition Reynolds number measured on a
model with turbulent boundary layers on the tunnel side
walls is about 1.5 X 10" at M, = 3.8. On the other hand,
when the tunnel is run at low pressure so that the tunnel
side walls have laminar boundary layers, the x-Reynolds
number of the side-wall boundary layer, as measured
from the tunnel throat, is 25 X 10".
(7) All of the results strongly illustrate the fact that
almost nothing of a fundamental nature is known about
the mechanism of transition at supersonic Mach num-
bers, the influence of external disturbances such as sound
radiation, and the relationship, if any between laminar
instability and transition.
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XVI. Physics
t
A. Rocket Measurement of Nitric
Oxide in the Upper Atmosphere'
C. A. Barth
The identification of the nitric oxide gamma bands in
the ultraviolet dayglow of the Earth was presented in
Ref. 1. This discussion gives the results of the analysis
of 16 of the spectral scans obtained during the flight of
the NASA Aerobee 4.85. The distribution of nitric oxide
in the upper atmosphere between 75 and 125 km is ob-
tained from these spectra.
The trajectory of the rocket is presented in Fig. 1. The
rocket reached an apogee of 184 km at 230 sec. The
arrows on the trajectory show the attitude of the rocket
and, hence, the zenith angle of the direction that the
ultraviolet spectrometer observed throughout the flight.
This angle was 9 deg at 63 sec when observations were
begun, 3 deg at 100 sec, 9 deg again at 147 sec, 30 deg
at 191 sec, 60 deg at 250 sec, 90 deg at 310 sec, and 120
deg at 373 sec. The Sun was at a 60-deg zenith angle
and a 200-deg azimuth angle throughout these observa-
tions. The rocket azimuth angle was 170 deg.
'These results were presented at the Fifth International Space
Science Symposium of COSPAR, Florence, Italy, May 12-20,
1984.
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Fig. 1. Rocket trajectory
Five successive spectra obtained between 76 and 114
Ian during the ascent are given in Fig. 2. The altitude
and zenith angle are given for each scan. The portion
of the scan that is shown is from 1950 to 2650 A. The
spectra were obtained at 10-A resolution at a scan rate
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Fig. 2. Ultraviolet spectral scans obtained during the 	 Fig. 3. Ultraviolet spectral scans obtained during
ascent at a 10-A resolution and a 1000-A/sec	 observations of the horizon at a 10-A resolution
scan rate	 and a 1000-A/sec scan rate
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of 1000 A/sec. The positions of the six most prominent
gamma bands (Ref. 1)-2-0, 1-0, 1-1, 0-0, 0-1, and
0-2—are indicated in the upper portion of Fig. 2. The
1-0 band at 2150 A can be seen in all five spectra. The
spectrum in Fig. 2(a), which was recorded at 76 km,
contains a background of Rayleigh scattering as well as
the nitric oxide dayglow. The 1-0 band is off-scale in this
high-gain spectrum. (It was properly recorded on a
less-sensitive telemetry channel.) The progressive de-
crease in intensity of the gamma bands with increasing
altitude is seen in the remaining spectra of Fig. 2. It is
this series of spectra that provides the measurement of
the distribution of nitric oxide in the upper atmosphere.
Five successive spectra that were obtained late in the
night during the scan of the horizon are shown in Fig. 3.
Once again the spectral resolution is 10 A and the wave-
length interval is 1950 to 2&50 A. The rocket was far
above the dayglow layer during these observations,
which were begun at a 163-km altitude and completed
by the time a 139-km altitude was reached. As the view-
ing angle of the spectrometer passed through the horizon,
the nitric oxide bands appeared and increased greatly in
intensity. The intensity viewed toward the horizon was
much greater than that viewed in the zenith. The 1-0
band is off-scale in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b), even thougL the
scan in Fig. 3(a) was recorded with a sensitivity that was
a factor of 10 less than the sensitivity of the rest of the
scans. The spectrum in Fib,. 3(a) also shows a contribu-
tion from the Rayleigh scattering of the lower atmos-
phere. It is this series of spectra, taken far above the
dayglow layer, that proves that the nitric oxide gamma
bands originate in the atmosphere and are not associated
with any local contamination of the rocket.
A spectrum obtained at 4-A resolution and a scan rate
of 325 A/sec is shown in Fig. 4. This spectrum was re-
corded when the rocket was at an altitude of 141 km
and the instrument zenith angle was 97 deg. This high-
resolution spectrum, besides displaying the capabilities
of the instrumentation, clearly shows the dayglow fea-
tures to be spectral bands of approximately 15-A half-
width.
The emission rate of the 1 -0 gamma band at 2150 A
is given in Fig. 5 as a function of altitude. These data
were taken from spectra obtained during the ascent
when viewing the zenith. The first five of these were
shown in Fig. 2. The emission rate of the 1-0 gamma
band is converted into the total amount of nitric oxide
above the rocket by dividing by the appropriate g-factor
2500 2400	 2300	 2200	 2100 2000
WAVELENGTH,A
Fig. 4. High-resolution ultraviolet dayglow spectrum
obtained at a 4-A resolution and a
325-A/sec scan rate
ALTITUDE, km
Fig. S. Emission rate of the 1-0 nitric oxide gamma
band as a function of altitude
from Table 1, p. 171, of Ref. 1. The column density of
nitric oxide is given in Fig. 6 as a function of altitude.
The change of nitric oxide density with height, or the
slope of the curve in Fig. 6, gives the volume density
of nitric oxide in the upper atmosphere. This final reduc-
tion of the flight data is presented in Fig. 7. The density
is 6.2 X 10' molecules/cm' at 75 km; it remains more or
less constant until 90 km when it begins to drop off,
reaching a value of 6 X 10 8 molecules/cm' at 125 km.
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Fig. 6. Overhead column density of nitric oxide in the
upper atmosphere as derived from dayglow
measurements
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Fig. 7. Distribution of nitric oxide in the upper
atmosphere as a function of altitude
B. improved Efficiency Calculations
for the Fission-Electric Cell
J. L. Shapiro
Previous calculations (Ref. 2) of the efficiency of the
fission-electric cell have employed a model assuming
mono-energetic fission fragments. It was also assumed
that a fragment's electric charge remained constant as
the fragment passed through the fuel layer. 'These ap-
proximations have been modified as follows:
It is assumed that each fission releases one light frag-
ment and one heavy fragment. The light fragment has an
initial charge in the fuel layer Z, = 21 and an initial
energy E x = 100 Mev. For the heavy fragment, Z o = 23
and E* = 65 Mev. Furthermore, it is assumed that the
charge of the light fraginent varies as (velocity)"*, while
that of the heavy fragment varies as the velocity itself.
Although there is little information concerning the ranges
in solids for each fragment, on the basis of measurements
reported in gases (Ref. 3), it will be assumed that the
respective ranges are proportional to the initial energies.
Finally, the linear energy-loss model originally used
has been replaced with the assumption that the fission
fragment velocity decreases linearly with penetration.
Thus, the equations presently being used for calculating
efficiency become (compare with Ref. 2, p. 21), for the
cylindrical case:
E = E; VM f a..` d8f
a_,, daf r_ (1—r)c cos2 a cos 8 dr,
0 
where
V	 a
1—	 2
COS 2 a C 1 — Rz sin2 81is the smaller of	  
r
cos a cos 8
V
Cost
 QnW =
	 DZ
1 — 
Rz 
sine 8
2
Rs (1 — V)
sine 8. is the smaller of 	 ,
1
and c = d = 1 for the heavy fragment, while c = ifi and
d = % for the light fragment.
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In these equations the voltage V is in units of Ede',
where Ea is the initial fragment energy and e' is the initial
fragment charge. Similarly, the fuel layer thickness r is
in units of fragment range. Therefore, for a given actual
voltage and thickness, separate calculations must now be
made for the light and heavy fragments and their results
combined to yield the actual efficiency.
Machine computations are now under way which will
show the effect of this more realistic efficiency deter-
mination.
C. Local Measurement of
Gravitational Fields
H. Wahiquist and F. Estabrook
One useful feature of the dyadic formulation of gen-
eral relativity (Ref. 4) is its physical interpretability. The
dyadic equations are written directly in terms of local,
proper 3-vector and dyadic quantities, which are shown
to be exactly those quantities usually operationally de-
fined and experimentally measured. The equations are,
therefore, immediately applicable to the analysis of grav-
itational experiments.
As an example of this, we have derived two equations
which show how, in principle, 14 components of the
Riemann tensor may be locally measured by an arbitrar-
ily moving observer who compares the relative accelera-
tion and precession of two adjacent inertially oriented
test particles. To interpret the equations, one may think
of an arbitrarily moving laboratory (Earth-based, satel-
lite, or other), small enough so that within it space is
Euclidean, equipped with x, y, z Cartesian axes and
equipped everywhere with standard clocks. The clocks
cannot, however, be synchronized because of the arbi-
trary motion of the room.
Consider, then, two inertially oriented test particles or
"stable-platforms" in this laboratory. Take one of these
to be fixed at the spatial origin and the other to be at r.
The second may move arbitrarily about the room; i.e.,
r # 0. Each of these stable platforms will, in general,
precess with respect to the Cartesian axes: we denote the
angular velocities of precession as -(a and - w,, respec-
tively. Each of these is measured using a standard clock
at the point of measurement. Next, consider two accel-
erometers, coincident with the stable platforms and
similarly measuring accelerations a and a,, respectively.
The operational equations relating these measurements
are shown to be:
a, =a(1- a-r) +e +2wXr
+w X(wXr)+wXr +Q-r
	 (1)
wi = (-w)(1-a-r)
+aX(r+wXr)-B-r+tXr
	 (2)
The first of these is a quasi-Newtonian equation: the
usual centrifugal, Coriolis, and angular acceleration
terms will be recognized. A special relativistic clock-rate
correction factor [1-(a - r1c2), where c 2
 =1 in our units]
is but another manifestation of the Doppler shift pre-
dicted by special relativity for accelerating frames and
recently verified 4 :-. local, terrestrial experiments using
the MSssbauer effect (compare Ref. 5, p. 411). The term
Q - r is the general relativistic term expressing the tidal
acceleration effect of the space-time curvature. In con-
tradistinction to all other fields in physics, it is charac-
teristic of 0- gravitational field that it is observable not
as a force or torque on single test particles, but rather
as a differential or tidal effect between two or more
adjacent test particles. If the test particles are free
(a, = a := 0), the first equation reduces to the equation
of geodesic deviation of Synge (Ref. 5).
In the second equation, all terms leading to a differ-
ence between the stable platform angular velocities -w,
and -w are of special or general relativistic origin. We
again find a clock-rate correction factor. The second
relativistic term is the differential Thomas precession.
These two terms can be derived from the usual Thomas
precession formula in the differential limit, provided care
is taken to express all precession rates in terms of local
proper times. The terms - B - r and t X r again express
the effects of other components of the Riemann tensor,
i.e., the space-time curvature or gravitational field.
According to Einstein's theory, t is to be identified
with the local density of momentum, as seen in the lab-
oratory x, y, z system. The quantity B is a traceless
dyadic involving five local components of the Weyl
tensor, while Q involves the other five components of
the Weyl tensor (in a traceless dyadic A), the local stress
tensor T. and the local inass density P as follows:
Q=A+T+ 3( p 2trTJ1	 (3)
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that
A 
-F [cp(t)] _ Fcg(t) exp (ttua,) < p H, I a > .
(8)
This equation is still exact. We now propose to solve
Eq. (8) in first-order perturbation theory, assuming for
the expansion coefficients ca at t = 0:
	
c.(t) — cw(o) exp— 2 rt)	 (7)
(i.e., the Wigner-Weinkopf hypothesis). By inserting
Eq. (7) into Eq. (8), we can integrate immediately:
exp t {imp, — 2 r} —1
cp(t)	 C.(0)
	 1	 /
cps 2 r	 (8)
X < # I
 
H, I a > + CJ (0) exp(-- 2 r) .
Obviously,
I ep{t) I = = NO	 (0)
is the probability of occupancy of the state I P >. Taking
the square of Eq. (8) and applying the random phase
assumption, Eq. (2), yields:
Pp(t) = r,40) exp (— rt) + I PQ(0) lexp (itmae) —1I:
a	 1000
X I«IH,Ia >1 2 	(10)
In --ruer to determine r, we simply insert Eq. (8) into
Eq. (8) and obtain:
— 
i it 
cp(0) exp (— 2 rt^
exp t (i., — 2r l —1
ed 
(0)
	 1
id,M, — 2 r
X < al H, I a'>exp(iwp,) <.81 H, I a > .
(11)
Multiplying Eq. (11) by ca(0) and applying again the
random phase assumption yields (neglecting the small
quantity r in the exponentials):
_ 2 r=_W l xppma 1<a1H,1P>I'.
(12)
If the laboratory is sensibly empt y, t, T, and p must all
be negligible. The gravitational terms will then involve
only the dyadics A and B, which represent the local
gravitational field produced by external matter and stress
systems. In flat Minkowski space-time, A and B will also
vanish. The details of this local interpretation of the
Riemann tensor are given elsewhere.s
Estahmk, F., and Wahlgaist, H., "Dyadic Analysis of Space—
Time Congniences" ( To be published).
D. Derivation of the Master Equa-
tion with the Wigner-Weisskopf
Formalism for Radiation Damping
0. von Roos
The so-called "master equation" (Ref. 8) expresses the
time rate of change of the occupation probability P * of
a state 
I 
a > by means of the following irreversible
equation:
	
P. = F[Woe Pp — W.P
	Po].	 (1)
a
It is our aim to derive this equation from Schrddinger s
equation by means of two assumptions: (1) t'sc random
phase assumption, and (2) the validity of the Wigner-
Weisskopf perturbation treatment. The first assumption
means that, in a double sum over probability amplitudes
c, c*,, only diagonal terms have to be retained; i.e.,
	
c" cP — , I C. 1 2.	 (2)
As to the second assumption, the derivation given below
will clarify this assumption amply.
Starting from Sclhradinger s equation for a many-body
system:
	
(Ho + H l) 0 = i1i j,	 (3)
we find, with
	
HQIa > = E,Ia >	 (4)
	_ C.(t) exp (— -K Ea)
	
I a > ,	 (5)
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In the limit
r-i )^ t» dpH-',	 (13)
i.e., in times large compared to characteristic frequencies
of the system but small compared to any times compara-
ble to measurement times (macroscopic times), we ►gave
from Eq. (12):
Re r= Lt E A (wo.)I<aIH,^^>('^
	
(14)
Im r = 0.
	
(15)
Eq. (10) gives, in the same limit:
POW = Ps(0) (1 — rt)
+ ^^s (`°aa) I ^ ^ I H, I a > IY PA(0). (18)
Eq. (18) together with Eq. (15) then yields:
Pp(t) — P 0) d_P(^0)
t	 tit
_2
M-Z
	
8 (a'Aa)
a
X I «I H, I a > I- ( P4(0) — Pop),
(17)
which is jint Eq. (1) with the well-known expression for
the transition probability
WA. = W,0 = 12 E ^^) I C A H, I a > 1 2. (18)
Since the Wigner-Weisskopf theory is only a special case
of the general dianping theory by Heider ( Ref. 7), an
application of the latter theory is of great interest in
nonequilibrium statistical quantum mechanics, a fact
which thus far has not received any attention. Work
along these lines is in progress.
E. Internal Autornorphisms of a
Two-Particle System
J. S. Zmuidrinas
This discussion supplements a previous one on rela-
tivistic many-particle states (Ref. 8). As was shown there,
the relativistic two-particle states are specified by 12
quantum numbers, 0 of them pertaining to the center-of-
mass characteristics of the two-particle system and the
other 8 describing the "internal structure" of this system.
A typical state is
I m 8 P A; mi Si A, m2 S2 A2 >	 (1)
with obvious slight changes in the notation of Re!;. 8. As
we have shown,
Al = Wtn . P 201 pp I P 1,
where pp on m and p are the total center .,of-mass energy
and momentum, respectively. It is readily verified that
PI = 2m0l (m;,M" mz),
A(a,b,c)=a2+b2 +c2 -2(ab+bc+ca),
so that
Al	 2W(1) . P(2) J-. (M2, m2, m2)
The three masses and L 	 W4 1 ) - P ig ► are invariants
under all transformations of P ;, and hence so are A, and
A,. The internal quantum numbers m,, s,, A,, »a^, 821
and Alf being eigenvalues of invariant operators, are
not affected by an arbitrary inhomogeneous Lorentz
transformation (a, A):
U(a, A) I m s P k; mi s, A, T% 82 A2 >
_ -1a •Aa r Dx ,, (R(A, p)) I m S P' A'; m 1 8, A , m3 S2 A2> ,
u	
(2)
where p'µ = A pv, R is the Wiper rotation operator
(Ref. 9), and Dd,, are the matrices of the (2s + 1)-dimen-
sional representation of the three -dimensional rotation
group. Eq. (2) holds for the case m, po > 0 of physical
interest. The natural question arises whether there exist
some unitary transformations of the states (1) generated
by the operators P("4) M O ), i = 1, 2, which mix theFV
internal variables A i and A, ( m,, s,, m,, s, are necessarily
fixed within the framework of the Poincar6 group) and
yet leave the "external" quantum numbers m, s, p, A
unaffected. Clearly, such transformations must be
built up from invariants which commute with all
Po = Pli ) + P t=) and Mow = M ir;) + M(1 of the external
Lie algebra. & set of all sueh invariants is denoted by
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ei „( . We have found all of them, omitting details, they
are m follows:
r11 = TIT, µ2 = (P(2))2,
ml = (W( 1))2, _ (W(2))2,
µ = P(1) . P (E)
,
_ 
W(1) . W (2)
,
A3 = W( 1) . P(2) , 1►2 = W(2) . P(l),	 (3)
Kl = W(1) . W, K` = W(2) . W,
v = (W)2, a = [P( 1 ) P(2) W(1) W(2)],
0, 	 [WPW (1)
 P(1, #2 = [WPW( 2 ) P(2)J,
where
Wµ - 2 ep,p" MVP P°,
[A B C D] = ci pv Aµ By Cp D°.
The fourteen Hermitian internal invariants form a basis
of a i„ t in the sense that every other element of
ei„1 can be written as a linear combination of invariants
of the form x, x • y, (x • y) - z, • • •, with x, y, z, in 3;
the Jordan product x • y is defined by
1
X, y = 2 ( xy + yx) = y - x = (x ' y)*,
and A reduces to the ordinary product xy = yx whenever
x and y commute. If XeC i „ (, then E.,(4) = exp (— kX),
^ real, generates a one-parameter (AbeU.,' group of uni-
tary transformations or automorphisms of the two-particle
Hilbert space W( 2), the closure of the set of all linear
combinations of states (1). The states transform as
follows:
E. ($) ImSp k; mi sl A, m2 s 2 A2 >
= E<A,A,I E: (^)I AIA2> I msp ^; misl A,m2 S2 A,>
a')4
One would like to characterize all internal automorph-
isms of ^4t( 2 ) in the hope that knowledge of them may
lead to an understanding of the dynamics of particles.
After all, the S-matrix is a Lorentz-invariant automorph-
ism of W(-), the Hilbert space of an infinite number of
particles. As a first step in this program, one must know
the commutation relations of the basic internal invariants
(3). We first note that IA, JA2, W1, X12, µ, and v commute
with themselves and all the other invariants and may
therefore be considered constants. The commutators be-
tween the remaining eight invariants a1.2, K 1.2, #1,2, a, and
a have been computed, but will not be reproduced here
because of their length; they have the general form
[Xi, Xi] = i ci j 11Xx • X, (c's real),	 (4)
with Xi, X;, - - - in B. The elements of 9 obviously do not
form a Lie algebra. One hopes "hat, by suitably enlarg-
ing the basis 9 with elements of ei„(, one can arrive at a
closed system of invariants forming a finite -dimensional
Lie algebra of internal symmetries of the two-particle
system. This hope is substantiated by the fact that
the Jordan product in Eq. (4) is always of the form
I • X, = X t, a1 • X,, or 12 • X„ and by the fact that rela-
tions exist between certain Jordan products. We are at
present investigating this problem.
F. Two Variational Principles for
London's Equation
M. M. Saffren
London (Ref. 10) proposed two equations which, to-
gether witli 'Maxwell's equations, should govern the
electrodynamics of superconductors. For stationary states
of the superconductor, only one of these equations is
germane, namely,
V X v,(r) = — .roc B(r) ,	 (1)
where e, m, and v,(r) denote the charge, mass, and
velocity field, respectively, of the superconducting elec-
trons, and B ( r) is the magnetic field. It is perhaps inter-
esting, though not surprising, that this equation can be
made to follow from a variational principle. In this
discussion we describe two such primiples.
Of course, aside from any intrinsic interest it may
have, the casting of London's equation into the form of
a variational principle has the value that approximate
solutions of London's equation can be defined and the
`best” approximation having a prescribed form can be
obtained; this can be quite useful when the geometry of
the superconductor is sufficiently complicated to forestall
an exact solution.
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One of the principles is that the magnetic field realized
in a superconductor be such as to render the energy of
the superconductor a minimum. This energy is comprised
of the kinetic energy of the superelectrons and the
energy stored in the magnetic field present in the super-
conductor. The second variational principle, while it is
not as easily described, has an important advantage over
the first principle. Unlike the first principle, the second
includes the fields outside the superconductor as well as
those inside; in this sense, the second is more complete.
Moreover, we show this principle to be a natural gener-
alization of the well-known variational principle that
holds for static magnetic fields when superconductors
are absent.
We now proceed to derive the first variational principle.
We suppose that superelectrons find themselves in a
lattice whose velocity field we denote as vl (r). We also
suppose that the magnetic field at the surface of the
superconductor is given. The lattice motion and external
field may be thought of as "sources" of the velocity field,
va(r), of the superconducting electrons.
The essential step is to express the kinetic energy of
the superelectrons in terms of the magnetic field present
in the superconductor. To do this, we use the ?Maxwell
equation
V X B = 47r	 (2)C
which holds for stationary fields. We now write j as
ep, (r) v8 (r) — epr(r) vt (r),
where a is the charge on the electron and ep., (r) and
ep t (r) are the charge densities of the superelectrons and
the lattice (here defined as the rest of the solid), respec-
tively. For simplicity we assume
p, (r) = p t (r) = p = constant.
Then, if m is the electron mass, the kinetic energy takes
the form
2 m P 
(pv„ ) 2 dT = P XV X B + mec vl (r)
I	 (3)
where A2 = rW2A rpe=. The total energy in the super-
conductor, E
r
, is thus
8^ -L AV X B + " v, (r)J + B_ J dT	 (4)
By setting the variation of this expression equal to
zero, we now show that we are led to London's equation.
The variation is
J 
^(,7 
X S B) - x rAV X B+ 'v, (r)1
+ SB - B^ dT.	 (5)
Integration by parts yields
f
8B - [V7 X V XB+MV Xv,(r)+B]dT
+ J811- rn X v V X B + trte v, (r) d., (6)
where n is the unit normal. Since SB in the interior of
the superconductor is arbitrary, then in the interior
A217X 17XB + E!E 7Xv,(r)+B=0, (7)
e
if the variation of E is to vanish.
This is nothing more than
ee 
V X ve (r) _ — B,
	 (8)
which, as we see, holds independent of the motion of
the lattice.
How we handle the surface terms in the surface in-
tegral depends upon how B is prescribed at the bound-
ary. If B is prescribed at the boundary by requiring it to
be continuous with some fixed external field, then, of
course, SB = 0 at the boundary. If B at the surface
is free to take on a value that makes the energy a mini-
mum, then
nXrA= V X B + ne v t (r)1=0	 (9)
on the surface, since A= V X B + (me/e) vt (r) is nothing
more than (mole) v., (r). The demand that the energy in
the superconductor alone be a minimum is seen to re-
quire that vK (r) vanish on the surface of the supercon-
ductor. However, this condition may give rise to external
magnetic fields, and, therefore, the total energy of the
system comprised of the superconductor and its external
fields is not a minimum, even though the energy of the
superconductor is. In this variational principle the fields
external to the superconductor enter only to supply
boundary conditions for B on the surface of the super-
conductor. Because the external field does not enter
directly into the principle, we must be sure when we
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supply the boundary fields that they do come from some
solution of V • B = 0, V X B = 0, which are Maxwell's
equations for B in free space.
We now set up a variational principle that frees us
from this constraint. This principle also determines the
field external to the superconductor and so allows us to
use approximate instead of exact fields not only inside
the superconductor but also outside. This permits us to
guess the entire field configuration throughout all space.
The principle consists of making stationary, with respect
to variations in A, the functional
f
(V X A)- dr + ffl [A + "W w t (r)
allspace 	 superconductor
—Cns 
w t (r)] 2 1 dr,	 (10)
where wt (r) is the transverse part of vi (r). The condi-
tions on A are that it be continuous across boundaries
and that, unless there is a magnetic field at infinity, A
vanishes there. The field A is the vector potential; i.e.,
B = V X A. Variation of A leads to the requirement
that, if A (r) makes the functional stationary, then the
tangential components of V X A are continuous across
boundaries (not surprising), and
V X V X A= 0 in space; 	 (Ila)
A2V X V XA +^wj(r)+A=0
in the superconductor.	 (llb)
On taking the curl of the last equation, we obtain Lon-
dons equation.
If there are external sources or a field at infinity, the
principle must be modified. When B. is the field at
infinity, one replaces
f (V X A) 2 dr
by
f [(V XA)2 —(rXB„) • V XA]dr.
More interesting is the case where there are external
transverse currents, j f=t , which act as external sources of
the field; then,
f (V X A)2 dr
all space
must be replaced by
fI (V X A) Y — 8"C" • A^ dr.
all space
In fact, if we put the current due to the lattice motion
into j, t, we can write the variational principle quite
generally as:
r P 
V X A) 2 — QC`s` • Al dr + f L A2 dr .
	
all space	 J	 superconductor
(12)
Actually, in this form the variational principle is easily
seen to be proportional to the negative of the total mag-
netic energy in a system comprised of sources and super-
conductors. To see this, we write the above expression as
1  (V X A) 2 —  !	 c Asup - A drC Ljeat — 
all space
	
(13)
where
A8"° _ ^A inside the superconductor
 0 outside the superconductor
However, since in the superconductor
	
c A
	 (14)7A f8V x"
we see that our variational principle is
J {(V X A) 2 — 8,r j -AI dr,	 (15)
a well-known expression, except--and this is the essential
point—.we have replaced ve by — (e/mc)A. Thus, part
of j takes part in the variation, whereas in the usual
expression j is regarded as fixed and is not varied.
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS DIVISION
XVII. Communications Elements Research
A. Low Noise Amplifiers
C. T. Stelzried, W. V. T. Rusch, R. Brantner,
and R. Clauss
1. Millimeter Wave Work, C. T. sfelzried and W. V. T. Rusch
a. Summary. The objective of the millimeter wave work
is to investigate millimeter wave components and tech-
niques to ascertain the future applicability of this fre-
quency range to space communications and tracking. This
involves the development of instrumentation for accurate
determination of insertion loss, VSWR, power and equiva-
lent noise temperature of passive elements, and gain and
bandwidth of active elements at millimeter wavelength.
In order to bring together state-of-the-art millimeter
wave circuit elements and evaluate their use in a system,
we have built a radio telescope consisting of a 60-in.
antenna and a super-heterodyne radiometer. The radio
telescope was used to observe the 90-Cc temperature of
the Moon during the December 30, 1963 eclipse (Refs. 1
and 2). This experiment was a joint effort by personnel
from JPL and the Electrical Engineering Department of
the University of Southern California.
b. Recent work.
90-Cc radiotelescope observations. The 90-Gc radiom-
eter is currently undergoing improvements and modifi-
cation. Lunar observations were made from the JPL Mesa
antenna range during the period April 13 to 27 in order
to determine the present measurement capability in the
field.
Prior to the observation, the antenna was refocused
(Fig. 1) and antenna patterns were made [Fig. 2(a)
POSITION, in.
Fig. 1. 90-Gc antenna subroflodor focusing
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Fig. 2. 90-Gc antenna pattems: (a) declination and (b) hour angle
and (b)]. The patterns were measured on a 0.8-mi-long 	 radiometer receiver. This was due primarily to klystron
range using a 10-mw continuous wave (CW) klystron	 frequency instability in conjunction with the narrow
source. Considerable difficulty was experienced with 	 bandwidth radiometer (10 Mc). In order to resolve
instability while attempting to take patterns using the 	 the frequency instability trouble, the klystron was modu-
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When a suitable technique is available the hot load guide
will be plated; this will reduce the loss and inaccuracy.
As shown on Fig. 3, the equivalent noise temperatures
are denoted by a double prime at the output of the wave-
guide switch and the antenna temperature by a single
prime at the horn input. Using the method of Ref. 3, we
have, at the waveguide switch output, the reference
temperatures
HORN T
REMOTE CONTROLLED
WAVEOUIDE SWITCH
L3
TERMINATION Tk	 0.751 db
RADIOMETER
EM V
3 in.
	
1.5 in.
L I	 L2	 AMBIENT
0.94 db	 0303 db	 TERMINATION Tp
Fig. 3. 90-Gc radiomotor wavoyuldo calibrations
lated at 1000 cps, the received signal was video detected,
and the 1000-cps signal amplified in a narrow-band ampli-
fier. With this arrangement it was possible to obtain
10 db of dynamic range with better than 0.5-db reso-
lution. A rotary vane attenuator in the transmitter line
was used to calibrate the relative power.
The manual waveguide calibration switch has been
replaced with a remote controlled waveguide switch, and
the waveguide has been recalibrated as shown in Fig. 3.
The losses to the hot load are high, because of the tin-
plated stainless steel waveguide (approximately 0.313
db/in. at 90 Cc). Plating techniques are being tested.
—(T'" — T°) _	 1— (T" — T°) 0.2303 
L,
 
L, (db) L,L,
= (T" — T°) (0.78)	 (1)
Using this calibration, the measured Moon temperature
defined at the waveguide switch output must be multi-
plied by the loss L, (0.751 db) to refer to the horn input.
During a large percentage of the time during the 2 wk
of observation, it was either raining or cloudy and over-
cast. The antenna was not set in the position of a polar
mount for these measurements. The measurement tech-
nique consisted of optically setting the antenna to the
center of the Moon and letting the Moon drift out of
the antenna patterns giving % a normal drift curve. A
typical curve taken in this manner at 19:44 : 00 local time
on April 18, 1964 is shown in Fig. 4. The sky was cloudy.
The radiometer had 10 -Mc bandwidth and a recording
time constant of 10 sec.
^a
9
HOT TEMPERATURE
AMBIENT
299.9•K
TERMINATION 6
7
s
COMMENCE DRAT CURVE
ON MOON 6
LOCAL TIME: 19!44;00
4
ZENITH ANGLE: 45*
3
2
F
SKY
I
ow--% %F '
I
1 0
t 6 5 4 3 !	 1	 0
TIME. min
Fig. 4. 90-Gc radiotoloscopo Moon drift curvos (April 16, 1%4) from JPL Mosa
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Fig. S. 90-Gc Moon temperature measured at
hom input (April 16, 1964)
Attempts have been made to operate the unit at vary.
ing supply voltages but at B+ voltages in the 8- to 12-v
range, both the bandwidth and gain decreased substan-
tially. Consequently, tests are being made using a power
input of 16 v at about 40 ma. Under these conditions,
all RCA Type TA 2330 FETs now on hand have been
tested in the input stage for over-all NF and first-stage
gain. The results are as follows:
Characteristics Minimum Average Maximum
Over-all NF, db
First-stage gain, db
5.9
—0.7
8.5
5.8
13.6
7.8
The majority of the FETs on hand have a gain between
4.5 and 7.0 db, with over-all NF between 6.6 and 10.1 db.
A significant point is that many FETs have the same
gain but produce as much as 2.8- to 3.0 -db variation in
the NF. This indicates the necessity of selecting FETs
for both gain and NF until units of far more uniform
characteristics are available. All units gave essentially
the same bandwidth of 1.0 Me.
Since a gain of 30 db would be adequate for use in
a low noise preamplifier, the main difficulty, at present,
is in broad-banding the input matching network to obtain
a usable bandwidth with a good NF. Work is proceeding
along these lines. Also, studies are in progress which
may make possible greater amplifier bandwidth ,with no
sacrifice of gain, by using modified interstage coupling
networks. All tests to date have been performed using
a 50-ohm source and 50-ohm load. Past experience with
IF amplifiers indicates that broad-band inputs are far
easier to achieve with the 300- to 400-ohm source im-
pedance of a diode mixer. This is another area of investi-
gation in the improvement of the FET IF amplifier.
Some failures have been experienced with the 90-Ge
mixer crystals. With the present unmatched diodes, the
receiver equivalent noise temperature is approximately
20,000°K. The theoretical rms stability for a Dicke radi-
ometer with square wave modulation is approximately
oT [(10 sec) (10 Me)]" 20,000°K = 3°K 	 (2)
The reduced Moon temperature data calibrated to the
horn input is shown in Fig. 5 for eight drift curves. The
average temperature over the measurement period is
84.5°K with a standard deviation of 6.5°K.
2. Solid State Circuits, R. Aranfner
a. Summary. An intermediate frequency amplifier using
field effect transistors (FET) is being studied for possible
application as a low noise amplifier where space and
power requirements preclude use of vacuum tube ampli-
fiers. Experimental models of a 10-Mc amplifier have
been built and tested.
t b. Recent work. As reported, a first model of the ampli-
fier was built and tested. Results indicated the need for
much better shielding and inter -stage signal isolation.
Accordingly, a carefully shielded unit was constructed
incorporating precision n-ec:hanical construction for ade-
quate shielding and very efficient RF filtering in the
power distribution lines. Using this unit, careful meas-
urements indicate that part of the very high gain previ-
ously reported can be attributed to regeneration between
stages. In the new inodel, the amplifier proper has been
set for a gain of approximately 30 db and a bandwidth
of approximately 3.5 Me. The input matching network
was then adjusted for a bandwidth of 1.0 Me; at this
setting, the gain was 52 db and the noise figure (NF)
t =
	
was 6.0 db.
3. Microwave Noise Source, C. T. $Wsrled and R. Claus
a. Summary. The principal requirements on a gas tube
noise source for calibrating a microwave receiving sys-
tem are: low insertion loss, good short- and long-term
stability of the injected noise, long life, and ease of
operation. Present techniques used at JPL utilize a noise
tube on the side arm of a directional coupler to inject
a noise pulse of the desired amplitude. The excess noise
added to the system by the unfired source adds a fair
amount of noise (from 3 to 0.75°K, typically) which leads
to very large decoupling factors, up to 26 db. The net
result is a noise pulse which is sometimes too small for
proper system calibration. Short-term instability of the
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excess noise from commercial microwave noise sources
has been measured (Ref. 4). Short-term instabilit y
 can
he traced M changes in environmental temperature,
mechanical vibration, and voltage supply. Electrode and
gas impurity and previous history such as electrical over-
loads contribute to long-term instability. In an opera-
tional configuration, long cable rims between the noise
source and its power supply are sometimes necessary.
As a result, difficulty has been experienced with the high-
voltage pulsing required to excite the noise source. Some
noise sources have had a notable short life under opera-
tional conditions.
A commercial neon bulb Type NE-2H has been used to
fabricate an experimental noise source. Preliminary
measurements indicate a low insertion loss and a possible
application in future receiving systems.
b. Recent work. A commercial neon bulb `Type NE-2H
has been used to fabricate an experimental WR 430
waveguide noise source (Figs. 6 and 7). In this design,
the tube is inserted directly in the waveguide. The small
tube has the advantage that a high-voltage pulse is not
needed for excitation due to the proximit y of the elec-
trodes. Laborator y measurements were made at 3 ma
of current using a 180-v battery with a series dropping
resistor. With the bulb inserted 0.33 in. into the center
of the waveguide E-field, the excess noise at 2295 Ale
was approximately 20" K—a useful value for use in a
very low temperature system. The N'SWR was 1.02, and
the insertion loss with the tube not fired was 0.0066 dh
(which would contribute less than 0.15°K to a receiving
system noise temperature). The insertion loss without
thy• tube installer] was about 0.0115 dh. Firing; the tube
resulted in an increase in the insertion loss of 0.(1)7 dl).
The insertion less L through a gas relates the equiva-
lent noise temperahire T, of the gas to the equivalent
excess noise temperature T, by
T,. T„(l	
L) -T°	 (db	 (1)
This indicates an approximate equivalent noise tempera-
ture for the gas in a NE-2H tithe with a 3-ma current of
4.343
T° = 20°K 0.007 _ 6200°K
The excess noise in this arrangement was measured to
be almost directly related to the tube current, so that a
well regulated power supply is needed. A 1% excess noise
stability therefore requires better than 1% power supple
Fig. 6. Expe rimental WR 430 waveguide noise
source showing location of noise source
'Ah,
Fig. 7. External view of experimental WR 430
waveguide noise source
current stabilit y . Conmicrcial pc ,.ver supplies are avail-
ahle with stabilities better than 0.011.
Future work on these tioise smirces will include ►neas-
urements of leakage and output stability. Also, designs
to minimize insertion loss and \'S\VR will be studied.
a
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B. Optical Communications
Components
J. Siddoway and J. Maseriian
1. Lasers, i. sidde,ror
a. Summary. A modification of the traveling wave laser
(TWL) amplifier has increased the gain by about 0.7 db
at the 1 .15-ix wavelength. The amplifier is still lossy at
0.8328 µ, although considerable improvement in the gain
of the gas is observed.
b. Recent work. Performance characteristics and analy-
sis of the TWL amplifier for three spectral wavelengths
were reported in Ref. 5. The major points in the analysis
were:
(1) The gain of the gas in a He-Ne system depends
upon the radius of the tube („ 1/r).
A^
v
2 4
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24^w INPUT
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AFTER
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16	 32	 48	 44
(2) For very high-gain wavelengths (such as 3.39 A),
a linear single -pass amplifier is simpler and more
efficient.
(3) For very low-gain wavelengths (such as 0.8328 )A),
the gain is limited by the number of passes one
can obtain with the optics.
(4) The TWL amplifier is best suited for wavelengths
(e.g., 1.15 A) where one can obtain several percent
net gain per pass.
Gain measurements reported previously were 40 db for
12 passes at 3.39 µ, 7 db for 5$ passes at 1.15 µ, and
—3 db for 40 passes at 0.8328 A.
The TWL amplifier has been modified by the insertion
of a longitudinal spacer to decrease the narrow dimen-
sion of the tube. Fig. 8 shows the gain curves before
and after the modification for the 1.15- 14 wavelength.
Gain of the 'I'WL amplifier at this wavelength has been
improved by about 0.7 db for 44 passes. This is now
the maximum number of passes obtainable before the
TW-L amplifier begins to oscillate due to diffraction cou-
pling. The amplifier is still lossy at the 0.6328- 1, wave-
length,although the measured net loss is now ^s0.5 db for
48 passes versus 3 -db loss for 40 passes before modifica-
tion. Performance characteristics for the 3.39- ',. wave-
length, since modification of the amplifier, are not yet
conclusive. The narrow dimension of the TWL amplifier
is now comparable to the diameter of the laser oscillator
tubes; further improvement in gain characteristics may
result from the use of bundles of small bore tubes as
discussed in Ref. 5.
NUMBER OF PASSES
Fig. 8. Gain versus number of passes for
1.15•µ wavelength in He-No
Z. Superconduding Bolometers, J. Mosajion
a. Summary. Work on a superconducting bolometer
utilizing a vacuum deposited filrn of tantalum has been
described in previous reports (Ref. 8). In order to make
a fair appraisal of the feasibility of such a device for
infrared detection, one should consider only an optimized
design. The design theory depends upon the thermal,
optical, and electrical properties of the device. The ther-
mal and optical properties can be treated in a general
way independent of the specific electrical properties and
will be the subject of this report. It is anticipated that
electrical measurements in progress will provide the
necessary information for completing the device evalu-
ation in a subsequent report.
b. Recent work.
Thermal considerations in the design of superconduct-
ing bolometers. The traditional design of bolometers
attempts to achieve a high degree of thermal isolation
for the bolometer element, as might be obtained iWth
only radiation exchange of energy. This provides the
maximum sensitivity of the bolometer, but only at ex.
tremely low modulation frequencies of the radiation
(typically much less than 1 cps). For reasonable fre-
quencies essential for communication applications, the
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thermal transfer may in general be described as a solu-
tion of the thermal diffusion equation satisfying a given
geometry. That is,
OTt = K©'T	 (1}ar
It is tacitly assumed that thermal convection is avoided,
sines it will comribute to excessive noise and reduce
the thermal response. The usual treatment is to assume
parallel heat flow in which the thermal diffusion length
is short compared with the length of the conducting
medium attached to a heat sink so that only a fixed
thenoal conductance K need be considered (Ref. 7). In
this rgort, the general solution is presented for a
harmonic .•pone assuming parallel heat flow into a semi-
infinite mechiun. This solution predicts the optimum con-
ditions required for maximum response at a given
frequency.
The assumption of l:gralicl heat flow follows from a
requirement believed essential for superconducting bo-
lorneters and is not merely a math ematical simplification.
It is essential that the superconductor be at a uniform
temperature (isothermal condition) in order to avoid
movement of boundaries between the normal and super-
conducting state along temperature gradients. Indeed the
nonisothermal case has been the subject of a special
kind of superconducting bolometer (Ref. 8). However,
because of the instabilities believed inherent in boundary
movement and the associated excess noise (Refs. 9, 10),
the isothermal requirement appears most reasonable. In
the situation where a superconducting film is deposited
on a flat surface, the isothermal condition at the film is
equivalent to a requirement of parallel heat flow into
the substrate medium. The geometry may then be as
shown in Fig. 9 where the superconductor film of thick-
ness 1, [region (1)] is at the end of a long cylinder
[region (2)] of area A attached to a heat sink. The cyl-
inder, if placed in a vacuum, would experience negligible
radiation loss compared with heat conducted along the
cylinder.
if the radiation absorbed at the film is Q„ + Q sin.,t
and the film is maintained at some temperature in the
superconducting transition region T, by means of a heater
bias (Ref. fl), the average power Q„ may be ignored,
incorporating it into the heater bias. We then solve for
the harmonic steady -state response at tie surface. It is
assumed that 1, is T-uch shorter than the diffusion length
in region (1); that is,
11
 < < (KI /W)4,	 (2)
where K, = k,/p,c,, and c, p, k are the specific heat, den-
sity, and conductivity, the index referring to region (1),
so that the entire film may be considered at a uniform
temperature T, + AT,. Applying the boundary condition
Q sin a = Q, + Q, (where Q,, Q, are the harmonic com-
ponents of heat flux flowing into regions (1) and (2),
respectively) to the steady-state solution of Eq. (1) given
for region (2) alone (Ref. 11), we obtain,
AT, = GT cos (wt - #)	 (3)
where
# = tan-' [1 + (2.^/^ ►,)]
Q/A
AT - GI
-[(1 + 26o/.)',1 + (w/m)]%	 (4)
k,c,p, 	 (5)
w, = C;
C, = c,p,l,, the heat capacity per unit area of region (1).
The amplitude of the harmonic temperature response
AT described by Eq. (4) is plotted in Fig. 10 for an
arbitrary Q/A, C,, .ea. (The solid curve represents re-
sponse of long Tool; dotted curves (a) and (b) represent
VACUUM
00 +Q sin Wt	 TO HEAT SINK
J,
Flq. 9. dalometr qo ometry assemad in tboitrmal calculations
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Fig. 10. Temperature response of bolometer
response of rods with length 4 indicated.) The asymptotic
forms are
Q/A _ Q!A	
to < < 00 (6)AT 
= C, (...)%= (kzczp,.)%
response with a short conducting medium, which is the
case usually considered. This case is illustrated by the
dotted curves (a) and (b) where the same parameters
are assumed except that the length ^ of region (2) is
shortened. In curve (a), is equals one-fourth the diffusion
length at wo, i.e.,
4P2Cz
and in curve (b), 1. equals four times the diffusion length
at t,,,, i.e.,
PzC.
The plateau is given in each case by Q/A/i_/t'. Clearly
the op±imum response can only be achieved with a
conducting rod a few times longer than the diffusion
length at the operating frequency. An additional advan-
tage of a long rod is the greater isolation of the bolometer
from the thermal fluctuations of the heat sink (helium
bath). This will be discussed further in a subsequent
report which will consider bolometer noise.
An upper limit on the rod length 12
 is determined by
the gradient that can be supported between the super-
conductor and heat sink. This is given by
1
O a
4 _i
S
-2
-a
Q/A
C,11, k= (TI — TO()' =	 Qa/A
Eq. (6) is the limiting case where the heat capacity of
the film region (1) is negligible compared with diffusion
into region (2). Eq. (7) is the limit where only the heat
capacity of the film is important. The transition frequency
.. represents the condition where the energy stored in
the film equals the energy stored in region (2).
Clearly the temperature response is always higher at
lower frequencies. However, let us assume that we desire
to operate near some frequency which we call w,. Then
the best we can do is to use the minimum value of k2C2p:
applicable to the bolometer and insist that w„ ^!: w,. From
Eq. (5), the latter condition requires that C, 5- (k2C2p2/&,1)%
which is easily met with thin films at moderate frequen-
cies. If we assume C, to be the minimum value applicable
to the bolometer, then ,, represents a practical upper
frequency limit on the bolometer without making an
excessive sacrifice in response.
The solid curve shown in Fig. 10, if considered to rep-
resent the minimum applicable values of C l and k2Czp2 ,
{^)1 envelop all possible response curves based on differ-
ent parameters. Most significantly, this includes any
where T11 is the bath temperature and Qo is the average
absorbed radiation. In practice, at low intensity levers,
this limit would impose no problem.
It is of interest to calculate values of fo = .,/27r for
some typical parameters. The parameters at 4.2°K along
with the result are given below:
Conducting	 k`cn	 Joules= cps
medium	 `Pz sec-cmz degz
Sapphire	 1 X 10-4 (estimated)	 6 X 1011
Glass	 5 X 10	 3 X 107
The value used for C, is 5 X 10-1' joules/deg cmz for a
1000 A film of tantalum. The values of f„ are seen to be
quite large and would not be exceeded by any reasonable
operating frequency. This permits us to increase C, if
necessary without decreasing the response at lower fre-
quencies. This is useful in considerations for optimizing
absorption of the radiation described briefly below. Glass
was chosen as a possibility because it has one of the
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lowest values of k,c,P_ at 4.2°K and may be applicable
as a substrate for the tantalum film. However, the use
of ultra-high vacuum techniques would be mandatory in
this case and is presently being investigated. Sapphire
has been used in previous samples because it permits
use of a conventional vacuum system in the preparation
of the films (Ref. 6). However, the thermal response A
sapphire is more than one order of magnitude less than
that of glass (. < mo(,)• An additional incentive for investi-
gating the use of ultra-high vacuum techniques and glass
substrates is based on expected iml:rovements in the
electrical performance of the bolometer.
Optical considerations in the design of superconduct-
ing bolometers. No mention has been made of the area A.
Clearly, the smaller A can be made for a given Q, the
larger the response. A practical lower limit is considered
to be the order of 1-mm diameter. This is a reasonable
limit when one considers problems involved in focusing
of the incident radiation, as well as the physical size
requirements on the electrical resistance of the element.
'f'he radiation impinging on the bolometer should
ideally be completely absorbed. Interference methods
for accomplishing this have been described previously
(Ref. 12). Although the discussion in Ref. 12 describes
only partial interference from an anodized film, the
method can be carried to the limit of complete absorp-
tion by suitably adjusting the surface reflectance at the
oxide—air interface. This can be done, for example, by
coating the oxide with a partially transparent film of
metal. The interference method. will increase the total
value of C, used in the previous analysis; but as pointed
out this will not matter until the transition frequency f„
approaches the operating frequency. This is extremely
unlikely in this case,since the change in C, would at most
be only about a factor of two.
realizable feed system radiation patterns were expanded
as finite sums of spherical wave functions; this class of
patterns has the property of resulting in azimuthally sym-
metrical aperture illumination with no cross polarization.
The maximum realizable order N of the wave functions
and the corresponding maximum achievable paraboloid
performance were presented in terms of the paraboloid
diameter in wavelengths.
The problem considered in this reporting is that of
utilizing the spherical wave formulation to provide an
analytical synthesis technique for nonoptical Cassegrain
subreflectors with maximum possible performance. The
synthesis formulation is presented, and preliminary nu-
merical results are compared with a previous empirically
derived, nonoptical Cassegrain subreflector. The method
presented is a rigorous boundary value solution to the
problem.
b. Recent results. Fig. I I shows the assumed geometry
of the Cassegrain-type paraboloidal antenna feed system.
For the antenna system to operate efficiently, the wave
from the feedhorn must be transformed by the subre-
flector into a wave which is essentially spherical in the
vicinity of the paraboloid. It is generally (and incorrectly)
assumed that because the desired wave scattered from
the subreflector is essentially spherical at the paraboloid
surface, it must be spherical at the subreflector surface.
This is, in fact, only true in the limit of vanishing wave-
length. In this reporting, a general equation for the de-
sired surface is obtained; for the case of a spherical wave
from the feedhorn and vanishing wavelength, the surface
equation reduces to that of a hyperboloid.
The total vector field,' E T, in the vicinity of the sub-
reflector is the sum of the incident field, E ", from the
feedhorn and the scattered field, E4.
ET =E" +E 	 (1)
C. Antennas for Space
Communications
P. D. Poffer
1. Antenna Feed Research: spherical Wave
Functions
a. Summary. In the previous reportings, the theory of
spherical waves was reviewed and applied to paraboloidal
antenna feed systems. Members of a class of physically
A general horn pattern, E,,, is assumed as follows:
[ F"y (y) sin Jay + F i t
 
(y) cos lay]
E"	 kr
v)p{-1 r	 S"(11X ex	 k r —ra — k J	 (2)
'The harmonic time dependence, e'", is suppressed throughout
this reporting.
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r
x
Fig. 11. Feed system geometry
2
where
F„Y (y) = feedhorn polar radiation pattern
F„ t (y) = feedhorn azimuthal radiation pattern
k = free space propagation constant
a = a geometrical constant
S„ (y) = feedhorn phase pattern, assumed M be azi-
muthally symmetric
The scattered field, E A , is now set equal to the sum of
spherical wave functions. The coefficients of these wave,
aTEn, have been previously determined (Ref. 13) by fit-
ting the sum to a desired far-field feed system radiation
pattern. Because of the orthogonality of the waves, the
scattered field, E 9 , may be uniquely expressed in all re-
gions of space (except the origin) in terms of its far-field
value. Thus E., in the region of the subreflector, is a
known quantity.
E,, A F (R, ^) (sin ^a,, + cosjai)	 (3)
where
_	 n_i	 Pn (^)	 0.1 (Y')
F (R, ^G) — 1Z. Y,, aTEn h n (p) S'11 u +	 Cali	 (4)
where
Z„ = 1207r ohms
aTEn = wave coefficient
n =kR
hn (p) = spherical Hankel function
P; (¢) = associated Legendre polynomial of the first
kind
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Eq. (3) is based on Eqs. (5) and (6) of Ref. 13, p. 198,
which show that a symmetric far-field remains symmetric
in the region p > > 2n. This region turns out to be
physically reasonable for the subreflector.
Eq. (4) may be expressed as a quasi -spherical wave
as follows:
F (R ,^G) °_ Fa (R
, 0) e-t[P-a(X'*)3	 (5)
P
The unit vectors in Eqs. (2) and (3) are geometrically
related as follows:
ay = aR sin (0 + y) + a* cos (0 + y)	 (6)
Combining Eqs. (1), (2), (3), (5), and (6),
ET
 = — exp { —jk 
L 
r — 2a — 8H(7)
FHy (y)	
))
X kr sin (¢ + y) sin taR
{ F. (R''G) e- i[P- a[R,^G>> _ FHy)
krll
f
Pr
X exp  — jk 
L
r — 2a — BHky)J^l Cos (^ + y)J^
• sin ^a,p + { F. (R, `^) e-11P- 6 t R ,01 _ FHE (y)
P	 kr.
	
• exp — jk C r — 2a — 
8
"ky) 	 costa,	 (7)
The boundary condition at the subreflector surface re-
quires that the surface normal, n, h9ve no component
perpendicular to the total field, ET . Thus,
nXET =0	 (8)
The restriction is now imposed that the subreflector be
a surface of revolution. This restriction considerably sim-
plifies the problem and results in a polarization diverse
solution. Since, under this condition n has no azimuthal
component, ET must have no azimuthal component. From
Eq. (7), two equations result:
	
FHe (y) = R F. (R, 0) = sin FA (R, 0)	 (9a)Y
	
R — 8 (R, ^) = r — 2a — 8 " (y)	 (9b)k	 k
These two equations, together with Eqs. (4) and (5),
determine both the reflector surface and the required
horn azimuthal pattern. From geometrical considerations,
r may be eliminated from Eq. (9b), and the result is the
polar equation of the required subreflector surface:
C
c2	
x8 (R, 0) — x8
47r
H (y) ] 3
— 
a—
R —
	
A8 (R, — a8 H (y)	 (10)c cos + a —	 ^G) 47r
In the limit of zero wavelength, Eq. (10) reduces to the
polar equation of an hyperboloid:
lim R =
X- 0
	
c cos ¢ + a	 (11)
The polar component, FHy (y), of the feedhor7 may
be determined from the boundary condition (8). The
result is:
dR
	
FHy (y) = cos (^ + y) + R sin (Y + y) ^	 (12)
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where dR/do is evaluated on the surface. 	 surface. Unfortunately, this case of a = 21.5 deg was not
experimentally evaluated when the 2388-Mc system was
The two polar angles are related geometrically as
	
designed,
follows:
y = sin-'	 / \2 
sin ^	
A	
(13)
C1+41 R) —4 R cos0
An abbreviated machine program for evaluating
Eqs. (10), (5), and (9a) has been used to synthesize an
N = 20 subreflector for the 85-ft Goldstone antenna oper-
ating at 2388 Mc. Fig. 12 shows the deviation of the
subreflector, AR/A, in .wavelengths, from the optical case.
The surface which was empirically designed for use at
2388 Mc in the planetary radar system consists of an
hyperboloid with a conical beamshaping flange (Ref. 14),
as shown in Fig. 13. Fig. 14 shows the difference between
the optimum (calculated) hyperboloid—flange combination
and the computed reflector surface. It can be seen that
this simple system is an almost perfect fit to the ideal
Fig. 15 shows the scatterer] field function F, (R, 0) at
the ideal reflector surface, the far scattered field, and the
ideal far field. Although the formulation considered in
03
d 02 
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N=20
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Fig. 14. Deviation of synthesized subreflector
from an hyperboloid—flange
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Fig. 13. ieamshoping flange geometry
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Fig. 16. Synthesized horn radiation pattern
this reporting generates a subreflector surface of infinite
extent, it is clear from Fig. 15 that the fields are extremely
small in the outer region of the surface. It is therefore
felt that the ideal surface may be truncated without sig-
nificant reduction of performance. The effect of trunca-
tion will be investigated on the Arbitrary Reflector of
Revolution Scattering Computer Program (Ref. 15).
The required azimuthal horn radiation pattern is shown
in Fig. 16, together with the dual -mode horn (Ref. 18)
pattern which was used with the 2388-Mc experimental
system. It can be seen that the required pattern is quah-
tatively a sector beam which, in principle, may be physi-
cally realized by a suitable multimode feedhorn.
A request has been submitted for a comprehensive
computer program to synthesize subreflectors and the
corresponding horn patterns. It is expected that this pro-
gram will be available in 2 to 4 mo.
D. RF Techniques
T. Otoshi and D. White
1. H-Band Rotary Vane Attenuator,
T. Otashi and 0. White
a. Summary. This report presents results of prelimi-
nary calibrations made at 8448 Mc on a precision H-band
rotary vane attenuator. Accurate measurements were,
made of attenuation values as low as 0.02 db and as
high * as 40 db. This rotary vane attenuator will serve
as a JPL interlaboratory attenuation standard traceable to
the National Bureau of Standards and will permit inter-
comparison of the accuracies of various 8448-Mc insertion
loss test sets used at JPL. This attenuator should also be
useful in the calibration of standard noise sources for
the experimental 8448-Mc antenna system at Goldstone
(Venus site).
b. Recent work.
Theory of operation. A rotary vane attenuator essen-
tially consists of two end sections which are rectangular-
to-circular waveguide transitions, and a center section
which is a circular waveguide free to rotate between
the end sections. A thin resistive card is placed across
each section of waveguide to absorb tangential electric
fields. If there are no discontinuities and if the resistive
elements completely absorb the tangential components
of the electrical field, then the attenuation in decibels
is given by:
A = —201og10 COS20
where 8 is the angular displacement of the card in the
rotor with respect to the cards in the stator. The accuracy
to which this angular displacement can be determined
is usually the principal factor in limiting the over-all
accuracy of such an attenuator.
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Dcsi,,n ele ,svtiplion. -% photograph of Cie e•alibr;tted
attenuator ntav be seen io Fig. 17. This ;attenuator is a
III-MOt-Piave and 11382:1 model whie•li ss • tts modified to
permit rcildont of the rotilry vane • angle • position in de-
grees, niinilws. q ucl seconels. The reaLdout exhibits it rauge
of 0 to JO deb; ss ith it minhwim resolution of 1 sec of arc.
The ma\inomi backlash between the position of the cen-
ter vane and the "seconels di;tl" nn the• reado p t mechanism
is less than IO sec of ;uc. If tiv , dfi\e shaft is turned in
the s,, mw direction. the resetabilits of the vane angle
is believed to be x\ ithin -' ? sec of are.
Fig. 18 is it photograph of the gem- assembls of this
Fig. 17. H -bond rotary vane attenuator 	 precision attenuator. The circul;o witveguide rotor is
Fig. 18. Top view of gear drive assembly (attenuator cover off)
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driven by a Hewlett-Packard worm gear. Also mounted
on the worth item shalt is the principal gear of a stear
train which drives the remlont dials. All Vicars belonging
to the gear train for t1w readout dials are Class Precision :3
gears. The gear train and readout system were desil^ncd
by the Measorctncnt Spcc• ialtics Laboratory . Inc., in Van
\n\-s. California.
Prelirniwnr rl tests.
(1) cane setting". If the center vane is
not correctly aligned rclAive to the cod \-aocs at the
indicate, 0-deg position. then it systematic angular
bias error \\ill oc•c•or at other \-,in( , angle settings. One
method for determining this systematic error was de-
scribed by. Wilimr Larson of the National bureau of
St;uodat •ds (Ref. 17).:%i \anon; dial settiIIi;s• deviations
of nteasnrecl and thcorctic •al attenuations are c•onvr,rted
to estimated vane angle errors. The average of these
estimated vane angle errors is used to mn ika • the correc-
tion nccessary to establish the net\- 0-drat dial si'lling.
Using this Incthod. good at;rccnu c nt hct\\ccn nu;tsurcd
and lhcorctical ;itfcnaauations \\as obtained
(2) 11c'u.titrry ntrrtl srt,elrrrl. 3 hc,u ratio tr;uosfrnmcr Icclt
ni(tue, described in Ref. 18, was used to calibrate the
rotary vane attennator. Dcl,-c•lion is accotnplishcal I,\
means of it ehanttcl l 'olonu • ter syslcno. ;\11collAiml
po^^cr ratios are c • ooaparcd on a precise ac raiio fr;uos
fortncr. Tlw ac ratio tr;anslorntcr test set and II I,and
insertion loss tneasorcnwilt ;\-steno nr,a y he seen in I ig. 19.
The source and ]()ad asst;nhlies of this measorcnictii ^\
tetn were inatchecl to VSWBR of less than 1.02 at 81 IS Mc
As stated in Rcf. l5, the principal limitations oil
accuracy of this measurement tcchniapic for insertion
loss measurements are the deviations from s+loarc laic
response of the holooteters used. A bolomctcr is said to
have square law c • haraetcristics if its cictec • tcd ac outliiat
^KLYSTRON POWER SUPPLY
NULL INDICATOR
	
•^	 INSERTION LOSS TEST SET
• • a►
 a1 R	 4
	
INPUT BOLOMETER
	
^	 ^	 !
O	
MOUNTMOuNTROIOMETER	 , JJ.
DIRECTIONAL	 k^s `
COUPLER,10 db
,^-•,^	 R	 DIRECTIONAL;
10 dblER,
s
Fig. 19. H-band rotary vane attenuator and measurement system
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E
voltage is proportional to the microwave input power.
The bolometers and bolometer mounts used for the meas-
urement system were the Sperry 821 barretters and
Hewlett-Packard Model H485B detector mounts, respec-
tively. These barretters are rated to operate at 200-ohm
resistance with an 8 .75-ma do current applied.
Bolometer deviation from square law characteristics
(also referred to as bolometer nonlinearity characteristics)
can be determined approximately by experimentally
measuring fixed attenuation differences, each time with
the bolometer operating at a new RF power level. The
following describes the procedure used to determine
bolometer errors of the measurement system.
With the vane angle set at the 0-deg vane angle set-
ting, the RF power levels into the input and output
bolometers were adjusted to 0.2-mw average power. The
162
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a,
attenuation differences relative to the 0 -deg setting were
then measured at the nominal 3-, 5- and 10-db vane angle
settings. This procedure was then repeated at other RF
power levels. The range of RF power levels into the
bolometers for these tests was between 0 .2- and 0.04-mw
average power (or 0.4- to 0.08-mw peak power since the
klystron was square wave modulated). Fig. 20 shows
the results of the bolometer tests. For the bolometer pair
tested, it appears that if the bolometers are operated at
RF power levels less than 0 .2-mw peak power (0.1-mw
average power), then the deviations in measured attenu-
ations, for a 10-db attenuation measurement, should be
less than 0.005 db. At these RF power levels and oper-
ating conditions, the bolometers should very nearly be
operating as square law detectors (Ref. 19).
For attenuation measurements greater than a 10-db
step, resolution and precision of the ac ratio transformer
becomes somewhat critical. A loss of ±1 dial division
of resolution on the particular ac ratio transformer being
used (ESI Model DT-45) would result in errors of ap-
proximately ±0.0005 db, ±0.005 db, and ±0.05 db for
10-, 20-, and 30 -db step attenuation measurements,
respectively.
Calibe ation results.
(1) VSWR versus vane angle. Fig. 21 shows the VSWR
of the rotary vane attenuator measured as a function of
lf--^ LOOKING INTO ARM A WITH SLIDING
LOAD ON ARM 8
0-0 LOOKING INTO ARM 8 WITH SLIDING
LOAD ON ARM A
VSWR OF SLIDING LOAD: 1.003
n 8448 Mc
1.015
1.010
>
t
too
INDICATED VANE ANGLE, Esq
Fig. 21, VSWR versus indicated vane angle setting
vane angle. The maximum VSWR measured was 1.012,
and the maximum VSWR difference was less than a
factor of 1.004. For this measurement a tuned waveguide
reflectometer system operating at 8448 Me was used. The
accuracy of this VSWR measurement is estimated to he
within a factor of 1.005.
(2) Attenuation versus vane angle. For the calibration
of the rotary vane attenuator, the measurement method
used was to measure attenuation differences between
indicated and reference vane angles. The maximum at-
tenuation difference measured in one step with the ac
ratio transformer test set was 20 db. At the reference
vane angle settings, the RF power levels into the input
and output bolometers were set at approximately 0.06 mw
(average power).
Table 1 gives a comparison of measured and theoretical
attenuation differences. The resetsbility of the rotary
vane angle at a particular setting may be seen from the
repeatability of the measured data.
Table 2 shows attenuation differences using the 0-deg
setting as the reference position for all readings. This
table was compiled from the results given in Table 1.
It may be seen that the theoretical and average measured
attenuation values agree to within ±0.005 db for attenu-
ations up to 6 db and ±0.015 db for attenuations up
to 20 db. At the nominal 40-db setting, the average
measured deviation was +0.066 db.
Error analysis.
(1) Calibration errors. The accuracy of the calibration
method is dependent upon the resetability of the rotary
vane to within _t2 sec of arc. Other measurement errors
would be bolometer nonlinearity error, external mismatch
error, and uncertainties in the accuracy of the insertion
loss test set. Accounting for cumulative errors of the
calibration method, it is estimated that the accuracies
of values given in Table 2 are better than ±0.02 db at
10 db, ±0.04 db at 20 db, -±-0.07 db at 30 db, and
±0.10 db at 40 db.
(2) Attenuator errors. Four principal errors causing
deviations from theoretical attenuations would be trans-
mission error, alignment error, internal mismatch error,
and angular readout error (Ref. 20).
The transmission error is an error caused by incom-
plete attenuation of the tangential electric field com-
ponents by the resistive cards. For most rotary vane
163
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Table 1. Theoretical and measured 8448-Mc attenuation differences between
Indicated and reference vane angle settings
Fort A. Attenuation difforences between Indiceied and 0-db Fort G. Attenuatim differences betsreon ind sc"I d and 10-db
reference vane angle settings reference vane angle settings
Indicated Theoretical Indicated Theoretical
vane angle attenuation Measured values, db vane angle attenuation Measured values, dbsetting relative to
the 0-db
setting relative to
the 0-db
deg min see selling, db 1 2 3 Average dog min sec setting, db 1 2 3 Avema ,
0 0 0 0 Reference selling 55 46 56 10.0 Reference setting
02 44 56 0.02 0.01% 0.0195 0.0201 0.0197 59 55 17 12.0 1.9972 1.9964	 1.9967 1.9968
03 53 12 0.04 0.0367 0.0381 0.0379 0.0382 63 28 Da 14.0 3.9910 3.9917	 3.9944 3.991704 45 33 0.06 0.0581 0.0377 0.0381 0.05
05 29 40 0.08 0.0779 0.0775 0.0777 0.0777 32 24 16.0 5.9762 5.9752	 5.9775 5.9763
06 08 31 0.10 0.0985 0.0983 0.0983 0.0984 69 13 03 18.0 7.9846 7.9843	 7.9887 7.9839
08 40 39 0.20 0.1984 0.1978 0.1985 0.1982 71 33 54 20.0 9.9870 9.98117	 9.9898 9.9885
12 14 54 0.40 0.3997 0.3986 0.3998 0.3494
14 58 20 0.60 0.6019 0.6008 0.6017 0.6015 Fart C. Attenuation differences between indicated and 20-db
17 1S 19 0.80 0.8036 0.8018 0.8024 0.8026 reference vane angle settings
19 11 18 1.0 1.0034 1.0020 1.0038 1.0031
71 33 54 20.0 Reference setting26 58 09 2.0 2.0005 2,0000 2.0006 2.0004
32 42 44 3.0 3.0020 3.0015 3.0031 3.0022 73 37 48 22.0 2.0144 2.0140	 2.0191 2.0193
37 24 29 4.0 3.9971 3.9%1 3.9982 3.971 75 27 08 24.0 4.0352 4.0323	 4.0319 4.0331
41 25 08 5.0 4.9985 4.9968 4.9992 4.9982 77 03 48 26.0 6.0448 4.0438	 6.0420 6.043544 55 55 6.0 6.0107 6.0096 6.0112 6.0105
48 03 38 7.0 7.0131 7.0128 7.0147 7.0135 78 29 27 28.0 8.0453 8.0442	 8.0439 8.0445
50 52 45 8.0 8.0099 8.0088 8.0099 8.0095 79 45 24 30.0 10.0461 10.0470	 10.0435 10.0455
53 26 25 9.0 9.0146 9.0141 9.0158 9.0148 82 20 12 35.0 15.0489 15.0481	 15.0449 1S.0473
55 46 56 10.0 10.0108 10.0108 10.0105 10.0107 84 13 39 40.0 20.0663 20.0676	 20.0676 20.0672
attenuators, this error is usually not significant for attenu-
ations below 40 A. One method of evaluating transmis-
sion error is to measure the attenuation of the resistive
card in the rotor when the center vane is set at Fi g deg
and,using this measured value,to calculate the transmis-
sion error (Ref. 20). The attenuation at 50 deg was not
measured for this rotary vane attenuator because a suit-
able receiver required for this measurement was not
av•.tilable.
The effects of internal mismatch error and alignment
error were not considered to be serious and were not
calculated.
The major part of the deviation between the theo-
retical and measured attenuations shown in Table 2 is
believed to he principally due to angular readout errors.
This belief is based on further analysis made of the
deviations between measured and theoretical attenua-
tions. If the db deviations are converted into estimated
readout errors in degrees (using the method des;^ribed
in Ref. 17) and plotted against the indicated vane angle,
it may be seen that a periodicity exists in the plotted
curve (Fig. 22). The variations in the readout error appear
to repeat every 23 or 30 deg of indicated vane angle.
0.0801
of
W
Fig. 22. Estimated readout error of the M-bond
rotary vane attenuator
It was later discovered that the worm gear shaft is de-
signed to turn one complete revolution for 30-deg rotation
of the rotor. Since both the worm gear (which turns the
circular waveguide rotor) and the n-incipail gear of the
readout gear train are mounted on the worm gear shaft,
it is reasonable to conclude that the readout error is a
function of worm gear shaft rotation. The major part
•
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Table 2. Calibration of the H-band rotary vane
attenuator from 0 to 40 db at 8448 Mca
i
Indicated
vane angle'
1111i 
deg
2
Theoretical
attenuation
correspond-
we to
Indicated
vane angle
A,, A
3
Average
matured
attenuation
A., db
4
Average
measured
deviation
(Am - Ad, db
5
Estimated
readout
error'
lfr, deg
2.749 0.02 0.0197 - 0.0003 -0.021
3.1V 0.04 0,0382 -0.0018 -01088
4.739 0.06 0.0580 - 0.0020 -0.080
5.493 0.08 0.0777 -0.0023 -0.078
6.142 0.10 0.0914 - 0,0016 -0.049
8.678 0.20 0,1982 -0.0018 -0.039
12.248 0.40 0.3994 - 0.0006 -0.009
14.972 0.60 0.6013 +0.0015 +0.019
17.233 0,80 0.8026 +0.0'026 +0.028
19.233 1.0 1.0031 +0.)031 +0.029
26,%9 2.0 2.0004 +0.0004 +0.003
32,712 3.0 3.0022 +0.0022 +0.011
37.408 4.0 3.9971 - 0.0029 -0.013
41.419 5.0 4.9982 - 0.0018 -0.007
44.932 6.0 6.0103 +0.0105 +0.:7"
48.061 7.0 7.0135 +0.0133 +0.040
50.879 8.0 8.0095 +0.0095 +0.023
53.440 9.0 9.0141 +0.0148 +0.036
55182 169.0 10,0107 +0.0107 +0.024
59.921 121.0 12.0075 +0.0073 +0.014
63.469 140 14.0024 +0.0024 +0.004
66.540 16.0 15.9870 - 0.0130 -0.019
69.218 18.0 17.9966 - 0.0034 -0,004
71.565 20.0 19.9992 --0.0008 -0.001
73.630 2I.0 22.0185 +0.0183 +^.v19
75.432 24.0 24.0323 +0.0323 +0,03
77.063 26.0 26.0427 +0.0427 +0.033
78.491 28.0 28.0437 +0.0437 +0.030
79.737 30.0 30.0447 +0.0447 +0.0v
82.337 35.0 35.0465 +0.0465 +0,021
14.261 40.0 40.0664 +0.0664 +0.022
• Msowrod data was compiled from Table 1.
Indicated vend aneio fatting of Table 1 converted to doerees.
°See NU Technieel Note 177 {Ref. 171•
of the angular readout error is thought to be caused by
the worm gear because it was not designed to be used
for ultra-precise positioning of the rotary vane.
The curve shown on Fig. 22 should be useful for pre-
dicting the attenuations which would be measured at
indicated vane angle settings not calibrated. The meas-
ured attenuation values closely follow the relationship:
An, = -40 log,,, cos (0, + Or)
where
0, = indicated vane angle, deg
Or = estimated readout error, deg
In order to establish this attenuator as a reliable attenu-
ation standard, the attenuator should he calibrated
independently, preferably using ait the y
 accurate meas-
urement technique. An arrangement has been made with
the National Bureau of Standards to calibrate this pre-
cision attenuator using their modulated sub-carrier tech-
nique of measuring microwave attenuation.
2. AC Ratio Transformer Insertion Loss Set, o. white
a. Summary. This relvrt discusses recent tests and
modifications made on the ac ratio transformer insertion
loss set described in Ref. 18. Two major changes made
were replacement of the tyke of bridge transformer used
and iamoval of the shielri balance circuit.
b. Recent tvork. Since the development of the S-band
rotary vane attenuator described in Refs. 21 and 22, it
has been possible to resolve very small differences be-
tween the measured values of insertion loss obtained
fr.ar two ac ratio transformer insertion loss sets of the
type described in Ref. Ili.
The precision rotary vane attenuator was used to com-
pare the two insertion loss sets operating at 2388 Me.
Measured values were obtained at indicated attenuator
settings of 1, 5, 10, and 20 db, respectively. As shown
in Table 3-A, there was a small but definite difference
in the measured values obtained from the two insertion
loss sets. The cause of this discrepancy was traced to
the output bridge transformers of the insertion loss test
Table 3. Comparison of the two ac ratio transformer
insertion loss test sets
Fort A. Before modification
Indicated rotary Average measured Average measured
von* attenuator less using Unit tee. 1, lose using Unit tee. 2,
setting, db db db
1 1.0018 1.0002
3 3.0057 3.0002
10 10,0130 10.0074
20 20.0433 20.0364
Part S. After modification
1 0.9993 0.9990
3 4.9996 4,9993
10 10.0073 10.00"
20 20,0411 20,0384
Notes. Due to a small error in the readout system of the rotary vane atteeunfes,
the indicated rotary vane attsmustor setting vtalds an Insertion tau value that
Is slightly high (roe Rot. 23 for details) end becomes especially noticeable far
values above 5 db.
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Fig. k3. Diagram of ratio transformer insertion loss set before modification
Fig. 24. Diagram of ratio transformer insertion loss set after modification
sets. In construction of the two units, the output leads
of the bridge transformers (ST-248, as shown in Fig. 23)
were arbitrarily reversed with respect to each other. It
I s found that, when the bridge transformers of the
Table 4. Comparison of the ac ratio transformer insertion
loss test set with and without shield balance
Unit No. 2: Unit No. 2:Indicated rotary average measured loss overage measured loss
vane ottenuator
using	 balance with shield tied to
setting, db operatn, dberation, wiper of ratiotransformer, db
5 4.9943 4.9997
10 10.0065 10.0050
20 20.0389 20.0394
two units were hooked up identically, the measured inser-
tion loss values compared almost identically between
units. It was finally determined that the ST-248, being
a single shielded transformer, is subject to capacitive
ground loops that become apparent when working with
low-level voltages. When the ST-248 transformers were
replaced with double-shielded transformers, the ground
loop condition was eliminated and the two insertion loss
sets agreed favorably regardless of the polarity of the
output leads of the bridge transformer. (See Table 3-B
and Fig. 24.)
A significant improvement in the operation of the
insertion loss set was also made possible when the double-
shielded bridge transformer was installed. When the
shield-to-winding capacitance ground loop was elimi-
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nated, it was found that the wiper arm of the ratio
	 nate a step in the operation. The shield balance potenti-
transformer could be tied directly to the primary shield
	 ometer was used to drive the shield of the bridge
of the bridge transformer without any noticeable loading
	 transformer to the same potential as the primary winding
effects (Table 4). It was now possible to replace the shield
	 of the bridge transformer with a minimum loading on
balance potentiometer with a fixed IOK resistor and elimi-
	 the reference signal (Figs. 23 and 24).
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XVIII. Communication System Development
A. Signal-to-Noise Monitoring
C. E. Gilchriest
1. Statistical Properties
a.Resume. Two systems for determining signal-to-noise
(SIN) from measurements are analyzed for efficiency
(minimum number of samples or equivalently minimum
time) for inclusion in the DSIF for advanced planetary
communications systems. Our system is based on the
SIN estimator from a linear system. The probability
density function is determined along with confidence
intervals. The second system is based on a decision device
which determines the bit error rate estimator. The proba-
bility density function is determined along with confi-
dence intervals. Charts of confidence intervals for various
numbers of samples are given for both systems. The con-
clusion is that the SIN estimator method is by far the
most efficient.
b. Recent work. The communications system perform-
ance monitor function during actual spacecraft missions
is an extremely desirable one in that it lends confidence
to real-time spacecraft operation decisions based on the
communication system. It also allows some correction of
detected system degradation during spacecraft operations.
With this general preamble, we shall restrict this study
to a particular facet of the problem; that is, we shall
study a system for monitoring the signal-to-noise ratio
at various points in the receiving system.
There are two major points in the system which need
to be monitored; these are:
(1) Output of the receiver itself in regard to carrier-
power-to-noise-power.
(2) Output of the data system or the data subcarrier-
power-to-noise-power.
The first of these can be monitored reasonably well
through existing hardware at the DSIF. In particular,
elaborate calibrations are available for both received
carrier power (automatic gain control) and the noise
power (system noise temperature). Unfortunately, these
have nonlinear calibrations, and the measurements are
operationally difficult to present in engineering units at
the necessary operations locations. For the second, noth-
ing exists, but may only be derived indirectly through
calculations involving the modulation index. A degrading
modulation index is basically the parameter which we
would like to monitor through the data channel signal-
to-noise measurement in combination with the RF carrier-
power-to-noise measurement.
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Proposed systems for monitoring the data and carrier
channel signal to noise should have the following fea-
tures:
(1)It should be readily and accurately analyzable.
(2) It should be efficient (minimum number of samples
and minimum time for processing).
(3) It should not require manual operations.
Requirement (1) restricts one to systems which are linear
and Gaussian, since they are the easiest to analyze and
have the most information available. Requirement (2) will
be the main concern in the analysis which is to follow.
The basic problem is how many samples are required to
obtain a certain confidence in our answer. Require-
ment (3) dictates that the processing should probably
be digital, but should not be so elaborate that it couh4
not be done at the DSIF with a small special-purpose
processor. Since the Digital Instrumentation System (DIS)
---7
DIGITAL INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM
(DI S)
RANALOG-TO-DIGITAL W PROCESSOR
CONVERTER J	
t	 i
BANDPASS
	 MATCHED
+cos tai	 FILTER
	 FILTER
+NOISE
cos Wt
	
SYNC
TELEMETRY DEMODULATOR
Fig. 1. Subcavr:P r
 signai-to-noise estimator system
BANDPASS
LIMITER
± cos Wt
+ NOISE
SOUARE LAW ^ BANDPASS ++ NO SE j	MATCHED	 DECISION
DEVICE	 LIMITER	 FILTER	 DEVICE
cos 2wt i	 1 SYNC
TELEMETRY DEMODULATOR
	
CONVERT TO
	 ERROR
	
EQUIVALENT	 ACCUMULATORSIGNAL TO NOISE ^^
Fig. 2. Subcarrier bit error estimator system
A
R
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UNFILTERED
COHERENT AGC
DIGITAL INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMI	 (DIS)
	
MATCHED
	 I	 ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL
	 PROCESSOR
	
FILTER	 CONVERTER J
Fig. 3. Carrier signal-to-noise estimator system
will be operational at all DSIF Stations in CY 1965, this
offers no difficulty.
A system, which at this time appears to satisfy these
requirements best in relation to some of the fixed system
constraints (unenumerated except that future telemetry
systems will largely be digital), is shown in Figs. 1 (an
alternate proposal to Fig. 2), 2 ( an alternate proposal
to Fig. 1), and 3; all systems, however, will be analyzed.
Because the data is plus or minus in the digital sub-
carrier channel, the output is not Gaussian. This difficulty
is easily circumvented if the range of values of interest is
restricted. First of all, the specification on the allowable
bit error rate of the system has been set at 5 X 10-3
which means that µ/o, where µ is the average signal
and o is the average noise value, is > 2.58 = 8.23 db at
the matched filter output. Fig. 4 shows what this means
in the output probability density function. What is pro-
posed is that the samples of the system are taken without
regard to sign yielding the probability density function
shown in Fig. 5, where the dotted line shows the Gaussian
distribution which has the same area to be used as an
approximation in the analysis to follow. Consideration
of the above indicates that µ will be higher and o lower,
thus giving an increased answer for µ/Q; but this effect
should be small even for the worst case. Because of this
problem, the system was chosen as outlined so that the
µ/Q could be as large as possible.
Fig. 4. Worst case probability density function
for matched filter output
AREA = 5 X
WORST CA
zr
78
it
In the system outlined, the basic problem is to make
a statistical estimate of the signal-to-noise ratio from n
measurements (X,, XZ, - - - , X„) of the output universe.
Since the universe average µ is the signal and the uni-
verse standard deviation v is the noise, the estimate of
the signal to noise is the ratio of the estimates of A and o
or K and v (estimators). These estimators are random
variables which depend on the measurements (X,,
Xzi
 - - - , X„). The signal-to-noise ratio is then a func-
tional relationship between two random variables and
is itself a random variable.
Fig. 5. Probability density function of worst case
without regard to sign
There are a number of different estimators of µ and o
covering different circumstances and efficiencies, but for
µ we shall use the estimator
i X,
w	 n
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and for a we shall use
^^ t
^ (Xi — µ)'
V =3 i n-1
which is an unbiased estimator depending upon the esti-
mate µ of µ, where we might have used any one of the
following: i (Xi — µ)'
	
o, = `_' n
	
(a biased estimator)
	
„	
(Xi — w)
	
z 	 i=
i 
^
a, —
n-1
w
	
}.
 
(xi — I)
A 	 n	 (a biased estimator)
(By an, unbiased estimator, we mean that the ensemble
average of the estimate is equal to parameter that is
being estimated. Biased, of course, means the opposite.)
The measurements (X,, Xs, - - - , X„) are made from
a universe which we have assumed to be Gaussian and,
because of the nature of the matched filter, we can
assume that the X i are independent. µ then is function-
ally related to the X i by the previous relation, and thus
will have a probability density function which we can
calculate. Proceeding then, because of the independence,
the multivariant distribution is then (Ref. 1)
P (X,, Xz, ... X*) _ '^ (2 ) a exp — (Xi 
µ)' 
J
Now, making the transformation
1 "
µ = , i Xin
it can be shown that
	
,n	 n	 1	 — n (µ — µ)2
P tµ) _ r 2,r ) a exp	 20'
µ then is a random variable with the above probability
density function; we can not say with certainty what
µ is at all. We can now calculate to see if ^ is unbiased.
By inspection of p (pk it is obvious that
E [µI = ,A;
Therefore, it is unbiased.
So far we have examined only a small part of the
problem. What we are ultimately going to do is take
a ratio of µ and o
R= 3
where R is an estimator for p/a = R and what we need
is the joint distribution p (µ, o). Ln the calculation for a,
we had several choices for the estimator and
va =	 i (Xi — 2
i=,
was chosen . µ^ was chosen in this calculation because
we would not know µ with any certainty. The distri-
bution which we get for p (R) will involve both K and a
which are both unknown. Now it can be shown that
(Ref. 2)
n ^ n — 1 c"-'»a2 —
P (i^ _	 2n n— 1 2	 (al"' z
rr —2)e
X exp[ — n (µ — µ)2 + (n — 1) a'L	 2v'
which is the sought-after joint probability density func-
tion for µ and a Notice that p (µ, v) = p (I^L) p (a) which
shows the independence of P and o A word of caution
should be injected here. The probability density function
for ^a is not unbiased while the probability density func-
tion for'a' is. We shall get the square for our ultimate
distribution which will eliminate this problem; but we
should still check for bias in our estimator R m = µ'/a=.
The variable was R = µ^^/^o where v > 0 so that cer-
tainly the ratio exists and the range for R is — co < R < oo .
R can be interpreted as a line emanating from the origin
in the positive o direction.
•
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To get p (R) we must calculate (a/A) P (R - A). Now
A A
P (R < R) =
fo µ.BO
p tµP o) dpdP
 00
which is the sector between the -µ line and the R line
as shown in Fig. 8. Use the following identity for cal-
culating the derivative under the integral:
Tf f (x, c) dx = j94 f (x, c) dx
+ f (q , c)	 — f (p, c)
ac
so that
P (R) _	 P (R < R)
aR
= 
f ag
 
aRJ	
p(A,a)dAd9
A=^AA/,[0+p(µ— Ro;o)v -01aEo
=
J ^0
Therefore
n % n — 1
2 9)	 2
P tR) =	 r n _ 1 ^
C 2 )
X r°°go-leer-n(R"o-µ)!+(n-1)O da
fo 	 L	 W	 J
Expanding the exponent, we obtain
n (Ra — µ)= + (n — 1)'0
20=
Ro -2nRµo +nµ=+(n-1)^v'
20=
o= (n (R= + 1) — 1) — 2nR pa + nµ=
W
Now
 % 
2(
_ n
2n	 2
P (R) =	 r n— 1
/ a	
e-xµi=00
2 J "
X + °° o*_ , e r o= (n (R= + 1) — 1) — 2nR tm
0	 xP L
	 W	 ] 4
which is a form of the non-central student t distribution
(Refs. 8, 9), but (Ref. 3)
e e-°r--"/I dx =
0
a- (k + i )1= 20k -W2 [ r (k + 1 \ A   k+11 ^  ; b=2 1	 2	 2 2a)
_b\a/ r \ 2 +1^ 1F1 \ 2 +1 ^ 2'^J
where
k = n — 1
b = — 2NRµ/2o=
a = (n(R= + 1) — 1)/0=
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Therefore
A
	 (
n)% (n — 1)t"-') /2
r 1 n 2 1 } (n (R2 + 1) — 1)w/'
X
 r^
n	 n 1
	 µ2n:R22) ,F
' ^2 ' 2' 2e (n( 2 +1)-1)^
+
µ	 nR (2)%	 t o+ 1
n	
l
a (—^+ 1) — 1) r \ 2
	
n + 1 3	 µ2n2R2
x'F,(
/  
2 ' 2 1 2o2 (n( '+1)-1))
Because we are really interested in R2 and not R, we
now make a functional transformation. Since
The function that we have obtained now for p (R2) is
in unknown terms R2 = µ2/os, which is the parameter
w mare trying to estimate. Let us now write p (R)' as
p (R2, R2) mentioned before; there is really nothing we
can say about R2 for certain. The usual way of handling
this problem is through confidence intervals. If R 2 is
known, we have probability function for various Rj as
shown in the sketch below:
/e9 _91
9.2= R2
A'	 dR2 	 dR2dR' = 2 (F
—
)% == ( 2)%
Then, provided that the probability that R < 0 is very
small,
(i) 'i (n — 1)c°-i^r2n	 µ'P( R2) 
= 2rr n 2 1 } (n (92 + 1) — J)-/2 (R2)% 
a r2o
r (( l (Z A
	
l
x L r l 2 ^ 2F1 \ 2 , T; ^ —(n ( Rl) — 1)
µ	 n R 2 ) % (2)	 n + 1
+ v (n 2 +1 ) — D% r ( ^ —)
n + 1 3 µ2	 n1R2	 11X 1F, t 2 '2'2o2 (7 2 +1)-1)/J
This is the relation for p (R 2) which we needed.
If experimentally we obtain a value R'2, we can say that
if R, is the true parameter, then A2 will not exceed R'2
with probability greater than a specified amount (P,).
We can also ay that if R; is the true parameter then 112
will exceed R' 2
 with probability greater than a specified
amount (P.). These two specified probabilities need not
be equal. We can say that the range R 12,to R8 (called the
confidence interval) will cover the true value R 2 with
a probability of (1 — P, — P 3). It is obvious that P, and
P, can be chosen in an infinite number of ways. What
we try to do is select P, and P, so that Rg — R; is the
shortest length. If p (R2, R) is symmetrical, then P, = P,
yields this circumstance; but in the unsymmetrical case,
it is difficult in general to obtain the best values for
P, and P, In practice, P. and P, are chosen equal be-
cause of this difficulty, but the increased range of R; to
Ra is not affected appreciably in the majority of cases.
The problem now is one of determining the following
integrals for R, and R,.
f
p (R2, R;	 JA) dR2 = P, = P2 = 	 p (R11) Ri) dR1
ac	 R'9
For any particular R'2 we can plot the values R; and R1
as shown in the second sketch:
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At
RZ
	
A,	 R:	 #2
	
i	 a
and the samples (X,, X, f • • • , X* ) will be discretely dis-
tributed with parameter q (Ref. 1)
	
p(x;q)=q°(1— q)1 -,	 x=0,1
The maximum likelihood estimator for q is
A = y
q n
where
Y=	 x,
which can have the possible values 0, 1, 2, • • • , n. Now
From this sketch then, if we obtain R'$ experimentally, we
can read the confidence interval by drawing a horizontal
line to intersect the curves and project the intersection
to the abscissa to obtain the confidence interval Ri to Re.
In order to reduce the range of the confidence interval,
the only parameter we have control of is the number
of samples. Obviously, as n is increased, the confidence
interval decreases, and we have more assurance of obtain-
ing a better answer. One of the main problems outlined
in the beginning of this treatise was that of determining
the number of samples. This is extremely important to
the operation because of time required to gather a large
number of samples, because the parameters could change
over such a large time, and because of the amount of
equipment required to process a large number of samples.
Figs. 7 through 9 show the confidence intervals for vari-
ous numbers of samples.
So far, only one system has been analyzed which gives
us no measure of the efficiency (minimum number of
samples for a given confidence interval) of that system.
One other system which has been suggested (Fig. 2) to
measure signal-to-noise ratio is that of measuring the
bit error rate which is functionally related to signal-to-
noise ratio (Refs. 10 and 11). This device essentially uses
the probability function shown as the dashed line in
Fig. 5 and makes a decision whether the function is
X > 0 or X < 0. The relation between the signal-to-noise
ratio is
q' = .I[ 1 — erf ^N11
E x,	 , E x,
P(X.X., Xa, ... I X.; q) = q	 (1 —	 q)
The only possible values for q are 0,1/n, 2/n,
and the probability density function for q is
p{q _ n , q> = ( 1 / q) (1 q)--J
\	 j	 0, 1/ 2n=n^n ...,1
In an analogous manner to that of the continuous case
above for the confidence intervals when we experiment-
ally get a q' = k/n, we find a q, and a q, from the
following
' ( ") q, (1
	 P,
v=o y
n ( 
n ) qy^ 	 q.)--y P,
v=k y
For small n, hand trials can be used for the solutions
q, and q, but for intermediate values of n, the incom-
plete beta function can be used. The cumulat'. ve beta
distribution is
(a + Q +1)! rx
«1 ^1
which, with integration by parts, yields
!«+/3+1\ Xi (1—X)o.p,^-c+i
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Therefore
nI	 q,(1—q,)"-	 1—F(q,;k,n—k-1)=P,
V r, y
and
j(n)g3(1—q,)"-r= F(q,;k-1,n—k)=P9
Y=k
The incomplete beta function may be found in Pearson's
tables (Ref. 7 or Refs. 4 and 5). For values beyond these
tables, approximations must be made. For n large and q
around 0.5, the normal approximation to the binomial
should be made
1F (q,; k — 1, n — k) = 
	
E° '' = dx(:.,.t
	
^ "9s- 4rl"7at t `lei!`+
When q is small, the Poisson approximation should he
made (Ref. 12)
F (q,; k — 1, n — k) — 2 (nq)z a 
"v
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Figs. 10 through 15 show the confidence intervals corre-
sponding to the bit error rates.
Conclusions as to the ef ficiency (number of samples
required) of the systems depend largely upon the region
of SIN that is experienced. At high STIN/B = 10 (corre-
sponding to a bit error rate of about 10- s), about 10'
samples are needed by the bit error estimator method
to have a 90% confidence interval less than ± 1 db, while
the SIN estimator method would require only about 103
(confidence interval proportional to 1/n" when n is above
501. At STIN/B = 1.0 (corresponding to a bit error rate
of about 10- 1 ), the two methods are comparable. Since
the higher SIN will be prevalent during most of any
mission and since 10 5 samples would require 3% hr at
8% bits/see (Mariner bit rates) while 103 samples would
require 6 min, it would seem that the SIN estimator
method would be the most practical system.
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XIX. Communications Systems Research
A. Coding Theory
R. C, Titsworth, G. Solomon, and E. C. Posner
1. Random Numbers Generated by Linear
Recurrence Modulo 2, R. C. Titsworth
a. Introduction. Many situations arise in various fields
of interest for which the mathematical model utilizes a
random sequence of numbers, events, or both. In many
of these applications it is often extremely advantageous
to generate by some deterministic means a sequence
which appears to be random, even if, upon closer and
longer observation, certain regularities become evident.
For example, electronic computer programs for gener-
ating random numbers to be used in Monte Carlo experi-
ments have proved extremely'useful. This article describes
a random number generator of this type with several
outstanding properties. The numbers are generated by
modulo 2 linear recurrence techniques long used to gen-
erate binary codes for commune itions.
b. Maximal length linear recurrence modulo 2. Let
a = (ak) be the sequence of 0's and 1's generated by
the linear recursion relation
ak = CIA* -, + C24k_2 • • • + c"ak_p (mod 2)
for any given set of integers c i (i = 1, 2, - • - , n), each
having the value 0 or 1. We, of course, require c„ = 1,
and say that the sequence has degree n.
The period p of such a sequence is clearly not greater
than 2" -- 1. The necessary and sufficient condition that
p = 2" -- 1 is that the polynomial
f(x)=1+c,x+ cg' + • . • +x"
be primitive mod 2 (Ref. 1).
We shall assume in the remainder of this article that
f (x) is a primitive nth degree polynomial mod 2; the
sequence a is then a maximal length linearly recurring
sequence mod 2. These sequences have been studied and
used as odes in communications and inforntation theo-
retic studies (Refs. 2, 3, 4). The properties of interest
to us at present are the following:
(1) 2 ak = .p 2k =1
(2) For every distinct set of (0, 1) integers b,, b2i • - - , b",
not all zero, there exists a unique integer
v (0 ­:- v < p — 1), independent of k, such that
b,ak _, + bzak _, + - - - + b"ak _ " = a*+ , (mod 2).
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This is often referred to as the "cycle-and-add"
property.
(3) Every non-zero (0, 1) binary n-vector (e,, e,, • • • , eA)
occurs exactly once per period as n consecutive
binary digits in a.
We shall, in what follows, find it convenient to use a
slightly different version of the sequence a. Let us define
u	 .+
ak = (-1)a.
Under this transformation, we see that if ak takes on
the values 0 and 1, then ak takes the values of + 1 and
—1, respectively. The properties (1), (2), and (3) are
then transformed into
P
I ak
k=1
(2') For every distinct set of (0, 1) integers b,, • • • , bA,
not all zero, there exists a unique integer
v (0 ^—'v < p — 1) such that
b, ak .a	
k
k 1	
. . 
ak A = ak"!'
(3') Every ±1 binary n-vector (E,, e,, • • • , E.) except
the all-ones vector occurs exactly once per period
as n consecutive elements in a.
c. The Boolean transform. Let g (x) be a ± 1-valued
Boolean function of (0, 1) variaoles x,, x,, , x A. For
any s = (s,, s,, - - - , s.), si = 0 or 1, define
0 (s , x) = 2-0/2 ( —1)SIXI + .. - +.._.
These 2A functions of x, the Rademacher—Walsh func-
tions (Ref. 5), form an orthonormal basis for 2A -space.
Relative to this basis g (x) has components G (s) given by
G (s) = 2-/2	 g (x) .0 (8, x)•
That is, G (s) is the projection of g (x) on ¢ (s, x),
normalized so that
Gz (s) = 1.
Similarly, we have
g (x) = 2"/2 S G (s) 0 (s, x).
Consider the effect of setting x i = at _ i in g (x). As a
function of k, a binary ±1 sequence {yk } = y is gen-
erated:
G (S)
 akt aks Z
	
ak. 
A
Note in the above equation that the coefficients G (s)
are determined by the logic alone, and that, by (2'), we
have fourth property basic to our analysis:
(`1) yk = G(0) + I G (s) ak+su ►
i.0
where the mapping v (s) of all binary non-zero n-vectors
onto {0, 1, 2, - • • , p — 1) is one-to-one.
d. Random number generation. Let a = (ak} be the
(0, 1) sequence generated by an nth degree maximal-
length linear recurrence modulo 2, as described previ.
ously, and define a set of numbers of the form
yk = O•agk ., agk + , - - - agk+r-A (base 2),
where r is a randomly chosen integer, 0 -!9 r < 2 1, — 1.
That is, yk is the binary expansion of a number whose
binary digits are n consecutive digits in a, yk spaced q
digits apart. For reasons essential to the analysis, we
restrict q *:^?t n, and (q, 2A — 1) = 1.
We can also write
A
yk	 2- 1 agk+.- t
t=^
These all lie in the interval 0 < yk < 1. Because of con-
dition (2), the randomness of the choice of r is equivalent
to the statement that the initial value y,, is a random
choice.
e. Analysis of the generator. We shall find it convenient
to work with a transformed set of numbers " rather
than the yk. Specifically, let a = {ak } be the ±1 sequence
corresponding to a = {ak}, and define
A
wk =	 2- 1 aqk+r - t•
t_1
We see that yk and wk are related by
wk=1-2A-2yk.
There is thus an easy translation between " and yk.
s
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A
	
By property (3), it is recognized that every one of 	 Now consider R (m), m * 0. First, its mean value is
	
the possible binary expansions of a number occurs exactly 	 A
	once per period; except that giving yk _ 0. Hence, for yk	R (m) = E [R (m)]
1	 N	 w	 w	 ► -t
^^ii ^v	 (t+r)
— pN*, G L v ^+	
agk+r-taq(R+wl+r-r
 k=1 t =1 r=i	 r=n
2-w eg yk G 1— 2-"
and for wk
—1+2-"Lw"61-3.2-".
We generally may assume, merely from the application
to which we wish to suit the numbers, that n is mod-
erately large, so that the numbers y" and w" are ex-
tremely numerous. For example, if n 35, there are
3.43 X 1010 of them. We wish to consider only a portion
of the total number of these, say N of them, and to dis-
cover, for moderately large N, how these are distributed.
J. Correlation properties. The mean value of wk is
easily found
E (wk) — 1 wk = 1 2-9 aqk+r-t
P r.0	 P t-1	 r
_ — 2-"
a number very nearly equal to zero. This produces
E (yk) = YL
Define the sample autocorrelation function R (m)
of wk by
_—	 G 2-it-rl L arar+qw,+t..r.
P t=t r =t	 r=o
The last sum is again — 1 unless qm + t — u is a mul-
tiple of p. Obviously,
qm — n+ 1Ggm+t—ufgm+n— 1.
Hence, if q ^ n and m L (p — n)/q, we see that
0<qm+t—u<p
so qm + t --- u can never be a multiple of p. These con-
ditions we shall now assurne to be in effect as one of
our hypotheses. The mean va lkne of R (m) is then
=	 P	 = 2-=" — 2-0.(p +1)'
The mean behavior of the process shows essentially no
N	
correlation between wk and w4+M for any m (m = 1,R (m) = N
	
tvkwk+w.
	2, ... , [(P — n)/q])
The expected value of R(m) is the true autocorrelation
R (m) function of the process
A
R (m) = E [R (m)]
and the value R (0) is the variance o' of The process wk.
	
w1 2- (t11, 
- 1
	 . w w	 v-1
R (0) = 2  =—^' s aqk+r-t aqk+r-r•
	
P r=o	 P t=16=1	 r.0
The last sum is —1 if t =A u and p if t = u, by (2'). Hence
R (0) = 3 — \ 3 — 2-*) 2-".
This shows that wk has essentially the same variance
as a uniformly distributed process.
The sample autocorrelation function is itself a random
process, and its mean-squared value for m 0 0 is
^	
r
w 
c
w
 r
w w
E [ RP (m)] - G 4 G	 2- ( t +r.{+11 µtr{!
t=t r=t i=t 1=t
where lA trtj is defined by
µtri!
1 N N r-1
4 1 1 1o
  
ar+kq-tar+(k+wt)q-ra ►+tq-{ar+(t+tw)q-/•
PN 1 1 
Now since we have restricted q ^i-_ n and 1 ^m !!55 (p —n)/q,
there exist v 1 and vs su -;h that
ar+gk-t ar+kq+kws-r = ar+rot
ar+1q-O ar+1q+1w-! = ar+O2-
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r
For fixed values of t, u, i, and f, there is at most one value
of t for each k such that v, = v2 . Bence
µ1m1 !!!!-1 PN2 [N(p + 1) — N' J
produces the result
E [11 2
 (m)! . ( 1 — -°)+ C PpN1 - P)
	
(m :f-
 0) •
and the value of the variance of R (m) is likewise bounded
var [R (m)] (1 — 2-8)' ( PPN1	
P	 P=!
<^1+P).
where yk has been previously defined, its value is
yk = G (0) + 2 G (s) aAw .+s u1
eve
n
by the Boolean transform. The expected value of T is
T=E[T)+ 1 p^ T
P r=o
T = 2 1—G(0) + p . G(s)^
= 2 [1  f pp 1 1 G (0) +	 G (s)1
But it is easy to see from its definition that
This indicates that the deviation of the sample autocor- 	 g (0) _	 G (s)
relation function from its meals value is very sm pil, and
decreases proportionately as N increases: 	
and than
g. The di.+ h*ution Properties. We have show that
wk (and conseggently, yk) has essentially the same mean
and variance as a unif ,rm distribution. Now consider
actual distributions of N values of yk on (0, 1). To do
this, we consider an arbitrary interval of length L < 1;
and observe what percentage of the N values of yk lie
in this range.
Since we are considering binary expansions of num-
bers, intervals of width 2 - J are most conveniently con-
sidered, and these will surely be sufficient to our needs.
To du this, we consider the first d positions of the vectors
representing yk for k = 1, 2, • • • , N, and count the num-
ber of these having a specified pattern. This is equivalent
to forming a Boolean function on the first d positions of
yk, whose value is, say -- 1, if yk
 has this initial pattern
and +I otherwise.
More specifically, let (e,, e,, • • • , ed) be the initial pat-
tern of ones and zeros we seek as a prefix to yk. Then
define the (±1) Boolean function g (x) by
_	 1	 if x, = e,, x2 = e2 ,	 , xj = et
	
g (x) — { 1	 otherwise.
The relative number of times T that a number yk falls
in the specified interval is
	
A	 1	 N
T= -- N— 2 
yk^2N	 k
G (0) = 2-* g (x) 2-* (2" — 2 . 2^ -^
.	 x
= 1 — 2--d+'
lience, we have
T= 1 —(1+ p)(1-2-d+1)+ g(0) 1
2 [ 1
=^(I+ p)2-d+ g(2^'1 1.
Thus, the yk are equidistributed in the mean.
The variance about this mean can also be bounded.
First, however, we compute
1 v- 1 x x	 N N	 1
—	 yky 1 = 1 2 1 2 G (s) G (u) —
P r=o k = 1 1=1	 k = 1 1=1 s
	 u	 P
8 - 1
X	 ar- 1 	 ^ ar-a ¢r+t	 t-n
r .1
(t 9 (l — k))
If s 0 0, and u =A 0, then there exist integers v, and v2
such that
fir_,	 ar_p = ^r+o,
ar+t -1 	 ar+C-M — ar+Vp
188
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and for each k there is at most one i such that v, = v,.
Using this fact and the Schwartz inequality, we see
.-^ x x	 \	 1
1 1 2 ykn -e-N2 G' (0) 1 + 1 1 — 1 }P r=o k=t 1-1	 p) _ p 1
+N(^1+I
This calculation then places a bound on the variance of T,
`
var T = 4 E .I	 Yi yk — 1 + p / G (0) +	 g (0)l
2,44{—[1+GY(0)]p(1+p J
+ P\ + p)g(0)G(0)+ 11 ( 1+ 1 .
(2)The sample autocorrelation function, defines by
R (m) = N wku..
has as its mean value R (m), given by
R (m) = 2-21t — 2-*
for m = 1, 2, • - • , [(2" — I — m)/9 1. The variance
of R (m) about R (m) is bounded by
var R (m) <	 1 + (2 1 1)NJ
(3) The relative number of times T that y k falls in the
interval for which the first d positions of the binary
expansion are fixed, i.e., a neighborhood of length
2- d
 in the interval (0, 1), has mean
If the negative terms are omitted, the inequality is
stronger,
var T < 4 \ 1 + p X N + 
(0) (1 — 2-d+ 1)
< 1'^ , + _L)( 1 + 2
and again, the deviation from expected behavior de-
creases as N grows larger, independently of e.
h. Summary. The conclusions reached by this analysis
are stated in the following:
Theorem. It (ak) is a (0, 1) binary sequence generated
by an nth degree maximal length linear recursion rela-
tion modulo 2, if for (q, 2" — 1) = 1, and q n,
yk = 0-aky-, akQ _ 2 . • . a,,,%-. is the binary expansion of a
real positive number in the interval (0, 1), and if wk is
a real number in the interval (- 1, +1) related to yk
 by
wk = 1 — 2yk — 2- 11 , then averaged over all possible (as-
sumed equally likely) initial values yo
 (or wn), then
(1) The mean value µ of the sequence wk is
µ = 2-x
and variance a2
T=E[T]=2-°11+ (11} ^
+219(0)-11(2„1 1
for any number N of points yk. The variance of T
is bounded by
var (T] < 4 1 f (2" 1 1) JC N + (2" 
^ 
1)
i. Primitive polynomials. In order to implement the
generator, it is necessary to find a primitive polynomial
f (x) over GF (2). These have been tabulated up through
degree 34 and appear in Peterson (Ref. 6); others appear
in Watson (Ref. 7). The form easiest to implement is
that in which the recursion relation has fewest terms.
Golomb, et al. (Ref. 8) have found primitive trinomialq
for most degraes through degree 30. A degree 35 poly-
nomial f(X) = x' ® + x' + I is very useful for generating
numbers on an IBM 7094, wh,re numerical register con-
tains 35 digits. The period p = Ntas — 1 is relatively prime
to 35, and so q may be setequal to 35. Preliminary experi-
mental results indicate that the bounds given here are
indeed valid for arbitrary sample sequences yk . These
tests and experimental properties will be discussed more
fully in a subsequent article.
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2. A New Decoding Procedure for Bose-
Cboudhuri Codes, G. sd..
a.Intro&c mn. The decoding procedures presented by
Peterson (Ref. 9, Sects. 9.4 and 9.5) for Bose-Chaudhuri
(B-C) codes involve matrix inversion, determination of
linear u%lependence, and the finding, by trial and error,
of roots of certain polynomials. While the procedure
outlined is algebraic in nature, it does not take full
advantage of the structure of these B-C codes nor does
it use the full power of the later Mattson-Solomon poly-
nomial representation and new treatment of the subject
(Ref. 10). We present here a complete algorithm for the
correct decoding of these codes using the full carabilities
of the Bose—Chaudhuri odes. This algorithm s highly
algebraic in nature and involves a series of computations
of coefficients and substitution of these coefficients in a
set of formulae. The end result is the decoded word.
This decoding procedure will be used on Deep Space
Network interstation teletype links for command ven-
fcation.
b. (811 — I, in) Bow-Chaudburi cyclic code. We treat
for simplicity of discussion only the special case in which
the recursion polynomial for the code is primitive, i.e.,
has one of its roots primitive of degree k. Thus, let A
be a B-C code of lfmgth 2'k — 1 and dimension m. Then
following Ref. 10, there is a polynomial f (z) dividing
x2` -I + 1 of degree in over the field F of two elements
which serves as the recursion rule via the shift register
for the code. For example,
f(X) _ J u izi, ui E F,
i=o
can be written as the product of r irreducible polynomials
over F:
f= IIfiiW.
i=1
where f i i denotes the irreducible polynomial over F with
ft' as a root..8i is the smallest integral power of p, which
is a root of fir , where je
 
is a fixed primitive root of f (x).
If A_ is e-error-correcting, then by Ref. 10, we know that
f (x) does not contain the first Le + 1 negative powers
of P as roots. But here "e-error-correcting" is taken to
mean that the a errors ar.- corrected because of the B-C
theory; extra errors that are corrective are not correctable
by this (or Peterson's) procedure.
Corresponding to this fixed choice. of ft and a cor-
respondence of the coordinates of the code vector with
the powers of ft for each code word a = (a,) in A, there
is a polynomial & of degree at most 2' k — 1 — (2e + 1)
of the following form:
g, (x) = E cie,	 ci a GF (2'k)
csi = C?,
such that g. (fl i) = ai (Ref. 11). The coefficients of these
g, are given by the Reed inversion formula, in terms of
the coordinates and the (24 — 1) roots of unity:
Z•-2
c i = 2 aift-ii.
i=o
We note that a necessary and sufficient condition for a
received word to be a code word is that c i = 0 for all
positions l such that # is not a root of the generating
polynomial f (x). Call this set of positions S. Thus, since
c, i = c?, there are r + e independent coefficients to com-
pute, of which a at least must be zero. Using the formula
(or an alternate method to be presented later), the c i are
computed. Using certain of the c's, an algorfttim can be
devised, with the aid of the Newton formula relating
power sums and symmetric functions of elements, which
will -Meld the correct word.
c. Structure o f the es. Let us examine the es. For
clarity, we relabel c_• -, _ i = c_ i as di for all those c which
should be zero in the event of a correctly received word.
Thus, the rule remains that di be zero for all i. There
are at least a independent such di if we are to assume
the B-C bound gives us minimum distance 2e + 1. In
particular, di , i = 1, • • • , 2e must be zero.
To see where we are headed, let us assume one error
has been made in the fth position. Then we have.
We note c, = ci + (1/d,), where c, is the correct co-
efficient.
We note simply that d, = d;, ds = dl,',, di = d', 10 3, 5.
If we add the reciprocal of d, to c, and the appropriate
powers of the reciprocal to the other c, we end up with
a correct set of c's which give the correct word.
Let us now assume that t errors, t t< e, have been
made. If 7 1 , 72, - - - , y i are the powers of ft correspond-
ing to the coordinate positions at which an error has
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been made, then d., is the sum of the mth powers of
d. = Z y;`
i .1
and a correct c l can be obtained by just adding to the
computed c; the Ith powers of the reciprocals of the yi.
Since we can compute the di directly and di are power
sums of the error positions, all we need to do is relate
the power sums of the reciprocals of the error positions
to these and we are done.
d. Use of symmetric functions. We introduce the sym-
metric functions of the above yi . For t elements, define
o (t, i) to be the sum of t elements multiplied i at a time.
We note that v (t, l) is just the sum of these elements
one at a time and is equal to d,, o (t, t) is the product
of all of them, and v (t, T) for j > t is 0. We can compute
the v frmn the di via the Newton formulae relating the
power sums to the symmetric functions. Thus, the o are
given directly from the computed d i (or at least the first e
of them). We need only now note that the
have a set of symmetric functions easily obtainable from
the ones just computed. For, if y., y=, y,, are the roots
of a polynomial with coefficients given by the symmetric
functions
e
i=o
the reciprocal polynomial with the yi l , y21 ,	 ,ytl as
the roots, is given by
o(t,i^
o (t, t) xi•
Thus, the symmetric functions r (t, i) for these is just
v (t, t — i)/v (t, t).
Now to obtain the power sums of these elements, we
simply use the Newton formulae again, but this time
substituting in the r. Once these are computed, we simply
add the results obtained to the already calculated v's,
and we are done. This need only be done for the inde-
pendent set of c's.
From our representation we have ensured that the first
2e + 1 power sums are obtainable, and the ordinary sym-
metric functions can be computed from these (Ref. 9,
p. 176). In the computation of the symmetric functions,
the exact number t of errors made is determined and
this is used for the reciprocal formulation.
In Peterson 's procedures, the exact error location posi-
tions are determined firm the polynomial of the sym-
metric functions. This can only be done by the trial and
error method and involves substituting all 2 k — 1 values
in the polynomial.
Even though the calculation given by the Reed
formula seems lengthy and involves finite field opera-
tions, it is not necessary to actually compute 'he ifs this
way, as will be shown. We need not even use the poly
nomials for finding the error vector.
t. Mechanization of the computations for decoding.
Let A be a (2k — 1, m) code of the type described above.
To affect algebraic decoding, we must mechanize the
field operations of GF (2k). Let f (x) = f, (x) be the primi-
tive polynomial of degree k, with P as root. We set up
an isomorphism between binary k-tuples and GF (2k)
in the following manner. Consider the polynomhO
x + xz + x' + , - - - , + x" '. Form the vector B = (bi),
i = 0, 1, 2, • • . , 2k — 1, where b, is the value of the poly-
nomial for x = .6 i . To the element 1 in GF (2*) we cor-
respond the initial k-tuple of this vector, i.e., (b,,, b,,
ki - - - , bk _,). To Ni we assign the k-tuple (bi,
bi +,, ... , b i + k -,). Addition of the k-tuples is the usual
point wise addition of coordinates, and multiplication
by a power m of ,B is the k-tuple obtained by a shift of m
positions (to the right) along the sequence. This sets up
an algebraic isomorphism between the binary k-tuples
and the field GF (2k) (Ref. 12). Any initial non-zero
k-tuple would serve, but this particular choice also sets
up a direct correspondence between GF (2 k) and the k
information bits of a code word belonging to the maximal
length shift register code generated by f,. For example,
if cc GF (2k), then our representation both as a k-tuple
and as the values of the polynomial
k-,
Fj c21x"'
i.n
at the pi for i = 0, 1, 2, - - - , k — 1, are exactly the same.
This will be our field GF (2k), and on these k-tuples, sub-
ject to these rules and field operations, we shall do our
computations.
f. Calculation of the d's. If a errors are made in trans-
mission, we need compute d,, dz , - • • , d,, and plug them
into the Newton formulae. Since the d i are k-tuples,
we shall need ek operations on the received vector
a = (a i) and on the above defined and stored B. (In
reality, only the first k bits of B need be stored and the
rest generated by a shift register device.) Let us com-
pute d,. From the Reed formula, d i = Ma i fl i . By the
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above representation, this corresponds to the k-tuple
(t;a i bi, Yai bi+,, ja i b i +2, • • • , Ma i b i+k -,). Defining
the dot product a • B = 2a i bi, and T'B as the fth shift
of B to the right, then d, is given by (a - B, a - TB,
a • T2B, • . • , a • 7*-'B), a set of anding and summing
operations. Mechanically, one may envision the received
vector B as it is shifted along the shift register.
To compute dw , we note that dam, _ jai fli-, which
corresponds to the k-tuple
(ta i b im, Fai b iw +,, Ma i bim+2, . . . > ja i biw.k-1)-
Thus, if we speed up the shift register of B by a factor
of m, and take the received vector a = (a i) and and it
with the speeded up B, we obtain the second coordinate,
and so on. Thus, for a errors, we have a total ek such
anding and summing operations.
g. The (63,18) Bose-Chaudhuri code. We apply the
results of this report to the (63,18) Bose-Chaudhuri code
considered in Posner-Solomon (SPS 37-26, Vol. IV),
which will be used in DSN interstation telemetry. This
new decoding procedure simplifies the one presented in
SPS 37-26 which otherwise would have been used. The
coda is a 10-error-correcting eo4 ° generated by the recur-
sion polynomial
f (x) =x1A+x16+X11 +xs +X8-t-x7+xs +x3 +x2+1
_ (x6 +x+ 1)(x6 +x5 +x2 +x+ 1)
X (x3 + 1) (x3 + x2 + 1).
For our decoding computations, choose 8 a root of
x6 + x + 1. Then to the code word a is associated the
polynomial
C„ _r 	 + C2 + ' ' ' + C12X32+ 	 C5 X5 + CjX10 +
32 33	 9	 2 18	 4 8	 ^l	 2 42C 5 X + C10 + CgX + Cg + C2,x- + C21x
The Reed formula gives the values of es and ds for
each code word a = (a i), where the computations are
performed in GF (26). For a code word to be received
correctly, the d's must all be 0 (d,=d,=d5=d17=d,g=0):
62	 62
c; _ 2 a 6- iJ ,	 d, _ I ai,8J
i=0	 i=0
In order to perform the computations, we sci up the
correspondence of Part a between the 6 -tuples of 0's
and I 's and GF (26) in the following fashion: To 1 e GF (26)
is associated the 6-tuple (0, 0, 0, 0, 0,1) corresponding to
the values of the polynomial
x +x2 +x` +x6 +x26+x32
at the values
1, A Pa, ... , ps.
To ft is associated the 6-tuple (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0), which is
simply a shift along the code word length 63, generated
by the recursion polynomial x6 + x + 1, using the 6-tuple
associated to 1 e GF (26) as the first 6 bits.
As in Part e, multiplication by the ith power of ft
is simply the 6-tuple obtained by shifting f positions
along this code word from the 6-tuple to be multiplied.
Thus, d, say is given by the 6-tuple (a - B, a • TB,
a . PB, ... , a • TsB).
The first coordinate of d, is obtained by starting with
B and shifting 3 times as fast as usual and dotting with
the received vector a. The second coordinate of d3 is
obtained by shifting B one position and again dotting
this speeded -up vector with a, and so on. In general, to
obtain the first coordinate of d, we speed up the vector
B a factor of a times and dot it with a. For the second
coordinate of d, B is shifted one position and then
speeded up a times and dotted with a, and so on.
h. Correction of t errors in the (63,18) code. Let us say
that t errors have been made in the received vector a.
Then, using the computed values for d,, d2i • • • , dt and
plugging them into the Newton formulae, the symmetric
functions
Q,, 472, . • • , Ct
are obtained. Using the results of Part d, the sym-
metric functions r of the reciprocal roots are obtained.
Plugging these values back into the Newton formulae,
the power sums of the reciprocals of the error positions
are obtained. In particular, the first, fifth, ninth, and
twenty-first are obtained. All the others are computable
and known from the c's. For example, if Qi = 1, 2, , t
are the error positions, and if
T;=I/3s.
r
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then
T3 =dIsI TT =d;, Tll = di3,
T13 = d;; , Tls = dl; , TIT = TI5 , Ti e = d4112
and the Ti are determined as above for i = 1, 5, 9, 21.
To the vector a is added the vector ((ha (aj )), where
ha (t) = x + T,x + T 31x2 + T 31 2x32 + T 3x3 + TWO + • • -
+ T52x34 + T3A + T28x18 + T9x36 + TY1xS1Tl,x42.
Since we are only interested in the information bits
we need only compute the first 18 coordinates of this
vector and add these to the first 18 received coordinates.
The result is the correct 18 information bits.
i. Example for triple errors, t = 3. Let us suppose
three errors have been made on unknown positions a,,
92, 3133. Then we have
d1 = al + 
(
a2 + 93,
d3 = N 1 + '83 + I" 3
dlo = all + a12 +N3
Using Newton's formulae, and defining a, = a, +,82 +,8,,,
182 = 181,82 + 81a2 + ala3 + a2183, 183 = #1,82#3, we obtain
we have, very easily,
02	 al
T1 = , T2 =—, T3=03 I
03 	 a3
Letting Tf = a;! + az! + a,J; we have, again using the
Newton formulae,
	
74 = TS = Tj = 0,	 t >5.
T, = 71 i T11 = T2;
T3 = T271 + TIT2 + 73 = 0;
4 — 2 2
T3 + T47I + T4T3 + TIT4 + T3 == 0;
T, + TeT, + T172 + T4T3 + T3T4 + T,,75 + TeTs + TT = 0.
We compute T,, Ts, T9, T21 very simply since everything
else is known:
a2	 4
a3
T, = T; + T372 + 7,T;
as	 a,	 1 a79= s +—T3 +— Z;a3
	 0'3	 a3 03
T21 = T2072 + T1972 + T1 373.
The ha (a') are then computed and added to the received
word to give the correct word.
3. Coding for the Binary Asymmetric.Channel as
Applied to Ranger Block 111 Command Detector,
E. C. Posner
a. Summary. The Ranger Command Detector studied
in an article on extreme value theory (Sect. XIX-C-1
of this report) has in its present design the property
that a 1 can be mistaken for a 0, but not a 0 for a 1. The
channel that results is called the binary asymmetric chan-
nel. This short note introduces the mathematical study
of such channels, and shows how a simple code can
reduce the error probability in the Ranger Command
Detector from high to low values, and with a minimum
of equipment.
al — d,;
d;d3 + ds
V2 = d3 + d3
d,d3+ds +d31d3+d,
as =	 d; + d3
also,
04 =aa =188 .. - =0.
Defining now
T I = a//^^II 
/^
+ a21 
+#
j81,
T2 — (,9A)_'f'Ia2) I + (10A)-1 + (N2N3/-1,
73 = 0%,00.0-1,
b. Preliminaries. In the theory of error-correcting codes,
the binary symmetric channel has usually been consid-
ered. In this channel, there are two symbols, V and
"1," and an error probability p. This error probability is
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the probability that a transmitted 0 is received as a 1, and
also the probability that a 1 is received as a 0. Thus, the
name "symmetric."
A (systematic) (n, k) code with k information bits and
n — k check bits is often used on 6e binary symmetric
channel. These codes consist of words of length n. The
first k are the k information bits to be sent, and the last
n — k are the so-called check bits. These check symbols
are Boolean functions of the k information bits.
It is well known that if one is using an (n, k) code on
the binary symmetric channel, and one wishes to correct
all single errors in transmission, then the code must have
minimum distance at least 3. That is, every two code
words in the code must differ in at least three positions. It
will now be shown that minimum distance 2 often suffices
in the binary asymmetric channel.
For example, consider the (2, 1) code consisting of the
two code words 00 and 11. That is, 0 is coded as 00 and
1 as 11—the information symbol is merely repeated twice.
This code does not correct all single errors in the binary
symmetric channel. For, if one receives the codeword 10,
one cannot tell whether the word 00 was sent, with an
error in the first position, or whether 11 was sent, with
an error in the second position.
However, the same (2, 1) code does in fact correct all
single errors in the binary asymmetric channel, even
though the minimum distance of the code is 2 instead of 3.
To see this, note that the only possible error changes a
1 into a 0, not a 0 into a 1. Thus, if 00 is sent, 00 is received
with certainty. If on the other hand 11 is sent, then 11 is
received if no errors occur in transmission. But if a single
error is made, the received word is 01 or 10, depending
upon whether the single error occurs in the first or second
position.
Thus, the (2, 1) code on the binary asymmetric channel
is decoded as follows: if 00 is received, then the informa-
tion bit is decoded as 0. On the other hand, if the received
word contains a 1, the information bit is decoded as 1.
Now let us see how the use of the (2, 1) code on the binary
asymmetric channel reduces error probability.
c. Error probabilities. We shall examine the improve-
ment obtainable with the (2, 1) code. Let r be the prob-
ability that 1 changes to 0. Then an information bit is
decoded incorrectly if and only if the bit is a 1 and a
double error occurs in transmission. It can be -ssumed
that 0 and 1 are just as likely for the information bits, so
that the probability of a 1 information bit is %. And the
probability of a double error is rz, when the 11 word is
sent. Thus, the output information bit error probability
is rz/2.
By the same reasoning, the uncoded bit error probabil-
ity is r/2 = p say. So an input bit error probability of p
yields after coding an output bit error probability of
2 (r/2)2 = 2p2 . The price paid is that the information rate
is cut in half.
An improvement is effected if p < %, since then
2p2 < p. (But note that if p > %, the usual option of
interchanging 0 and 1 to get p < % does not work in the
binary asymmetric channel. The case p > % would have
to be considered separately.)
Of course, one is usually interested in r much less
than 1. For example, in the Ranger Command Detector,
the specifications call for a bit error probability of less
than 10-5. If the (2, 1) code is used, this specification de-
mands that 2p2 < 10-5, or, p < 2.236 X 10-3. Then the
probability that a 1 changes to a 0, that is,.r, which is 2p,
must be less than 4.47 X 10-3.
Now 4.47 X 10-3 is considered a rather high error prob-
ability. So this value could be easy to obtain. But to obtain
r < 2 X 10- 5, which is the value for r necessary if the
specifications are to be met with no coding, can be much
more difficult.
That is, by using the (2,1) code, a "bad" detector can
be made into a "good" one with a loss of only 50% in rate.
For a command system in which rate is not as vital as
low error probability, one would choose the coded sys-
tem with lower rate. That is, in the present form of
command detector in which the transition 0-+ 1 can be
assumed not to occur, the (2, 1) code can be used to
obtain detectors that meet the error probability speci-
fications.
d. Implementation of (2,I) code. In applications of
error-correcting codes to the binary symmetric channel,
one big problem present is that to obtain a dramatic
decrease in output bit error probability, the decoding
process quickly becomes complicated, and requires a big
decoding machine. Such big machines are not necessary
for the (2, 1) code used on the binary asymmetric channel.
For, one takes advantage of the fact that the transition
0-+ 1 does not occur. Then one decodes the information
bit as a 1 if and only if one of the two symbols in the
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received word is a 1. Otherwise, the information bit is
called a 0.
The decoder for the (2, 1) code, then, consists of a
buffer of length two (Fig. 1). A nor gate with two inputs
is connected to the two flip-flops of the buffer. Every
other symbol period, the output of the gate is read. If
the buffer contained two Us, the output of the gate is a 0;
if the buffer contained one or two I's, the output of the
gate is a 1. These indeed are the outputs required by
the decoding scheme.
It will be seen that the decoder, as shown in Fig. 1,
requires a minimum of extra logic over the method using
no coding. In fact, the only extra logic required is two
flip-flops for the buffer, one nor gate, and one flip-flop
to read the output of the nor gate every other symbol
time as required by the system clock. The (2, 1) code is
therefore entirely feasible and can be used in the Ranger
Command Detector in its present fo.m. The same code
can be used for error-detection allowing repeat-requests.
e. Areas of research. The binary asymmetric channel
offers many interesting areas of coding research:
(1) Relate combinatorial properties of a given binary
code to its binary asymmetric error-correction and
-detection ability.
Fig. 1. Implementing the t2, 11 code
(2) Define "close-packed" for the binary asymmetric
channel, and study the combinatorial structures
that this definition implies.
(3) Find codes and decoding procedures that take
advantage of the peculiar properties of the binary
asymmetric c4innel.
(4) Consider the use of linear binary cyclic codes on
the binary asymmetric channel. Find the improve-
ment in decoder simplicity attainable with the
binary asymmetric channel.
5) Estimate the way error probability drops with code
length.
It is conjectured that the binary asymmetric channel
yields huge decreases in decoder complexity.
B. Detection and Filter Theory
W. B. Kendall, W. C. Lindsey, J. J. Stiffler,
and R. C. Titsworth
1. A Comparison of Some Exact Results for the
Biased Square-Law Sequential Detector to the
Corresponding Approximate Classical Results,
W. A. Kendall
a. Introductions. Sequential detectors are deAces which
detect the presence (or absence) of a signal in a noise
background by sequentially observing an input waveform.
At each instant, the sequential detector's output consists
of one of three possible outputs (or decisions):
(1) No signal is present (dismissal).
(2) Signal is present (alarm).
(3) Continue making observations.
The biased square-law sequential detector, which we
will consider here, uses samples yf of the envelope of
the received waveform to calculate the sums
{
x; 
_ 
I [ky3 — b]
J_J
where the bias b and the multiplier k are abitrary non-
negative constants which can be adjusted to silt the
application. The sums x i , i = 1, 2, - - - are sequentially
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compared to two thresholds until an x{ is found which
is less than the lower threshold B or greater than the
upper threshold A. Then, if x; :!!55 B it ;s decided that no
signal is present (dismissal), and if A :!!g xi it is decided
that signal is present (alarm). For the y, having the
Rayleigh probability distribution f (y) = y exp — y2/2,
i.e., for the received waveform consisting of Gaussian
noise alone, the author (Ref. 13) has obtained exact
expressions for the probability of (false) alarm and for
the average number of observations required to end
this test.
(false) alarm when no signal is present, which we shall
denote by Pa (0), is given by
a-aDBG [ — DB; Db]
P2 0O 
= eaD(A-B +b)G [D (A — B + b); Db]
	
B < 0 < A
where A and B are the thresholds, b is the bias, and
k = a2/4•
D = (2/a2) exp { —2b/a2)
= 2/ (a2a)
a = exp{2b/a2)It is well known (Ref. 14) that the (optimum) sequen-
tial probability-ratio test for the incoherent detection of 	
and
a sine wave in Gaussian noise requires that the sums
xi =	 [ — S (a2) + In 10 (aye)]
i=s
be compared to two thresholds A and B where B < A.
Here a2/2 is the signal-to-noise power ratio when the
signal is present, i.e., it is the "design" signal-to-noise
ratio. When a is sufficiently small it is usually satisfactory
to approximate In 1,, (ay) by a constant plus the first term
of its power series.
In to (ay) = 74 (a2y2) — R.
The constant p ^i-- 0 is usually taken to be a ,/8, which
is the expected value of the next term in the power series
when no signal is present (Ref. 14). Use of this approxi-
mation yields
X i	 [(a2/4)y3 — (,g + a2/2)]
which suggests that for small a, and with k and b given by
k = a2/4
and
b =,e + a2/2
the author's exact results should approach the classical
results for sequential probability ratio tests. In the fol-
lowing parts of this article, we will show that this is
indeed the case.
b. Probability of false alarm. In Ref. 13 it is shown that,
for the biased square-law detector, the probability of
G(x;c) = 1 +	 (fc #	 c-nc x-(n+ 1)c
It is also shown in Ref. 13 that for x/c ^t 2, the function
eQe G (x; c) is given to three or more decimal places by
e— G (x; c) (1-- yc ) e 	 ac-1
(c < 1/e
ty<e<a
where a and y are the two real roots of s = e''. (Thus,
Ina = ac and Iny = yc.) This approximate expression for
e- G (x; c) can 'be used in the evaluation of P.: (d) as long
as — B/b '^- 2 and the inequality
Db = (2b/a2) exp ( — 2b/a2 ) < 1/e
is satisfied. This inequality is satisfied as long as 2b/a 2 =A 1,
or, for b = P + a2/2, as long as,8 * 0. Use of this approx-
imation yields
1 — C1—Iny e[ (Ina - In y) /b)B
P2
 (0)	 Ina — 1
e[(Ina-Iny)/b)(A+b) — e[(Ina-Iny)/b]B
46=Ar
—,8 ^2t a2 +2,8
The two factors in square brackets in this equation can
be written as
[
1 — Iny	 ate
Ina-1 1=1— 2P
and
[(Ina — In y)/b] = (2/a2) [(4R/a2) 
_
1 + 2j3/a
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where a is defined by
e g In y— 1+ V/a2
< (2fl/a2) — [1 — eDb]%
= (2p1a2) — [1 — (1 + 2,0/W) e-2019*] '/,
< (2,0/a2)2/6.
Thus, we have e < < 2S/a2 when 2,8/u2 < < 1, so in this
case P2 (0) can be further approximated by
1 — e(Bp/a+)e
P2 (0)	 e(Bp/M)
 
(A+S +at/2) — e0b/M)B
X00
—B^a2+2P
2R/a2 < < 1
It has been pointed out by Bussgang and Middleton
(Ref. 14) and by Bussgang and Mudgett (Ref. 15) that
the best biased square-law approximation to the optimum
incoherent detector for small design signal-to-noise ratio
a2/2 is obtained by letting R = a'18. For this case we get
R a`/8
a2/2 < < 1
which agrees with Wald's (Ref. 18) classical result foi
sequential probability ratio tests. In Fig. 2 this small-
signal approximation is shown along wth the exact re-
sults for design signal-to-noise ratios of 5, 1, and 0.01.
c. Average test duration. For the biased square-law
sequential detector in the absence of signal, the average
test duration M, (0) has been shown by the author
(Ref. 13) to be given exactly by
M, (0) = e- DB H [ — DB; Db]
+ P2 (0) {1 — e°o(A-B+t) H [D (A — B + b); Db] )
where the function H (x; c) is given by
H (x; c) = (n + 1) e--
e 1-1 0C — x)i c-nc-x-(n+ 1)c
and the other notation is the same as that used above.
Also given in Ref. 13 is an ar proximate expression for
1
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Fig. 2. Probability of alarm for the biased square-law
sequential detedor when the signal it not present
(exact and small signal approximation)
ea, H (x; c) which has the same accuracy and validity as
that given above for C (x; c). It is
e—H (x; c) — ( 1 )(y ^e(°-r)=1 — yc \^ —y
1 (ac),
+ ^gc-1 + 2 (ac — 1) —1
c <. 1/e
y<e<a
Use of this approximation yields
M, (0) xr [ — B — P. (0) (A — B) + E]1R
S=*0
—Bea' +2B
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where
	
	 where the pointed brackets denote expected values. Care-
ful examination of the above expressions for E and P, (0)
	
a4 I
	 2 4	 '	 1— 
7 +t
	
shows that indeed E —P 0 when both Pand a t
 individually
E = S^ { 1 + a 1 — P4 (0)rl + 2 +	 We we4 become very small, yielding the clastic*1 result (Ref. 16)
M,(0),: [F,(0)]A +jl— P,(0)B	 00P<<1
X	 4(0(P	 echo* - In7)rbl(A- a.b) -- e-(In* - Ifty)/bie1 Il	 x, -- xi- Y	a4 «1
	
L	 ) 
and where the above definitions and relations for t have
be •_m used. The term E is due to the "excess over the
bounds," i.e., it is due to the fact that, at the end of the
test, we have e j1her x, ,!!g B or A e x,, rather than simply
xi = B or x i = A. However, if the probability is high that
x{ changes only a very small amount at each observation,
then this excess is negligible, and we have simply
M, (0) — B — P4 (0) (A — B)	
P O 0
-- B ^ a- +
E << —B
The condition for this last approximation to be applicable
is that both the mean and the standard deviation of the
random variables
Xi — x, _, _ (a2/4) l/' — b
are ^n-ligible compared to the values of the thresholds
A and B. These quantities are given by
(xi — xi-,) = — P
and
((x, — x{_, + fl) 4 % = a2/2
Fig. 3. Average test duration for the biased square-
low sequential detector when the signal is not
present lexad and small signal
approximation)
This small signal approximation is compared to the exact
expression for M, (0) in Fig. &
2. Frequency Demodulation, w. c uo&y
a. Inteodb+akm In Ref. 17 we considered the follow-
ing problem: A unit-variance random dme-series n(t)
was used to frequency modulate a transmitter, resulting
in the emitted waveform
C (t) _ (2P)II An (dt + @, (t))	 (1)
where m (t) possessed the spectral density
S. (s) _ ^^ s.	 (2)
and
Bi (t) = K,	 m (r) dr.
The waveform C (t) was assumed to have.  been corrupted
in passing through the channel by additive, white
Gaussian noise with a single-sided spectral density of
NQ w/cps. Demodulation of the observed data C (t) at
the receiver was accomplished by means of a phase=
locked loop (PLL) followed by an ante output
filter. The loop filter F (s) of the linearized PLL model
was chosen such that the mean-squared phase terror ¢
was a minimum, while the output filter F. (s) was selected
such that the mean-squared f wpwney er:m was a mini-
mum. In particular, it was found that the pole-zero pbt
of the optimum filters dependedupon the signal power P.
the modulation index m( = 1K, ja, and the noise spectral
density N®. Since these fibers an, in general, dOcult to
implement, two alternate approaches for accomplishing
the demodulation process were considered:
(1) The PLL was preceded by a bandpass meter. The
pole-xero configuration of the bog and output &
ter: was "fixed" such that the system would operate
optimally under the worst channelconditions
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(2) The same "fixed" PLL was preceded by an auto-
untie gain control (ACC) amplifier. The perforrr.-
anee characteristics were derived and graphically
compared with those of the optimum demodulator.
Here we ceder the same problem; however, the
demodulator model will be modified so as to take into
conn:id ►tion the nonlinear element existing in the for-
ward path of the "exact" PLL model. The sinusoidal
nonknearity will be taken into consideration by means
of Bootoes (Ref. 18) so-called describing function method.
We shall compute the performance characteristics for all
three demodulators and compare these results with those
obtained in Ref. 17 for the linear model. Finally, we
present the performance characteristics of a single-
sideband or double-sideband amplitude-modulated sys-
tem which operates in the presence of the same channel
disturbance; i.e., demodulation is accomplished at the
receiver by coherent-frequency translation of the observed
data, and the result smoothed with a realizable Wiener
filter.
b. wear tweeioer model. The quasi-linear model,
introduced by Develet (Ref. 19), is based on Booton's
(Ref. 18) idea that any nonlinear device subjected do a
Caussian process may be replaced by an equivalent gain
K. The concept is simple and may be briefly described as
follows. Denote the input and response of an amplitude-
sensitive element by xi and x,, respectively. Let the output
x, be written in the form
x. = f (xi)
is time-varying. Second is the fart that the nonlinear ele-
ment is a part of the feedback system and, even though
the input to the PLL may be Caussiar., the operation of
a nonlinear element on a Caussian process is, in general,
nun-Caussian. Thew remarks should be kept in mind
when employing the quasi-linear model; however. if we
are going to take into consideration in the design the
mmnlinearity at all, this approairrnation seems to be as
simple and mathematically tractable as any. As a matter
of fact Viterbi (Ref. 20) shows that, for the first order
loop and no modulation present, Develet's approximation
is quite goad m long as o4 < Vii.
The equivalent quasi-linear model is depicted in Fig. 4.
For reasons which will become obvious later, we define
the follmving transfer functions, i.e.,
Referring to Fig. 4, it is obvious that
sH, (s)
Further, the closed-loop transfer functions . the quasi-
linear PLL may be written by innspecth ,t from Fig. 4.
namely,
H, (s) =	 KA, (P)% F (a)	 [ t[s + KX (P)a F (#)j
where f is the describing function of the element. Then
for a particular input process, we select that value of K
	
where
for which the mean- squared error	
Ke = exp ( —a4/2)
[x, — Xxil l = [f (xi) — Kxil 2 	 (3)
is a minimum. (The bar signifies an average taken in the
statistical sense.) For the problem at hand, f = sin [ l
Assumi►ig the input 4P (t) to the nonlinear element is a
zero-mean Gaussian process, Develet (Ref. 19) shows that
4 = exp [ — (4/2)]
where at is the mean-squared value of the phase error
4 (t).
In passing, two comments are important. In order to
use this gafn, am further assumption is necessary, i.e.,
the proem # (t) must be first-order stationary. Otherwise
the gain K•, hence the over-all receiver, of the element Pit. 4. Owd- Om pheso4ock roptw.
I"
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and the loop filter F (s), obtained from Eq. (7), is
F(S) = [K,KE (P)%] -1 sH• (s)	 (8)1— H+tst
ing in the individual filter functions by N,, exp (aj), i.e.,
(Fig. 4)
W (1— 1): sH (s) = 2Kt
 (s2 + ays + a2$)
	
(10)
From Eq. (5) we see that the output B, (t) of the PLL is
proportional to the amplitude of the input B, (t). Thus,
the closed-loop response of the PLL is a function of
both the amplitude of the transmitted signal and the
phase error [Eqs. (7) and (8)].
where
Y = (1 + 28)%, 8 = myK• (R)%
ire = Kt/a;	 R = PjaN.
Before leaving this discussion pertaining to the quasi-
linear model we point out that the noise component W (t)
of Fig. 4 may be referred to the input and designated
as n; (t), a stationary, white Gaussian noise process with
a single-sided spectral density
z
Nu 
= Po exp (4) = Ni -	 (9)
Thus, the noise which the equivalent receiver sees is now
a function of the mea• -squared phase error and the
transmitter signal power.
c. The optimum fibers. It is clear from Fig. 4 that there
are two types of errors which are made at the receiver.
One is the phase error alt,  due to the receiver VWs
inability to follow exactly the incoming phase B, (t). To
ensure proper operation of the PLL, i.e., make the loop
operate as linearly as possible, it is necessary to minimize
a; by selecting the loop filter F(v) properly. The other
ern)r is the frequency error ol, i.e., the total modulation
error. For the receiver to reproduce the modulation wave-
form m (t) as faithfully as possible, and for the PLL to
follow the observed data as closely as possible, it is neces-
sary that we simultaneously minimize a j and aj.
It may seem, at first, that it is impossible to minimize
the phase and frequency errors simultaneously; however,
since the system is linear, the filter H. (s) [hence the loop
filter F (s)] may be determined so as to minimize aL and
the aver-all receiver filter H (s) may be adjusted to mini-
mize al. Having determined that loop filter F (s) which
minimizes a; when H (s) is fixed, the ability to carry out
the optimization procedure in this manner is a result
of the quasi-linear receiver model.
The• optimum filters derived in Ref. 17 are applicable
here in that one needs only to replace No (Ref. 19) appear-
The individual loop and output filters become
F (s) — [(P)" K.K,]-' Fa (7 —1) s + a (y + 1) 1
s+a
a(7— 1) &F0 (sl 2Kt [(Y —1) s + a8]	 11)
d. The ouW skmaLto•»oise and receiver direshold
character is when the loop is preceded by an AM
mnp r. The output "signal-to-noise ratio po, i.e., the
reciprocal of the mean-squared frequency error, is com-
posed of two parts: the signal distortion S1 and the error
due to the additive noise. Using the results given in
Ref. 17, Sd is
_ 48P (8 + a) + 48P (a= — K) + Kz (a + 1)
Sd	
48P [(a + 1)(8 + a) — BPI	 (12)
where
a= 1+.8(Y-1)
K	 1) —(Y - 1)=
iB = exp 
\ ^` 22
and a, is the total phase error resulting in the fixed loop;
at is the phase error at the design values.
Similarly, that portion of the total phase error due to
the additive noise is
V2
 
= N, (7 _ 1)2
N.
where N, is the actual spectral density of the additive
noise process and No is the spectral density of the noise
for which the loop was designed. Thus, ps becomes
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P,	 1	 (13)P,Ss + 
A 
((y_ ))
:1 _r (-t
 
+ 1 ]
µ=r^4}(p )= R
Rp is the input design signal -to-noise ratio in a band-
width of a/2a cps at the greatest communication range
expected, and R is the actual input signal-to-noise ratio
(due to ganging channel conditions) referred to a band-
width of a/2w cps. As a novel by-product of the analysis,
the signal-to-noise ratio for the optimum receiver is
obtained when R = R D; i.e.,
(y + I)'	 (14)Por gy = 4r
This agrees with a result of Viterbfs (Ref. 17).
Further, the threshold locus of the PLL is given by
	
2m;	 [2p (y-1)Z+ y= -1]
wB W -1) Cl+	 (7=-1)	 (15)
for the suboptimum or fixed receiver structure. Letting
µ =1, we obtain the desired threshold locus
_	 8MI	 _
1) (y + 1)2 — C	 (16)
In Part h we will have more to say about the constant C
e. Receiver performance for reception of a signal
whose power is different from the design level. From
Eq. (10) it is clear that the closed-loop transfer function
of the PLL depends on the received signal power P. In
this part of this article, we wish to determine the effects
on receiver performance when the transmitter power,
say P,, differs from the design level Po. We shall assume
further that the noise spectral density is No w/cps, and
remains fixed.
Since the closed-loop transfer function of the PLL
varies with the received signal power, it is necessary to
determine the new transfer function when subjected to
the true signal power P,. Contrary to the linear case
(where only the error due to noise affected the perform-
ance), we find that a change in signal power affects both
the noise and signal error. This is, of course, due to the
changing closed-loop transfer function which occurs in
both of the error expressions.
From Eq. (7) we may rewrite, for an arbitrary signal
power P,, the quasi-ling PLL receiver transfer func-
tion as
H• (s) = K.K, (P,)% F (s)	 (17)s + K,K, (P,) % F (s)
where
K, = exp(—Q,/2)
and v, is the mean-squared phase error for thL,; power
level. Substitution of the fixed loop-filter F (s) [Eq. (11)]
evaluated at design levels into Eq. (17) and rearranging
gives
It [a (y -' 1) s + a (1 + 1))
H•(s)=s2+as[1+ (- 1)+ a [( + 1)R) (18)y	 7
where
_ pD JN 	 let— exp t	 2 al I	 (19)
At p = 1, Ht (s) reduces to H• (s) as it should. The over-
all fixed FM receiver filter is obtained from Eqs. (5) and
(11), namely,
Sae (y — 1) s
H (s) = 2K, [s
z + a (1 + ft (y — 1)) s + a28#] (m)
The actual signal distortion is
So _ 486 (8 + a) + 48/3(a2 — u) + K2 (a + 1) (21)48,e [(a + 1) (8 + a) — 8#1
where
a=1+P(y-1)
K= ft(rz-1)—(y—I):
and ft is defined by Eq. (19).
On the other hand, the variance of the noise error is
= (y — 1)2	 (22)
a (y + 1)Z
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off^°
Hence, the actual signal -to-noise ratio' is
	
Pu	 1- 	 (23)
Sd + (y — 1)a
«(y + j)2
which is the required result.
The actual phase error o; which results from a change
in received signal power may be written as
	
1	 t°°2
--r S.(s)I1—L S.^, _ Zmf JJ j„ 1
+ 1 1 t^ S„. (s) ( H; (s) = ds	 (24)2mj s.
and'becomes, upon carrying out the necessary integration,
_	 2m"t	 2R (y — 1)2 + y2 — 1 ()
o, -
.106  — j) 1 +	 (Y2 — 1)
f. Receiver performance when the PLL is preceded by
a limiter and bandpass limiter. In Part d, we investigated
the demodulator performance when the PLL is preceded
by an AGC amplifier which holds the signal level con-
stant and the loop filter is designed in accordance with
the signal power P and noise power N,, expected under
worst channel conditioning. In this part, we again fix
the loop filter as in Parts d and a and insert a band-
pass limiter ahead of the PLL. Since the optimum demod-
ulator requires the use of complex auxiliary servo loops
which must be capable of continually adjusting the pole-
zero configuration of the demodulator, it behooves the
design engineer to seek means and ways of mechanizing
the receiver so as to have it perform near optimally with-
out the use of the exact equipment indicated by the
deceptively simple adaptive filter equations. It appears,
from an experimental standpoint, that the bandpass lim-
iter may be an excellent engineering approximation to
the complex servo system which we require for optimum
performance.
The appropriate filter functions required in the deriva-
tion are given by Eqs. (18) and (20). As a matter of fact,
we n-.ay make use of the results obtained in Part a for
the signal distortion term. That portion of the error due
to the new noise N, is
aA; = N, _ (y +) 2j1 1 	 (26)(y	 J
The actual phase error which results from a change in
received signal and noise power is found from Eq. (24).
Appropriately substituting and integrating gives
a2
	9m#	
1 +A,  ( 2# (y — 1)2 + y2 — 1
^R(y2 - 1 )	 M,\
	 y2-1	 !J
(27)
when Eq. (18) is substituted into Eq. (27) and the inte-
gration performed.
Thus, in order to obtain the resulting signal-to-noise
ratio, we must relate the ratios NI IN, and PIP,, to the
input-output signal-to-noise ratio relationship of the lim-
iter. This, however, requires analyzing the limiter and
we shall present this next.
g. Signal-to-noiu ratios in bandpass limiters. In Ref. 21,
a general analysis has been made relating output signal
and noise powers for bandpass limiters having odd sym-
metry in their limiting characteristics. Assuming that the
gain of the bandpass limiter is adjusted such that the
output signal-plus-noise powers are those values for
which the optimum loop was designed, one may show
that (Ref. 17)
N, _ 1+R„
N. 1+R
P _ R / 1+R„ \
PD	R„ 1 + R J	 (29)
where
R = input signal-to-noise ratio of the bandpass
limiter
RD
 = input signal-to-noise ratio for which the loop
was designed
P, N, = bandpass limiter output noise and signal lev-
els, respectively
Po, N. = signal and noise levels for which the loop
was desiged
Thus, Eqs. (28) and (29) may be submitted into Eqs. (21)
and (26) to yield the output "signal-to-noise" ratio, i.e.,
	
=	 1 
L	
1	
(30)PO S'd + 1 1 + RD \ F r (y — 1)2 J1+R	 «(y+i)
(28)
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where Sa is given by Eq. (21) and
a =1+ 16 (y-1}^ K=18(Y2^1}—(Y -1)z
_ R 1+Ro
Ro k71_+  R exp (Q3 — mil)	 (31)
This is the required result.
h. Graphical results for the linear and quasi-linear
demodulators. In Fig. 5 we have illustrated graphically
the performance of the linear FM demodulator for three
different receiver configurations; ( 1) the optimum phase-
locked loop demodulator, (2) the phase-locked demodu-
lator (designed to be optimum for the most deleterious
channel conditions) preceded by a bandpass limiter, and
(3) an automatic gain control amplifier. For all three
demodulators the threshold constant C has been set equal
to unity. Experimental evidence supports this assump-
tion. From Fig. 5 it is quite evident that the optimum
demodulator outperforms either of the other two realiza-
tions; however, the "fixed" phase-locked loop, when pre-
ceded by the automatic-gain control-amplifier, is superior
to the loop preceded by a bandpass limiter. The amount
of superiority, however, becomes smaller as the modu-
lation index mf increases. In either of the two sub-
optimum systems, the signal-to-noise ratio P becomes
asymptotic (for large R) to the reciprocal of the signal
distortion Sa initially designed into the system. For com-
parison purposes, we indicate the performance of an
amplitude-modulated double-sideband or single-sideband
suppressed carrier system which demodulates the noisy
received data by coherent frequency translation and
smoothing the resulting waveform with a Wiener filter.
The improvement obtained by using FM is clear.
Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate the performance of the same
three systems when the quasi-linear receiver models are
used. Fig. _j has been prepared under the assumption that
receiver threshold occurs when the total phase error
equals li rad-, i.e.; C = 16, and Fig. 6 illustrates the per-
formance of the three models for C = 8. Notice the higher
threshold characteristics for the situation where C = 16.
Fig. 5. Performance characteristics for the linear demodulator
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Fig. 6. Performance characteristics for the quasi-linear demodulator
The "dipping" behavior for either of the suboptimum
quasi-linear systems may be explained as follows. As
before, the asymptotic behavior (for large R) is ulti-
mately determined by the signal distortion S d designed
into the system. For the linear receiver models, this value
of Sd was constant for all R ^ R D. In the quasi-linear
receivers, however, the signal distortion S d
 is a function
of the initial design parameters and the phase error, and
is a minimum at threshold (worst channel conditions
expected). As R increases beyond RD the signal distor-
tion increases until the phase error is so small that Sd
is again determined by some function of the signal-to-
noise ratio existing in the channel. These curves show the
importance of keeping the system operating optimally.
In fact, for C < 16 it has been shown that the quasi-
linear model specifies fairly accurately the performance
of a phase-locked loop. As before, the "fixed" loop, when
preceded by an AGC amplifier, outperforms the "fixed"
loop preceded by a bandpass limiter.
Comparing Fig. 5 with Fig. 7; the linear system thresh-
old characteristic is slightly lower than that of the non-
linear receiver. These results should prove beneficial to
engineers faced with the problem of designing second-
order, phase-locked loop frequency demodulators.
3. Performance of a Class of Coherent
Detectors, W. C. Lindsay
a. Introduction. In Ref. 22, we derived (in considerable
generality) the output statistics of a coherent receiver
which combines nonlinear functions of M samples taken
from the output of both a set of matched filters and
follow-up envelope detectors (Fig. 8). This receiver
coalesces the two types of reception (commonly referred
to as coherent and noncoherent) as extreme cases. For
scatter-like channels the receiver operates on the envelope
of the observed data, and the reception is usually termed
noncoherent reception. For channels which do not scatter
the transmitted waveform, the receiver operates coher-
ently, while for the class of channels which lie some-
where between (the so-called "scatter-speeular" channels)
the receiver operates as a partially coherent detector.
It is interesting to note that the structure for the partially
coherent receiver is also optimum (with minor changes
in the weighting of the output samples) for a problem
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considerably different from that considered here. Neglect-
ing the detailed resemblances, it is sufficient to say that
this optimum receiver structure arises when a coherent
tracking device (known as a first-order, phase-locked
loop) is used at the receiver for providing the receiver
with a replica of the transmitted carrier.
Here we present the performance characteristics for
the receiver of Fig. 8 and compare these with those
of an easier implemented subioptimum square-law com-
biner. This receiver is in operation when switches S2
and S3 are open (Fig. 8). The results may be used as
a guide when it comes to the engineering design of
receivers and serve to point out the increase in system
reliability obtained by inserting redundancy into the
system.
Finally, the results may be applied to the following
special problem. Suppose one desires the probability
with which a command detector located in a spacecraft
receives the wrong command upon approaching a cer-
tain planet. The waveform which the command detector
processes is composed of a direct-wave from the Earth-
based transmitter and multiple reflections from the
planet. The strength of these reflections depends on the
reflectivity of the planetary surface, while the phase shift
depends on the round-trip distance from the spacecraft
to the oncoming planet, and the spacecraft antenna de-
sign. The model presumed depicts this situition in that
the direct-wave from the Earth-based transmitter is of
fixed strength while the planet serves as a Rayleigh•
scatterer of the direct wave. We treat this problem, as a
special case, i.e., M = 1.
b. Results and conclusions. We briefly restate the prob-
lem. One of a finite set of known equiprobable signals
(I;k (t), k = 1, 2, • • • , N) of limited time duration is
transmitted through a random multichannel C resulting
in a waveform of 0 (t) that is further corrupted by addi-
tive white Gaussian noise v (t) of single-sided spectral
density No w/cps before being available as a waveform
C (t) to the receiver. The optimum receiver (in the
Woodward sense) computes the set of a posteriori proba-
bilities (p (Sk g)). We specify the probability that the
receiver errs in making its decision, and compare the
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Fig. 8. Detection system
results with a more easily implemented, suboptimum	 that the ideal receiver conjectures that the transmitted
receiver.	 signal was the one for which
The strength and phase shift of each channel are con-
sidered random and are postulated to obey the "Rice"
probability density. Physical justification for the use of
this distribution is given elsewhere (Ref. 23); briefly, it is
sufficient to describe the fading phenomenon as being
composed of a specular component of fixed strength a,
phase shift 8, and a scatter-component with Rayleigh-
distributed amplitude of mean-squared value 20 2, com-
pletely random phase. A parameter of importance in the
final results is 2'''y = a/0. For y = 0, the channel fading
is Rayleigh, for y > 0 the fading becomes approximately
Gaussian; whereas for y = oo there exists no fading.
Hence, the fading model is sufficiently general to include
several types of propagation media.
Assuming that the receiver knows a priori or as a
result of measurement a, 8, No, 0, and on the basis of
the preceding hypotheses, it may be shown (Ref. 24)
_	
1M 0
2 pmk 2 fNo + 2ampmk	
( )
Rk m=,	 2N,,(1 +,0) 
is the largest. In Eq. (1), /3 = 2o2E/N, and E is the com-
mon signal energy; Q is thus a measure of the received
signal-to-noise ratio. The operations which the receiver
must perform on the received data g are expressed by
the complex p's in Eq. (2), namely,
pmk = J T V (t) fk (t) dt	 (2)n
Physically, the p's may be computed by cross-correlation
techniques and p is twice the envelope of the physical
cross-correlation function.
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Under the foregoing assumption it is possible to show
that the probability of correct reception is given by the
rather general result (Ref. 22)
PC = f. w p 
(W) dW [ f (i+0) % 
w p (y) dY] N-1 (3)
where the variables W and Y are non-central chi-squared
variates of 2M — 2 degrees of freedom (Ref. 25) and
possess non-centrality parameters Xy and aw
(See Ref. 22.) Several interesting system performance
characteristics may be deduced from Eq. (4), e.g., sys-
tems which transmit orthogonal codes through random
and specular channels, etc. For the binary case (i.e.,
N = 2), it may be shown, using a result of Price (Ref. 25),
that the error probability is given by
Cµ2+E2^PE (Ai`: = Q (µ, E) — eXp —	 2
X1 + r2 la (µ, E ) + (r — +'1) ^1 C.I.
(5)
where Q (µ, E) is the well-known, tabulated Marcum
Q-function, Im (z) is the modified Bessel function,
y-i
and r=(1+#)%, µ= a,•[(1 +r2)%]-1, E=rXW [1+r2)]-'.
Eq. (5) is valid for M > 2, w # 0, E =A 0, and S is the
Kroneeker delta function. For M = 1, C. is zero for all
m, and w obtain a well-known Turin result.
Eq. (5) has been evaluated for equal-strength fixed
components and plotted in Fig. 9 versus total average
received signal-to-noise ratio for y2 = 2 (typical for spread
F-echoes) and various values of M. For comparison pur-
poses we present results for a more easily implemented
noncoherent receiver which utilizes only the squared
envelope detector outputs (Ref. 23).. This receiver has
the distinct advantage of obviating the need for measur-
ing the channel parameters a, S, v, and N.. Consequently,
the system implementation problem is not as complex. In
fact, if all specular components are zero and the expected
power received from each channel is the same, the opti-
mum combination rule for the M samples is square-law
envelope detection (Ref. 24).
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Fig. 9. Error probability versus average
received signal-to-noise ratio
From the foregoing analysis and graphical results, the
following conclusions are evidenced. As expected, multi-
channel reception increases the reliability of communi-
cating through a noisy-fading medium. Improvement is
quite noticeable for values of M up to about 3; thereafter,
improvement is not as drastic. As the channel noise
No--1• co or #-+ 0, the receiver operates as if there were
no scatter components and almost all of the information
is conveyed to the receiver via the specular components.
For small f3, the error probability approaches that of
coherent reception in the face of white Gaussian noise.
For largefl, i.e., scatter channels, most of- the information
is conveyed to the receiver via the specular components,
and the error probability approaches that of noncoherent
square-law envelope detection. Thus, the error rate
changes from that obtained when coherent reception is
used and the channel is purely specular to that obtained
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when the channel is purely random and noncoherent
square-law reception is used.
If, in designing a particular system, where y' = 2,
requirements were such that the bit -error probability
must remain less than 10- 9 (as is the case for most telem-
etry and command systems), the curves of F g. 8 lead
one to the practical conclusion that a system, which is to
operate through a channel containing specular and ran-
dom components, will be essentially optimum if it is
designed to use square -law detection exclusively.
4. Phase-locked Synchronization With
Sinusoidal Signals, 1. J. stiffier
a. Introduction. The synchronization problem in a
communication system, in essence, involves the estab-
lishment of coherence between the transmitter and re-
ceiver clocks. In general, not only may the clocks not
simultaneously record the same time instant, but they
may actually be running at different rates. It is necessary
to determine at the receiver both the rate and the time
instant of the transmitter clock. Since these two quantities
translate themselves into the frequency and phase, respec-
tively, of a periodic time function, one synchronization
scheme is to transmit such a function and to track it at
the receiver with a phase-locked loop. Because of the
possible frequency discrepancy between the two clocks,
a second-order loop immediately suggests itself (Ref. 26).
This summary considers some of the problems encoun-
tered when the periodic function is a sinusoid and a
second-order loop is used at the receiver.
in Part b of this article, it is shown that the timing
error in seconds is inversely proportional to the two-
thirds power of the frequency of the sinusoid and that,
consequently, the largest possible frequency should be
used. It is observed, however, that the time ambiguity
increases as the frequency increases, a factor which im-
mediately places an upper bound on the frequency of
the sinusoid. Because of this trade-off between ambiguity
and accuracy, it is of interest to consider a multiple-loop
scheme in which low-frequency sinusoids are transmitted
to eliminate any ambiguities, and higher frequencies
simultaneously transmitted to increase the accuracy. 719s
method is investigated in Part c.
It might be supposed that an arbitrarily high accuracy
could be obtained by using more and more sinusoids of
higher and higher frequencies, each frequency enough
higher than the previous so as to increase the tracking
accuracy without introducing any new ambiguities. It is
shown, however, that if the total available power is con-
strained, the number of sinusoids which can profitably
be used in this manner is sharply limited. This is because
the total power must be divided among more and more
signals causing an increase in the tracking error of each,
and thereby counteracting the above -mentioned tendency
for the error to decrease through the use of higher
frequencies.
b. Tracking a single sinusoid. In this part of the article,
a second-order loop is to be used to track a sinusoid.
Suppose the transmitter frequency is f„ cps, but that
the transmitter and receiver clocks are running at differ-
ent rates. If during r sec transmitter time, during which
f„r cycles have been transmitted, the apparent elapsed
time at the receiver is rr see, the received frequency is
for!rr = fo/r cps. Thus, the difference in the two fre-
quencies is	
1\
Of = fo r r 1 J
cps	 (1)
and, for a given discrepancy in the clock rates, is directly
proportional to the transmitter frequency f,,. (One of the
causes of such a phenomentn might be a doppler shift
due to the relative motion of the transmitter and the
receiver.) If the maximum value of r, and hence the
maximum frequency transient, is specified together with
the signal-to-noise ratio, only two parameters remain to
be chosen: the frequency fo of the transmitter sinusoid
and the loop bandwidth. Some observations relevant to
this selection follow.
It will be supposed that it is important that the loop
does not temporarily lose lock. In certain rather special
situations, this may not be so important but, in general,
loss of lock even temporarily, will mean the introduction
of possible synchronization errors which are not easily
eliminated. Thus, it is required that neither the rms error
due to noise nor the transient error approach the value
a12 rad. The standard deviation of the error due to the
noise is well known to be
( N. )" B4 rad	 (2)
where P, is the carrier power, N,, the noise spectral
density, and BL the loop bandwidth. The transient error
e (t) at any given instant due to a frequency step &. at
time t = 0 can also be readily determined:
r+^
e (t) = 27r' J+ i 
^
R (1 — Y (s)J ^ ei° ds = B ^2%
X e-e,t/2 4 sin Bo t,	 t^!! 0	 (3)
o„ =
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where
Y (s) _ 2% B,, s + B$s'+2%&s+B;
is the loop transfer function and
Bo = 4 (3)% $L
_ t 2% xa Aa
is proportional to the noise bandwidth BL of the loop
(Ref. 26). The maximum transient error evidently occurs
at time t =7r (2)%/4 Bo and is e. = (am/Bo) e - 1/4 rad.
Consequently, one condition which must be satisfied
is that
	
e,,,,s + ken < 2	 (4)
where k is chosen so that the probability that the instaiii-
taneous error exceed it/2 rad at any given time is satis-
factorily small. If Gaussian statistics and complete
linearity are assumed, the probability of loss of lock at
the instant of maximum transient error is just Pr (loss of
lock) = % (1 — erf k). The optimum value of BL can be
determined by differentiating the expression
_
	
(±L. %+ ke 4 (2) BL e-*^* + k P J BL	(5)
with respect to BL and equating the result to zero, yield-
ing the condition that:
	
BL — C 2 (2)% (No/Pc)% 1 (a^,) — k, (ad,) 	 (6)
The frequency step is, of course, proportional to the
signal frequency w.
So far as synchronization is concerned, it is not the
error in radians that is significant, but the error in seconds.
Since
No % Bt
e,. = 
C
—	 Sec\ PC	 ^,
and
3aw e-1/*
	
e, = 
4 (2)% BLS sec	 (7)
both errors are proportional to
a^K	 1	 (g)r ^-
w	 ur'^
Consequently, it is advantageous to use the maximum
practical frequency subject to the condition that the error,
in radians, is bounded by 7r/2:
e.. + ke„ = 2 2 (2)% k' T \ rr 1 NJ
3k I
_ k NP L /% < 2	 (9)C
where r designates the ratio of the two clock rates.
'Me disadvantage of this approach is readily apparent.
As the frequency is increased beyond the reciprocal of
the period of ambiguity T, w > 27r/T, there is more than
one position. at which the loop may lock. In other words,
referring to Fig. 10(a), it is seen that there is only one
stable lock-in position each period. (The other zero cross-
ing is art unstable position since the operation of the loop
is to shift the phase of the VCO in the direction indi-
cated by the arrows.) But in Fig. 10(b), there are a num-
ber of lock-in positions in each period, resulting in an
ambiguity which must somehow be resolved.
(a) W <_ 2*/r	 rSTABLE NULL
Fig. 10. Lock-in points in time T: (a) w :!5^- 27r/T
and (bi to > 27r/T
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V7_-
c. Multiple loop #Valera. This trade-off between accu.
racy and ambiguity suggests another approach to the
synchronization problem. Instead of a single sinusoid,
the waveform
f (t) _	 a{ cos it	 (10)
^=1
is used where 27r/w, = T, the period of uncertainty. The
receiver consists of m phase-locked loops, one centered
at each of the frequencies wi. The first loop centered
at w, then provides an unambiguous, though somewhat
crude, reference. The following loops successively refine
this synchronization estimate. It would be supposed that
the error of the estimate would be less than that using
a single loop alone, since the higher frequency loops
provide greater accuracy at the same signal-to-noise ratio.
The accuracy attainable with multiple loop systems will
be the subject of this part of this article.
It was shown in Part b that,when the bandwidth was
optimally chosen, the parameter
ems + koa = 3
k I
	
 \NPBL J%
	 (Il)
This parameter is related to the probability of loss of
lock. (Note that the linear approximation to the phase-
locked loop, on which this analysis has been based, ceases
to be acceptable as the loop approaches loss of lock.
Nevertheless, if the system parameters are such that
emar + k an < < a/2, it is clear that the linear approxi-
mation is valid, and that the probability of loss-of-lock
is directly related to the value of k.)
Suppose that the ith loop is operating so that
	
(emax + kv„ ) i 
= ki	 (12)
for some satisfactorily large value of k. Then, clearly,
the center frequency w i ., of the (i + 1)i 1 loop can be as
great as k i w i without introducing any ambiguity. Further,
as long as k and ki are large enough, the probability of
loss of lock in the A loop is negligibly small and the
tracking error is essentially that of the (i + 1)' 1 loop. Let
K— 3 C 2e "2 kW. (rr1lJ
where the terms are as defined in Part b. Then, from
Eqs. (9) and (12),
K
where Pi = al/2 is the signal power at the A loop, and
	
wi.1 = k ith = KPH m%	 (13)
If m such loops are used, each related to the previous
in this way, then the over-all error is given by
x r
e„, = (e. + ka„ ). = . \
	
rad
\ P.
_ ^ 1
K Pm ^,^ sec
T	 1
KPH [KPm - 1]% (KP._ .]W
1
Since K is determined by the physical parameters of the
problem, and since w, = 21r/T is fi-.ed by the period of
the ambiguity, the only parameters which can be varied
are the terms Pi . It is desired to allocate the power such
that the error [Eq. (14)], is minimized subject, of course,
to the restriction that the total power is limited;
Pi = P" 	 (15)
i.l
This optimum power allocation can therefore be deter-
mined by equating to zero the derivatives with respect
to P, of the expression
M-1
	
M-1
H [PM%-i ](%" + x 2 Pm- i 	(16)
i=o	 i=o
This establishes the condition for an extremum (which
is clearly a maximum) that
P. = j —(1/,X) 1/3 (2/3)" rl [Pm-i ]WO ^ (i7)
`	 i=o
But
M-1	 s
-'	 - II [P% ],,,	 ,^- 1PC 
_ 2 pm =	 ,=o +^-+	 E (2/3)vn
w=o	 r.s
(18)
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and hence
	
- I [pm -, ] f%	 _ 1 - (2/3, it ] P^
3a
Consequently, the optimum power division is that in
which
1 — (2/3)
	 [>^ WIl
	
P. = 1 — (2/3)"`/' (2/3) - 	 P^	 { 18)
and the ratio of the center frequency of the (v + 1)•t loop
to that of the with loop may be written, after some
manipulation,
	
2r1 — (2/3)'—	 1	 Pek^ = 3 1 — (2/3)"`/' 1 (2/3) (n 	k NoB.
(20)
where
3e-*/+ Owr
By -- 2(2)% k0^0_) '^
would be the 3ptimum bandwidth of vi li; loop if all the
power were used at that frequency only. The tr .00p
error, in seconds. bocomes
Tr	 n	 r 1 — (2/3)m/2ti-(%)-[
w, 
[3/2]+-[tm +e)/=l L 1 —(2/3) % ]
k/,r
	
3[1-(%).[
X ^(P.^INA)%i	 (21)
and decreases as m increases so long as
I e-> 
em- 1
or
l P, %	 _ (3/2)(045)/g
k{ N.B, ) - f (m) _ n [ 1 - (2/3)%f%-
Xfl
1 _ (2/3)-/'][(3l2)^ — (2/3)]
	
i — (2/3)(*- 1)/s]
 [ (3/2)'" -1 — 1 ]1 	 ()
The expression on the right f (m) is plotted as a function
of m in Fig. 11. It is noted that f (m) increases very
rapidly with m. Note that
Pc / 	 1	 (23)
	
NoB^	 a1
where a; is the phase variance when only one loop is
used at the same signal-to-noise ratio. Typically, this
io
a
4
2	 —
s
4
2
of
s
2
0=
4
2
o'	 -
2rZ	
I
r
0
0	 5	 10	 15	 20	 25
Fig. 11. f iml versus m (see Eq. (22)1
might be on the order of 7r/40 rad; and with k = 5, for
example, this requires f (m) :^'= 8/1r or m4 7 and the
error [Eq. (21)] is reduced from T/80 to T/776, or by
a factor of nearly 10.
The results of this part of this article- appear to be
limited to the assumptions concerning the type of loop
compensation required. Specifically, it was assumed that
second-order loops were used, optimized so as to keep
the transient error within bounds while minimizing the
phase variance due to the noise. But, in general, it may
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be said that the contribution to the phase error due to
the additive noise will be proportional to Bt%/m sec, while
that due to the phase jitter at the source will be pro-
portional to 11BL sec. (Consider, for example, the respec-
tive errors when the loop is optimized to compensate for
• random frequency jitter of the source.) Consequently,
• trade-off between the two types of error does occur
and a condition not unlike that obtained here will limit
the number of loops which should be used. The param-
eter k, in fact, provides a useful weighting between the
two types of error.
It is dubious that a multiple loop synchronization
scheme would be practical m most communication
situations. The slight advantage would generally be
counteracted by the additional complexity of equipment
necessary to lock onro several sinusoids as well as to
combine the information from the different loops. In
many systems it is necessary to use several loops, one
for carrier synchronization, perhaps another for subcar-
rier synchronization, and even a third for symbol or bit
synchronization. Nevertheless, the difference between
frequencies will generally be so great that the knowl-
edge of one type of synchronization cannot effectively
be used to estimate or to improve the estimate of the
others.
It is interesting to note that what has been said con-
cerning synchronization is also applicable to ranging,
since the two problems can both be solved by the accu-
rate determination of the phase of a received signal.
Ranging systems, in fact, have been & ,,gned which do
use this technique for improving the range accuracy.
S. Optimization of Radar-Radiometric Cycle,
R. C. ribrort6
a. Introduction. This article investigates the radar-
radiometric cycle used in hinar and planetary radar sys-
tems, with a view of optimizing the cycle parameters so
that the maximum possible signal-to-noise ratio occurs
at the output. In particular, it is found that the "remove
S + N" portion of the cycle should be shorter than the
"receive N" portion.
b. The cycle. Consider the general
cycle shown in Fig. 11 The transmitter is on for a time a,
the receiver recovers for a time r, noise is received for
a time b, signal plus noise for a time a, and noise again
for a time c. We normalize time so that the cycle is
based on a round-trip time of one unit.
We should point out that the cycle need not neces-
sarily look exactly like that in Fig. 12 For example,
transmission may be distributed in any fashion desired
on (0, 1), but the total transmission time is a, and the
total recovery time is r.
The detector output we shall assume is
	
n(t)	 1—b<t<l
D(t)= 1%+ n(t)	 1<t<l+a
	
n(t)	 l+a<t<l+a+c
where >R is some mean value we wish to estimate, and
n (t) is some noise term. The detector output is averaged
over three intervals:
	
A, = 1	 D (t) dt = n,b ,_s
1i+a
	
Ay = a
	
D (t) dt = µ + n,
	
1	 i+s+e
	
113 = — 	 D(t)dt=n,
c f+s
a	 r	 b	 a
RECOVER RECEIVE RECEIVE RECEIVE TRANSMITTRANSMIT SIGNAL PLUSAND IDLE NOISE NOISE NOISE
..
0	 a	 a+r	 1+6 	 I+a+c
ONE CYCLE TIME
	 —I
Fig. 12. Radar-radiometric cycle
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(1 +c)2— r(1+c)-2a(l+c)—a2=0
K
var rk = b
K'
var n' = a
_ K
var 
n' c
_ AK _ a(I+c—r— d)
P µ2T (1 + c + a) (1 + c — r)
if ap/aa = 0, we have the condition
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The noise variances are, for any detector, approximated 	 We wish to choose a and c to maximize this ratio. For
by (Ref. 27)	 convenience, set
` 1
K and K' are slightly different due to the presence of
signal in the detector, for that case. The estimate of µ is
kA, + k,A2 + k.Aa
We choose ki to makeµ unbiased and minimal variance.
In order to simp:ify things, we shall assume weak signal
conditions so that K = K' and E (ni) = E (a.). Then for
µ to be unbiased
k2 = 1
k=k,=—(1+k,)
and for µ to be minimum variance hy adjustment of k,
k=— bb+c
so that the minimum variance of ^µ is
o'= min var A = K[a + b+c1
On the other hand, if a plat = 0, we have
—(1 +c)2 +2r(l+c)+2a(l+c)+a2—ar -r2 =0
Hence, the point at which both derivatives vanish is
r(l +c) — ar — r2 = 0
The cases of interest involve r > 0, so the zero slope
point satisfies
r + a — c = 1
But c is positive, and a + r < 1, so this last equation does
not have a solution as far as we are concerned. The con-
clusion here is that the maximum value of p must appear
for values of a and c along the boundary.
The bounds on a are 0 G a L 1— r, and clearly the
maximum is at the value a = 1 — r, rather than a = 0.
With this value of a, there is a value of c which gives
the maximum p, namely that positive value which satisfies
(1 +c)2- 2(1+c)-1+3r—r2 =d
If several cycles are considered, say N, the variance is 	 This value is
o21N. Thus, in a time T = N - (cycle length), the squared-
mean-to-variance ratio is	 c = [(1— r) (2 — r)]"
PIT	 1
K(1+a+c)	 1	 1
(a + b+c)
This is clearly monotone increasing in b, so b should be
made as large as possible, b = 1 — a — r, where r is the
minimum receiver recovery time. Then
^— µ2Ta(1—a—r+c)
K(1+a+c)(1—r+c)
and, for a = 1 — r, the value of p is
_	 (1—r)c
P= (2—r+c)(1—r+c)
c. The standard cycle. The common radar-radiometer
cycle now in use uses the parameter values
a=b=c=r=2
µ =
_
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f
This gives the value po for the "standard" cycle
1
pn = 8
d. Comparison of the optimum and standard cycles.
Let us define = pIN as the cycle enhancement ratio, or
¢ =8P
The maximum enhancement occurs for r = 0, and this is
^n°r = 8 • [2 
+(2)%] [1 + (2)"-]
=1.4 db
The value of c for which = 1 is
C 
=2( 5 — 6r)
or a value of r, since c is a function of r, of
_ 3 _ 9 _ 17
r 4 (16 32
4	 2)3--
= 0.574
e. Conclusion. The or ium cycle parameters a, b, c,
and r are related as follows:
a=1—r
b=0
c=[(1—r)(2—r)]%
The cycle is shown in Fig. 13. For any value of r set
by the receiver, the enhancement of the optimum over
the standard cycle is
0 -
8(1—r)[(1—r)(2—r)]%
(2—r+[(1—r)(2— r)]"}((1-4)+[(1—r)(2—r)]"}
MINIMUM RECEIVER RECOVERY TIME, r
Fig. 14. Enhancement factor of optimized cycle,
as a function of receiver recovery time
I
I -r	 r
	
I-r
	
r(I-r)(2-r)l 2
MINIMUM RECEIVE SIGNALTRANSMIT RECOVERY RECEIVE NOISE ONLY
TIME PLUS NOISE
ONE CYCLE TIME
Fig. 13. Optimum radar-radiometric cycle
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This function, shown in Fig. 14, is the ratio of the
variance of the standard-cycle-estimator to the variance
of the optimum-cycle-estimator. The figure shows 1.4-db
improvement in the estimate at r = 0 and a break-even
at r = 0.574.
6. Conditional Frequency Uncertainty in
Spacecraft Acquisition, E. A. Taman
a. Summary. Assuming that the transmission frequency
of a signal from a spacecraft is known, uncertainties in
the spacecraft's velocity and position make it necessary
to search in both frequency and angle in order to acquire
the signal. This frequency uncertainty is proportional to
the uncertainty in the radial component of spacecraft
velocity due to the doppler effect. The purpose of this
study has been to determine the effect on the uncertainty
in this velocity and on its nominal value when the antenna
look angles are used to condition the radial component
of velocity. The results indicate that the length of the
frequency uncertainty interval, at injection, can be re-
duced by a factor of about two for a representative tra-
jectory. Furthermore, the conditional mean of the radial
velocity can be expressed as a linear combination of the
values of the look angles. The conditional means of the
remaining three unconditional variables are also linear
combinations of the values of the look angles.
b. Introduction. Consider the model for obtaining the
standard error in the radial component of spacecraft
velocity at injection by transforming the assumed multi
normal error distribution in the geocentric coordinates.
These coordinates are 8x, 8r, Sv, 87, 8z, 8i, where x is
the great circle distance traversed in the thrust plane,
r is the radial distance in the thrust plane, v is the mag-
nitude of the thrust plane velocity, T is the angle between
the thrust plane velocity vector and the local horizon,
z is crossrange distance measured in the appropriate
direction, and z is crossrange velocity (Ref. 28). The
error distribution is transformed to the corresponding
multinormal error distribution in station -centered spheri-
cal coordinates. This method is an alternate to the method
of Ref. 28, and gives additional information. The advan-
tage of using spherical coordinates is that the resultant
shift in the expected value of p, due to conditioning,
can be determined as well as the decrease in standard
deviation of p. In this new coordinate system, p is the
radial distance of the spacecraft while 0, 4 are the look
angles (Fig. 15). The remaining three coordinates are
the components of spac •.craft velocity along the unit
orthogonal vectors ep, e., eo, respectively. Other param-
eters of interest in Fig. 15 are the distance from the
LAUNCH PAD
	 Z-AZIS
	
10/ `
	
SATELLITE AT
INJECTION-7
100• x^ro
PROJECTION OF
SATELLITE ONTO
THRUST PLANE
rd
DSIF SITE)
	
`NOMINAL SATELLITE
	
THE ANGLE 9
	
AT INJECTION
Fig. 15. Station centered spherical
coordinates (p, 8, .0)
tracking station to the projection of the spacecraft onto
the nominal thrust plane, rd (the thrust plane of an orbit
is the plane in which the orbital motion takes place);
the radius of the Earth, r,,; the distance from the center
of the Earth to the projection of the spacecraft onto the
thrust plane, r; the perpendicular distance from the space-
craft's position to the thrust plane, z; the great circle
distance traversed in the thrust plane, x; and, finally,
the distance from the spacecraft to the receiving antenna
site zenith in the plane orthogonal to the zenith that
passes through the spacecraft's position and its projec-
tion, a. By virtue of this transformation, it will then be
possible to obtain the resultant conditional uncertainty
in frequency (the conditional standard deviation of 8p),
as well as the conditional mean frequency, directly from
the conditional multinormal error distribution in the
coordinates 8p, 8p, 8 (p6 sin 0), S (p¢), when knowledge
of 0,,0 is used at an arbitrary time. (Once themultinormal
error distribution in station-centered spherical coordi-
nates is determined at injection, then the multinormal
error distributions corresponding to arbitrary post-
injection times can be obtained by mapping ahead in
spherical coordinates by means of linear transformations.)
c. Determination of transformation. We now proceed
to the determination of the transformation matrix, D, by
which an error vector SZT = (Sx, Sr, 8v, 8T, 8z, 8i) can be
transformed into an error vector 8S r _ (8p, 80, 80, 8p,
8 (p9 sin ¢), 8 (p^)) at injection, i.e., SS = D SZ.
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In Ref. 28, the following transformations were obtained:
p = Cr2 + r82 — 2rro cos 1000— o + z2^
/z
	
\B = sin-' Iz2 + r
2 sine ( 100° — x 1ro
^Z2 + r2 sin2 1000— x—
¢ =sin-'
	
	
ro	
;
P
r	 /	 \
— Crr — ror cos( 1000 --x 
1
— k sin 1000 — x1 + zz\	 ro	 ro
P —	 p
1	
z 
Izi + 4sine ( 1000 — o J — x sin 2100° — o J^
Cr sin r 1000 — o 
A
	 z2 + rz sine ( 1000 — o J
2•
1	 zi + rr` sin2^ 1000 - -L) _ 
   
r2 si n 2 \ 1000 — o
	
— 
r cos ( 1000 — o —
 ro^	 z2 + r2 sin  1000 — o ) J
	
z 2 + r2 sin e 1000 — x 	
P + 
r1 — ror cos 100° — x — 4 sin 100° — x
	
ro o	 ro
p2
Since the time derivations p, 8, ¢ are functions of x, r, x,
r, z, i, and the Z coordinate system uses the variables
x, r, v, r, z, i, it is necessary to find x and r as functions
of v Lind T. By Fig. 16, it is seen that
r = v sin,,
_ roy COs r
X
	 r
Hence,
(v sin r) 
C
r — ro cos [ 1000 — 	 — ro v cos r sin ( 100° — x + zi
Tx- 1\\\ 	 \	 r0
p=	
P	
4
1	 z zi + ry sin r sine ( 100° — 
o 
J 2 ry cos r sin 2 100 0 — o )^
— 
Cr sin 1 1000 — ro 	 + r2 sin g1000
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1	 zz + ry sin r sin' t 100° — 0 1 —2 ry cos r sin 2 100° — 0 1
^	 !	 \x	 \	 x\ ^
r cos [ 1000
 —	 — 
rrd
z' + r' sine	 _
C	 r^^ )	 (100°	 ra 11
/	 x	 x'
zz + ry sin r — rov sin r cost 100° — — — rov cos r sin 1000
 — x
ro	 to
e
Z2 + r' sin' 1000 — x
r„
I Autdr`u OAn
of 8; is seen to be 3.80 X 10-' km'/sec'. This means that
the reduction, due to conditioning, in the square root
of the variance of 8p is by a factor of
35.14 m/sec _
19.51 m/sec — 1.8.
This ratio is in agreement with the results obtained by
/	 a somewhat different method considered in Ref. 28. In
addition, the numerical values of velocity are very near
/LOCAL HORIZON those previously obtained (a decimal point was mis-placed in the above-cited reference),
An explanation will now be given of how the condi-
INJECTION POINT	 tional covariance matrix B and the regression lines are
obtained. The multivariate normal distribution has a
density given by
Fig. 16. The quantities V and r in the thrust plane
d. The new covariance matrix. The transformation
matrix, D, which is a linear approximation to the exact
transformation for small displacements, can now be com-
puted and is given in Fig. 17 for the example trajectory
considered in Ref. 28. If the covariance matrix of the
Z-error coordinates at injection is V, then the covariance
matrix of S-error coordinates at that time can be readily
shown to be
V = DVDr.
This matrix is given in Fig. 18 for the representative
case considered. The variance of 8; is seen to be
1.23 X 10- 3 km'/sec'.
e. The covariance matrix and the regression line. The
4 X 4 covariance matrix B for the random variables
8p, 8p, 8 (p8 sin #), 8 (4) is given in Fig. 19 for the pre-
injection trajectory in question. It is obtained from V
by assuming that B = Bo and # = 0o at injection. This
new covariance matrix defines a conditional multinormal
distribution in the variables p, p, pB sin #, p¢. The variance
/ (XII X., . . . I Xk) =
{2^)ki2 (^ a'i J)" exp1 — 2 { 2 1air (Xi — i i) (Xi
where the matrix (a,! j )
 
is positive definite, the covariance
matrix of the distribution is (ai;) = (oi ! )- 1 , -and the Qi
represent the means of the random variables X i . The
conditional density function
/ (XI, X2, . . . 1 Xr I Xr+1f • . - Xk)
defines a multivariate normal distribution in the variables
X. (a = 1, 2, , r) with mean values given by 5a + ma
where
r	 k
ma = — E 2 Dab Qbp (Xp — f,),
b=1 p=r+1
and the covariance matrix of the conditional distribution
is equal to (vab) = (oab) -1 (Ref. 29, Chapt. 9). Hence, the
mean value of each unconditional varitate, Xa, is a linear
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op __- -0.9827 ap = 0.3123 dP = 0	 ap = 0 2p- = 0 21 = 05 ar ao	 a* az az
a9 = 0 ae	 =_ 0 10 =0
	
a9
= 0 a9 = 0.0003 km ' ae = 0
ax ar ac	 a, az ai
a
-0 0001 km ' a# -= 0.0003 km-' a# = 0	 at = 0 00 = 0 -at= 0
DX ar ac	 ar az az
a'
= - 0.0002 sec ' ap - 0.0011 sec ' ap	 ap= -0.9941 = 3.729 km/sec ap
= 0 LP = 0aiar ao	 at az
a ( PB sin ¢) _ 0
a (pB sin $)	 0 a (pO sin ¢) - 0	 a (p8 sin 0) = 0	 a (p8 sin #) = 0.0029 sec ' a	 sin ¢) = 0.9999 sec 'Or Dr a c	 at az z
a (n) _
- 0.4947 see - ' a W) = 0.0009 sec ' a 	 ) _	 a- -0.3503	 -^4)- _- -10.285 km/sec a(	 ) _-Dz - 0 a(	 ) _-	 - 0
ar dr ac	 a, az az
Fig. 17. The matrix D
352 km'	 0 - 2.31 X 10-' km	 0.833 km'/sec 0 -148 km'/sec
9.4b X 10- 1 0	 0 1.14 X 10- 1 km/sec 0
3.88 X 10 	 -5.80 X 10- 1 km/sec 0 8.80 X 10-'km/sec
1.23 X 10-' km'/sec' 0 -0.259 km'/sw
Symmetric 1.88 X 10-' km'/sec' 0
82.7 km'/sec'
Fig. 18. The covariance matrix V
Substituting in the required numerical values -(o'f) =V-1
192 km'	 0.288 inn'/sec	 0	 - 88.7 km'/sec	 and (70) = B,
3.80 X 10-' km'/sec'
	
0	 -0.121 km'/sec'
2.79 X 1 0-4 Ian'/sec'	 0	
m4 = - (0 - 06) {(2.6839807 X 10-1 km2/sec) (0 km- 1 )
Symmetric	 39'1 km=/sec°	 + (3.8047093 X 10- 4 km2 /sect) (0 sec/km)
Fig. 19. The conditional covariance matrix 8	 + (0 km2/see2 ) (4.3215158 X 10 1 see/km)
- (1.2098310 X 10-1 km2/see2) (0 sec/ Ian))
_.._.
function of the fixed variates, XP, and defines the regres-
sion lines. Using this regression, the receiver changes
the center frequency of the frequency search. Further
details are given in Sect. XIX-B -7 of this volume.
f. Example calculation. We consider the general ex-
pression for the conditional expected value of p where
the unconditional expected values of 0, 0, and P are
denoted by 0,,, ¢,,, and pn, From the results of Part a of
this article, the conditional expected value of p is p6 + m,
where
M4 = - L	 2 a4b abP (XP - 5P),
b=1,4,5,6 P=2,3
M4 = - I F4  [ 0b2 (0 - e0) + ab5 (0 00)],
b=1,4,5.6
M4 _ - (8 - 00)	 a4b ab2 - (0 - 00)	 a4b ab5
b= 1,4,5,6	 b=1, 4,5,e
- (0 - 06) {(2.6839807 X 10- 1 km2/sec)
X (1.8265267 X 10 1 km-1)
+ (3.8047093 X 10 .4 kmz/sect)
X (6.4017175 X 10 1
 sec/km)
+ (0 km2
 /sect ) (0 sec/km)
- (12098310 X 10- 1 km2/sect)
X (4.0722258 X 10 1 sec/km)}
m4 = - (0 - 0.) {0} - (0 - Oo) {0.01407 X 10 5 km/sec}
m4 = - (0 - 0.) {14.071an/sec}.
This result indicates that the conditional expected value
of p, at injection, is independent of the conditioning
value of 0. This fact is predictable, since variations in
00 = 0 have second-order effect on the value of P and
the analysis has been, rightly, to first order. Hence, it is
unnecessary to determine the value of the angle 0 when
calculating the new expected value of p at injection times
because the resultant shift due to conditioning the look
angles 0, 0 is a function of the deviation (Sp - ¢o) alone.
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If it is assumed that the tracking equipment is looking
at the nominal injection point at the time of injection,
then 0 = 0° so that m, = 0 and the conditional expected
value of p is P° . In those cases when other positions are
to be considered at the time of injection, the value of $
can be obtained from the antenna coordinate converter
and the new expected value of P computed. Once this
has been done, the receiver frequency will be offset from
the conditioned mean frequency by a suitable amount,
and a frequency search initiated with fixed look angles.
(See Sect. XIX-B-7 for further analysis.)
Finally, let us consider the frequency search interval
for the unconditioned and the conditioned case. Assume
a two-way transponder S-band system with carrier at
23M Me. Let the 0--offset be one beamwidth of an
85-ft disk antenna, or 0.1 deg. This offset is 0.0017 in
radians. The change in p due to conditiu.iing is then
(0.0017) X 14 km/sec, or about 24 m/sec. Since 1 m/sec
at two-way S-band corresponds to about 16 cps, the offset
is about 382 cycles.
More significant is the width of the frequency interval.
The unconditioned standard deviation of P is 35 m /sec.
Assuming a 5a search, as in Section XIX-B-7, the
width of the frequency interval is 2786 cps. Using con-
ditioning, the width is only 1/1.8 X 2786 cps = 1548 cps.
Thus, not only does conditioning reduce search time., but
it also can allow for construction of narrower band re-
ceivers, and, hence, improved signal-to-noise ratio. Thus,
incorporated into receiver design, the conditioning will
result in still further savings in search time.
7. Frequency Uncertainty as a Function of
Offset from Nominal, E. A. Vorman
a. Introduction. The standard procedure now used to
acquire a signal from a spacecraft requires search in
angle and then a search in frequency. The frequency
search proceeds by sweeping the receiver VCO from the
low end across a predetermined frequency uncertainty
band. The sweep rate is determined by receiver param-
eters as the maximum constant rate at which lock can
be achieved with certainty when the receiver frequency
reaches the actual signal frequency. Thus, the search
time is a proportionality constant times the frequency
difference between the actual received frequency and
the lower end of the frequency uncertainty band. In
Sect. XIX-B-6, p. 215, and Ref. 30, it was shown that the
uncertainty in signal frequency is reduced and the nomi-
nal value of signal frequency shifted when knowledge
of the look angles at a given time is used. There was
an unconditional normal distribution whose mean may
be considered zero without loss of generality, and an
unconditional standard deviation o„. Also present was
the conditional normal distribution of signal frequency,
conditioned by the look angles, with mean µ and stand-
ard deviation a,., with a,. < a.. Given a required a priori
probability a of acquiring the signal frequency, one de-
termines the parameter k > 0 such that a symmetric
search interval of the form (— ke N, + kob) is required in
the unconditioned case. A symmetric search interval of
the form (µ — ko,,, µ + kn,) is required for a priori proba-
bility a in the conditioned case. The purpose of this
article is to compare the expected values and variances
of the time to find the signal frequency, when using
the a priori unconditioned distribution, as a function
of the conditional mean µ which is not being used. The
analysis also gives the probability of picking up the signal
frequency as a function of the offset in the nominal
value, µ, when using the a priori distribution instead
of the conditional distribution. The analysis makes use
of certain properties of the truncated normal distribution.
b. Moments of the truncated normal distribution. We
generalize the results given on pp. 247-248 of Ref. 31.
Consider a random variable Y that possesses a normal
distribution with mean m and standard deviation a. This
implies that the random variable Z = Y — m /o has the
distribution function
4^ (z) _ ( ) J e- 9'12 dt ,	 (— oo < z < + oo ).
Now, let W denote a random variable with truncated
normal distribution function
1 w—m) —^; w° — m \
ID (E-11 a 1 — 4^ (w” a m)
and let
f"W'w—m w' d^	 —v
lip 
w,a m
1—^( 
wuo 
m\
It follows that
a,=m+o(Ai-112)
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and variance of the random variable X + kaY with respect
a,= m' +aX,(wo +m)—ax,(w,+m) +a2 	 to the conditional distribution function
G(X)— 
^/ \+kaY—µ \-0f —kaj,—JA
ac 	 1	 `	 ac	 J
(—kaY < x < +kaY)
and computing the expected value and variance of the
random variable X — µ + ka, whose distribution func-
tion is given by
µ —^(—k)
H (x) =	 a`	 , (µ — kac < x < µ + kac).
-t (k) — b k)
where
},lwo — m
a
^1w,—m`—^rwo—m.)a J	 \ o
and
()
it (
	
a
a	 \ a l
c. Expected values and variances of search times. The
results of Part b of this article are used throughout this
part. Let us assume the conditioned frequency random
variable X to be normally distributed with mean µ and
standard deviation ac. We now proceed to the determi-
nation of the expected values and variances of the time
required to find the signal frequency when searching at
the constant sweep rate the intervals (—kaY, +kaY) and
(A — ka,., µ + ko,-) assuming that the spacecraft is actu-
ally present at the given look angles (Fig. 20). However,
this problem is equivalent to finding the expected value
Define
kaY µ
_	 a,
4D ka
Y -- /A 	 4 — kaY — IA
ac	 J	 ac
+kaY—µ^
CC
cc
1.0
NORMAL DENSITY (0, a,)
0.8
	
--- NORMAL DENSITY (µ, a,)
0	 0a,
UNCONDITIONAL
SEARCH
INTERVAL
Fig. 20. The Intervals to be searched
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$'( —k)
(k) — o (— k) ,
and
_	 '0' (k)
yZ — (k) — 0 (— k) .
The following results are obtained: ¢ denotes the event
that the satellite is present at the given look angles, and
Pj (µ) is the probability, given ¢, of finding the signal
when the offset is µ, and the a priori distribution is used.
Note that the probability of finding the signal when the
conditional distribution of mean µ is used is always ex-
actly a for any µ. Also, Pf (µ) averaged with respect to µ
is exactly a by definition.
+ko.
E (X + ke„ 1 f) = 1 (x + ka.) dG (x)
— ^+ko.
x dG (x) + kax,
E(X +ka„1t)= µ+ka„ +ac(J11 — Az),
V (X + ka„ 1 j) = V (X I J) _ +ko x' dG (x)
— [µ + v^ (A^ '- Q]2,
V(X+ka„ It) 
=
ar[1— (A , — Q21
IQ — kaY (Al—A=)]1
µ+ka,
E (X — µ + ka, 1 1) _	 (x — µ + ko,) dH (x)
/'µ+koe
µ - koF
E(X— µ +k.eIJ)= µ+ae(y,— y=)— µ +kee =kv,
µ+ko.
V(X—µ +ke,1Q) =V(X)=	 x' dll (x)— µ',
µ-kvc
V(X—µ+ko,1j)=e2[1—k(yi +Y=)]
In order to compare these expected search times and
the related variances, we define the ratios
E 
Gµ) 
= E (X + kv„ 1 o — µ + kv„ + a, (A, — As)
E (X — )A+  kvc If)
	 kae
and
V Gµ) = V (X + ka„ 1 j).V(X— µ+ ka,1 j)
are [1 -- (,\, — k,)2 ] + [ —/A 	 — 1\2) — kv„ (A, + A,)]
ar [1— k (y, + y,)]
E (µ) is a measure of the loss (or gain) in the expected
time to acquire the signal frequency as a function of µ
if the interval (— kax, + ka„) is searched rather than the
interval (µ — kor, µ + kar), when in fact the signal fre-
quency is normally distributed (µ, ar). Similarly, V (µ) is
a measure of the relative size of the variances in these
search times. In Part d, sample calculations of E (µ),
V (µ), and Pg (µ) are made for a representative case
(Ref. 30 and Sect. XIX-B-6).
d. Comparison for a representative case. Assuming
that the prescribed probability a is 0 .9999994, the sym-
metric search intervals of interest are (-5a., +5a„) and
(µ — 5a,, µ + 5e,), i.e., k = 5. Let a./a, = 2, as is typical
in Ref. 30 and Sect. XIX-B -6 of this volume. Substituting
these values we have
v(-10— µ
_ 	 ar
AI 41(10—Q^—.4-10—a),
v(10 — µ
^r10— v / —^^--10— 0 1
y'
	 72
	
-D (5) — (— 5)
E (µ) = r + 2 + 5 (A, Az),
and
V Gµ1  =
(1.000015) 1 — (A, — Az)' — 10 (A, + )L,) — v (A, -- Az)I .
E (µ) and V (µ) are plotted in Figs. 21. and 22 for the
case under consideration where 0 G µ < w since similar
results would be obtained if the offset µ were negative
(pp. 164-168 of Ref. 32; Refs. 33 and 34). E (µ) is
strictly monotone increasing as µ varies from zero to
infinity, due to the fact that the average loss in time due
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W
µ/_c
Fig. 21. E (µ), the ratio of expected search times,
unconditioned to conditioned
The probability P$ (µ) of picking up the true signal
frequency when searching the interval (—ko,,, +kox) if
the frequency is assumed to have the conditional normal
distribution is given, in general, by
P	
— r 
kox — µ ) - 4,(— ku"'  — ")
and, in the example.
10__L)_4b 10 — -LPe (A) = 0 (
	
Or	 a, )
Pt (p) is very close to one for 0 ­^'- IA-11- 7a,  and then drops
off very quickly so that Pf (µ) is effectively zero for large
offsets in the conditional nominal value µ (Fig. 23).
Fig. 22. V (µ), the ratio of the variances
in search times
2
(x ` S ' 	2)
4 —
0 T ^ ^L 'I 7_1
0 2 4 6 8	 10 12 14 16 18
µ/or
Fig. 23. Pi
 (µ), the probability of finding the signal
using the unconditional distribution
to searching (-50,,, +5aj instead of (p — 50,, 14 + 5or)
under the assumption that the frequency has the con-
ditional normal distribution becomes greater with increas-
ing 14. In fact, E (A)-* + 20„/ Or as µ —ip + oo . Although
V (µ) is strictly monotone decreasing with 'Increasing µ,
it is clear that V (f,.) is nearly one for 0 —' # = 7v,.  But
as µ ­o + oo V (0 - * 0. The reason is that as µ recedes
from 0, the probability of finding the satellite in fre-
quency given, approaches zero, with all probability
concentrated toward the left end.
1. Extreme-Value Statistics for Estimation of
Error Probabilities in Ranger Block 111
Command Detector, E. C. /oma
a. Summary. This article applies the statistical theory
of extreme values (Refs. 35 and 36) to the problem of
estimation of probability of error in the Ranger Com-
mand Detector, and in other communication systems.
The method applies whenever errors are caused by large
(one-sided) fluctuations of a random quantity, such as
a voltage, for example. The basic idea is to use a short
stretch of fluctuation data to estimate how long it wolild
take for a random fluctuation to be so large as to cause
an error. The technique is to be used whenever one
must identify very low error probabilities and, in addi-
tion, the time or expense of taking sufficient data to
estimate these probabilities by the law of large num-
bers is prohibitive. A block diagram of a proposed testing
system is included.
b. Review of Gumbers theory. E. J. Cumbel enunci-
ated his theory of extreme values in Refs. 35 and 36.
Since the applications to date have been in fields such
as civil engineering and actuarial science rather than
'John C. Ashlock, "An Introduction to the Ranger Command Sub-
system," private communication.
3^
W
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in communication theory, a brief review of his theory
is in order.
Let zi,1 !== f G n, be n independent samples from a
continuous distribution of exponential type on the left.
That is, the density function f (z) is loss than a constant
times ell', for some k > 0, as z —* — oo . For n large,
consider the minimum of the zi, call it z,.. Then the
distribution of x = --z., for n large is the so-called first
asymptotic (cumulative) distribution function
F (x) =- exp (—exp (—a (x — u))),
where a, u are positive parameters (which depend on n,
but n is fixed; Ref. 36, Chapt. 5).
Now let x i ,1 r i t59 N, be N independent samples from
this F. Let xm ) , 1 !!Eg m L N, denote the x, ordered by
• . • !I
-Nx,,.Craphx,„„versusy=log(N+1/m).
Then tl^e N observations fall on the "Cumbel" line,
y = a (x — u). That is, x = u + (y/a), if x is large. For
then e-*(1 - 6) is small, and exp (—exp (—a (x — u))) is ap-
proximately by 1 — e-° t'-"). Here m/(N f- 1) corresponds
to 1 — F (x). And we have (1 — F (x)) xr e­ (­ ), which
explains the equation.
In this theory, a and u depend on the original unknown
f (z),, but these two parameters need not be determined
in advance. The parameters depend on f at large values
of z, rather than en any central values of f, as is reason-
able for a theory of extreme values.
e. Need for Cumbel line method. The Ranger Block III
Command Detector uses a frequency shift keyed (FSK)
Input signal, but is essentially a "signal present" detection
system that uses a tuning fork filter for its frequency-
sensitive device. Any given bit is called a "1" bit if the
envelope of the voltage out of the filter goes above a
certain quantizing voltage at the time it is sampled; other-
wise the bit is called a "0" bit. The quantizing level
used at present in this detector is such that the proba-
bility of bit errors when transmitting a "1" and when
transmitting a "0" are drastically different. In fact, in
practice, never has a "0" been transmitted and observed
to be received as a "I"; any error that is made is always
a "1" transmitted and received as a "0." Thus, the chan-
nel is a so-called binary asymmetric channel. A com-
panion article (Posner. Sect. XIX-A-3, p. 193 of this
volume) discusses this channel with relevance to the
Ranger Command Detector.
Specifications call for an error probability of less than
10- 5 at various temperatures and signal-to-noise condi-
tions. It is desired to test the &tectors to see if they
meet this specification. in the first place, the fork filter
should be tested only by transmitting a "1"; the error
probabilities obtained will be multiplied by % to take
into account the fact that 1's and 0's are transmitted
with approximately equal likelihood. Also, although each
bit in actual operation lasts 1 sec, the mechanical prop-
erties of the fork are such that samples of voltage 0.1 sec
apart are independent. The tests will use 10 samples
per sec to take advantage of this fact by obtaining ten
times as much data.
Now, an event with probability less than 10- 11 is at
issue. The number of test conditions required is such
that to test each detector for, say, 250,000 symbols would
involve prohibitively much time. Each test would then
take about 7 hr, so that weeks would have to be used
to get a good estimate of the error probability, at all the
various test conditions.
The Cumbel line method takes advantage of the physi-
cal nature of the low probability event whose probability
is to be estimated. Namely, the event is the event that a
certain numerical random variable exceed a certain value.
Extreme value theory is then applied to give an estimate
of the error probability.
d. Plan of use. At present, there are available on m.-g-
netic tape 5-min recordings of the output of the bining
fork filter in the "signal present" condition, for a number
of conditions of temperature and signal-to-noise. This
corresponds to 10 X 5 X 00 = 3000 independent samples.
The plan is to take the 3000 samples, the zi, and break
them up into 30 blocks of 100 z i each. Thus, n = 100,
which should be large enough to have the asymptotic
theory work. The value cf n can be increased if neces-
sary, but this reduces N = 3000/n. However, even for
N = 30 or even less, the Gumbel line gives good agree-
ment with theory in a wide va*iety of applications, as
Ref. 40 indicates.
The xi ,1 -!5!^ f X3000/100 = 30, are defined as the —z,,,.
for the 30 blocks of 100 z, each. These xi are then ordered
into x,,.,,1-4m.,!!930, where Then xt,.> is
plotted on the vertical scale against log [(N+1)/m] on the
horizontal scale. A straight line is then fitted to these
30 points.
To estimate the error probability, the value z,,,, ob-
tained from the system parameters as the value of z below
which the detector outputs a 0, that is, at which an
error occurs, is indicated on the vertical axis, and a line
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Fig. 24. The Gumbel line
drawn through — zc ,; t parallel to the horizontal axis
(Fig. 24). This z,,; t can be less than all the z„ 1 GjL3006
That is, — z,,; t can exceed all x;, l L i G 30. (In fact, the
advantage of the Gumbel method shows up best in such
situations.) The Gumbel line is extended, as usually will
be necessary, until it intersects the "critical line." The
value of the horizontal coordinate for that intersection
is determined.
This value yields the estimate a of the error probability
as follows. Let the intersection coordinate be log 1/w.
Then u is the estimate of the probability that the random
variable x exceed -- z,.,; t.
However, since n = 100 of the --- i 's have the x; as
their maximum, w is the probability that at least one out
of n independent z; is less than z,,; t . If a denotes the error
probability in the system, so that e./2 denotes the proba-
bility
 that a 1 is mistaken for a 0, then 1— w = (1— (e/ 2))".
For a small, then, we obtain e = 2w/n, the required
estimator.
A functional block diagram of a test system is shown
in Fig. 25. The system samples the incoming voltage from
the command decoder at 10 times per second and converts
this signal to a digital value. These z f are read sequentially
into a comparator which picks the smallest z i of the 30
by comparing each z; with the previous minimum zi.
If the now z; is less than the previous minimum, the
previous minimum is replaced with a new minimum.
Otherwise, the previous minimum stays. After 30 sam-
ples, the —z," ; " = xi is read into a buffer.
After all thirty of the xi are stored in a buffer,
the x(m) are computed by arranging the x; in decreasing
order in a sorter. An arithmetic unit then finds the line
of best fit, and computes the intersection of this line
with the critical line. In this way, w, and ultimately the
estimator a of a is found. The actual Gumbel line data
is also outputted for visual checking purposes.
e. Confidence intervals. The estimate of the probability
obtained above is of little use without an estimate of
the reliability to be attached to such estimates. One
source of unreliability is the failure of the asymptotic
theory to hold exactly for n samples z;. This effect can
only he found experimentally. Even assuming the asymp-
totic theory to hold for 100 samples, as has been found
4--te in other disciplines, we still face the problem of
assigning a confidence to the estimator a of e.
This confidence interval shall be found by assigning
a confidence to the estimate of w, and translating the
confidence interval to e. What is wanted is a one-sided
confidence interval. That is, given a desired confidence
coefficient y (close to 1), find a wo > w such that the
true value of w is less than w, with probability y. Then
DETECTOR INPUT^ SAMPLER P:^ ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL
TAPE 
	
CONVERTER Z^ COMPARATOR 
-_
I	 i	 I	 I	 I	 I	 t	 I
Xi	 x(m)	 ARITHMETIC, wp	 X-Y PLOTTER
BUFFER	 SORTER	 UNIT	 GUMBEL LINE
-	 CONFIDENCE LINE
OUTPUT
Fig. 25. Gumbel line error test system
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1
the true a will be less than the corresponding eo also
with the probability y; e6 is naturally larger than the
estimate a Thus, a might be 10-', eo might be 10- 3, for
a given y such as 0.95. We then Say that with probability
0.95, the true a is less than 10 -3.
The way this one-sided confidence region for w is
obtained is as follows. In Fig. 24, a y confidence line above
the Gumbel line is shown. This confidence line is con-
structed by one of several available techniques so that
the true Gurniml line lies below the y confidence line
with probability y. The intersection of the y confidence
line with the critical line gives the wo, and thus the eo.
The system of Fig. 25 should then also compute eo, or,
in fact, should compute eo rather than e. The test on the
detector would then work as follows. Choose a y, say
0.99; run the 5-min test and then compute e, If eo is
greater than 10- s, reject the command detector and
return it to the shop for rework. Otherwise, accept the
command detector subsystem.
If the possibility of more testing on the detector exists,
the above procedure can be turned into a sequential
procedure. Thus, if e, is in a region of doubt, more tests
would be called for. Some detectors would be rejected
after just one 5-min run, and some accepted after just
one run, but others would require a random number of
runs before being accepted or rejected. However, in the
initial use of the test system, the possibility of using a
sequential test will not be present, since the voltage out-
put records on magnetic tape will have been previously
obtained before any tests. Therefore, 5 min of such
data are all there will be to work with under each of
the various test conditions.
f. Conchnion. A preliminary test system has been
described above for estimating low error probabilities
in the Ranger Block III Command Detector when only
short samples of output are present. The system can be
used to estimate error probabilities on all sorts of other
systems where a 0 or 1 is detected by a voltage crossing
a threshold. The system will be incorporated into the
existing test system by J. Ashlock of Section 334.
We close with the remark that the previous uses of
extreme value theory have not been to estimate error
probability. Rather, the method has been used to deter-
mine for example how large a dam to build to cope
with maximum floods. In the previous applications, the
"threshold" was to be set in effect after determining the
maximum voltage. In those previous applications, 'thresh-
old" corresponds to size of dam to be built, and "voltage"
to amount of water in the flood. In the present applica-
tion, we are given a "dam" and must examine a short
record of floods before accepting the , dam. Due to this
different nature of the use of the theory, there are there-
fore new areas of mathematical and statistical research
to be investigated before the maximum benefit of this
theory for error-probability testing can be achieved.
2. Statistics of Dato SOYre@S, E. C. Posner
a. Summary. In a recent issue of Volume III of this
Summary (Ref. 37), a random pulse generator was de-
scribed, to be used as a data and noise source in,advanced
engineering projects. Several output options are available,
which yield data sources with different statistics. This
note discusses the statistics of some of the options avail-
able with the random pulse generator. Such information
is needed in order to interpret the results of experiments
involving data compression and coding.
b. Introduction. In Ref. 38, a random pulse generator
was described. The basic element of this machine is a
36-stage maximum-length shift register generator corre-
sponding to the known primitive polynomial x 36 + x11 + 1.
The pseudorandom events that are to be called "pulses"
are available in four options:
(I) A given length 1, 1 l G 7, is selected. Also, a
sequence of 0's and 1's of length 1, called a win-
dow, is chosen. The window is allowed to have
"don't-cares." A pulse is defined whenever the
chosen window of length l occurs in the output
of tFie pulse generator. After occurrence of the
special sequence, the search begins afresh with
no memory. Thus, if 11 is the special sequence,
then the input 011100 records a pulse after the
second 1, but not after the third I.
(II) A given number 1, 1 L l G7, of cumulated 1's
constitutes a pulse. After a pulse, the counter is
reset. Thus, if three 1's are sought, the input
sequence 00111'01000101.`1001 results in pulses
before the stars.
(III) A length 1, 1 ­5: 1 --' 7 is chosen, and consecutive
disjoint windows of length l are considered. A
window of length I is chosen, which is allowed to
include "don't-care" positions. Pulses are defined
whenever the given window occurs.
(IV) The same as (III), including "don't-cares," but,
instead of looking at non-overlapping windows,
the window shifts by only one position each time.
Thus, if the window 10 constitutes an event, then
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the sequence 0110*110* yields pulses at the stars.
The difference between (I) and (IV) is that (IV)
does allow for memory.
As stated in Ref. 37, the statistics of option (I) are
handled by the theory of recurrent events, and Ref. 37 de-
scribes them in such fashion. The same comment applies
to option (II). Option (III) is even easier to describe, as
the binomial distribution applies. It is in option (IV) that
new theory must be developed, for the theory of recurrent
events does not apply. For example, if a pattern of four
consecutive 1's is sought, then, once a run of four 1's
has occurred, the probability of a pulse on the very next
bit is 1/2. That is, the system does not start over at each
pulse, as it did start in option (I). The purpose of this
note is therefore to derive the formulas for the mean and
variance of the number of pulses E n in n bits under
option (IV) with an arbitrary window of length 1, includ-
ing "don't-care" positions.
c. Construction of the random variable. Following
Ref. 37, we represent the random variable En, the number
of pulses in n bits, in the following fashion. Define a set
of n random variables Yi such that Yi =1 or 0 according
as a pulse occurs at bit i or not. Then, since E n is the
number of pjilses in n bits, the random variable En can be
expressed as:
n
En =	 Yi	(1)
Note that Y, = Y2 = • • • =Y,_,=0,  where l is the
window length, since no pulse can occur until the lth bit
(more or less by definition and construction of the ma-
chine). Since the case n large is primarily of interest, this
end effect could be ignored.
Let us say that the window of length l has l — l* "don't-
care" positions, and l* conditioned positions. Thus, if l = 5,
the window 11 X 0 X has conditioned positions 1, 2, 4,
and "don't-care" positions 3, 5. For l G i G n,
pr (Yi = 1) = 21*
since there are l* positions forced by the window when a
pulse occurs. Hence, E (Y i ) = 1/2 1*,1 G i G n; E (Yi ) = 0,
1 G i G 1— 1. Since
n
E (En) _	 E (Yi),
i=1
Eq. (2) below is established as in Ref. 37:
E (En) = 
n 
21* 1	 (2)
More difficult is finding the variance of E,,, Var En, and
it is to this direction that we now turn.
d. The variance of En. To find the variance of tht
number of pulses in n bits (where n ^ 1), we shall .rind
E (E2), and subtract (E (En)) 2. Now, since
n
En =	 Yi,
it follows that
n
Var En =	 Cov (Y i , YI ).	 (3)
i,f=1
An unfortunate property of the set (Y i ) is that the Yi
are not independent. Thus, as in Part b of this article, we
observed that when a pulse occurs, the probability of a
pulse on the very next bit is affected. Therefore, the
covariance of Yi and Y; is not necessarily 0 for i 0 j.
Instead, we proceed as follows. For i or f < 1,
Cov (Yi, Y;) is of course 0. For i = f ^ 1,
Cov (Yi , Y3 ) = Var Yi = E (Y,) — (E (Yi))2
= pr(Y i = 1) — (pr (y,= 1))2
1	 1	 21*-1
21* — 221* = 221*
The difficult case is Cov (Yi, Y;) with l G i < J.
Let f — i = k ^- 1. First observe that Cov (Y i , Yi+k) is
a function of k only, since the joint distribution of Yi
and Yi+k, for i ^ 1, is independent of i. This follows from
the fact that the occurrence of a pulse at a given position
depends only on the present position and the previous
l —1 positions. Thus, define f (k), for k ^ 0, as Cov (Yi , Yi : k).
Eq. (3) becomes
n n-i
Var En = I I f (k),	 (4)
i=1 k=o
or, rearranging the above sum,
n-1
	Var En = E (n — l — k + 1) f (k)	 (5)
k=o
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Since f (0) = Var Yi was calculated above as (2 1 " —1)/221 ",	 according as there is or is not a contradiction in W 1 _ k
we need f (k), 1 G k !9 n — 1.	 with the first l — k positions of »l. Write this as
First let k ^ 1. We claim that Y, and Yi +k are then
independent. For the occurrence of a pulse more than
I positions in the past does not affect the occurrence of a
pulse in the present, since the length of the pulse-
determining window is 1. Then Cov (Y,, Y i . A,) = 0, k 1- 1,
so that f (k) = 0, k ^ 1. Formula (5) can then be written
min(1-1,n-1)
Var E. _	 I	 (n — t — k + 1) f (k).	 (6)
k=o
We thus turn our attention to evaluating f (k) for
1Gk^l— 1.
e. Calculation of f (k) . We use the formula
Cov (Yi, Yi ,k) = E (YiYi +k) — E (Y i ) E (Yi+k),
where i ^t 1. Since F (Yi ) = E (Yi +k) =1,;2 1 *,  we need
only find E ( Y iY i +k). Now
E (YiYi+k) = pr (Yi = 1, Yi +k = 1)
= pr (Y, = 1) pr (Yi +k = 1 1 Yi =1),
where pr (A I B) denotes the conditional probability
of A given B. Thus, the crucial computation is
pr (Y i ,k = 11 Y i = 1).
This conditional probability is computed as follows. If
Y i = 1, then the window of length l ending at position i
was the window W. The hypothesis is thus that the win-
dow 91 ends at position i. How does this effect the occur-
rence of a pulse at position i + k? The effect is one of
two possible ones. Consider the overlap of W and k;
I — k positions are involved.
Namely, let W be the window of length l that actually
occurred at i; W is not 91 if W has "don't-care" positions.
Consider W l _ k, the window of last l — k positions of W.
If one of the positions of W 1 - k contradicts W in a condi-
tioned position, a pulse cannot occur at i + k. Let W 1 -k
not so contradict 91. Then the probability of a pulse at
i + k is 1/2 1k*, where 1*, denotes the number of conditioned
positions in the last k positions of W.
Thus, given that a pulse occurred at i, and that W was
the window causing the pulse (if It has no "don't-cares,"
this extra condition is vacuous, as then W is always 91),
the probability of a pulse at i + k is 1/2 1k* times 0 or 1
1pr (Yi +k = 1 tit') = 21 D (W1 - 0 . 	(7)
Now we have
pr (Yi+k = 11 Y i = 1) _ E pr (W I Y i = 1) pr (Y i +k = 11 W).
W
(8)
and pr (W I Y, = 1) = 1/2 i - 1 *, for all 2 1 - 1 * possible W's.
Hence
pr (Yi +k = 1 Y i = 1) = 21 1	 1. 1* 2lk* 2 D (W t-k)•	 (9)
W
But the sum
E D(Wl-k)
W
is the number of W not contradicting 21 in its W, - k . Let
g (k)= 1 or 0 according as there is or is not at least one
such W, that is, according as there is or is not a contra-
diction between a„-k and 2l. Define bk as the number of
unconditioned positions among the last l — k positions
of W that are also unconditioned in the first l — k posi-
tions of Rlk. Define tk as the number of unconditioned
positions in the first k positions of 91. Then the number of
W not contradicting 91 in W 1 _k is g (k) 21k+1k, so that
I D (W l-k) = 2tk+bk . 	(10)
ry
Formula (9) can now be written
pr(Yi+k = 11Y i = 1) = g(k)2- 0+1k* - l * - tk -bk),	 (11)
Consequently,
E (YiYi+k) = pr (Y= = 1 ) g (k) 2-(' +  1*_ rk- bk)
= g (k) 2-(l+lk*-tk-bk),
and
COV (Y i, Y i+k) _ ^ (k) 2-(i+ lk*- t k- bk) — 2-21*
We have finally
f(k) = g(k)2- (1+1k*- tk-bk) - 2-21* '	 0	 k G I,	 (12)
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the required expression. Here g (k) = 1 or 0 according
as there is no contradiction between 91 and its translate
by k, and
(a) 1* is the number of conditioned positions in
the last k position of W;
(b) tk is the number of unconditioned positions
in the first k positions of 91;
	 (13)
(c) bk is the number of jointly unconditioned
positions in the last l - k positions of I and
the first t - k positions of Ri shifted to the
right by k.
f. Simplifications in special cases. This part of the
article considers the simplifications available in special
cases, If "don't-cares" are not allowed, then the following
simplifications occur in Eq. (13): 1,,*, becomes k, tk becomes
0. Also, l* is the same as 1. Then Eq. (12) becomes
f (k) = 2-21 (g (k) 2 1 -k - 1).	 (14)
Eq. (6) now becomes
min (1- 1,n -1)
Var En = 2-2 1 	 2	 (n - l - k + 1) {g (k) 21-k
k=o
(15)
Now consider the simplification in which "don't-cares"
can be allowed, but no tail of the basic window of length
k is a head of length k, l k G n - 1. That is, let
g (k) = 0, 1 ! k n - 1. Then Eq. (6) becomes (if
n - l l - 1 to avoid trivial complications):
Var E„ = 2- 1* {(n - 1+ 1) - 2- 1 * (l - 2) (n - s/i (l - 1))}.
(16)
We remark that in the above case, the theory of recur-
rent events applies.
Now consider the opposite case, in which g (k) = 1,
I G k G n - 1. That is, the window contains all 0's and
"don't-cares," or all 1's and "don't-cares." For simplicity,
no "don't-cares" are allowed in the below formula, and
n - l is assumed :^:- l - 1:
Var E n =2 21 { (21+1-1-2)(n-1)+ l(l2
ll	 2 (17)
(As a check, let l = 1; Var E n then is %, .which is the
known answer for the binomial distribution.) The mean
E (E n) for Eq. (17) is (n - l + 1)/21.
Note that the variance is higher in the case of Eq. (17)
than in the case in which the theory of recurrent events
applies, that is, when each pulse starts the process over
[option (I)]; this assertion can be checked using formulas
from Ref. 38, Chapt. XIII. Of course, the mean mum-
her of pulses is also higher, (n - l - 1)/2 1
 versus
n/(21+1 - 2). These facts are reasonable in advance of
any calculation. Also for l large, asymptotically in n, we
have n% 2( 1+1 )/2 for option (I), n%2-(1 +1)/2 for option IV,
as the ratio of mean number of pulses to standard devi-
ation of the number of pulses. These formulas are a
precise measure of the greater dispersion attained in
option IV.
Finally, let us consider the asymptotic formula for
Var En. That is, let n-3- oo in Eq. (6). We obtain
r. ^ _2
VarEn	
zl*	 (g(k) 2- (1+1,-1.- ak -Ziq - 1)2	
, k -o
in the general case;
(18)
1-2
Var En - 221 { o (g (k) 
21-k 
- 1) }
with no "don't-cares";
(19)
Var En' 221 (21.1 _ l - 2),
for the all-1's word length 1.
(20)
Note that in Eqs. (18) through (20), the variance of En
does increase linearly with n, as can be predicted in
advance.
g. Asymptotic distribution of E n. VJe have found the
mean and variance of E n; now let us consider its asymp-
totic distribution. In the recurrent event case, observe
that Ref. 38, p. 297, has the following theorem: the num-
ber En of pulses in n bits is asymptotically normally dis-
tributed. The same theorem holds for all cases considered
in this paper. The proof is complicated by the fact that
the random variables representing waiting times between
successive pulses are not independent. Thus, the tech-
nique of Ref. 38 for proving the asymptotic normality
theorem cannot be directly applied. However, it can be
seen that the waiting time between the r"' and (r + 1)81
pulse is almost independent of the waiting time between
the sls and (s + 1)5 ' pulse, if s is sufficiently greater
than r. This fact can be put in sufficiently quantitative
form to make the proof of the above theorem hold.
Details are omitted. It is to be noted that the asymptotic
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distribution of En is not as important for many purposes
as is the knowledge of how the pulses bunch. Thus, a
window of all 1's tends to produce bursts of pulses,
although the asymptotic distribution of E„ does not
imply this property.
h. Sample calculation. We shall calculate the relevant
values for the window 1 X 0 of length 3. Here l = 3,
1*=2, so that E(E„)=(n-2)/4. We next need f (k), 0:!!5^k ­^2.
Note that g (0) = 17 as always, g (1) = 1, g (2) = 0. To
see that g (1) = 1, note that the sequence 110 yields a
pulse, as well as the sequence 100. Hence, 1100 yields
two successive pulses, so that g (1) = 1. And g (2) = 0,
since, if 1 X 0 occurs, no pulse can begin with the 0.
Also, l',=0, t,, =0,bo= 1;1*,=0, t1 =0,b1=0;1*,= 1,
t2 = 1, b2 = 0 (but these last values are not needed, since
g (2) = 0). Then
f(0) = 2- ( 3 +0-0-1) — 2-4 = 6
f ( 1 ) = 2- (3+0-0-0) —2-4 = 16 .
f(2)=0-2-•=-16.
We conclude that, for n — 3 ^ 1, i.e., for n ^ 4,
Var En = (n — 2) f (0) + (n — 3) f (1) + (n — 4) f (2)
= 16 (n-2)+—!-     (n — 3) — 16 (n-4),
Var En
 = 
3n-5
16
Thus, E (En)/(Var En)% n%/3. As n--> oo, the distribu-
tion of [E„ — (n/4)]/[(3n)%/4] tends to the unit normal.
For n = 3000, we conclude that E„ is approximately normal
with mean 750, standard deviation 25. For comparison
purposes, a binomial distribution with n = 3000 and mean
750 would have probability of success p = V4-, hence,
standard deviation [np(1— p)]%= 3000•'I -%) % =25 also.
3. An Almost Uniformly Most Powerful Test
Using Quantiles, 1. Eisenb*rysr
a. Summary. The use of quantiles for data compression
of space telemetry has been considered in Ref. 39; a
mechanization of a quantile system has been considered
in Ref. 40. Further work is necessary in order to study
the uses that caa be made of telemetry in the form of
quantiles. This article discusses one such use--the test
of hypotheses, or, more accurately, the discrimination
of one hypothesis from another.
Ref. 39 gave quantile tests for discriminating between
means of normal distributions with the same known vari-
ance. In this report, quantile tests are given for discrimi-
nating between variances of normal distributions with
the same known mean. More precisely, the problem of
testing the simple null hypothesis
Ho : g (x) = g, (x) = N (F), a )
against the simple alternative hypothesis
H,: g (x) = g_• ( x) = N (µ, 02)
is considered, where o_ > v, (o_ < o,), µ is known and
the test is based on one, two, or four sample quantiles.
Here, N (µ, v) denotes the normal distribution with mean
µ and variance o=. In each case the power function is
derived and the efficiency of the test is determined when
the sample size, n, is assumed to be large. The power
is surprisingly large.
b. Review of quantiles. To define a quantile, consider
a sample of n independent values, x,, x.,, • • • , xn taken
from a distribution of a continuous type with distribu-
tion function G (x) and density function g (x). The pth
quantile, or the quantile of order p of the distribution,
denoted by gp, is defined as the root of the equation
G (4) = p, that is,
P
 = f-.
,p dG (x) = 
fX
sy g (x) dx
The corresponding sample quantile, Zp, is defined as
follows:
If the sample values are arranged in ascending order
of magnitude
X(i) < x (z) < ' . ' < X(n)
then x ( j ) is called the ith order statistic and
ZP,	 x tnpt .
where [np] is the greatest integer :!::—^ np.
If g (x) is differentiable in some neighborhood of each
quantile value considered, it has been shown that the
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joint distribution of any number of quantiles is asymp-
totically normal as n —^- m and that, asymptotically,
E (Zn) _ Zn,
Var (Zn) = P ( 1 —  P)ng t
 (fin)
PI — 
C ( 1 — PI
where p,_ is the correlation between Z,, and Zn2 , p, < p2.
c. The test for one quantile. Now, assuming the lim-
iting distribution and moments of the quantiles, denote
by F (x) and f (x) = F (x) the distribution function and
density function, respectively, of the standard normal
distribution, that is,
F (x) = ff  (t) dt,
r
where
F( 	 µ) 1—F g µ l
	
a,	 a,
a2 =
nf2 f g. — u 1
o, J
and under H,:
E (Z) = v2 (g — µ) + µ, Var (Z) = oza2.
o,
If the test is now based on the value of the statistic Z,
the best critical (or rejection region) is determined by
the likelihood ratio inequality
	
_ 1	 C) 21
	
L (Z H„) _ exp	 2	 a,a
L(ZIH,) 
expr _ 2 CZ°lad'/-1 <kl
which, by taking logarithms and completing the square
where f (x) = 1 J(2r)'^ a-'^ r-, and let Z be the sample	 in Z reduces to
quantile of order p, 4 the corresponding population quan-
tile under H. and 4' the corresponding population under 	 /
	
a,µ +
 a2
r Z —
	
) > k2,	 for o2 > o,	 (2)H,. Then one has 
	
p = r	 f (x) dx =
	
f (x) dx	 (1)	 as the region providing the maximum power. Here, k is
	
J z	 determined such that, under H,,, the probability of the
inequality (2) occurring is equal to e, the significance
so that	 level of the test. The power of the test, Po, is determined
as follows.
4--µ	 ^'—µ
a,	 a'
	 Under H,,:
P(—k+ a,µ +a21 < Z < k + a,µ +a2C
U 1 +a2	 or, + a2 )
or
g1 (4) = 1 f
I f ( C , - A
	
I	 ^ — A
o_	 a2	 0'2 
Hence, under H,,:
E (Z) _, Var (Z) = oa",
1
=F k 
_ j;7 µ
a,a	 ,a 1 + —
o,
1
F 
,,a 
—
galaµ 1 + °=
a,
=F(b)—F(c)=1 —e.
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since it is shown in Ref. 41 that, asymptotically, y is dis-
tributed N [a, (2n) % , x,] under H„ and N [a, (2n)%, a2]
under H,. Hence, assuming the limiting distribution,
which is a very good approximation for large n, one has
Under H,:
x,µ	
<7<k++ 92S 	 47,µ + a2ZP —k+ xl +a2	 v,+az )
a2
F	 al
a2a
e2
—F 
o,ac+Z—
—
al 
a2a
=F 
-!!L b — Z
2	
a,aµ C 1 — 472
1' [ a2
IL
 
c 
galaµ (1 472 ^J
(3)
Theoretically, the values of b and c depend upon the
parameters of g, (x) and g 2 (x) as vl ell as upon E. How-
ever, a few simple calculations show that for all practical
purposes one can determine b by the relation F (b) =1— E
and neglect as negligible the second term of the left-
hand side of Eq. (3). With this simplification, P„ will be
maximized if the order of the quantile is chosen to maxi-
mize C — µ/a la. Setting equal to zero the derivative of
this quantity with respect to — µ/e„ one finds hat this
maximum occurs at p = F (g — p/e,) = 0 .9424. For this
value of p, g — µ/a, = 1.575 and a = 2.019/n%. Inserting
these values, one obtains as the optimum single quantile
power function
P„=1—F e—I b-0.78(n) % l
1 a2 	 \	 472
d. E f iciency for one quantile. If one defines the effi-
ciency of the test as the ratio of P„ to Po, the power of
the best test using all the sample values, it is of interest
to determine P, in order to see how "good" the quantile
tests are compared to what can be achieved using the
entire sample. Now the likelihood ratio inequality in
the case of the entire sample gives as the best critical
region
i-,
(x i — p)2 > k	 (as > 4709
but it is more convenient to express this as
a
y = 2 (x i — p)] > k',
Under Ho:
k — a, (2n)%
p (y < k ) =F ^ 	 =F(b)=1—a, E;
Under H,:
p(y<k)=F^ b—(2n)%^1—
LL 02
of
Fig. 26, for n = 200, E = 0.01, shows the power and
efficiency of the test using one optimal quantile. The effi-
ciency is never less than 35% for any a21a,. Furthermore,
as in Ref. 39, the efficiency approaches 1 as a 2/e, ap-
proaches 0 or w. Under these conditions,
b = 2.326, k = 0.332x, + 
1.575a
a, + a2
Thus, if
1.243a, (a2 — 1.534x,)µ—	 <Z<µ+1.907x,
al + a2
accept H,,. Otherwise reject Ho. The test is to be made
at a significance level of 0.01.
r- EFFICIENCY
POWER
Hot 2(x) . 0 1 (x) • N(p, °1)
n • 200	
°2' ° 1
H I : g(x)=g2(x)=N(µ,°2)	 4.0.01
1	 -1	 1LZI
;J	 IA	 1..7	 1.7	 IA	 IA
Fig. 26. Power and efficiency of test
using one quantile
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e. Two quantilesr. Now let Z, and Z2 be two sample
quantiles of orders p, and P2 = 1 — p, > p, and let
x = Zl — Z,. Then
Under H,,:
E (x) = 2 (µ — g,), Var (x) = 2aa2,
where
a2= F( 
v^µ)Ll-2F(^,vlµ/^
f2 (fit µn	 1
Jo,
Under H,:
E (x) = 2a, (,A—  C,), Var (x) = 2111x2.
Simplifying the likelihood ratio inequality results in the
best critical region given by
Cx — 2112 (µ — S3)
> k2,
	
(112 > 113)•
a, +°2 J
Under H,,:
P ^—k + 292 (µ— S3) < x < k + 2112 ('- — W
a,+a_	 a,+al )
=	
k + 
292 (+
°
S 3) 
_ 2(1A
F 	
— S3)
2% v,a
2v1(µ — b3)
—F	 11,+112
2% a,a
=1 —e;
Under H,:
P(—k+ 2v'' (µ—C) < x < k + 2112(f' —Z)
a,+a•,	 c,+ a.,
=FI a3b-2'^
\ µa la3 /\1 °2/
—L'-2yy^µ a3
P".
b31	
°?^J
=1— 	 \	
1
Again determining b such that F (b) = 1 — e, the orders
of the two symmetric quantiles which maximize P„ are
p, = 0.0659, p2 = 0.9341. For these values, (IA — g,)/v, =1.508,
a= 1.869jn% so that the optimum power function is
given by
Pa=1—[F al b-1.141(n)%(I 
112	 \	 012 .11
We are considering only symmetric quantiles and we
conjecture that this is the optimum procedure to adopt.
For n = 200, e = 0.01, Fig. 27 shows the power and
efficiency of the test using two quantiles. For this case if
3.016a, (vl — a,)
—0.43410, +	 < x < 3.450x,
a, + al
accept Ho. Otherwise reject H,,. The efficiency never
drops below 67%.
f. Four quantiles. For the four quantile case, let
Z i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 be four sample quantiles such that
P1 < p2 < pa < p4 and p, + p4 = P2 + ps = 1. The test
will be based on the linear combination
X = a (Z4 — Z,) + 9 (Zg — Z2)
determining a and R as well as the orders of the quantiles
so as to maximize P,,.
1.0
	 1.1	 1.2
	
1.3	 1.4	 1.5	 1.6
r2/r1
Fig. 27. Power and efficiency of test
using two quantiles
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Under H.:
E (x) = 2a (µ — Cl) + 2f3 (µ — C2)
Var(x) = 20; [a2af + #2a42 + 2apa,a2 (p12 — pis)] = 2o;y2
where
F
	
a
i µ/[1—Frb^Ql µ/^
a; _
nf2 ( 
a,
F\gs
—
i µ)[1
- 17(^2
l
nf2(C2—N/
1`
\ o,
F 	 µl 1-2F^ 1—µ^
as
2	 Qi /)
	 \ of
 =
n f2 k—;, µ /}
F i
_ 	
72ai 
µ)[ 1 -2F(2
a'
 µ /J
a; 
n f2 1 C2 — µ 1
a, )
pq = the correlation between Z; and 7.;.
Under H,:
E (x) = 2a
o,
µ
	
( — Ci) + 2,8 Q, (
Var (x) = 2a_y2.
Omitting the details, one obtains finally
F v,
1
	
2% 
C1 — QL 1 aE : vi Ci 
1 +'8 µ — C2 1
—b — J	 J	 all	 J
a2	 Y
— F ai
2% \
1 ax I [a µ al") 
+ (µat g2^J
o	 y
=1—P,,.
As in the previous cases, we determine b such that
F (b) = 1 — r. Moreover, from previous investigations in
the use of quantiles in estimating the parameters of nor-
mal distributions (Ref. 42), it is known that for
a=0.116	 A=0.236
p, = 0.023
	
p2 = 0.127
p, = 0.977
	
p., = 0.873
P. will be a maximum. Hence, the optimum power func-
tion is given by
P,=1—FI !i b-1.284(n)%(1--!L)] .
L 02	 12 
For n = 200, e = 0.01, Fig. 28 shows the power and
efficiency of the test using four quantiles. For this czse if
a, 1.001( a2 — a' )J — 0.1283x, < x < 1.1295a,,
L	 \v,+o2
accept H,,; otherwise, reject H,,. The efficiency in the four
quantile case never drops below 82%.
g. Conclusion. In each case, since the lower limit of
the acceptance interval depends on U2 as well as on a,,
strictly speaking the tests are not ubiformly most power-
ful among quantile tests. However, in each case the
1.2
1.0
a^
w 0.1
0z
Q 0A
zw
2
^ o.4
W
0.2
0
IA	 t,l	 1.2	 1.3	 1.4	 1.5	 1.6
V2 /011
Fig. 28. Power and efficiency of test
using four quantifies
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s`
probability that the test statistic will actually fall below
the lower limit is practically zero even when H„ is true,
so that the test is essentially one sided. Since the upper
limit depends on the parameters of ,R, (x) only, then, for
all practical purposes, the tests are uniformly most pow-
erful among quantile tests.
If v, > az is specified instead of a, > a,, a similar
analysis provides the following criteria.
For one quantile:
	
1.243a, (a, ---1.534a!)if 	 µ —
	 a, + al	 < 2 < µ + 1.2430,
reject H,,; otherwise, accept H,,.
For two quantiles:
	
if	 0.434191 — 3.016a, (a, — 92) < x < 2.5820,
v, + 9:
reject H,,; otherwise, accept H,,.
For four quantiles:
if	 9, 0.1283 — 1.001{ 0' —'') J < x < 0.8729a,
v,+az///
reject H,,; otherwise, accept H,,. In each case the optimum
orders of the quantiles remain the same. if it is not
known whether o, is greater or less than a,, the test can
be modified slightly. The power is reduced of necessity.
Details are omitted.
Figs. 26 through 28 show that the efficiency of this
test drops at first as a7/a, increases, and then increases
again to 1. The minimum efficiency for one quantile is
about 35%, 67% for two quantiles, and 83% for four quan-
tiles. Thus, the four quantile test is quite good uniformly
in v,/o,, even when compared with the optimum test
using all the samples.
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